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PREFACE

Reports in this volume are numbered conisecutiveiy beginning with number 1. Each report
is paginated with the report number followed by consecutive page numbers, e.g., 1-1,
1-2, 1-3; 2-1, 2-2, 2-3.

Due to its length, Volume 5 is bound in two parts, 5A and 5B. Volume 5A contains
reports #1-30. Volume 5B contains reports #31-55. The Table of Contents for Volume 5 is
inclh.ded in both parts.

This document is one of a set of 13 volumes describing the 1991 AFOSR Summer Research

Program. The following vclumes comprise the set:

VOLUME rL

I Program Management Report

Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) Reports

2 Armstrong Laboratory, Wilford Hall Medical Center

3 Phillips Laboratory, Civil Engineering Laboratory

4 Rome Laboratory, Arnold Engineering Dvelopment Center, Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory

5A&B Wright Laboratory

Graduate Student Research Program (GSRP) Reports

6 Armstrong Laboratory, Wilford Hall Medical Center

7 Phillips Laboratory, Civil Engineering Laboratory

8 Rome Laboratory, Arnold Engineering Development Center, Frank J. Seiler Research Laboritory

9 Wright Laboratory

High School Apprenticeship Program (HSAP) Reports

10 Armstrong Laboratory

11 Phillips Laboratory, Civil Engineering Laboratory

12 Rome Laboratory, Arnold Engineering Development Center

13 Wright Laboratory

. . .. . .



1991 FACULTY RESEARCH REPORTS

Wright Laboratory

Report
Report Title Author

VOLUME SA

Aero Propulsion & Power Laboratory (PROP)

1 Influence of Operating Temperature and Quench and Stability of Oxide Dr. Mingking Chyu
High-T. Superconductors

2 Turbulent Length Scale Measurements in Axisymmetric Sudden Expansion Dr. Richard Gould
Using LDV

3 Electrical Field Effects on Propane/Air Flames Dr. Harold Harris

4 Investigation of the Combustion Characteristics of Swirled Injectors in a Dr. Paul Hedman
Confined Coannular System with a Sudden Expansion

5 Critical Assessment of Research in Elastchydrodynamic Lubrication Dr. Michael Khonsari

6 Effects of Riblets on Turbine Blade Heat Transfer and Velocity and Heat Dr. Paul Maciejewski
Transfer Measurements in a Ribbed Channel

7 Electron Density Measurements in Thermionically-Assisted Discharges in Dr. Douglas Marcum
Cesium-Argon Plasmas

8 A Numerical Method for Time-Dependent Incompressible and Compressible Dr. Tien-Mo Shih
Navier-Stokes Flows

9 Experimental and Analytical Investigation of Effects of Noncondensible Gases Dr. Kaveh Tagavi
on On-Axis Rotating Heat Pipes

10 Measurements of Droplet Velocities and Size Distributions in Pressure/Air Dr. Richard Tankin

Blast Atomizer

11 Transient Effects in Glow Discharges Using the GEC Reference Reactor Dr. Fred Wells

Annament Laboratory (ATL)

12 Signal Processing for High Speed Video Technology Dr. Eugene Chenette

13 Light-Gas (un Firing-Cycle Design for High Velocity and Low Projectile Dr. Rober Courter
Loading

14 Two Dimensional Simulation of Railgun Plasma Arcs Dr. Manual Huerta

15 Nonlinear Estimation for Exoatmospheric Trajectories: The Daum-Based Dr. Antonio Magliaro
Filter

16 Practical Considerations for a First Cut Multi-Sensor Fusion Seeker Dr. Charlesworth Martin

ii



Report
Nwnber Rer litle Author

17 Newton's Method Solvers for the Navier-Stokes Equations Dr. Paul Orkwis

18 Analysis and Design of Nonlinear Missile Autopilots Dr. Jeff Shamma

19 Qualitative Effects of KKV Impact Locations on Hydraulic RAM in Fuel Dr. Steven Trogdon
Tanks at Fifty Percent Ullage (Hydrocode Analysis)

20 Mounting Techniques for High G Impact Sensors Dr. Wayne Zimmermann

Avionics Laboratory (AVION)

21 Multiresolution FUR Image Analysis Dr. Raj Acharya

22 Automatic Segmentation of Infrared Images Dr. Satish Chandra

23 Performance Evaluation of Rule Grouping Algorithm Running on the Dr. Ing-Ray Chen
Activation Framework Architecture

24 A Note on Prony's Method Dr. David Choate

25 Correlation Dimension of Chaotic Attractors Dr. Thomas Gearhart

26 Fiber Laser Preamplifier for Laser Radar Detectors Dr. Richard Miers

27 A Methodology for Employing Modulation Quality Factors in the Analysis of Dr. Glenn Prescott
LPI Waveforms

28 Evaluating the Reusable Ada Avionics Software Packages (RAASP) Dr. Brian Shelburne

29 Filtering by Similarity Dr. Thomas Sudkamp

30 Aspects of Pattern Thecry Dr. James Wolper

VOLUMEB

Electroni. Technology Laboratory (ETL)

31 Velocity Distribution in a Degenerately-Doped Submicron-Length Field Effect Dr. Vijay Arora
Transistor

32 Sol-Gel Waveguide Laser Fabrication Dr. Raymond Lanoni

Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FDL)

33 Hypersonic Vehicle Control Strategies: Preliminary Consideration Dr. Daniel Biezad

34 A Study on Interferometric Tomographic Application of the Aerodynamic Dr. Soyoung Cha
Experimental Facilities at Wright Laboratory
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Report

.Report Title A~~

,Wrifht LaboraRo% (cont.)

35 (Not Used)

36 Evaluation of the Analytical Design Package (ADP) for Frameless Dr. Joe Chow
Transparency Program

37 A Massively Parallel Algorithm for Large-Scale Nonlinear Computation Dr. Shurit Dey

38 Decentralized Control of Flexible Structures with Uncertain Interconnections Dr. George Flowers

39 Computational Prediction of Static and Rolling of an Aircraft Tire on a Rigid Dr. Manjriker Gunaratne
Surface as Prelude to Wear Studies

40, Deply of Laminated Panels with Perforation Due to Impact Dr. David Hui

41 Monitoring of Damage Accumulation for the Prediction of Fatigue Lifetime Dr. Byung-Lip Lee
of G'rd-Rubber Composites

42 In-Flight Su~ctural Combat Damage Detection and Evaluation for Enhanced Dr. Vernon Matzen

Survivability of Military Aircraft

43 A Report on Robust Control Design for Structured Uncertainties Dr. Jenny Rawson

44 Experimental Investigation of the Influence of Constrained-Layer Damping Dr. Lawrence Zavodney
Treatment on Parametic and Autoparametric Resonances in Nonlinear
Structural Systems

Materials Laboratory (MAT)

45 Semi-Empirical Self-Consistent Calculations of GAAS Surface Restructuring Dr. Shashikala Das

46 X-ray Crystallographic Studies of Model Systems for Rigid Rod Polymers and Dr. Albert Fratini
Molecules with Potential Nonlinear Optical Properties

47 Computer-Aided Process Planning for Grinding Operations Dr. Rakesh Govind

48 Transmission Electron Microscopy of Deformation at the Interface of Dr. Warren Moberly
Ti-6-4//SCS6 SiC Fiber Composites

49 Ultrasonic Beam Propagation: Diffractionless Beams and Beams in Dr. Byron Newberry
Anisotropic Media

50 Geometric Reasoning for Process Pl ing Dr. Joseph Nurre

51 Synthesis and Characterization of Chiral Mesogens for Use in Cyclic Siloxane Dr. Steven Pollack
Liquid Crystalline Materials
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Wright Laboratoa (cont.)

52 Ab Lnitio Computational and NMR Relaxation Time Investigations of Dr. Martin Schwartz
Rotational Barriers and Chain Dynamics in Perfluoropolyalkylether

53 On Photoreflectance Spectra from Two Dimensional Electron Gas in Dr. Michael Sydor
GaAs/AIGaAs Heterojunctions

54 Creep Behavior of a Fine-Grained Y)AIsOI1+YA1O3 (18 Vol. %) Material Dr. Jeffrey Wolfenstine

55 Elastic Moduli of Fiber Reinforced Brittle Matrix Composites with Interfacial Dr. Fuh-Gwo Yuan
Debonding
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ASPECTS OF PATTERN THEORY

James S. Wolper
Summer Faculty Research Fellow

WL/AART-2
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45431

and

Department of Mathematics
Idaho State University
Pocatello, ID 83209

Abstract. Pattern Theory (PT) is an attempt to create an engineering theory of
algorithm design, analagous to control theory. The basic idea of PT is that binary func-
tions which are "patterned" should decompose nicely. PT uses Decomposed Function
Cardinality (DFC) of a function as a measure of its patterned-ness. This report details
applications of PT to Signal Processing and Theoretical Computer Science, as well as
attempts to improve the algorithms for computing DFC.
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I. General Introduction

Pattern Theory (PT) is an attempt to create an engineering theory of algorithm
design, analagous to control theory. The basic idea of PT is that binary functions which
are "patterned" should decompose nicely. PT uses Decomposed Function Cardinait y
(DFC) of a function as a measure of its patterned-ness. Ordinarily, a binary function f
of n variables has a 'cost' (ie, cardinalify) of 2n. But, for example, one can sometimes
partition the variables into three or more disjoint subsets, eg, {V1, V2), {3} and {x4), and
find functions F, 4, and g such that f(X1,X2,V,,X4) = F(0(g(t,z2), s),Z 4 ). When this
occurs, the sum of the cardinalities of the component functions may be less than that of f.
The minimum of these costs is DFC(f). DFC is related to other measures of complexity
such as Kolmogorov complexity (program length) and time complexity.

There were several aspects to this Summer's SFRP effort. The first oi these was
the application of PT to problems in Signal Processing. An extended abstract detailing
the results of this effort was submitted to the upcoming SIAM Symposium on Discrete
Algorithms; a slightly modified version of this abstract is the first part of this report.

The second aspect was an attempt to find improved algorithms for computing DFC.
Two new methods were tried, and memos were written describing the effectiveness of these
methods. These two memos constitute the secord and third parts of this report.

The third aspect was a successful attempt to simplify some results in Computational
Complexity which were originally derived using the more traditional methods of Turing
machines; we obtained these results using PT instead. The memo describing this effort is
the fourth part of this report.

The author gratefully acknowledges the support of the T-2 group in this effort.
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Function Decomposition as a Noise Filter

I. Introduction

This paper reports on the first uses of DFC in a real-world problem, namely, noise
filtering. In this context "noise" means that each bit of the signal is changed with a fixed
probability p. There are at least two important instances of this problem. In the first,
imagine a binary signal being transmitted along a noisy channel; in the second, imagine a
binary image. One needs to perform the usual signal processing functions on these.

II. DFC and noise

We analyze the effect of noise on DFC. The basic philosphy of PT, based on extensive
experimental evidence, is that 'real-world' functions tend to be patterned in some way,
and hence tend to decompose nicely. Thus, they have low DFC. On the other hand,
'random' functions (ie, noise) tend to be unpatterned and hence do not decompose. We
have modelled this by considering the effect of probability p channel noise on a sequence
of zeroes. Suppose we have a function of n variables (or, equiv~tently, a binary string of
length 2n) of which k are '1'. Let C(k,n) denote the expected value of the DFC of such a
function.

Empirical Observation.

C(k,n) = 2n(I - exp(-12.8k/2n)).

Notice that C(k, n) is virtually 2n when k/n > 0.15, ie, a 15% noise rate wipes out
most decompositions.

Now, imagine that we have a function f which has been corrupted by a noise process.
For convenience, let n be the observed output of the noise process. Then, the received
signal is f + n. Now, we invoke the following proposition (which is really more of an
observation).

Proposition (Asymptotic Semilinearity of DFC). Suppose that f and g are binary
functions of n binary variables. Then DFC(- + y) -< DFC(f) - DFC(9) + 0(1).

Proof. The cardinality of adding two binary variables - in this case the outputs of
f and 9 - is 4. Thus, we can trivially decompose f + 9 into a module for f, one for 9,
and one for addition, with total cost DFC(f) + DFC(9) + 4. However, it may be the case
that interactions between f and g allow for smaller decompositions (eg, consider the case
f = g). QED

We conclude that the effect of noise on DFC is roughly additive, ie, the difference
between the noisy signal and the pure signal is roughly the DFC of the noise alone, which
is predictable.
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rn. Using DFC as a Filter

We have identified two methods for using DFC as a noise filter. Computer experi-
mentation has just begun on them.

DFC as Energy Function. We propose using DFC as a kind of energy function
in a analogy with a a Hopfield neural network. One can do noise reduction in a Hopfieid
network because the energy of a noisy pattern is generally higher than that of a nearby
pattern on which the network has been trained. In the operation of the network, each
node can asynchronously determine which of its possible states it should be in in order
to reduce the global energy. Since the network evolves from its current position to one of
lower energy, it probably settles at the correct pattern in the memory.

In our implementation, the network, which is fully interconnected, would be initialized
to the noisy pattern. Each node is given a value equal to one of the values of the !unction
in question. At each stage of processing, nodes would asynchronously change their values
in order to decrease global DFC. Since DFC of a pattern is lower than DFC of a noisy
pattern, the energy surface defined by DFC should have a local minimum at the noise-free
pattern. Notice that no training of the network is required.

One possible appiication of ts is in Coding. Codewords from a deterministic Error
Correcting Code have a high degree of structure, hence low DFC. Corrupted codewords
have higher DFC. If the initial istate of the network corresponds to a corrupted codeworA,
then the network should reach au equilibrium at the nearest correct codeword.

Detecting Areas of Interest. Imagine listening for a weak thin (ie, relatively
low bandwidth) signal over a noisy line. In these conditions it is sometimes difficult t4
determine whether a signal is present. However, under certain circumstainces, the DFC of
the portion where there is signal may be significantly lower than the DFC of noise alone,
because of patterns within the signal.

IV. Conclusions

This abstract has discussed the use of Decomposed Function Decomposition as a the-
oretical and practical measure of the "pattern-ness" of a signal or function, and suggested
several possible approaches to using DFC to solve real-world problems.

VI. Bibliography

[H] Hopfield, J. J. ,Proc. National Acad. Sci. USA, 79 (1982), pp. 2554ff.
[PT1] Ross, Timothy, M. Noviskey, T. Taylor, D. Gadd, Pattern Theory: an engineering paradigm

for algorithm design, USAF Wright Laboratory Technical Report WL - TR - 91 - 1060.
[PT2] Ross et al, submitted to Symposium on Discrete Algorithms.
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Combinatorics of Partitions
(an unsuccessful search heuristic)

I. Introduction

WL is very interested in improving the time it takes to compute Decomposed Function
Cardinality (DFC). (The reference for this concept is WL Tech Report 91-1060.) This
report details an unsuccesful attempt to apply results from the combinatorics of partitions
to the problem. It is written with the hope that those who read it will not duplicate either
our efforts or our mistakes.

II. Computing DFC

This section outlines, without much detail, the algorithm for finding a good decom-
position of a function f. Let f be a function of n variables 21,2,... ,zn. For each
partition of n into two subsets of size (say) m and m - n, there is a partition matrix
and ', column multiplicity v. Suppose that the partition is into C = {xi ,.... ,zij. } and
R = {,I..., z:j,), where C indicates the column variables and R indicates the row
variables. The matrix has one row for each possible value of the row variables (ie, there
are 2n-m rows) and one column for each possible value of the column variables (so there
are 2"n columns); the matrix entry is the value of the function when the variables have the
corresponding values.

The idea is to choose the partition so that the column multuplicity v is as small as
possible. This indicates that the function can be simplified. (See the Tech Report for more
details.)

III. Combinatorics of Partitions

For a fixed m, the partitions of n into two subsets of size m and n - n are parametrized
by the words formed from the alphabet (a, b) which have n occurences of the letter a and
n - m of b. Thus, for example, when n = 5 and n = 3 the possible words are aabb,
aabab, abaab, baaab, aabba, ababa, baaba, babaa, bbaaa, and abbaa. The positions of the
'a's indicates the column variables.

There is a partial order on the set of these words, and hence on the set of partitions
of this size, defined as follows: the basic relation is that wibaw2 > WlabW2, where w, and
W2 are arbitrary subwords. The relation is completed by demanding that it be transitive,
ie, if u, > W02 and W2= > u then w03 > us. The largest word is bb-.. baa.., a, and the
smallest is a... ab"b.

The partially ordered set so defined (some people call these "posets") can be arranged
on a graph. The largest element is at the top, there is one node for each word, and two
words ws1 and W2 are linked if the basic relation 10l > Wo2 is satisfied.

When these words are interpreted as partitions, the basic relation corresponds to
exchanging a column variable and a row variable. This corresponds to moving through
one link along the surface of the graph.
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IV. Relations with Column Decomposition

The graph defined in III can be labelled as follows: on each node, isbel the graph with
the value of v for the corresponding partition matrix. It was hoped that v would behave
well as one moves along the graph. If this were the case, then one could stert with an
arbitrary partition and move towards better partitions by moving toward lower V values.

But this is not the case. Here is the key result:

PROPOSITION. A basic move changes a partition matix with column multiplicity
v to one with column multiplicity less than 4v 2; this bound is sharp.

The following Lemma is useful in the p-oof of the above.

LEMMA. v is invariant under permutations of the order of either the row or the
column variables.

PROOF OF LEMMA. Permutation of the row variables applies the same permutation
to the elements of each column. If two columns are equal before applying this permwtstion,
they will remain so; and, if they are unequal before, they remain unequal.

Permutation of the column variables move- whole columns around in the table, so no
change of multiplici.ty can occur. QED

PROOF OF PROPOSITION. By the Lemma, we can re-arrange the row and column
variables (if necessary) so that the first row variable is being exchanged with the last
column variable. The original partition matrix then has the following form, where each
Ai, Bi is a semi-column, ie, column vector of length 2 m-1:

Al A2  ... A 2 "-m

B, 82 ... B2--'

After the permutation of the indicated variables, the partition matrix has the following
form:

A, A3 ... A2 -m--1  B1 B 3 ... B=,-",_1

A2  A 4  ... A2n-, B 2  B 4  ... B 2 "-m"

There are v distinct A, and v distinct Bi, corresponding to the distinct columns in the
original matrix. In the transformed matrix, the 2v possible semi-columns may be placed
virtually anywhere, depending on thei locat.uns in the original matrix. Since the columns
of the new matrix are made up of two semi-columns from the original, there are 2v . 2V or
4v2 possible columns in the transform.

It is easy to construct examples in which this bound occurs. QED

V. Conclusion

This memo has discussed the changes in the column multiplicity v as one moves along
the graph defined by partitions of the row and column variables into two subsets of size m
and n - m. Since the value of v can change dramatically with a single move, this cannot
lead to an effective strategy for searching for partitions with minimal v.
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Discrete Fourier Transform as a Function Decomposition

Search Heuristic

1. Introduction

[see itntroduction to the memo above.]

II. Computing DFC

[See "An unsuccesful search heuristic", PT Task Order Report of 15-July- 1991.]

III. Fourier Transforms

The Fourier Transform is a well-known and widely-used tool in many areas of Math-
ematics, Science, and Engineering. Here is a brief description of the Discrete Fourier
Transform [DFT]. Suppose that f(i), i = 0,..., n - 1 is some function of interest. Then
its DFT is

n-I

(j) = f(k)exp(-ijk)
k=O

where fl = 2r/n and i 2 = -I.
The DFT is useful for detecting periodic components of f because of the periodic

nature of the complex exponential function. In particular, if f has period p then i will
have "spikes" at irnfl/p (as well as at other places corresponding to "harmonics").

IV. DFC and periodicity

Let f be a binary function of n variables, and let N = 2". Think of f as function of
integers i by taking binary equivalents. That is, if f is a function of (say) 3 binary variables
2i, :=, and Z3, consider the function f given by t(i) = f(a2,a,,ao), where i = E ai2i

is the binary equivalent of i. Thus, for example, f(3) = f(0,1,1) and f(7) = f(1, 1,1).
Since f and f are uniquely paired, we do not make any distinction between them in what
follows.

A function which decomposes well will naturally have some periodicity when expressed
in this way. For example, imagine th- function of 4 variables given by the table below,
where the column variables are X2 and 04 ,

00 01 10 11

00 1 1 0 1
01 U 0 0 0
10 1 0 1 1
11 1 1 1 1
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Columns 1 and 4 are the same, so for all x, and X3, f(M1,0,:3,0) = f(Xlv17Z311)i

ie, f( 8m, + 2X3 + 4 + 1) = f(8zi + 2Us). Thus one can expect that the DFT of f has
indications of a period of 5 (even though f is not actually periodic).

V. So why doesn't it work?

The basic idea of this effort was to look at all of the local maxima of j and use those
to determine likely partitions for good decomposition. One imagines that f might have
lots of local maxima, but the number would be less than the number of partitions. This
number depends only on the partition (not the function). Experimental procedure was
to decompose all of the "benchmark" functions and compare with their DFTs. (These
computations were made but the comparison was not done.)

FACT. Finding a given periodicity does not identify a unique partition of the vari-
ables.

Thus, in the example above, one can find other partitions for which the column dif-
ferences are also 5. Here is a what happens in the case of n = 4.

partition column number decimal equivalents

12,34 0 4 8 12
13,24 0 2 8 10
14,23 0 1 8 9
23,14 0 2 4 6
24,13 0 1 4 5
34,12 0 1 2 3

123,4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
124,3 0 1 4 5 8 9 12 13
134,2 0 1 2 3 8 9 10 11
234, 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

For example, the period '5' can occur for at least four of the partitions. In the
case when the column variables are {2,4) it occurs if columns 1 (decimal equivalent 0)
and 4 (decimal equivalent 5) are equal. For column variables 11,2,4), it occurs if either
column 1 equals column 4 or column 2 equals column 5 or column 5 equals column 8. If
the column variables are {1,3,41 then 5 occurs if column 4 equals column 5. When the
column variables are {2, 3,4) then it occurs if column 1 equals column 6, column 2 equals
column 7, or column 3 equals column 8.

Worse, suppose that you could determine 2 periodicities, say 2 and 6. This combina-
tion occurs for 3 possible partitions.

One possibility would be to try to locate the periodicity (this might be possible using
a wavelet transform). However, this will also fail. There are too many partitions for which
the same periodicity occurs at the same location. For example, columns with decimal
equivalents of 2 and 8 occur for three partitions of 4 variables. If the corresponding
columns are equal for some partition, then there is a periodicity of 6. Knowing that it
"starts" at 2 doesn't help determine the partition.
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There are other difficulties. For example, the "periodic-ness" due to two columns
which almost match is almost the same as that of two columns which match perfectly;
thus, this method would pick out lots of irrelevant partitions. Finally, it is not clear how
to implement it for partial functions.

VI. Conclusion

This memo has discussed the possible application of certain transform techniques
to the problem of determining function decompositions. These included the Fourier and
wavelet transforms. While it was determined that these techniques were unlikely to be
helpful, this is a positive result. The effort was part of a general plan to thoroughly
explore the practical and theoretical aspects of Pattern Theory, and we have acquired
more insight into the properties of partitions of the variables of binary functions.
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Symmetry and Complexity of Languages:

Pattern Theory as a Theoretical Tool

I. Introduction

PT provides new insights into various aspects of computing. In this note we apply PT
to a theoretical problem in computational complexity, and rederive some results of Clote
and Kranakis from the 1989 ACM Conference on Structure in Complexity Theory.

II. Statement of the Problem

Clote and Kranakis (henceforth (CK]) in their paper "Boolean functions, invariance
groups, and parallel complexity" consider the relationship between symmetry and com-
plexity.

DEFINITION. Let f be a boolean function on the n variables 2 ,... ,z. The Sym-
metry Group of f consists of those permutations a of {1,..., n} such that for all zI ,... i,
one has f(Z(1),X,(2)... ()) = ( I . . . , ) .

[CK]'s results have two aspects. In the first (which does not concern us here) they
have a given symmetry group G and desire a function f with G as symmetry group. In
the second, they are given a family of functions and some information about the symmetry
groups of these functions; they then derive results about the circuit complexity of the
functions.

They use two standard measures of complex,,, 4 ircuit is non-uniform NCk if it
has a polynomial number of elements and maximum dept- -g n)k). (Circuits are made
of and, or and not gates.) A circuit is non-uniform NC if iU is NC k for some positive
integer k.

The functions of interest are language acceptors. Thus L C {0, 1} is some language,
and , as the characteristic function for strings of length n from L, ie, f has value 1 if and
only if its input is a possible string from L. Define S(L) to be the symmetry group of f,.

Here are some notions from group theory which are useful in this context. The Sym-
metric group E, consists of all permutations of {1,...,n} with composition as group
operation. It has n! elements. The Alternating Group An is the subgroup consisting of
so-called even permutations, ie, those which can be written as a product of an even num-
ber of transpositions; it has size n!/2. If H is a subgroup of G then the order of H divides
the order of G (Lagrange's Theorem); this quotient is denoted [G : H], and is sometimes
called the index of H in G. Thus, for example, [En : An] = 2.

The result from [CKJ which we would like to prove using PT is:

THEOREM 2.1. Let L be a language such that there exists a polynomial p(n) such
that, for all n > 0, [En : S.(L)] < p(n). Then L can be realized by a non-uniform NC1

circuit.
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III. Group Theory and Complexity

The results in [CK] depend very heavily on the following deep lemmas from Group
Theory. Their use cannot be avoided by the application of PT.

LEMMA 3.1 (O'Nan-Scott). Every subgroup of E, not containing An is a member
of one of five well-defined families of subgroups.

COROLLARY 3.2 ([CK], p. 64). Suppose that G. is a family of permutation groups
such that there exists k such that [En : G] 5 n*. Then there exists an integer N such
that for all n > N there exists in :5 k for which G, = U, x Vn,, where U, and 1', are
groups with disjoint support and, further, Un C lEi. and Vn C En-..

LEMMA 3.3 ([CK], p. 58). An cannot be the symmetry group of a boolean function.

There is also one deep theorem of complexity theory which we cannot avoid using yet.

LEMMA 3.4 (Babai, Luks, Seress). Let G C En be a permutation group and suppose
ar E En. Then there exists an NC I circuit which determines if a E G.

NOTE. In this theorem G is specified by a set of generators.

IV. Results from PT

The following PT result, which relates DFC to circuit complexity, is us,!,ful in the
sequel.

LEMMA 4.1 (Theorem 4.14 of PT-i Report). Let C(f) be the circuit complexity of
f relative to the basis {AND, OR, NOT). Then DFC(f) :5 C(f) :5 nDFC(f).

V. The Key Lemma

[CK] use the following lemma, which they attribute to Buss.

LEMMA 5.1. Let Ek(w) be the predicate "the binary word w has exactly k ones".
Then E&(tv) is NC'.

Bugs's proof of this seems rather difficult and abstract (in particular, it uses Turing
machines). We will prove it using PT.

First, notice that the Lemma reduces to the following:

LEMMA 5.2. Majority gate is NC 1.

PROOF THAT 5.2 IMPLIES 5.1. First, notice that we can calculate Ek using the
predicates ATLEAST and ATLEASTk+i: if the former is true and the latter is false,
then Ek is true. Thus, we are reduced to showing that ATLEAST is NC 1 . Now, imagine
r bits of ones in parallel with the n bits of w. Let w. 1... 1 denote the concatenation of to
with r ones. If r > n - 2k and MAJGATE(wll.. .1) is true, then w had at least k ones.
QED.

PROOF OF 5.2. This proof is by induction. Consider the following function decom-
position:
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ih or more

onswihmasta tisipsil ohv n2or more ones" If no0,teee

f2 ormr
I or3 J D

thi2oe.

2 or more __

The leftmost functions of 3 variables have two outputs: mat least 2 ones" and "s or 3
ones". There are (n/3) of these, each with cardinality 16. If n/4 "at least 2 ones" are
true, then MAJGATE is true; this is A above. B is true when at least n/6 "at least 2

onesT are true. is true if at least n/6 " or 3 ones" is true. D is B and C; its negation
is not B or not C. If not B, then fewer than n/6 of the 3 variable packets have "2 or more
ones)), which means that it is impossible to have "n/2 or more ones". If not C, then fewer
than n/6 of the 3 variable packets have "l or 3 ones"; this implies that there are fewer
than n/2 ones.

By the induction assumption, the component functions have polynomial complexity, so
the aggregate has polynomial compleity. Further, let D(n) be the depth for n variables.
Then evidently D(n) = D(n/3) + 2; by induction, this equals D(n/3 2 ) + 4, etc; thus,

D(n) = D(n/3") + 2r. Eventually this leads to D(n) = O(1og3(n). QED
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Overall Conclusions and Recommendations

The work detailed in this report confirms that Pattern Theory shows great promise
as a tool in Signal Processing, Computer Science, and Malhematics (another effort over
the summer used Pattern Theory to identify chaotic behavior in iterated functions). It is
a subject which should be vigorously pursued.

One of the major limitations in the use of PT now is the time it takes to compute
DFC, and there are several efforts underway to improve this. One recommendation is that
the use of parallel algorithms should be investigated; so far there has been little work done
in this direction, mostly due to hardware access difficulties. Another recommendation is
that asymptotic results, like those in the fourth section of this report, should be obtained.
These results may lead to procedures for effectively estimating DFC or, at least, to aids
in branch-and-bound style search algorithms. Finally, the relationship between DFC and
symmetry should be explored more carefully. The fourth section of this report indicates
some possible lines of investigation. It is interesting to note that functions with non-trivial
symmetry groups need not have low DFC, ie, a little symmetry need not make a function
simple.
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Abstract

Quantum-well microstructures for the design of submicron-length
field effect transistors are investigated. As the electric field in the channel
can become very high, an understanding of the velocity-limiting
mechanism, a primary motivation behind this project, is achieved. It is
shown that there is a poor correlation between the saturation velocity and
the ohmic mobility. For nondegenerate semiconductors, the saturation
velocity is limited by the appropriate average of the random thermal
velocity. For degenerately-doped semiconductors, especially at low
temperatures, the saturation velocity is found to be limited by the Fermi
velocity which arises due to transfer of electrons from the parallel to the
antiparallel direction of the electric field. The emission of an optical
phonon was included by defining an inelastic scattering length at which
point the energy absorbed by an electron equals the energy of an optical
phonon. In order to study the validity of the theoretical ideas proposed, a
comparison with the experimental data on bulk Si and GaAs quantum well
was made, and excellent agreement obtained. The room-temperature
velocity-field profiles obtained are used to evaluate the electric-field
distribution, the velocity distribution, and carrier distribution in the
channel of an 0.25-gm High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMT). The
long-channel limit of the theoretical results indicates that the pinchoff
behavior is absent when velocity saturation is considered even in the long-
channel FET's. These results have advanced our thinking of the mechanism
behind velocity saturation and will have an impact on the design of
transistors with material structures of various dimensionalities. In the
concluding section, the possible applications of these ideas in designing new
experiments are suggested. Two papers, one each on 2-D and 1-D
quantum wells, based on this report are in the process of preparation. An
oral presentation of this report was given at WPAFB on 24 June, 1991.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The advances in the crystal growth, device concepts, and fabrication
of electronic and optical devices in GaAs and other III- V semiconductors
have inspired the scientists in several laboratories around the world to
work on combining both types of devices to create a new, powerful class of
high speed optoelectronic integrated circuits for optical communications
and many other high speed applications like digital optical computers. For
example, at Research Division of the Solid State Electronics Directorate of
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB), interest in these devices exists
in order to develop Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits (MMIC's).
Several structures in 0.25- Im HEMT project are being evaluated.

GaAs has a direct band gap necessary for microwave sources. In
addition, it has better electron transport properties than the industry's
device vehicle, Si. Electrons in GaAs are about five times more mobile than
in Si. GaAs is also available in semi-insulating form and, when used as a
substrate, substantially reduces the parasitic capacitances. GaAs combined
with lattice-matched alloy AlGaAs, has lead to the fabrication of very
efficient lasers and many unique heterojunction devices which are not
possible in Si. These include modulation-doped field effect transistors
(MODFETs), metal-semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFETs),
heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs), resonant tunneling devices (RTDs)
and several variations of hot electron transistors (HETs) and High Electron
Mobility Transistors (HEMTs). This new range of laterally patterned
nanometer scale devices which are based on MODFET geometries provides
many challenges to quantum transport theory. In such devices the quasi-
two-dimensional (QTD) electron gas set up in a MODFET is reconfigured by
surface patterning of the gate region to produce a -ariety of structures in
the varying low dimensionality and coherence. With the ever increasing
need for high-speed device applications, researchers at WPAFB are looking
for breakthroughs on the conventional design of transistors.

One of the essential factors in the operational design of these
microwave devices is the proper understanding of the relationship between
velocity and electric field in the channel. A typical velocity-field (v-E)
relationship for F-valley of the GaAs is shown in Figure 1. At lower electric
fields, the relationship is linear. But, at high electric field, the velocity
becomes saturated at 4.2x10 7 cm/s(as shown by flat dashed line).
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Figure 1. Room temperature velocity-field characteristics of
the r-valley of nondegenerate bulk GaAs (after V. Arora, D. Mui,

and H. Morkoc, IEEE Trans on Electron Devices, E D-3 4
1231(1987)).

The primary motivation behind this study is to understand fully the

v-E characteristics and the role these characteristics play in modelling of

submicron channels of FET's. Recent developments in VLSI and VHSIC
programs have indicated an ever-increasing importance of high-field
effects which limit the velocity of carriers and hence impose an intrinsic
limit on device speed. There have been numerous attempts to identify the
mechanism responsible for this saturation of the carrier velocity in high
electric field (See Ref. 1 for a review). Often a high mobility is cited in the
published literature to give higher saturation velocity. But, recent
experiments tend to indicate a poor correlation between saturation velocity
and mobility. 2.3 This absence of correlation was predicted, several years

ago, in scaling theory arguments of Thornber. 4 Saturation velocity was
found to be invariant under scaling of the magnitude of scattering rates
which alters mobility, while mobility was found to be invariant under

scaling of the magnitude of momentum which alters saturation velocity,

consistent with the preaictions of Arora. 1
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2. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

The understanding of the distribution function is essential in any
carrier transport study. The equilibrium distribution function is well
known to be the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. In equilibrium, the
bands are flat unless there is a built-in electric field. The electrons are
moving at random with the average velocity in each of the three cartesian
directions equal to zero.

In low electric field E, collisions can be considered point collisions as
the energy Iql E XD (field broadening) absorbed by a carrier of charge q (q=
± e for holes(electrons)) in the de Broglie wavelength XD is negligible

compared to collision broadening. But, as the electric field becomes larger,
the fivid broadening tends to mask the collision broadening, and hence
makes carrier transport virtually independent of scattering. The onset of
nonlinear behavior thus takes place when field broadening is comparable
to the collision broadening. This condition is equivalent to the condition
that the momentum gained by the carrier from the field e E r in the mean
free time c is comparable to its thermal momentum m* v. In terms of

energy, this condition is equivalent to the condition that the energy gained
by an electron in a mean free path e E L is comparable to the thermal

energy kB T. This condition was originally considered by Shockley, 5 but
was discarded in favor of the energy balance theories which dominated the

high-field arena in those days.

Recently, due to the availability of supercomputers, Monte Carlo
simulations of carrier trajectory have become very popular. In a
simulation, the carrier is subjected to the classical laws of motion followed
by a scattering event generated by a set of random numbers. The use of
complicated energy-balance equations, which are generally difficult to
solve for all possible scattering interactions thus can be avoided. Instead at
each scattering event, the electron is allowed to keep a portion of energy
gained from the field which accumulates as collisions p roceed and could be
emitted in the form of an optical phonon in an inelastic scattering. If this
emission is disregarded, the accumulated energy can become very high,
necessitating the use of high-energy scattering times, which are central to

any successful simulation. The high collision broadening present in these
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simulations can easily mask the semiclassical behavior of a carrier, as
point d out by Capasso et al.6 Dresden 7 has reviewed assumptions, implicit
and explicit, which are to be satisfied in treating electron as a classical
particle. One such assumption is that the collision broadening hit is much
smaller that the thermal energy kBT ( hit << kBT), which is easily satisfied

in low-field transport of carriers. But, if high collision broadening is

present, this condition can be easily violated. In spite of these conceptual

difficulties, the understanding of the physical mechanism responsible for
velocity saturation and its interdependence on the ohmic mobility is
missing in simulation experiments. As the mean free time r is inversely

proportional to the velocity v of a carrier for deformation potential

scattering, a dominant mechanism in simulation experiments, a description
of the carrier transport in terms of a constant mean free path t =v -t

appears more appropriate.

Figure2. Energy band diagram of Figure 3. Polar Plot of
an intrinsic semiconductor in an the normalized
electric field applied in the distribution function
direction from right to left. f(e,6,0) / f(e,0,0) for holes.

The electron distribution
is the mirror image about
the vertical axis.

in external fields, the Fermi energy (electrochemical potential) and

bands are tilted parallel to each other 8, as shown in Figure 2. An excellent
description of the carrier transport with tilted band diagram is given by
Bber, 8 who examines the effect of built-in as well as the applied electric
field on the distribution of carriers. The carrier distribution is determin, I
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relative to the Fermi level. In zero bias, the distribution is independent of

position and the Fermi level (chemical potential) is constant. In an external
field, however, Fermi level and bands are tilted. The carrier distribution is
now a function of spatial coordinates. When electrons are accelerated in the
field, they r.ove from a region of higher density n(e - ) to that of lower
density n(e - ( ± e E t)). These electrons can dissipate their net

additional energy to the lattice by emitting phonons, thereby causing lattice
heating. The carriers drop close to the conduci ion band edge and the
motion is repeated. From intuitive arguments, as suggested by B5er, 8 a
limiting velocity comparable to the random thermal velocity at lattice
temperature is expected. The carrier motion in an external field is,

therefore, not random. It has a finite component in the field direction.
This makes distribution of carriers asymmetric in the direction of applied

electric field. The electrons will roll down the energy hill and holes will
bubble up the energy hill. The electric field thus tries to organize the
otherwise completely random motion. Understandably, the Fermi level will
be affected by the applied electric field.

The distribution function for electrons rolling on a tilted band
diagram, following the proposal of Zukotynski and Howlett., 9 is obtained as
follows:

f(ek,EO) =
e(Ek ; +6 "e4Ek)) T+1 (2.1)

For holes e in Equation (2.1) should be replaced by -e. t(ek) = I v is the

energy-dependent mean free path. This distribution function thus has a
very simple interpretation. The electrochemical potential during the free
flight of carriers changes by ±e E.1 as electrons tend to sink and holes tend

to float on the tilted energy band diagram. This observation may suggest
that the applied electric field tends to organize the otherwise completely
random motion. Electric dipoles e t due t(. quasi-free motion of the carriers

tend to organize in the direction of elctric field for holes and in the
opposite direction for electrons. The high-field effects thus become
important when the dipole energy e E . is comparable to the thermal

energy for nondegenerate electrons or the Fermi energy for degenerate
electrons. The collisions tend to bring the electron closer to the conduction
band edge. If the electric field is strong, this unidirectional motion will
give carrier drift comparable to the thermal velocity which is average of
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the magnitude of electron velocity v. A quasi-ballistic behavior of the
carriers thus follows in strong electric field.

3. BULK CARRIER TRANSPORT

In order to show the validity of the ideas proposed in the previous
section, we apply the distribution function to calculate the velocity-field
characteristics for Silicon which has been extensively studied
experimentally. As said earlier, for deformation potential scattering in bulk
samples, a dominant scattering mechanism in silicon, the collision time is
inversely proportional to the velocity of the carriers. Therfore, t is constant.

In this description, even if the scattering rates increase with the carrier
velocity, the mean free path is essentially constant. This is the distinct

advantage of using the mean free path over mean free time. The
distribution function so obtained is strongly protruded in the direction of
electric field and is central to the understanding of velocity-field
characteristics. In the non-degenerate approximation (carrier
concentration n<<XD "3, where )-D=h/(2m*kBT) 1/2 is the thermal de Broglie
wavelength of the electron), the distribution function can be written as

f(Ek,EO) = e-(- C)AzT - .os(e) (3.1)

with

kB T (3.2)

In Equation (3.1), we assume that the electric field is along the z-axis. A
polar plot of f(k,E,0)/f(Ek,0,0) for electrons is shown in Figure 3. When 8<<1,
the distribution function is spherically symmetric. When 8>1, however, the
distribution function deviates considerably from this spherical character
and protrudes in the direction opposite to that of the applied electric field.

For a bulk parabolic semiconductor, the energy as a function of the
momentum hk is given by

fi (k,2 +ky2+kz )
E= ,

2m (3.3)
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The drift velocity is obtained from the relationship

IfCek ) (tk/m')
k,4

Vd = I f(X k

k.,4 (3.4)

Here s stands for spin. Converting I to integration using the factor Q/(27c) 3

(where Q is the volume of the crystal), the drift velocity in response to an

electric field applied in the polar z-direction is obtained as

2 fa sin(20) , RO) dO

f sin(O) FI/ 2(H(O)) dO
0 (3.5)

where

1 1 " x___

FjT i dx
r 0+ 1) J o e ( X )+ 1(3 .6 )

is the Fermi-dirac integral. H(O), the quasi Fermi level of carrier, is defined

as

H(O) = ii - Scos(O) - - cos(O) (37)

and

vth= (2kBT/m )/2  (3.8)

The normalized Fermi energy (electrochemical potential) 'q is obtained from

carrier conservation by numerically solving the normalization equation

nv = (" f3 fsin(o) F,/2(H(O)) dO
9(3.9)
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where nv is the carrier concentration per unit volume. Carriers in silicon
are nondegenerate if carrier concentration is 0.lNc(v), where Nc(v) is the
effective density of states for electrons(holes). At room temperature, Nc =
2.86x1019 cm- 3 and Nv = 3.10x10 19 cm- 3, as recently evaluated by Green 11.
Thus, nondegenerate approximation can easily be applied for carrier
concentrations less than 1018 cm-3. In the nondegenerate limit, Equation
(3.5) can be considerably simplified, and the drift velocity is given by

2d VthL(b)
(3.10)

where

,(&) = coth(8) - 1/8 (3.11)

Thus if carrier mean free path is known, velocity-field characteristics can
be obtained from Equation (3.10). The carrier mean free path can easily be
obtained from ohmic mobility for which reliable experimental data is
available. The electrochemical potential , in nondegenerate approximation,
does not play an active role in the expression of drift velocity. However,
for degenerate case, the drift velocity depends on carrier concentration
through . Expanding Eq. (3.8) for low electric field and writing vd =gt E, the
mobility expression is obtained as

Ste(h) = 4 e te(h) / 3 (2 n m* kB T)1/ 2 . (3.12)

Ste(h), the mobility of electrons(holes), a function of impurity concentration
N, is given by the empirical relation in References 9,10.

With the values of te(h) obtained from Equations. (3.12), the velocity-

field characteristics of electrons and holes, as obtained from Equation (3.10)
are shown by solid lines in Figures 4 and 5. The dashed lines show the
experimentally observed velocity-field characteristics which are well-
represented by the equation, originally suggested by Scharfetter and

Gummel. 9
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Figure 4. Velocity-field Figure 5. Velocity-field
characteristics of electrons in characteristics of holes in
silicon. The number on each charcTeristics o ecisilicon. The number on each
curve is the impurity
concentration in the sample. curve is the impurity

concentration in the sample.

The agreement with the experimental data is as good as is possible within
the experimental uncertainty, the scatter of data taken by different
experimental techniques, and assumption of a parabolic model. Even
though the ohmic mobilities are different for various impurity
concentrations, the saturation velocity tends to a common value, although
the approach towards saturation is much faster for high mobility materials.
Because of the low ohmic mobility of holes, the approach towards

saturation is much slower. The experimental hole mobility is lower than
the theoretical mobility which considers hole bands to be parabolic with a
single effective mass. At high electric fields, electron may transfer to split-
off band which may give lower theoretical velocity and hence explain the
discrepency. As transport properties of this split-off band are not known,
this inclusion is excluded in the present analysis. Room-temperature
saturation values of l.03x10 7 cm/s (electrons) and 1.000107 cm/s (holes)
are obtained. This indicates that high mobility does not necessarily lead to
high saturation velocity. Only at moderate electric fields, the velocity of a

high-mobility materials is higher than that of a low-mobility material.
Experimental data on quantum-well heterostructures also support this

observation. The mobility in quantum well heterostructure is much higher
than that of bulk materials, but saturation velocity is lower 14 . Velocity
measurements on a variety of samples lead to the same saturation velocity

at a given temperature2 ,3.
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4. QTD Quantum Wells

For a quasi-two dimensional (QTD) quantum well, the energy is given
by

en,k,kF n + (kx +k,5 n=1,2,3...2m (4.1)

The drift velocity is calculated from Eq. (3.4) with k replaced by n,kx,ky
and we obtain (in the quantum limit)

wr f0 co s(0) !F1/2(H(O)) dO

2d - t h  2x

Vd V "0th dO (4.2)

where

H(e) = iq- &os(0) (4.3)

and -n is now given by

-Eo
kI= T (4.4)

tl is now evaluated from the normalization condition

Dn' = XD In(l+e H( O)) dO

0 (4.5)

In the nondegenerate limit, Equation (4.2) simplifies to

- th Io() (4.6)

where In (8) is the modified Bessel function of order n. Taking the limit of
Equation (4.6) as 8..oo, the saturation velocity in the nondegenerate case is
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Vdsa= --- Vth (4.7)

The drift velocity vd given by Eq. (4.2) is evaluated for several values
of the degeneracy parameter N=nD 2 in Figure 6. It is clear from the figure

that as N changes from unity to a small fraction, the simplified results of

Equation (4.6) can be used. Observe also that for the moderate (N=.1) to

highly (N=I) degenerate samples, the drift velocity at high fields clearly
exceeds vdsat as given by Eq. (4.7). These results are in conformity with the
published results of experiments performed using a variety of sample

preparations.

1.6-
> 1.4 ....

1.2

0.8

0.6-

~0.4--___=

0.2 - Non-Degen

z
0 4 8 12 16 20

Figure 6. Velocity-field curves obtained from Eq. (4.2) at several
values of N. The velocity-field curve obtained in the non-
degenerate approximation (Eq. 4.6) is included for comparison.

All scattering events change the carrier momentum. However, only

some of them, the inelastic scattering events change the energy of the
carriers. Usually several scattering events are followed by one inelastic
scattering usually by generating a phonon. The scattering length top can be

obtained by equating the energy gained by an electron in a mean free path
to that of an optical phonon h woo:
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top =Oo / e (4.8)

The total scattering length is then given by

I = 44-1 + top-1 (4.9)

where to is the zero-field scattering length obtained from the ohmic
mobility. Figure 7 shows the comparison of theoretical results obtained
from Eq. (4.2) with the experimental data of Hirakawa and Sakaki. 2 These
experimental results could not be interpreted by a Monte Carlo theory.2
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Figure 7. C--- 1son of velocity-field characteristics obtained
from theory azu experiment. 2 Solid lines are theoretical curves
and scattered points are taken from K. Hirakawa and H. Sakaki,
J. Appl. Phys. U3 , 803(1985).

The multi-valley case of QTD quantum wells is much more complicated
since not only the valleys in the GaAs, but also those in the neighboring
AlGaAs layer play a critical role. Thus, velocity field characteristics depend
strongly on the composition of the neighboring layer. If all valleys are
assumed to be quantum-confined, the velocity field characteristics are
given by the equation
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(M~o 1 (Sn.j) oe v m

itrceT nj
Vd= (-2o) n 2 /k T *A1/k9T

I " Mi l / o ,Un,d e

n.j (4.8)

with 8ni= eEtni /kB T, where n,i stands for the nth subband in the ith

valley. In(x) is a Bessel function of order n. If the mean free path
decreases with electron energy, as is the case for phonon scattering, the
contribution from higher subbands can be neglected. Intervalley transfer
will be affected by the change in energy separation between the valleys
because of different effective masses.

Under the condition that the bandgap discontinuity for the higher
subband is small, there will be a transition of r-valley electrons from 2D
quantum-confined states to 3D propagating states in one of the higher
valleys. In this case, the velocity-field characteristics are described by

Iti(80+ e.(AHeor)lkBT2nLz mH 2

Vd= 
,)m

2mr o( 8 r) + e(AH-or)/kT 2 "Lz mH l sinh8 08
m-- 2* 112 Sifl(H/ 8 HDHm mr 2z

(4.9)

Here H stands for a higher valley. If growth conditions are such that Lz
<<.DH/ 2 n, the contributions of the higher valleys can be neglected. In that
case an electron will follow the velocity-field characteristics appropriate for
the r-valley. Otherwise, it will exhibit a 3D behavior at sufficiently high

electfic fields.

5. Quantum-Well Wires

In the simplest model, the energy levels of a QWW are given by

Cn,m,k
= n 2 oz +mEy---- -  where n,m=1,2,3....

2m (5.1)
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By using Eq. (4.2), the velocity-field characteristics of a quantum-well wire
can be described as

Vd h In(l +e q)

1FxxDn( q+'85  (5.2)

with

kBT (5.3)

where 11 is obtained from the normalization condition

-If x' 2 dx( 1 ).I ex-- ex-+nr- D ex -n e -T +6(5.4)

Here, nt is the number of carriers per unit length in the wire.
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Figure 8. Comparison of GaAs velocity field characteristics for
nondegenerate one, two, and three dime.isional structures at 77 K.
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In the nondegenerate limit, Eq. (5.2) simplifies to give

Vd= - ta.Sb
IFR (5.5)

For r-valley transport in GaAs (m*=.067 mo) at T=77K, the velocity-field
characteristics under nondegenerate conditions, which are independent of
carrier concentration, are compared in Figure 8. As can be seen from this
comparison, even though mobilities may be higher in low-dimensional
nanostructures, the saturation velocity tends to be lower. Thus, for the
design of any high-speed transistor, the complete velocity-field profile is
needed.

6. MODELLING OF FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR

Using the standard procedure, 20 velocity distribution in a 0.25-im
gate-length transistor was calulated at room-temperature. The velocity
distribution is given by Figure 9.

2

1.6

308 Vg=0.2
..... Vg=0.4

>- Vg'=0.6
0.4 Vg'=0.8

Ii!t iii 0Ii+! I 1 i
i

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
DISTANCE ALONG THE CHANNEL (pmn)

Figure 9. Velocity Distribution in 0.25-im length channel of

GaAs HEMT at room temperature.
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It can easily be seen that the carriers are not travelling throughout
the channel at the saturation velocity of l.8x10 7 cm/s. The carrier velocity
is lower on the source end. Only at the drain end, the carrier velocity is
saturated. As channel becomes smaller, more electrons tend to travel near
the saturation velocity.

Figure 7 indicates that the performance of the HEMT's at 77 K and 4.2
K will not be substantially different as saturation velocity is essentially the
same at these temperature. This may be important information for
cryoelectronics, as HEMT operating at 77 K may be much more economical
than those operating at liquid helium temperature, but still without
substantial loss about their performance.

6. CONCLUSION

An overview of the velocity-field profiles for materials of various
dimensionalities is given. It is shown that under nondegenerate conditions,
if a constant mean free path may be assumed, the .'rift velocity is limited
by the appropriate thermal average of the magnitude of the velocity for
the given dimensionality. The presence of an electric field tends to order
the otherwise random electronic motion in its direction. For degenerate
samples, the numerical caculations show that the saturation velocity tends
to overshoot the thermal average of the magnitude of the velocity. This is
due to the expansion of the Fermi sphere (or hemisphere in the strong
electric field which has now to accomodate twice as many electrons than
that in the zero electric field). But due to the experimental conditions
present in the sample, the transfer to higher valleys is also possible.
Unfortunately, very little is known about the transport parameters of the
higher satellite valleys. Moreover, because of the ellipsoidal nature of the
valley, the effective mass is a tensor. Anisotropies in this tensor can give
anisotropies in the direction of current flow.

A few comments about the intrinsic transport which is directly
related to the electron temperature can be made. The concept of hot
electron temperature is extensively used in the literature to define electric-
field-induced change in energy of the electron. As one can easily see this
concept will be valid if the bands remain flat in the electric field. When
electric field is applied and the current is flowing, the bands tilt in the
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sample. Thus an electron after completing a mean free path will sink in the
conduction band by an amount e E Le, and holes tend to float by an amount
e E 4. This decreases the bandgap by an amount equal to e E (4e + 4h).
The decrease in bandgap enhances the number of electron hole pairs in
strong electric field (carrier multiplicatio ,. If bandgap is assumed to be
constant at zero field value, the carrier multiplication can be renormalized
in terms of change in temperature, which is perhaps a better definition for
an effective electron temperature as it involves both the conduction and
the valence band. The results of this study will be reported in a separate
communication.

When velocity-field profiles are considered in modelling FET's, it is
found that the usual pinchoff effect at the onset of current saturation is
absent. Actually, pinchoff phenomena appear when constant mobility,
independent of an electric field, is used in modelling a transistor. When the
velocity saturation effect, as present in the velocity-field profiles is used,
the carrier density at the onset of saturat.o3n is found to be constant.12 For
obvious reasons, when the electric field is very high at the drain end, as is
the case, the electrons do not follow the linear behavior in velocity-field
relationship as predicted by Ohm's law. After the saturation point in I-V
characteristics of the FET, carrier multiplication yields a large number of
intrinsic carriers, which keep the channel open and current continues to
flow. This explanation seems to be closer to the experimental observation
than that the flow of carriers is through depletion layers as is modelled in
the published literature. This carrier multiplication, perhaps, is also the
source of noise which is normally present on the drain end.

These are some of the observations where velocity-field profiles may
influence the modelling of modern nanostructure devices. We, therefore,
hope that the results presented here will prove useful in understanding the
world of future quantum device.
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SOL-GEL WAVEGUIDE LASER FABRICATION

Dr. Raymond Zanoni

Recently there has been growing interest in developing solid-state integrated optical lasers.

At British Telecom a waveguide laser was formed by Nd ion implantation in YAG1, at NTT a

neodymium doped SiO2 film was fabricated by CVD onto a silicon substrate 2, at Thomson-CSF

in France a waveguide and amplifier were demonstrated in LiNbO31, and ion exchange waveguide

lasers have been made in neodymium doped glasses'. The intent of this investigation is to study

the feasibility of fabricating waveguide lasers using sol-gel materials. "Sol-gel" processing is a

low-temperature route for making glasses. The ability to chemically modify or dope the sol-gel

together with the capability of simplified processing by means of spin coating, spraying, or vapor

depositing the sol-gels makes these materials ideal candidates for novel, low-cost integrated optical

components in a variety of military and civilian applications.

Sol-gel processing of inorganic ceramic and glass materials began in the mid-1800's with

studies of silica gels5 . In 1940 Tanner and Lockhart first reported the development of SiO2 films

made by the sol-gel process6. Renewed interest in this technology has led to the development of

new multifunctional materials over the past decade'. The sol-gel process has been used effectively

to form glasses: SiO2, TiO2 , SiO2-TiO, , indium fin oxide coatings, ZrO2, A1203, etc.' Both rare

earth9 and dye doped sol-gel laser materials have been made0. To date, integrated optical

amplifiers and lasers have not been made with sol-gel materials. The sol-gel process combined

with optical waveguide technology promises to open up a wide range of novel integrated optical

device applications.
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If integrated optical components can be fabricated in sol-gels, then the next step will lead to

the development of waveguide amplifiers and lasers. Below, several types of sol-gel waveguide

lasers are illustrated: channel waveguide lasers, distributed feedback lasers, and a mode-locked

laser using coupled cavities. Figure 1 illustrates typical channel waveguide lasers which can be

IPump
Transverse IW 7 Transverse

Pump Pump

(a) (b) (C)
Figure 1. Channel maveguide lasers. A) Buried channel waveguide, B) Ridge waveguide, and C)

Distributed Feedback laser.

either transversely or end-fire pumped by diode lasers. In Fig. la a channel waveguide is formed

by doping a laser active material into a sol-gel film. The laser cavity is formed by coating

dielectric mirrors onto the ends of the channel waveguide. The laser is pumped transversely by

guiding light into the laser active region through the planar sol-gel film. Laser radiation is guided

by total internal reflection within the optical channel. Proton exchanged Nd:MgO:LiNbO3

waveguide lasers have produced up to 14 mW of CW optical power at 1085 nmU. Fig lb

illustrates a ridge waveguide laser which can be made by reactive ion milling a laser active sol-gel

film. The laser can be optically pumped by end-fire coupling light into the end of the channel

waveguide. Laser light is outcoupled from the channel waveguide laser by a partially reflecting

dielectric coating on the end-face of the channel. In Fig Ic a distributed feedback laser is

illustrated where a periodic corrugation is etched into a sol-gel film to form a grating resonator for

the waveguide laser. This eliminates the need for dielectric mirror coatings to make the resonator.
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Distributed feedback resonators can operate at a single frequency by adjusting the pump power,

therefore, these lasers are particularly useful for injection seeding high power lasers.

Nonlinear
Ion-milled Wav ulde Sol-Gel Film

Figure 2. A coupled cavity laser is illustraed where the laser doped ridge wavegide is weakly
coupled to a ridge wavegutde which has been doped with a nonlinear optical material with a large

nonlinear refractive index. This device can be expected to produce pulses widths of approx.. I to
10 ps wide at repetition rates of approx. 30 GHz.

Figure 2 illustrates a coupled cavity laser which is expected to produce short, high repetition

rate laser pulses. T.,ie coupled cavity laser works on the principle that short, high intensity pulses

will have an intensity dependent phase shift in the nonlinear cavity formed from the nonlinear

cavity. The nonlinear phase shift will in effect modulate the path length of the nonlinear cavity

such that the laser cavity can be mode-locked. Only those pulses which circulate in phase with the

laser cavity round trip time will add constructively to produce a mode-locked sequence of short

pulses. Hence the name "additive pulse mode-locking". This type of laser was first developed by

Mollenauer and Stolen 2 and further developed by Fujimoto and Haus"3. With appropriate design

it may be possibl.- to construct devices which produce soliton pulses for dispersion free propagation

on fiber optical communication systems. However the fundamental issue in applying this new

technology depends upon the fabrication of low loss waveguldes before sol-gels can be viewed as

a serious alternative to existing waveguide material systems.
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The objective of the summer research project at Wright Patterson has been to study the

feasibility of fabricating channel waveguides in sol-gel materials for making optical amplifiers and

lasers. Practical questions remain regarding the feasibility of processing these materials into low

loss optical structures. This summer several types of sol-gel systems have been studied for possible

use as thin film hosts for laser active species: ORMOSIL's, Titanium Butoxide/TMOS, and TMOS.

The issues of importance in these studies were film shrinkage, ease of film fabrication,

transparency and film quality. In this work it is shown that standard photolithographic methods

can be used to make ridge channels in sol-gel films. With further work in reducing particulate

contamination it should be feasible to make light guides with sol-gel films.
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MATERIALS

The process for making silica glass is accomplished easily with the sol-gel processing

method. For example, an alkoxide silicon precursor [tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) or

tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS)] can be used to form a colloidal suspension of silica by the

addition of water through a hydrolysis and condensation reaction:1

Hydrolysis: SI(OR)4+ 4H20 -, SI(OH) 4+ 4ROH

Condensation: Si(OH),- SI 02 (gel) + 2 H20

With the addition of distilled water to the alkoxide precursor the mixture begins to hydrolyze and

condense to form a silica gel. The SiO2 formed by the hydrolysis and condensation reaction will

remain in a clear colloidal suspension provided the pH of the solution is adjusted with hydrochloric

acid. The solution forms an SiO 2 gel which is a porous three dimensional network. Upon aging

and drying (or post baking) the pores can be eliminated leaving behind a dense glass (densification).

Silicate glasses are not the only glasses which can be made by the sol-gel process." A variety

of nonabsorbing metal oxide materials are listed in Table 1. For optical applications an admixture

of TiO2 and SiO2 can yield films whose refractive index is continuously adjustable over the range

of 1.45 to 2.3. Many of the starting compounds are readily available from chemical supply houses

and the recipes for preparing the sol-gel materials have been published and are available in the

chemical literature.
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Oxide Starting Compound n Absorbing Below (nm)

A120 3  AI(NO 3)3 '9H20 1.62 250
CeO2  Ce(NO3)3 6H20 2.11 400
HfO2  HfOCI2 ' 8H20 2.04 220
In20 3  In(NO3 )3  1.95 420
Nd20 3  Nd(N0 3)3  (Inhom.)
SiO2  Si(OR)4  1.455 205
SnO2  SnC 4  (Inhom.) 350
Ta2O5  TaCI5  2.1 310
ThO2  ThCI4, Th(N03 )4  1.93 220
TiO2  TiC!4, Ti(OR)4  2.3 380
Y203 Y(NO3) 3  1.82 300
ZrO2  ZrOCI2  1.72 340

Table 1. Characteristics of organogenic metal oxide coatings from Schroeder.15

There are three types of sol-gel reactions which were used to investigate the feasibility of

making channel waveguides. The first, mixture I, was the reaction outlined earlier for making SiO2

from TMOS mixed with water. The second process, mixture II, involved making an organically

modified silicate glass by copolymerizing TMOS with methyl methacrylate (this is called an

ORMOSIL). 6 The third process, mixture IH, involved mixing TMOS with Titanium Butoxide

to make a composite SiO2ITiO2 glass. 7 The issues in preparing these materials during the

summer were: a) shrinkage, b) ease of film fabrication c) transparency and d) thin film quality.

The preparation of nxture I followed the work by Yoldas and Schroeder. 5'8 This mixture

can be used to make thin films by dip coating, but the volume contracts by nearly a factor of 2

after densification. This is due to the replacement of the methyl groups in TMOS by oxygen when

the SiO2 network is formed. The shrinkage of the material during curing is a significant problem

when making thin films on the order of 1 m thick, thinner films can be made easily. Typically

films thicker than approximately .5 pm form cracks. The cracking is due to the film shrinkage.

The film thickness is difficult to control for films prepared b nixture I because the viscosity of
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the solution changes on a time scale comparable to the preparation time. This makes spin coating

films of a desired film thickness difficult to achieve without active monitoring of the spin dope

viscosity. Work with this mixture was not continued, because of the difficulty in making crack free

films and because the film thickness was difficult to control. In follow on research it is hoped that

this simple mixture can be spray coated onto a hot substrate so that densification occurs during

deposition in a clean environment without stressing the film.

The second mixture for making sol-gel films showed more promise in terms of minimal

shrinkage. 16 The recipe for making ORMOSIL sol-gel materials consists of a co-polymerization

of TMOS, methyl methacrylate (MMA) and TMSPM [(3-trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate].

This chemical process produces an SiO 2 network chemically bonded to PMMA through three

chemical reactions (see Figure 3) which result in the ideal structure illustrated in Figure 4.

1. Hydrolysis - TMOS + TMSPM

-Si-OCH 3 + H20 <-> w Si-OH + CH3OH

2. Polycondensation - TMOS + TMSPM

a Si-OH + HO-Si < -> -Si-O-Si + H203OH

-Si-OCH 3 + HO-Si < > -Si-O-Si + CH3OH
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3. Polymerization - MMA + TMSPM

CH3  H
Ir Ac
C CH2  -CCH2

O=C-O-CH3  -O-CH 3

Figure 3. Chemical reactions for ORMOSIL.

CH-3 H CH3 H CH3 H CH 3 H1 1II I I
-- - , C--- C-C---C-C --I I I I I I II
O=C H O=C H O=C H O=C H

I I I Io 0 0oI I I o
CH 2  _CH CH2  CH3

I I
CH2  C-I 2I I I I
CH2  0 CH2  0

U 0 0 0I I I I

Figure 4. The ideal structure which is ultimately formed after the copolymerization.
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Samples were prepared by reacting equal amounts of TMOS and TMSPM with 3.5 times as much

0.04 N HCL. After stirring the solution for 1/2 hour, MMA was added. A small quantity of

benzoyl peroxide is added in order to initiate the polymerization reaction - the amount of benzoyl

peroxide is inversely proportional to the molecular weight of the sol-gel. The solution is then

heated to 701 C and held at that temperature for 1-4 hours. Films are prepared by spin coating a

viscous solution onto a substrate. The films can be hardened by post baking.

In making these materials the solution becomes cloudy upon exposure to the atmosphere.

This is due to the formation of large colloidal particles which scatter light. The problem can be

resolved by coating the ORMOSIL in an inert atmosphere where the films can be dried before

exposure to "0-1 twn:z,'iere. The facilities for coating in an inert atmosphere were not available

so this method of film fabrication was not pursued further. It is expected that the ORMOSIL will

be investigated in future research because of the following advantages of the ORMOSIL materials:

1) Reduced shrinkage over conventional sol-gel materials

2) Low temperature processing temperature < 150' C

3) Low porosity

4) Transparency

5) Easily prepared into thin films

The third method (Titanium ButoxidefMOS) was studied in order to make sol-gel films.,

The films were fabricated using an acid catal ,'zed solution of TMOS which was prepared by mixing

water with TMOS in a mole ratio of 2:1 and tnixed for 30 minutes. Titanium butoxide was reacted
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with a complexing agent, 2,4 pentanedione in a molar ratio of 1:1 (SiO2-TiO2) and stirred for four

days. This solution was diluted 1:1 by volume with distilled isopropanol prior to spinning.

The films were deposited onto single crystal silicon wafers 2" in diameter. The solutions

were spin coated at 3000 RPM for 30 seconds. The coated substrate was then allowed to dry

overnight in an oven at 60 degrees centigrade. Thickness measurements were made using a

DekTak profilometer. Unlike films prepared from mixture I the complexing agent inhibits the

densification of the film so that the spin coating process is easier to control. Thin film samples 1

pm thick were fabricated in this manner.

Ridges were reactively ion milled into the sol-gel film using standard photolithographic

techniques. First, a sol-gel film was spin coated onto a silicon substrate, and then the film was

heated to dry the film. The sol-gel film was overcoated with Shipley 1400-27 photoresist with a

thickness of 1.5 ;&m and then the sample was exposed through a mask which had channel widths

as small as 1 psm in width. The patterned photoresist was then developed to leave behind a

photoresist mask which formed the mask for the reactive ion-milling process. The sample was

reactively ion-milled and the remaining photoresist was washed off, leaving behind an array of ol-

gel channels. Figure 5 illustrates the steps involved in making the ridge channels by reactive ion

milling.
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(A) CLEAN SUBSTRATEI

(B) SPIN 8OL-GEL m
(C) SPIN PHOTORESIST

(i) PATTERN AND DEVELOP 7

(E) REACTIVE ION ETCH I

(F) REMOVE PHOTORESIST

Figure 5. Photolithographic procedure for making a ridge channel In a sol-gel film.

Below is a photograph of a reactively ion-milled sol-gel film. Thesee results show that it is

feasible to reactively ion-mill the sol-gel films, however, there are problems with particulate

contamination of the films. Future work will address the issue of filtering the sot-gel solutions

carefully before spinning the films. This will reduce the particle contamination.
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LIUE OUT"

Figure 6. 5 ;Lm wide ridges reactively ion etched in a sol-gel film approximately .18 izm thick

CONCLUSIONS

Thin sol-gel films were made by spin coating a solution of Titanium Butoxide and TMOS

onto silicon substrates. Ridge channels were reactively ion-etched into the sol-gel film by standard

photolithographic methods. These channels were not adequate for waveguiding because the

solutions were contaminated with particles. By properly filtering the sol-gel solutions it is believed

that channels can be made with sufficient quality to guide light. If light guides can be made in the

sol-gel films then it should be feasible to make laser amplifiers and oscillators by doping the sol-gel

materials with either dyes or rare earth elements.
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Preliminary research in the area of hypersonic vehicle (HSV) control was accomplished

to prepare for a proposal submission to AFOSR (including an extensive literature review).

Unearized state-space models of a generic HSV configuration, obtained from Systems

Technology Inc (STI), were catalogued and Investigated using the controls analysis packages

'CC Version 4" for IBM-compatibles and using MATLAB/SIMULAB for the MAC computer

family. Tutorial and analysis "command files! were generated In "MACRO' form (CC-IBM) and

in M-FILES" (MATLAB-MAC).

The following research goals were established and Investigated as time permitted:

(1) Identify the governing key control issues In hypersonic "equilibrium' flight.

(2) Investigate viable longitudinal loop closure control strategies (called "ninimal SCAS'

strategies by STI) for a succession of equilibrium points In the hypersonic envelope that

define a particular mission phas.

(3) Monitor and prevent excessive control deflection and deflection rates.

(4) Apply new MIMO stability and robustness metrics which are applicable to the control

strategies and present them In a form suitable for analysis.

(5) Identify and apply handling qualities metrics which will provide Insight Into pilot-in-

the-loop hypersonic flight, especially in the vital area of predicting fing qualities 'cliffs'.
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the architecture, past experience and practice may be applied In a more conventional

manner.10

There are a host of factors (called "governing properties" by STI) In hypersonic flight that

may be considered key control Issues. 11 Included among them is the precise longitudinal

control required during rapid accelerations and decelerations when equilibrium conditions are

difficuft to identify. The first goal of proposed future research win be to investigate whether

classical control strategies will result In architectures where gain scheduling is feasible.

For example, hypersonic climbout may Include transition at Mach 3 to maximum

dynamic pressure, then ;a Mach 6 climb at reduced dynamic pressure due to ramjet limits.12

This may be loosely Interpreted as flying through configurations P1BP, P2BP, P3BP, P48P,

P1OBP, P4CP, P10CP, and P16CP of Reference 7 (See Appendix D). The control

architectures to be developed will be tested on ft above configurations for powered ascent,

and those developed for descent will similarly be applied to success ve points for unpowered

descent (If cooling totally dominates descent the flying qualities Issues may be secondary to

precise automatic control of flight path trajectory).

The second goal of proposed future research Is to Investigate the effects of control

limiting and time delay on ascent and descent trajectories. This will be especially Important for

powered hypersonic flight where extreme sensitivities are anticipated between engine and

airframe. 13 The third goal will be to apply some of the new measures of MIMO stability to t

above configurations.14 ,15 Finaly, a pilot-in-the-loop analysis is proposed based on the Neal-

Smith models as modified for super-augmented vehides.16 One prornising approach is the

relationship between dosed-loop extended bandwidth and pilot rating, which may be used to

anticipate hypersonic flying qualities "Cliffs" (Ref 16: pp 37).

This report reviews the HSV bare airframe dynamics for one generic, but not necessarily

representative, HSV configuration. Two "minimal SCAS" strategies are then discussed for this

configuration. Although the resulting architectures are multi-input, multi-output (MIMO), an

attempt Is made to close successive loops In a meaningful way so that Insight that relates key

variables Is not lost. Classical analysis tools are used where appropriate, including "system
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increases, resulting in a new increase in "equilibrium' acceleration (see also "centrifugal rellef

comments In Ref 1: pp4).

HSV Longitudinal Modes. The HSV configurations of Appendix D are longitudinally

unstable at high Mach numbers (above M=6) whether powered or unpowered. Longitudinal

control power, as expected, is reduced with power on. Many configurations also show an

increase in forward thrust as alpha Is Increased (positive Xa ). A unique feature of the HSV,

moreover, is the existence of altitude stability derivatives due to the density gradient.

The 5th order longitudinal modes (phugoid, short period, density) may be either over or

under-damped. Coupling between the phugoid and density modes may occur at low dynamic

pressure (Ref 1: pp28, Ref 17).

As an example of longitudinal dynamics, consider the HSV configuration P24CP for

M=20 and qbar=2000 psf, powered. The figures to follow were created with the STlRPT CC

macros. Figure 1 a shows the Instability In the longitudinal response due to elevator deflection

(.e). Note that the zeros of Figure lb for pitch rate are not the same zeros as the pitch angle

zeros as shown in Figure 2a. This is due to the Inertial rotation of the vertical.18 The integral of

pitch rate, os, thus does not equal the horizon reference angle, 0, even when there is no bank.

The system survey In Figure lb illustrates the primary objective of pitch stabilzation for

highly augmented aircraft. A PI-compensator will be used to stabilize the 1/Tsp2 mode and to

replace the airframe 1/Te2 zero with an effective zero of 1fTq set by the designer. This will be

discussed later In Section 3.1.

2.3 Latal Modes., The HSV configurations of Appendix D are laterally 'classical' in that

they exhibit a roll mode, Dutch roll, and spiral. An excellent summary of configuration

properties Is found in Section III of Reference 1. Lateral modes were not Investigated during

this research period but may be included in the research proposal.
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3. MINIMAL SCAS' STRATEGIES

Because of the sensitivity of thrust/airframe coupling to Inlet flow (i.e. to a, 1, and Mach),
uncommanded fluctuations of angle of attack and sideslip should be minimized. The Initial

loop closures that effectively determine the aircraft as perceived by the plot, or minimal

"SCAS, thus should minimize the effect of inlet flow variations. Past experience has shown

that for robustness the system should be simple in concept and Implementation so that it Is

potentially more effective In handling the Inevitable uncertainties of HSV design.19,2 0 Finally,

the evaluation of minimal "SCAS" strategies should be tested using flying qualities metic that

are applicable to high order control systems and to systems where the stability derivatives are

not known precisely (the Neal-Smith and the bandwidth criteria, for example, satisfy these

requirements).

The two minimal "SCA$ strategies examined in this report are the rate command

attitude hold (RCAH) and the angle of attack command and hold (AAH) systems. If normal HSV

operation consists of additional loop cures as presented to the pilot (path tracking

command, for example), the minimal SCAS should still provide adequate flying qualities in the

event of automatic system failure or override by the pilot. Minimal SCAS analysis will Include,

therefore, the closure of a path tracking loop in proposed future research.

3.1 SUPER-AUGMENTATION IN PITCH.

This augmentation scheme has been a prime topic of Investigation by Systems

Technology Inc (STI). The systems approach advocated by 8121 has matured and advanced

to the point where task-tailored flight controls are feasible.22,23 The concept Is currently being

applied to selected HSV configurations of Appendix D (e.g. P24CP). The advantage of this

approach over emerging multivarlable contoi strategies 26,27 lies in itr simplicity, insight, and

foundation based on past successes (Space shuttle, X-29).
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The fundamental idea of superaugmented pitch control for an unstable airframe (i.e. one

which has an unstable short period root 0/rsp2<O) is to replace the zero (1T82) controlling lag

In the attitude response with a zero (1f/q) of a P-compensator (see Figure 3a). The goal is to

change the broad, level 'shelf" in the bode plot of q/qc (known to cause flying qualities

difficulties and illustrated in the SIGGY plot of Figure 2) with a frequency response having a

more 'flyable" K/s type of shape (as shown In the Bode plot of Figure 3).

The compensator Gc in Figure 3 helps to do this by cancelling the airframe 1/112. It also

cancels the airframe stable short pedod root 1ITspl so that the resulting root locus will have

dominant second order roots (see the root locus in Figure 4) where dominant frequency and

damping may now be chosen by setting Kq in the PI-compensator.

For HSV flight control this scheme is complicated by two difficulties. First, the lower

frequency zeros of qfoe may be non minimum-phase (i.e. in the right half plane as in Figure 2).

This will result In tracking performance as shown in Figure 4. This behavior is only safe If a

pilot is continually attentive in the control loop. Other uncertainties In design, moreover,

Including the need for automatic control and the inherent lack of safety associated with

unstable modes in flight, however slow they may be, Justify the search for a stable minimal

*SCAS'.

The second difficulty is due to the rotation of the vertical, maidng the pitch reference 6

different than the Integral of pitch rate, qls. Reasons for preferring 0 to q/s are documented in

Reference 25 (page 3). Figure 3b shows the cnge in the resulting transfer functions.

Although th zeros of qRoe are no longer the zeros of W6e, standard superaugmentaton

approximations apply in the mid-frequency range (Ref 25: pp 3). The effect of non ninimum

phase zeros is now aggravated, but essentially of the same character as before in that they

primarily affect long period Instabilities. Appendix G discusser. .e rotation of the vertical and

proposes some corrections to Reference 24 .(STI Working paper-1277-8).
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3.2 AUGMENTATION STRATEGIES USING AGLE OF ATTACK

There are three reasons for considering angle of attack stabilization for hypersonic

vehicles. The first Is that alpha-stabilization presents a relatively conventional and stable

vehicle to the pilot (Ref 10: pp 443-446). It further stabilizes the phugoid mode which, though

usually unimportant In conventional aircraft, may be s!gniflcant In HSV aircra. susceptible to

phugold coupling with the density mode (Ref 17). This stabilizing characteristic, however, is

very similar to that provided by super-augmented pitch rate command and stabilization

systems.

Since alpha-stabilization tends to maintain relative wind constant, fluctuations of HSV

thrust should be minimized. Such fluctuations cause changing forces, moments, and possibly

coupled airframe oscillations, all detrimental to controlled HSV flight. Moreover, it s possible

that angle of attack must be precisely controlled due to envelope-limting flight corridors. In this

area alpha command and stabilization should control Inlet flow conllons relative to the

atmosphere better than a pitch rate command, attitude hold (RCAH) system. Moreover, there

are rotation of the vertical effects causing horizon reference 0 to be difrent than the Integral of

pitch rate, q/s, which a RCAH system must consider.

Alpha-stabilization will also reduce any roll-induced a to coupling, crtical for HSV

flight to avoid beta-induced motions, heating, enginelalrframe coupling, and adverse effects of

engine unstarL A pitch rate command system may aggravate this type of sideslip coupling to

angle of attack.

The downside of alpha-stabilization Is the sensor suite required, which may be

unavalable for practical HSV configurations, and the susceptibility of such systems to control

limiting at high gain. The sensor difficufty may be alleviated by compuing alpha and its

derivative with a state observer or estimator. The pilot, who will probaly not be flying relative

to an actually observed hodzon, would receive this information via an appropriate heads-up

display (HUt). Command limiting may be required to avoid excessve external surface

deflection rates.
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4. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 CONTROL UMITING.

Since an augmented, unstable aircraft tend's to return to Its unstable modal behavior

whenever control limiting occurs (see Ref. 9), it is essential that any control strategy be tested

by monitoring control deflActon and rate as a function of open loop gain (1.e. system

bandwidth). Rate limited actuators may be simulated by first order lags using transfer functions

or as augmented state equations in state-spac -epresentation. Proposed research Into this

area will use both schemes. CC Macro @STI5 has been developed as a tool to Investigate

controi limiting. CC Macro STI6 analyzes the resulting system made by @ST15.

4.2 TLfM! DELAY

The ill effec.t of time delay on flying qualities are well known. Athough such alumping"

o0 time delay int one point of the control system Is not rigorous, it does effectively convey the

loss of performance and tendency towards Instability. Proposed research will vary time delay

between 0.0 and 0.2 second, and investigate its effects on loop performance.

4.3. MULTI-LOOP SYSTEM STABILITY

Fgures of merit for the stability of multi-variable flight control systems are not yet well

establi~hed In industry. However, much theory has been developed in this area that Is

promkqg and which should be investigated. A distinction may be made between "nominal

and "robust" stability. Current flying qualities guidelines, as given In MIL-STDI.1797,

emphasize "equivalenr systems to determine nominal stability measures of damping and time

constants. These systems may be poor indicators of stability29 and be totally Inappropriate

when unstable modes are approximately cancelled by non minimum phase zeros.

Multi-loop stability margins and open-loop bandwidth are used to specify MIMC robust

stability margins. 14,15 It is not known how these new measures will be used to affect HSV

design. These topics will be covered in proposed future research, and the control strategies
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developed will be checked for both nominal and robust stabillty.uslng both Independent and

uniform measures.

4.4. FLIGHT PATH ANGLE RESPONSE

It Is assumed that flight path control will be a dominant consideration in HSV flight. A

path loop thus is anticipated to be dosed around the minimal SCAS regardle;s of the type of

control strategy chosen. The path bandwidth is an important determination of the type of tasks

which may be safely accomplished.2 2 For HSV flight It will be Important to know whether

configurations are phase margin limited (typical) or gain margin limited (oscillation prone).

Guidance for applying bandwidth criterion Is explained in MIL-STD-1797 (see also page 31 of

Reference 16). Bandwidth metrics will be proposed for future research.

4.5. PILOT.IN-THE.LOOP ANALYSIS

The revised boundaries of the NeaI.Smith criterion (Ref 16: pp36) predict pilot-in-the.

loop performance ratings given the aircraft and control system transfer functions.

Unfortunately, these boundaries are not known for any task Involving HSV flight It Is Clear,

however, that aircraft sensitivity to task demands or pilot technique Is an Important factor

det6ernining flying qualities "dis. This sensitivity may be approximated by plotting predicted

pilot rating over a range of realistic task bandwidths (Ref 16: pp 37). Rapid deterioration in

rating Is indicative of excessive sensitivity and latent poor handling qualities. It is proposed that

HSV sensitivity to task bandwidth be determined In future research.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

The major cr ,usions and recommendations of this report are listed below:.

(1) The super-augmented minimal SCAS strategy Is viable for controlling either pitch

rate or angle of attack and presents a 'flyable* aircraft to the pilot in the short term. It is

recommended that these strategies be evaluated for multi-loop nominal and robust stability,

control limiting, the inclusion of time delay, and pilot-in-the loop behavior.

(2) Angle of attack super-augmentation may be preferable to pitch rate control due to Its

direct control of inlet flow to minimize thrust/airframe coupling. It also reduces a to 0 coupling

while rolling and the chance of unstarL It is recommended that the difficulties of implementing

this scheme using achievable sensor dynanJcs and computation be investigated.

(3) The primary difference in the longitudinal modes between HSV dynamics and

conventional unstable aircraft configurations lies in the low frequency instabilities caused by

the height, density gradient, and phugold coupling. The rotation of the vertical and centrifugal

relief are very long period phenomena that should not affect control law operation in the short

term. It Is recommended, however, that the long period instabilities (non-minimum phase

zeros) be eliminated by an appropriately compensated velocity loop.

(4) Controls analysis packages were found to be indispensable in working with the

large number of HSV generic configurations. t is recommended that macros (and/or M-files)

be developed to provide rapid review and access to design data and strategies.
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echo, ihere are also macros rnat CIL ULLJIOII.y L A t-, 
echo, ENV3. They are called SETCC, SETSTI, and SETA respectively. Before
echor theses macros are useo the subdirectories f and m must exist as
echo, listed in the prior table.
echo,
:ho, A.3 MANUALS.

echo,
echo, The CC manuals are very informative but in some areas lack a
echo, tutorial focus for the novice user. One way to get started is to
echo, read the following references:
echo,
echo, US: pp 1-4,10,18,22,87-86,Z30 (Intro, Macros, ENV1f,m,d')
echo, VI: pp 108 (Structure, How to Quit)
echo, UG: Appendix D, E (Help, Command and Macro List)
echo,
echo, Then run the DJB tutorial macros in order (DJB1, DJB2, etc) and
echo, read the referenced material within the macros. Familiarity with
echo, and continued use of personal macros will increase user friendliness
echo, and satisfaction with this powerful program.
Dause
echo,
echo, The iollowing is a partial list of errors found in the manuals:
e:ho, VI: pp 117 use o/i for proper order
echo, VI: pp 167 G(N,7,1) should be G(N.,0)
echo, VI: pp 164 10(s+5) should be 20(s+5)
echo, VI: pp 168 missing g7 in Mason Gain Rule TF
n ause
echo,
echo, Finally, a word of cautIon. Many commancs will not accept variables
echo, passed into an argument list through nested macros. Labelling of plots
echo, within a macro cannot be done if the plot (or root locus) is called as a
cho, result of an IF statement. TRIAL and ERROR are often required, so keep

echo, macros short and nest them when possible. This will aid in the
echo, inevitable troubleshooting.
echo,
echo, You are now ready to run the DJB# macros. The CC volumes should
echo, be nearby for reference. The list of files below came from the
echo, DJBMACS ile in ENVI:
echo,
echo, DJBI MACROS and HELP
echo, DJB2 Passing parameters in MACROS
echo, DJB3 Introdution to Windows capability in CC
echo, DJ84 Bode Plots and REDO example
echo, JB5 Data Files and Matrices, Part 1
echo, DJB6 Manipulation of Transfer Functions
echo, DJB7 Using a: drive hypersonic vehicle (HSV) files
echo, DJB8 Data Files and Matrices, Part 2
echo, DJB9 Introduction to the Equation Interpreter
echo,
echo, NOTE: This appendix was printed from the DJBS macro.
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B. Tutorial CMacros

NIB, USER ENVI' CNMENT ENF{-4,M.d}
DJBE1 MACROS and HELP
DJF.2 Passir. :,arameters ir NIACROS
DB3 Intro tc Windows
DJB4 Bode olots aro REDO
DJB5 Data Files & Matrices. Fart I

D:*B6 Maniplation cf Transfer Functions
DJ87 Using a: drive HSV (hypersonic vehicle) files
)%1 a e Data Files !( Matrices, Rart 2
DB9 Intro to the Equation Interpreter
DJ?_BODE Generic Aid for Bode F-lots.
DJB TIME Generic Ait for Time Flots.
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C. Hypersonic Vehicle (HSV) Macros

STIO TUTORIAL ON HSV QUADRUPLES AND TF MATRICES
STI1 Strip Chart of a quadruple with selected step input.
STIlP Strio Chart with N and alpha plots for long mode
STIlY Strip Cha-t with Ny and beta plots for lateral mode
STIII Long Strip Chart Simulation with "No Power" labels.
STII_2 Long Strip Chart Simulation with "Power" labels.
STI- Z Lateral Strip Chart S-,mulation with "Lateral" labels.
STI2 Extract TF from a TF MATRIX.
STI3 Svs Surv #1 given Tc 'Bode, Step response, Root loci)
STI' 1 Label Root Locus Plot with I4,0,I00
S-14 Sys Surv #2 given TF Bode, !cot Locus, SIGGY)
STI5 ISO Plant G with Comp K, Fdbl F. Preflt P, ', GAIN
S-15-1 Ccmpute OLTFYRC,YR.ERC, ER, RC,UR,BRC,BR' for S'I5 SISO
ST15_2 Header for STI5 SISO systero and definitions
ST16 Closeo Loop Survey of STI5S SC system
STI61 Bode magnitudes for STIS S:3C' closed-loop system
STI6_2 PHASE plots for STI5 SISO f:losed-loop system
STI6_3 Time plots for STI5 SISO c!osed-loop system
ST6.7A thru D Time plots for STI% -for .I 10 120 seconds
STI6-4 Root locus for STI5 SISO closed with GAIN
S I7 cirst half (root locus) of survey speciahized for HSV configs.
STI7_1 Second half (siggy) of sur-,ey soecialized for HSV configs.
ST17_2 Macro ma.es fixed time delays .025 to .7 sec for demo.
STI72A This makes a set of Pade transfer functions for ST17-2.
ST17-3 Root locus survey macro for TF 4ith PADE and ACTUATOR delay.
STI74 Generic Bode Plot macro for use with STI7 macro family.
STI7 5 Generic Time Response macro for use with STI7 macro family.
STI8 Tutorial macro for STI Korking paper 1277-8 pitch design.
STI8 1 Continuation of STI8 for Case #4 of WP 1277-8 design.
STIS 2 Continuation of STIS for Case #5 of WP 1277-8 design.
STIS 3 Continuation of STIB for THETA vs q/s FEEDBACK (WP 1277-8).
DJB BODE Generic macro aid for Bode plots.
DJB BOD2 BODE OPEN & CLOSED for TF times GAIN (mag over phase: 2 win)
DJBTIME Generic macro aid for Time plots.
ST! RPTI Macro explains Figure I in AFCSR Final Report
STIRPT2 Macro explains Figure 2 in AFOSR Final Report
DJBSUR Survey of TF times GAIN (SIGGY,BODE,TIME responses)
DJB_SUR1 Survey of TF times GAIN (SIGGY over PHASE: 2 windows)
DJB SUR2 Survey of TF times GAIN (SIGGY over R LOCUS: 3 windows)
DJBSIG Generic SIGGY plot called by DJB SUR macros
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APPENDIX D. HSV Configurations

The 36 powered and unpowered generic HSV configurations are explained in

this appendix as taken from References I and 7 (see also Refs 5, 6). The

configurations are available in *quadruple' P format, which is a mapping in state-

space given by

P $$plmn (Program CC quadruple file designation).

$ $ Program CC designation of data element.

p Quadruple labeL

I Number from 1 to 36 identifying Mach and qbar for configuration.

m Letter a for unpowered or b for powered (low Mach) or c (Mach>6).

a letter p (longitudinal mode) or y (lateral mode).

Example: $$p2lay is the quadruple file for Mach 12, qbar 700 psf,

unpowered, lateral mode.

Longitudinal State Vectors

x - [u a q 0 hiT (units feet seconds, radlans)

u =[6, 6, 6, w, T (units radlanq pounds feet. seconds)

y=a a q N(,,c. Nt 0 A ulT (y for powered only cases)

Lateral State Vectors
x-0 p r * i y]T (units feet socond, radian$

a=[5. 6, 5 YTl (units radlanspounds feet seconds)

N.,,,.,) rNN7 ,, 4 v y
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Longitudinal configurations are located in the LONHSV directory and the

lateral configurations are located in the LATHSV directory of the appropriately

specified storage media (these directories are for government use only).

Example Flight Case Matrices

Longitudinal (Unpowered)

Mach -> 3 6 10 12 15 20

qbar (psf) 300 la (a 16a lha 25a 31a

500 2a 8a 14a 20a 26a 32a

700 3a 9a 15a 21a 27a 33a

1000 4a 10a 16a 22a 28a 34a

1500 5a lla 17a 23a 29a 35a

2000 6a 12a 18a 24a 30a 36a

Longitudinal (Powered)

Mach-> 3 6 10 12 15 2C

qbar (psf) 300 Ib 7b Ic 7c 13c 19c

500 2b 8b 2c SC 14c 20c

700 3b 9b 3c 9c 15c 21c,

1000 4b oob' 4 '16c 22c

1500 5b lib 5c 11c 17c 23c

2000 6b 12b 6c 12c 18c 24c
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TABLE la. UNPOVERED FLIGHT CONDITION MATRIX

Mach 3 6 10 12 15 20g (psf) _

300 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2
10.9 12.2 12.4 10.9 8.5 5.0

500 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2
9.2 11.5 11.6 10.5 8.4 5.9

700 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2
9.5 12.0 11.7 10.9 8.8 7.5

1000.. -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2
11.5 13.8 12.5 11.9 10.0 10.1

1500 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 -1.0 0.2
16.4 17.6 14.5 14.5 12.3 14.4

2000 -1.0 -1.0 -0.2 -1.0 1-.0 -0.2
21.9 21.7 17.1 17.2 15.2 18.6

TABLE lb. POWERED FLIGHT CONDITION MATRIX

Mach 3 6 10 12 15 20j(ps) ,

300 3.8 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.18 0.14
7.9 0.31 6.9 6.0 4.4 8.2

500 3.8 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.18 0.14
3.3 5.0 1.9 1.7 1.3 8.5

700 3.8 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.18 0.14
0.14 8.5 1.8 1.2 0.83 9.1

1000 3.8 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.18 0.14
4.0 12.6 6.0 4.7 3.4 13.2

1500 3.8 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.18 0.14
7.9 18.0 11.3 9.1 7.0 19.0

2000 3.8 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.18 0.14
12.6 22.8 14.2 12.0 9.2 24.9

in each cell:

Top # = -e7 (deg)

Bottom - Vi. (f /sec2)

'WP-1277-9 33-2 5
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Appendix E M-file Environment (pages 32-34)

Appendix F. M-File Summary (pages 35-46)

Available on request (Macintosh MATLAB required)
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A STUDY ON INTERFEROMETRIC TOMOGRAPHIC APPLICATION
OF

THE AERODYNAMIC EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AT WRIGHT LABORATORY

Soyoung S. Cha
Summer Research Faculty at Wright Laboratory

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Illinois at Chicago
P.O. Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680

ABSTRACT

The Aeromechanics Division of the Flight Dynamics Directorate at Wright

Laboratory conducts high-speed aerodynamic research in five in-house

facilities. The experiments have depended heavily on classical surface-

mounted probes. However, for investigation of modern aerodynamic

problems and verification of computational codes, quantitative three-

dimensional gross-field measurements are very desirable. Optical

interferometric tomography can be very attractive in this aspect due to

its noninvasiveness, instantaneous capture of a three-dimensional field,

good measurement accuracy, and high spatial resolution. However, the

practical application of the technique to existing facilities poses some

challenges due to peculiar operating environments that produce ill-

conditioned operational data. During a short period of his summer

research program, the investigator carefully studied the existing

facilities, quickly collected necessary information, and conducted

evaluation. He then drew important results and corresponding

conclusions in order to apply the interferometric tomographic technique

to the aerodynamic research facilities.
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1. Introduction

Interferometric tomography can be of great value, especially in high

speed aerodynamic diagnostics, due to its noninvasiveness, instantaneous

capture of a gross field, good measurement accuracy, and high spatial

resolution. However, practical application of the technique to the

existing wind tunnel facilities at the Wright Laboratory requires

several problems to be thoroughly examined. During the short period of

the summer research program, tho investigator (Professor S. S. Cha) has

carefully studied the operation conditions of the various facilities,

quickly collected necessary information, and conducted fast hand-

calculation. He then drew some important conclusions for implementing

interferometric tomographic experiments with those exifting facilities.

The brief summdey of his investigation procedures and results are

summarized hereafter.

2. Facility EvAluation Scheme for Holographic Interferometric

Tomography

Wind tunnel facilities are in general operated under harsh environ-

ments involving ambient and structural disturbances. These external

voice sources, which are detrimental to interferometric experiments,

cannot be completely eliminated without newly designing the system.

When an acceptable external noise level is assumed, the most important

factor for successful experiments is the facility capability to produce

interferograms of a reasonable quality. Other elements of considera-

tion, including simple facility modification for experiment accommoda-

tion and correction of refraction effects can be resolved without
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difficulties.

2.1 Model Flows

The quality of interferograms to be produced depends on the flow

fields to be measured. Real test fields can be very complex with much

variation. Hence, we have chose only a few typical model fields for

facility evaluation. The interferograms of other fields will more or

less resemble these representative ones. Consequently, the interferom-

etric behavior of the representative fields can provide valuable infor-

mation on the facility capacity in producing quality interferograms.

This approach is especially important for tomographic application where

concerted planning and execution is very much required. When a dras-

tically different flow field is tested, the procedures as outlined here

can be followed for more accurate assessment: i.e., determination of

test model sizes and facility operation conditions. In the model flow

study, refraction effects are also evaluated to provide some guidelines

in planning experiments.

The model flows, which are selected for facility evaluation and

depicted in Figure 1, are: (1) two-dimensional external flow (2D-EF);

(2) two-dimensional boundary layer flow (2D-BLF); (3) axisymmetric

external flow (A-EF); (4) axisymmetric boundary layer flow (A-BLF). The

axisymmetric models are sized such that the blockage is less than 15

percent of the test section area of the wind tunnel facility.

2.2 Facility Operation Conditions

Each facility operates with a relatively wide range of upstream

flow conditions. In the evaluation calculation, the wide range of

operation conditions was reflected except for subsonic and transonic
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flows. For these flowa, only a typical operation point was selected.

Table 1 summarizes operation conditions employed for calculation of

interferogram fringe number and refraction. It also shows the vibration

severity of each facility.

2.3 Dimensions of Flow Models and Calculation Results

For the flow types depicted in Figure 1, and the operation condi-

tions listed in Table 1, except the transonic/subsonic 2D-EF and A-EF,

the flow fields and their corresponding interferograms can be deter-

mined, once the model parameters of e, a, and Wf are provided as in

Table 2. For those transonic/subsonic 2D-EF and A-EF models, their

shapes need to be specified to determine the flow fields. Instead, the

Mach number at a surface point where the fringe number was calculated

was assumed to be 1.4 times greater than the free steam value as shown

in Figure 1. With the additional information on W f, D8 and Do provided

for these flows (see Table 2), the approximate fringe numbers and

refraction effects could be estimated at the specified point.

L! represents the distance where the flow field properties and

interferometric data were calculated. It is equal to the model length

for A-EF. It may be difficult to measure turbulent boundary layers.

Consequently, Lf was chosen from l. or the test section length for 2D-

BLF and from the value corresponding to L., or the model length for A-

FLB, whichever is shorter.

For the given upstream flow conditions and model parameters as

discussed thus far, the flow field properties, including 6, D and Dw at

the distance Lf, were calculated and listed in Table 2. The number of

interferometric iringes formed across the region indicated in Figure 1
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were also calculated and summarized in Table 3. The number of fringes

formed changes substantially when the operation conditions are varied as

shown in Table 1. As indicated, the calculation was conducted at the

location of Lf if specified.

If the density gradient or the field size is large, refraction

becomes prominent. The refraction effects can be computationally cor-

rected after experiments or minimized by proper experiment arrangement.

The significance of refraction effects is summarized in Table 4. The

calculation was based on crude approximation: however, it can provide

good guidelines. Refraction can also be significant at the expansion

wave corner of 2D-EF. The distance de, where the interferogram can be

influenced by refraction, is also tabulated in Table 4.

3. Conclusion and Summary

Based on the approximate calculation, the feasibility of producing

appropriate interferograms was evaluated for individual flow models and

facilities as summarized in Table 5. The evaluation criteria are as

follows-

(1) The number of fringes should be sufficient enough above the

acceptable external disturbance level to produce a good signal/noise

ratio.

(2) The fringe spacing should be large enough for accurate detec-

tion of individual fringes.

The optimum number cif fringes formed across a field, which satisfy the

above irlteria, may range from few to about 40. The quality of

extracted interferometric data also depends on other factors including

optical hardware and data reduction software. Hence, the evaluation
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that is provided here cannot be ultimately conclusive. The structure as

well as the floor vibration level, which was assessed during facility

operation through physical touch, are also analyzed in the table.

By considering various facility characteristics and operating condi-

tions, an attempt was made, as shown in Table 5, to rank the expected

performances in interferometric application. For the individual facil-

ities, the following specific comments can be made.

(1) M3: The current test-section windows, being a little small and

off-centered, need to be redesigned for interferometric application.

The solid ground floor is an advantage.

(2) M6: The facility allows a wide range of operation conditions

and thus easy optimization of experiments. The large windows and

vibration-less-sensitive ground floor are attractive for hologram

recording. This may be the best candidate for interferometric

application.

(3) HWT: This facility operates rather quietly, offsetting its

drawback of being on the second floor. The calculation indicates

that approximately one interferometric fringe can be formed for the

two-dimensional flows. The multipath interferometric technique may

enhance the signal to a sufficiently high level for this type of

flows. It requires further investigation.

(4) SARL: The calculation demonstrates the feasibility of produc-

ing a reasonable number of fringes! however, severe vibration and

less-rigid structure can limit the interferometric application

without major modification of the structure and instrument support.
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As indicated earlier, the current study adopted very simplifying

approaches due to the time limitation and the complexity of problems.

However, the discussions presented here should provide some valuable

information for future experiment planning.
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Expansion

Obique 
Wave

Shock N12

Mot 0 P w T M , P 1, T I 2 P2Mo,9P, To /// de 2' 2' 2

MM, , P, T Mach number, density, pressure, temperature

de  radius within which refraction becomes prominent at the expansion

B compression and expansion wave

N number of fringes formed in an interferogram across the region

indicated by subscripts

Subscripts w, 1, 2 = regions of the free stream, after the oblique

shock, after the expansion wave

Supersonic Flow

mot Po To, -14 Ma

*Subscript S region just outside the boundary layer

Transonic or Subsonic Flow

(a) Two-dimensional external flow (2D-EF) model.
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PT, NT-

Lf

Lf =length where the flow and fringe data are calculated

= boundary layer thickness

subscript w = wall

(b) Two-dimensional boundary-layer flow (2D-BLF) model.
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11,, , P1' T,

O~ique 
DD

Shock

Do*, DS diameters Of the free stream and model surface at L,

o( half cone angle

Supersonic Flow

MW

lA., wP-?, T-

Iransonic or Subsonic Flow

(c) Axisymmmetric external flow (A-EF) model.
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Shock

PoP 8 TogI

(d) Axisymmetric boundary-layer flow (A-BL') model.

Figure 1. Typical flow models selected for facility evaluation
in intez'farometric measurements.
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Abstract

The increasing demand for more efficient transparency design, low cost

manufacturing, and longer service life has lead to the concept of

frameless transparencies for high performance fighter and trainer type

aircraft. The frameless transparency program investigates the use of a

transparent panel which directly interfaces with the aircraft structure

without using a frame. Computer programs, such as Pat.1an, MAGNA, STAPAT,

and C-Mold, have been used to create, assess and optimize traditional

transparency designs. However, these stand alone programs cai, be difficult

to run, as the user is expected to be quite proficient with all procedures

for running these programs. To aid in the transparency design procedure,

an Analytical Design Package, ADP, is being developed by General Dynamics

(GD), which integrates these computer programs into one module. The main
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objective of this project is to test and validate the ADP, and ensure that

it is easier to'use compared to using the stand alone analysis programs.

This involves the evaluation of the ADP's user interface and translation

programs. The procedures used in evaluating the ADP and the results of the

evaluation are documented in this report.

1. Introduction

Presently the windows and canopies for high performance fighter and

trainer type aircraft are made of transparency assemblies which, consist

of transparent panels mounted in reinforcing metal frames. The frame

serves as an interface between the transparent panel and the aircraft

structure. The manufacture of these transparency assemblies involves

heating previously extruded flat sheets and forcing them to conform to a

mandrel, or tool, which has the desired contour. After going through the

proper heating cycles, the desired shape is achieved and retained. The

transparent panel is then edge trimmed and. mounted in a frame. The

presence of the frame reduces the structural integrity and dramatically

increases the cost of manufacturing and maintianence. The manufacture and

implementation of a frameless transparency program would result in

projected savings of over $600M for the F-16 fleet alone. But, the cost of

molds for frameless transparencies requires that the designers fully

investigate a design before a mold is made.

New injection molding processes have demonstrated potential for

directly forming transparencies from plastic resins with attachment

hardware directly integrated into a molded transparency (1]. These new

processes form frameless transparecies by injecting molten resins into a

high precision mold. This fabrication method allows for high precision

thickness control, achieving superior optical quality in viewing areas,

edge reinforcement, and accommodation of transparency to aircraft
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interface. In order to develop and validate this process, a frameless

transparency program has been initiated by the Aircrew Enclosures Group at

Wright Laboratory (WL). An integral part of this project is the ADP, which

was developed to aid in producing a frameless transparency design.

The ADP is a design tool which integrates the necessary analysis

tools, used to iteratively converge on a transparency design. It is

capable of producing a frameless transparency design with integrated

aircraft interface, mold design, and molding process parameters. The four

major areas of the transparency design process are unified by the ADP,

these areas are; computer aided design (CAD), structural finite element

analysis, aerodynamic heating and transient thermal analysis, and

injection molding analysis. The programs used in these areas are, Patran,

MAGNA (Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis), STAPAT (Specific

Thermal Analyzer Program for Aircraft Transparencies), and C-Mold,

respectively. The integration of the different analysis programs allows

the user to converge on a design quickly, reducing the time and cost

required to produce a frameless transparency design.

2. Research Objective

The objective of this research is to test and evaluate the ADP. This

package, designed and written by General Dynamics (GD), integrates the

analysis programs used by the Aircrew Enclosure Group at Wright

Laboratory, (WL/FIVR). The analysis programs incorporated in the ADP have

been validated by the original software developers and/or WL. Therefore,

the emphasis of this project is to evaluate the ADP's user interface,

translation programs, and the general overall operation of the package.

The final goal of this project is to ensure that the ADP is user friendly,

operates smoothly, and correctly shares data between the various analysis

programs.
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3. ADP Evaluation Procedure

The evaluation of the package was divided into three major phases;

1. Test the menu system and user interface,

2. Check the data translation programs, and

3. Run a transparency through a complete design cycle in the ADP.

The activities during each of these phases are described in the

following subsections of this report. The ADP is still in the development

stage and had to be assessed accordingly. This required an approach which

evaluated and tested the high level functionality, (user interface),

before the low level translating programs. The idea being that, it doesn't

matter if the data can be translated between programs if the user can't

run the programs. As errors were encountered, Software Incident Reports,

SIRs, were created and passed on to GD, where the problems could be fixed.

The core program of the ADP is the Executive Control Processor (ECP)

program. The ECP is the root menuing system which consolidates the four

main computer programs, (Patran, MAGNA, STAPAT, and C-Mold), the file

translators, and a materials database manager, (FTPMAT). The ECP organizes

related options, according to these tasks, into a tree structure menu

system, and, can be run using a textual or graphical mode. The graphical

mode of operation was used exclusively through this evaluation procedure.

3.1 Testing the ADP's Menu System

The first goal in evaluating the ADP was to make sure that the menu

system is easy to use, well organized, and self explanatory. Most of this

evaluation was performed on ADP Version 1.1, (ADP V1.1), but continued

through the later versions.
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Evaluation of the ADP V1.1 began (1 July 91), by traversing all

possible menu paths, without running any analysis. Any difficulties and

errors encountered were documented. These errors were organized into a

report which was sent on to GD (11 July 91). This report resulted in 48

SIRs, of which 13 still remain unresolved (Sept 91). As later versions of

the ADP were delivered, all the SIRs which remained open were checked to

see if they had been resolved. Due to the vast extent of problems with the

ECP portion of the ADP, it was hard to proceed with evaluating the ADP

further.

When ADP V1.2 was delivered (8 July 91), it was evaluated in a manner

similar to ADP V1.1. This was done to see which problems had been resolved

and locate any new errors. This evaluation resulted in the creation of 11

SIRs (17 July 19), of which 4 still remain unresolved (Sept 91). The

delivery of ADP V1.2a (19 July 91), was a vast improvement over the

previous versions and allowed for greater testing of the ADP's

functionality, e.g. data translations.

3.2 Data Translation Verification

The main objective of this evaluation phase was to test the ADP's data

translation programs. One of GD's major efforts, in the development of the

ADP, is the development and/or modification of file translators between

the various analysis programs. The ADP uses Patran for the and post

processing of the analysis models. By running various analysis programs on

sample models, created in Patran, one can find out whether or not the file

translators between various analysis programs are operating correctly.

Two models were used for testing the ADP's ability to set up an

analysis, run the analysis, and then review the results. One of the models

used for testing at this level was a confirmation frameless transparency,
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CFT. The other model was a much simpler model, DMR. This model was a crude

estimation of the CFT. These models were used to test the various data

translation tasks within the ADP because, the analysis would run quicker

and the cause of any problems would be easier to locate. In order to test

all of the translating programs, it was necessary to perform the analyses

and subsequent post processing of the results. The validity of the results

obtained was not as important as demonstarating that the ADP was able to

process the data. The general procedure for running MAGNA, STAPAT (STAHET

and TAP), and C-Mold programs inside the ADP is as follows;

(1) On Iris workstation prepare the analysis model inside Patran.

(2) Prepare input files for the appropriate analysis programs.

(3) Run the analysis.

(4) Convert the analysis results to a Patran format.

(5) Review results inside Patran.

In the case of running MAGNA and STAPAT one had to also be concerned

with the data transfer between the Iris Workstation and the Cray computer,

where the MAGNA and STAPAT programs reside.

Evaluation of the ADP translation programs began with version 1.2, and

continued with version 1.2a. The unresolved short comings of the ADP Vl.l

made evaluation at this level difficult. Even with the problems that still

existed in the ECP portion of the ADP, it became obvious that GD had put

much of their effort into the data translation between the different

analysis codes. After the arrival of ADP Vl.2a only 12 new SIRs were

written (16 Aug 91) of which only 3 remain unresolved (Sep 91).

The evaluation of the ADP up through version 1.2a resulted in a total

of 71 SIRs (16 Aug 91). Of these SIRs, 20 still have to be resolved. Of

these unresolved SIRs, 7 are considered to be serious. There has been much
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improvuent in the ADP and it is nearly useable at this point in the

evaluation. Two areas of investigation remain. The first area that needs

to be worked out is the use of a centralized materials database. This

problem grew to be such a large problem, that it quickly became beyond the

scope of this project. Another problem is the use of Patran Control

Language, PCL, to aid in post-processing. Due to the extent of problems

early in the evaluation of the ADP, and the late inclusion (Aug 91) of the

PCL into the ADP, not enough effort could be devoted to testing the PCL.

During this phase of evaluating the ADP, a draft of the ADP Users

Manual was proof read. Comments have been made on this working draft of

the ADP User Manual, which was then sent to GD (Sept 91). This was done to

that ary confusion in using the ADP could be clarified and incorporated

into tha User's Guide. These suggestions and comments are to be

incorporated into the next draft of the ADP User's Guide.

3.3 F-16 Trial Data Set

With delivery of ADP V1.2b (16 Aug 91), most of the pressing problems

have been fixed and the ADP is 'usable'. At this time a full scale F-16

transparency model, which is significantly larger than the CFT models, was

used to further evaluate the ADP. This geometry was run through one

complete design iteration, using the ADP. It was shown that the

temperature results from TAP and the pressure results from STAHET can be

superimposed on the MAGNA model, and that the displacements and stresses

due to the temperatures and pressures encountered during flight conditions

can then be calculated. The F-16 trial data set, provided by GD, consists

of two data files, a forebody geometry and a canopy geometry. These two

files contain all the geometrical data required for generating the

necessary meshes for a complete design cycle.
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The design process began with creating the forebody mesh for STAHET-

and a canopy mesh suitable for TAP. STAHET and TAP were then run and the

results viewed in Patran. (Figures depicting various results are at the

end of this report.) Figure 1 shows the STAHET results in the area of the

forebody where the canopy resides, and Figure 2 shows the TAP results at

the end of a simple flight mission. (The left side of Figure 2 shows the

canopy with the front portion cut away.) STAHET and TAP were run

completely through the ADP, with relatively little difficulty. These

results were then applied to a MAGNA mesh of the same canopy.

MAGNA requires a different mesh than TAP, so a new mesh had to be

created. After creating a new mesh for MAGNA, simple boundary conditions

were applied. The canopy centerline was restrained to model the symmetry

and the edge was clamped. An appropriate loading condition was tnen

imposed. (6 psi was applied to the interior surface, to simulate cabin

pressure.) The STAHET pressures and the TAP temperatures were then applied

to the model using the PCL programs STAHETMAGNA and TAP-MAGNA,

respectively. This is when the most trouble was encountered, during this

level of evaluation of the ADP. Approximately 6 new serious SIRs were

created as a result of these PCL programs. After quite a bit of side

stepping and a few tricks, (to resolve problems with the PCL), the STAHET

and TAP results were successfully applied to the MAGNA mesh. At this point

static analysis of the MAGNA mesh was performed. Figure 3 shows the shaded

contours of the deflections as a result of this static analysis.

With the static analysis performed, the next task was to perform a

birdstrike analysis. (MAGNA has the capability of modeling the highly

nonlinear effects of a bird striking a canopy at flight velocities.)

Before performing this analysis, the proper time integration step size had

to be determined. This was accomplished by running a frequency analysis in

MAGNA. (The secona node shape from this frequency analysis is shown in
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Figure 4.) With this frequency analysis performed, the proper step size

can be determined and used for the birdstrike analysis. This analysis was

then performed, and the results, (von Hises stresses on the front portion

of the deformed model), at 0.001 seconds into the birdstrike are displayed

in Figure 5. Other than the problems encountered in translating the TAP

and STAHET results into the MAGNA mesh, the only major problem with

running MAGNA within the ADP is the omission of the material properties

from the MAGNA input deck. For this analysis, the material properties were

input manually.

With the MAGNA analysis comple e the only thing left to test was

C-Mold. The testing of C-Mold was the easiest part of the ADP's

evaluation. Other than creating the model in Patran, everything is done

entirely within C-hold, including material selection. 4-Aold however,

requires a completely different mesh made entirely of shell or plate

elements. Evaluation of C-Mold during this phase was limited to the

translation of the mesh, created in Patran, into C-Mold.

Testing the ADP during this phase of the evaluation resulted in the

creation of 24 new SIRs (Sept 91). Of these SIRs, 5 are related to the PCL

and 5 to the materials database. Of these 24 SIRs, 18 are considered to be

serious.

4. Concluding Remarks:

The evaluation of the ADP's user interface, translating programs, and

overall functionality has resulted in a total of 95 SIRs. Of these 95

SIRs, 44 remain to be resolved (Sept 91). 25 of these unresolved SIRs are

considered to be serious. The materials database accounts for the largest

part of these open SIRs, with 10 to be resolved, 6 of which are serious.
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The PCL programs, e.g. STAHET MAGNA and TAP MAGNA, account for 7 more of

the unresolved serious SIRs. The appendix of this report contains a

sunmary/status document, which was created to aid in tracking the SIRs.

During the period of this evaluation (1 July through 6 Sept 91), the

usability of the ADP has been greatly improved. The status of the ADP

usability is summarized by the follwing statements;

1. The ECP is useable and nearly complete.

2. STAHET and TAP can be run with relatively little difficulty.

(Most of the problems should be easily fixed.)

3. Only minor problems exist in translating a Patran mesh into

C-Mold. (C-Mold functionality within the ADP was not further

tested.)

4. The PCL needs to be more completely tested. It is a source of

many problems and confusion.

5. MAGNA can not be run using the ADP. The user must find ways to

resolve the serious problems with the PCL and materials database.

6. The materials database manager FTPMAT is the greatest source of

problems. (This area needs to be completely investigated in order

to come up with an alternative solution.)

7. When the unresolved SIRs are fixed, development of the ADP should

be virtually complete.

Compared to stand alone analysis programs, a fully operational ADP has

the following advantages;

1) It is an integrated package, thus allowing the user to move from

one analysis program to another easily.

2) The ADP is menu driven and most of the options are fairly self

explanatory.

3) The procedure for running an analysis is significantly

simplified. Most of the steps, which are normally done manually,
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have been automatd by the ADP.

4) In general, the user needs to know less about the individual

analysis programs, in order to run them.

Although currently there are many problems with the ADP it has shown

a lot of potential for becoming an excellent design tool, capable of

producing a frameless transparency design. Patran, MAGNA, STAHET and

TAP,and C-Mold are successfully unified by the ADP. Integration of .the

different analysis programs allows the user to converge on a desian

quickly. And, a designer could be quickly and easily trained to use the

ADP when the ADP becomes fully functional. The general feeling about the

ADP is; When the remaining SIRs and the materials database problems are

resolved, WL/FIVR will have a design tool which will greatly aid in the

design process of a frameless transparency.
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Appendix:

WL/FIVR SIR STATUS SUMDEARY

±.egend --- SO Suggested changes or non-critical errors.
CO -- serious errors which must be corrected.
E# - CRITICAL errors.
FIVR SIR# -- FIVR' s SIR tracking number.
WLS -- GD's I for tracking WL originated SIRs.

S3 ---- Closed. 111.1.27, WLl.l.29
S4 ---- Closed. WLl.1.3
S5 ---- Closed. WLl.1.5
S6 ---- Closed. WLl.1.lO
S7 ---- Closed. WL1.l.29
SS ---- Closed. WLl.l.32, WLl.l.39
S9 ---- Closed.
Sli --- Closed.
S12 --- Closed. WL1.1.4l
S13 -- Closed. WLl.l.44
S14 --- Closed. WL1.1,45
S16 --- Closed.
S17 --- Closed. WLl.1.51
S18 --- Closed. WLl.l.53
S19 --- Closed. WLl.l.53
S20 --- Closed. WLl.l.55
Cl ---- Closed. WLl.l.6, WLl.l.36
C2 ---- Closed. WLl.l.9, WLl.1.21, WLl.1.38
C3 ---- Closed. WL1.l.28
C4 ---- Closed. WLl.l.14
CS ---- Closed. WLl.l.20
CS ---- Closed. WLl.l.25
C7 ---- Closed.
C9 ---- Closed. WLl.l.33
El --- Closed. WL1.l.66
E2 --- Closed. WLl.l.67
E3 ---- Closed. WLl.l.26
E4 ---- Closed. WLl.1.68
ES ---- Closed. WLl.l.29
ES -- Closed. WLl.l.30
E7 ---- Closed. WLl.l.34
E8 ---- Closed. WL1.l.37
E9 ---- Closed. WLl.l.42
E10 --- Closed. FIVR SIR16, WLl.2.78
Ell --- Closed. WLl.l.54

Sl ---- OPEN. Use of '.'

FIVR SIRl7, WLl.2.77, 1.1.1
S2 ---- OPEN. Use of '....

FIVR SIRl7, W1l.2.77, WLl.l.2, WLl.1.4, WLl.l.ll,
WLl.l.31, WLl.l.35, WLl.l.48

510 --- OPEN. A centralized default database is to be established.
FIVR SIRl8, W11.2.63

S15 --- OPEN. FTPMAT Browse material, menu order.
WLl.1.46

S24 --- OPEN. Each window should have its own title.
FIVR SIRiS, WLl.2.80

S25 --- OPEN. PATMAG should reference MAGNA variable names.
WLl. 1.71

S26 --- OPEN. Work directory name to be put on the second line of the
status/input box.
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FIVE SIVA, WL1.2.84
s27 -- OPEN. NEXT and PREV window debate settled through the

reorganization of PATSTAHET data input. specifically submenus
for Mission Data.
FIVE SIRIO, WL.1.8, W1.1.17, WL.1.43, WL1.2.79

CS -- OPEN. Cancel instability in FTPMAT.
WL1. 1.40

C10-- OPEN. Some kind of filter is needed. Even backspaces are
treated as seperate characters.
FIVE SIR19, WL1.1.12, WL1.1.22, WLl.2.76, WL1.2.99

Cll - OPEN. FTPMAT filename defaults use I's.
WL1. 1.47

C12 -- OPEN. List of files is wrong.
FIVE SIR9, WL.2.81

C13 -- OPEN. Cancel doesn't work. File 'c' is used, etc..
FIVR SIRS, WL1.2.82

------- --- New Errors V1.2--------------------------

E12 --- Closed. WL1.2.49
E13 --- Closed. FIVE SIRl, WL1.2.72
E14 --- Closed. FIVR SIR2, WL1.2.71
E15 --- Closed. FIVR SIRS, WL1.2.85
E16 --- Closed. FIVR S1R12, WL1.2.65
E17 --- Closed. FIVE S1R13, WL1.2.7O
E18 --- Closed. FIVE S1R14, WL1.2.69

S21 --- OPEN. Input of time for mission, in PATTAP, it is unclear.
FIVE SIR6, WL1.2.66

S28 --- OPEN. PATCHOLD and PATCCOOL are the only two places the option
of inputting the Neutral file name is not given.
FIVE S1E3, WL1.2.87

S29 --- OPEN. Make changing directories permanent.
FIVE S1E7, WL1.2.83

E19 --- OPEN. FTPMAT Memory Fault coredump.
FIVE SIR1l, WL1.2.64

------- -- New Errors Vl.2a---------------------------

S22 --- Closed. FIVE S1R30, WL1.2.96
S23 --- Open/Closed. Source code. FIVE SIR22, WL1.2.62
E20 --- Closed. FIVE SIR21, WLl.2.88
E21 --- Closed. FIVE SIR26, WL1.2..93,
E22 --- Closed. FIVE SIR27, W%1,2.90, WL1.2.90
E23 --- Closed. FIVE SIR29, WLl.2.95
E24 --- Closed. FIVE SIR31, WL1.2.97
E25 --- Closed. FIVE S1R32, WL1.2.98
E26 --- Closed. FIVE SIR23

S30 -- OPEN. In PATTAP there is a message window that 'f lye' by and
can't be read. To be mentioned in the manual.
FIVE SIE24, WL1.2.91

S31 --- OPEN. Seperate options for running just TAP or just STAHET are
to be created.
FIVE SIE2S, WLl.2.92

C14 --- OPEN. Monitoring jobs using user 'ADP'.
FIVR SIR20, WL1.2.75
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- New Errors Vl.2b -

S32 --- OPEN. File names used in side C-Mold to be mentioned in manual.
FIVR SIR35

S33 --- OPEN. Incorporate resolution of FIVR SIR38 in the manual.
FIVR SIR39

S34 --- OPEN. Improve FTPMAT data entry.
FIVR SIR40

S35 --- OPEN. Invalid TAPPAT error message.
FIVR SIR41

S36 --- OPEN. STAHET input deck title ends on second line.
FIVR SIR52

S37 --- OPEN. Wrong message after ending C-Mold.
FIVR SIRS5

C15 --- OPEN. Parent window processes locked out.
FIVR SIR33

C16 --- OPEN. C-Mold file name inconsistency.
FIVR SIR34

C17 --- OPEN. STAHETMAGNA needs to delete FIELD 1.
FIVR SIR44

C18 --- OPEN. Existance of FIELD 1 causes STAHETMAGNA to bomb.
FIVR SIR46

C19 --- OPEN. STAHET MAGNA applies pressures to nodes instead of faces.
FIVR SIR48

C20 --- OPEN. Extraneous data in PATSTAHET menus.
FIVR SIR53

C21 --- OPEN. ISMO not always 1.
FIVR SIR54

C22 --- OPEN. Invalid C-Mold option.
FIVR SIR56

E27 --- OPEN. STAHET control deck missing ALT. and MACH data.
FIVR SIR36

E28 --- OPEN. FTPMAT is extremely unstable.
FIVR SIR37

E29 --- OPEN. FTPMAT. The units conflict between analyses.
FIVR SIR38

E30 --- OPEN. TAPPAT unable to process nodal data.
FIVR SIR42

E31 --- OPEN. TAP MAGNA only interpolate onto the "rim", and then is
unable to process the data.
FIVR SIR43

E32 --- OPEN. STAHETMAGNA error mapping because of streamlines.
FIVR SIR45

E33 --- OPEN. STAHET MAGNA doesn't work if other temps already exist.
FIVR SIR47

E34 ---- OPEN. No material data is put into the MAGNA input deck.
FIVR SIR49

E35 --- OPEN. TAP RENUMBER renumbers elements wrong.
FIVR SIR50

E36 --- OPEN. NSL not put into STAHET input deck.
FIVR SIR51
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Summary of OPEN/Closed SIRs.

S# ! C# ! Et ! Total I
! !

I ! Open 1 13 1 6 1 1 1 20 1
1 Pre Vl.2b I Closed ! 18 ! 8 1 25 ! 51 !
I Totals ! ---------------------------------------

1 Grand ! 31 1 14 1 26 1 71 1

I New Problems V1.2b 1 6 1 8 1 10 1 24 1
1 !

I Total Open Problems ! 19 1 14 ! 11 ! 44 1

I Total Closed Probs. ! 17 1 8 1 25 1 51 1
! !

I Grand Total 1 37 1 22 1 36 1 95 1

Figures:

Figure 1. STAHET temperature results cf the forebody in
the region of the canopy.

Figure 2. TAP temperature results of a canopy after a
simple filght mission.

Figure 3. MAGNA static defleztions due to applied STAHET
pressures and TAP temperatures.

Figure 4. MAGNA frequency analysis resutls, the 2nd mode
s'iape.

Figure 5. MAGNA birdstike results. 0.001 seconds into the
strike of a 4 pound bird at 500 knots.
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A MASSIVELY PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR LARGE-SCALE NONLINEAR COMPUTATION

S. K. Dey
Mathematics Department

Eastern Illinois University
Charleston IL 61920

Abstract

A perturbed functional iterative scheme (PFIS) discussed in [1] is now
modified with massive parallel computation for large-scale nonlinear models.
Several implicit finite difference models were successfully solved by this
technique. However, the algorithm is yet to be tested on a massively
parallel machine like a CM2 machine. The algorithm is fully vectorized and
is called PVPFI (Parallel Vectorized Perturbed Functional Iteration). While
solving implicit finite difference equations PYPFI eliminates inversions of
block matrices for 2D models and block-of-block matrices for 3D models which
are generally required for most implicit finite difference solvers.
Furthermore, PVPFI minimizes linearization, reduces the number of arithmetic
operations significantly and generates a high degree of accuracy. With
appropriate number of parallel processors, the algorithm should coverge
quadratically.

1. The Basic Concept

Let us consider an equation

f x) = 0

Let us represent this equation as x = g(x).

Picard's iteration is

Xki = wk + g(Xk), k = 0, 1, 2 .......

Let us introduce a perturbation parameter and write a new iterative scheme
as

Xk+1 =wk + g(xk)

Where wk= the value of the perturbation parameter at the k th level of

iteration.

L;t us azsume that this method converges after k+1 iterations. Then,

wk ' g(x) = g(wk " gk) ' gk = g(xk) "
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Let us assume that w is small and terms of the order w2  may bek neglected.
Then, expanding the right side by Taylor's series and neglecting terms of

the order w2, we get

k gk= g(gk) + wk" '(gk)'

giving

Wk = 9(gk) - gk

I -g" (9k)

Thus the computational algorithm is : (at some kth iteration)

#1 With xk known, compute g = g(xk)

#2 compute Wk = g(gk) - gk
1 - g'(gk)

#3 compute Xk+l = wk + gk"

The method fails if 9'(9k) = 1. The method converges if at some k

wk <f

Where C is positive and arbitrarily small.

This algorithm is a combination of Picard's method and Newton's method.

2. The Algorithm (PVPFI)

The same concept may now be extended to solve large-scale nonlinear models
with massive parallel computations.

Let us consider a two-dimensinoal nonlinear finite difference model
expressed as

F.. (U) = 0 (2.1)

i 1, 2, ... I ; j = 1, 2, ... J

U =(U I U2 ... Up)T

U(U . U.- U.j)T
S (Ui U i2 ""37)
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Our objective is to solve (2.1) for U. The subscript i stands for the
number of points along the x-axis and the subscript j stands for the number
of points along the y-axis. Thus, in the computational field, there are I
no. of points along the x-axis and j-no. of points along the y-axis.

Let us develop now a parallel vectorized perturbed functional iteration

(PVPFI) to salve (2.1).

Let us express (2.1) as

U. = Gij (U) (2.2)

i = 1, 2, ...I ; j = 1, 2, ... J

In terms of the elements of the block-vector U (2.2) may be expressed as:

Ui = GiCU) (2.3)

This notation signifies that for each = 1, 2, ... 1 we solve a unique
nonlinear system for j = 1, 2, ...J. And this may be done in parallel.
This means that if we have a machine with I no. of parallel processors, each
processor will solve for Ui which is a vector with J number of components.

That means the i th processor will solve for Uil, Ui2 ... Ui

(i = 1, 2, ... I). We also note that U is a vector with a total number of
components equal to (IJ). Thus, each subsystem (2.3) is an underdetermined
system.

Let us assume that at the kth iteration we know Uk (Uk = values of U at the
kth iteration; here k is not an exponent).

Let G .= G. (Uk).

Introducing perturbations, let us express an iterative scheme as:

Uk+, = wk. + G. (2.4)3.j ij 2°24

kwhere wk = the perturbation parameter to be computed.

Let Gk (G k Gk ... Gk)T
1 2 I

Let us assume that the method has converged after k iteration. Let U! = the1

root.
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Then U= = U +' = G = U - G= .

1 1 1 1 1

Then from (2.4)

0.~~~ ~ +,'G ( ...Gii.; W k + C. k, + C. 0..W + G.
1j ii = j 1 2 " -I i 1I i2 12 " J 1J;

1+1

Assuming that terms of the order W2 may be neglected and expanding the13

rightside of (2.5) by Taylor's theorem, we get

kk) 8.( k
Wk. + G G (G) + BG..(G ) (2.6)
1 1 ij M=I m 3

8U.Im

where 13 (G G ~ij G , .G

From (2.6)

-wk  8G .(Gk) - OG .i(Gk - ... 8 (1 - .J )) w.k

ii 8Ui i2 Ui2 8Uij 1j

... .k OG..( ( k)  G G k .G
11i x 13

-~~~~~~O .. (G i(G)-G

This equation holds for j = 1, 2, ...J for each i. (2.4)

Thus, we have a linear system given by

(I -A i) w -1 (G - 1 (2.5)

Where A. = 8G. (Ck) il (Gk) CiL (Gk)

il U2 ij

8G (G) C (G) CG (Ck)

OU. 813. 81
it 12
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8Gij(Gk 8Gj(k 8Gi (Gk
BG~(G 8Gj(G )

L Ui OUi2 OUij

i = 1, 2, ... 1.

Each A. is a J x J Matrix.
1

Solving (2.5) we get

W= (I - Ai) G (G.(Gk) - G) (2.6)
1 11 G)

Thus, if there are I number of processors, each processor will invert a

J x J matrix and compute W .
I

Thus, the algorithm is:

Assuming that at some kth iteration Uk is known,

Step #1. Compute Gi(Gk).

From the shared memory location, the (IJ) number of values of ak will be

used by each processor and then each ith processor will compute Gi(Gk).

Then B = Gi(Gk) -G
1 1

will be cc.puted for i = 1, 2, ... I.

Step #3 Then each ith processor will compute (in parallel)

W = (I - A) -1 B (2.7a)

1 1

Uk i. = W + Gk (2.7b)
i I I

i = 1, 2, ... 1

Let us now take an example and illustrate the use of this algorithm.
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An Illustration

Solve Ut UUx + UU = 0. (2.8)

U(x,y,o) = 1 + 0.5(x+y)

+ t.Sy

U( o,t) = + 0.5x

1 +t

The analytical solution is U = I + 0.5(XeY)

l+t

In the conservative form, the equation is:

ut  - )+I ) = 0 (2.9)
2 2

An implicit finite difference scheme with upwind differencing is:

Un+i n At n+l)2 n+1 2Ij =U -a Ij {(U-. j)

At n+1)2 n+1 2
- f {(U) -(U.. ) (2.10)
2Ay 1 3

Where U. = value of U at xi, yj, and tn.
13 n

Let us denote U.. = UO.. and u.. = U...
13 13 13 13

Then the difference equation is:

U. =G ij(U) (2.11)

2 _ 2

Where G (U) = UO - a (U? -U. )

ij ij1 (2.12)

a = At/2hx, b = At/2Ay.
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Now we have to set the matrix A..1

ac

A. it- 3. .... 11 (2.13)

11i22 iJ

ij 8iJ .... 8iJ

aii a12 aiJ
aU1 aU i 2  aUij

each elexent is evaluated at Ck.

C. =uo.2 2 )bU.- p
G. = UOi a Ul i-I I b (1

Uio = a boundary element = constant.

8G. =- 2 (a b) U.
BU. iil

All other elements of the Ist row are zeros.

Now C. =UO a 2 ) - b 2
3. i2 - " 1 -1 2 b (Ui2 - 1

i. =-2b u , 2i2. =-2(a + b) Ui2
BUil aU i2

All other elements in the row are zeros.

Finally,

Cj = UOj -a( j - U2._) - b (U -I i_

Here _ iJ =-2bU. 1 , Cij = 2 (a + b) UiUij_ Ijij

All other elements in the JAh row are zeros.

Thus, A. is a lower triangular matrix for each i.
1
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Now the algorithm works as follows:

At a given time, step tn we will solve for Uij iteratively. Let us

assume that at some kth iteration Uk . are all known.
13

Then

Step #1 For i = 1, 2, 1

For j = 1, 2, .. J

Compute Gij(Uk) using (2.12).

Call them Gk.. (These values are now known.)
1j

Step #2 Use the values of Gk . from step #1 and
1j

For i = 1, 2, ... I
For j = 1, 2, ... J

Compute Gij (Gk) using

G.i(Gk) = UO.. - a{(G k)2 - (Gk_ )2 }

k b{(G~j)2 (Gk_ )2}
ii 13-1

and B = G (Gk) G
1i 13 ij

Step #3 Now evaluate all the elements of the matrix A. replacing Uk by

GC. for all i and j.
13

Invert (I - Ai) and compute W = (I - A.)-1 Bk
1 A I

Notice that the method is fully vectorizcd. Each processor collects data
from a shared memory, and processes information completely independent of
the information processed in parallel by other processors.

Finally,

Step #4 Compute U = W + Gk
17-
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(is computed by each ith processor i = 1, 2 ... I)

This algorithm is fully vectorized.

k
Convergence criterion is : for some k. if max ( 1w. ) < f

E = positive and arbitrarily small.

the method converges.

The model has been solved with the following inputs

Ax = 0.02, Ay = 0.02, At = 0.0025 (see Appendix)

3. Operation Counts and the Rate of Convergence

To solve Fi(U) = 0 i = 1, 2,...I and j = 1, 2,...J, we need to compute

(IJ) number of unknowns. If we solve this nonlinear system by Newton's
method, at each iteration, we need to invert a matrix (IJ) x (IJ). To

invert such a matrix 13 Y number of operations are required. For the
present algorithm we need to invert I number of J X J matrices requiring

I(J3) number of operations.

Let us assume that, at a given time, step

N, = no. of iterations for Newton's method to converge.

N2 = no. of iterations for the present scheme to converge.

0 = total no. of operations for Newton's method.

02 = total no. of operations for the present scheme.

Then, 01 =N i 1 3

02 = N2I

Thus, 02 N2) I . 01
1

Without using parallel computation, it has been found that N2  N1.
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However, even if we assume that N2 = 2N ,

02 = (2) 01 (3.1)
12

Thus, the present scheme uses much less operational counts than Newton's
method.

Newton's method inverts the (IJ) x (IJ) matrix and generates a quadratic
rate of convergence. The present scheme does not invert such a huge matrix
and, as such, it does not have a quadratic rate of convergence.

Let us now discuss the rate of convergence quite thoroughly.

In order to do this, we need the following information:

Let us assume that f(x, y) is sufficiently smooth. Let
22

f(x + h, y + k) = f(x, y + k) + h Of(x,y+k) + h 82 f(x,y+k) +...

Ox 2! 8x 2

= f(x,y) + k Of + h Of + hk a2f
ay Bx Bxy

+ h2 A2 f(x,y+k) +... (3.2)

2! Ox
2

Let us consider two processors processing two equations in parallel.

U =G 1(U 1, U) ; U2 = G2 (U1 , U2 )  (3.3)

Here,

= k G (G k -G k / 1C 1 , (G k) ;G k= G(U k IU k

k+i wk +G (Uk k G = partial . derivative with respect to U.

1k1 1 ( 1,1 C

similarly,

k = (k) G } / {- G k 2, (G)} G k (k U2)w2 ={2 2 2 2 2(U 2

uk+1 k Gk
2 2 2
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Let U* U the roots.
1 2

Then, U GMU* ,U)G (0* G); G (U ,U)
1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2

Ut  G (Ut , Ut) = G (G0* G *)
2 2 1 2 2 1 2

Now,

uk+1 U k + Gk _*

1 1 1 1 1

= { (Gk) - Gk } /{I - G (Gk)} + Gk _

= { k (Gk(G - G k )G, (Gk)} /{ - G (Gk))

Using (3.2) (G = G + 6 k G2  G + 6 )

k k k k
11' 2 1 1 1 22

kG (Gk k 8GI (Gk

1 1 02) 1 F(0) +6; R

Sk 8 2 G (Gk) 2 8 2_G (G k G k k
+6k6k 1 + L (6) 1 2 2

1 2 -u u 2  1

Then,

u* .k+ _ 8GI (Gk G (Gk)]} 6k
1 IU UIfU

8 U2 1u
k2

+ terms of the order (6k)2

-_ 6k)
(Assume 62

Similarly,
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U' - k+1 ={__ _,[1- 8G k 6  + ters .
22 - 2;trs (;

oU1 U2

Thus, if two processors are activated simultaneously, each processor will
generate a quadratic rate of convergence for the individual iterate.

The same is true if both U and U2 are two vectors.

4. A Matrix Free Version of the Algorithm

Here to solve

U = Gij(U)

U (UI U2 ... UI)T

U. = (Ui Ui2 ..- U i)T

We use the following steps:

For i = 1, 2,...I; For j = 1, 2,...J

Gk (C k G G..(G)- (k)

Step #1 Compute Wi jij i 5 1 ] (4.2)i 8U..
lj

Step #2 Compute Ut. - Wt. + Gt. (4.3)
13 13 13

If Fij (U) = Uij - C ij(U), then (4.2) and (4.3) are equivalent to

Step #1 Uk+1/2 = G. (Uk)ij ij

uk+1 uk+1/2 {F k+i (uk+/2 ) (Uk+I/2)
Step #2 13~ U j U1

13

Thus, the present scheme is a combination of two methods which are both
vectorized. If r, = rate of convergence of the first method and r2 = rate
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of convergence of the second method, the rate of convergence of the new
scheme is r r2.

5. Discussion

The present scheme may be expressed as:

uk+1/2 G (Uk)

-= /2 _ FL (UAk 1 /2 )-1 Fi(14k 12)

= 1, 2,...I; Fi(U) = Ui - Gi (U)

Both steps are fully vectorized, both steps may be implemented in parallel
machines, and if the first step converges, the second step must converge (by
the definition of fi(U)).

The first step, as it is, has a slow rate of convergence. Thus, the second
speeds up the rate of convergence of the first step.

The second step, by itself, requires an initial guess to be close to the
root, and generally converges for monotone functions. These are eliminated
by the first step.

Independent of the initial guess, it has been found, that the method
converges [1]. However, it was for the non-parallel, non-vectorised
version. In that version, convergence properties were established using D-
mapping analysis. This is the first part of our project in the future.

We are primarily interested in computing time-accurate solutions of flow
models.

6. Conclusion

A massively parallel vectorized perturbed functional iterative scheme has
been presented here. Even without using parallel processors, the method
seems to be effective for solving nonlinear PDE's. However, in the near
future, we need to do the following:

1. A rigorous mathematical analysis of convergence; and computational
study of many nonlinear PDE's.

2. Applications to Navier-Stokes' type equations.

3. Applicability (or implementation of the method) in a SIMD and/or MM
type machine.
CV-2 type machine applicability
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4. Acceleration of the rate of convergence.

I believe that parallel programming is very essential for all large-scale
computations. It is the wave of the (near) future.
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An Appendix

For the model equation (2.8), with Ax = 0.2 = Ay, At = 0.0025, at time = 1

sec, EM = 2.2892 x 10 (decreasing), where EM = ma (j -

u.. = the analytical solution

U.. = The computed solution

No artificial viscosity was added. The code was written with
Mr E. Josyula at the Computational Fluid Dynamics center of Wright-
Patterson AFB.

In order to seek for global convergence, we first made an initial guess at
a given time step twice the value of U at the previous-time step and then
(12) times the values of U at the previous time step. This is done
arbitrarily. Still, the algorithm brought U inside the domain of
convergence and the method converged.

This phenomenon was expected. However, it must be studied mathematically in
the near future.
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Introduction

Typically, control strategies are developed assuming that the controller has

access to all the states of the system (or at least their estimates). For many large

scale systems, such a formulation is not practical. Adequate control may require

too many states for it to be practical to deal with all simultaneously or the system

may be geographically extended such that communication of states back to a central

controller is prohibitively expensive and involves excessive time delays. The solution

to this problem has been to develop decentralized control techniques that are based

only upon local states which are convenient subsets of the total system states. This

field has advanced rapidly in recent years. Such techniques have been shown to

be effective for many large scale systems, including power distribution networks,

telecommunication networks, and large, flexible structures.

There has been a great deal of recent interest in the decentralized control

of flexible structures. For decentralized control design, a flexible structure can

be modelled as a collection of flexible appendages attached to a flexible support

structure. Knowledge of the components (support structure and appendages) is

typically fairly complete and can usually be modelled quite adequately using linear

mode shapes and frequencies. However, knowledge of the interconnection dynamics

is typically not so complete. The interconnections may be nonlinear (a pinned

interconnection with friction, for example) and a great deal of uncertainty may exist
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with regard to adequate models (both with regard to functional form and parametric

configuration). Therefore, it is natural to address the issue of decentralized control

for a flexible structure in terms of substructures subjected to external disturbances

due to uncertain interconnection forces.

The current work is concerned with studying techniques for vibration suppres-

sion and tracking of large flexible structures with uncertain interconnections using

decentralized control techniques. This report serves to document the work that has

been conducted by the author on this subject. It consists of three major parts.

First, a discussion of background material and previous work in this area is pre-

sented. A control strategy that is currently being investigated by the author is

discussed in the second section. The third section describes important areas for fu-

ture work and goals that should be achieved if decentralized control strategies are to

be successfully implemented for flexible structures with uncertain interconnections.

Previous Work

There are several ways of designing decentralized control systems for flexible

structures with uncertain interconnections that have been discussed in the control

system literature. The following will describe two of the most promising techniques -

suboptimal fixed-gain methods and adaptive methods - and identify the advantages

and disadvantages of each.

Suboptimal fixed-gain strategies

For a decentralized model consisting of substructures with the interconnection

forces considered as disturbance inputs, it is natural to describe the system by

considering the disturbance as a random excitation. A standard formulation in this

regard is Linear Quadratic Quassian (LQG) control techniques (Sandell, et al., 1978;

Singh, 1981; Siljak, 1991). In order to implement this controller design procedure,

the structure is first subdivided into N subsystems that can be described by the

equations:
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N

.i = Axi + E A xj + Biu, (1)
j=1

Robust optimal controllers are designed for each subsystem using LQG tech-

niques independently of the interconnections. That is, the controllers are designed

for the subsystems described by the equations:

ii = Aix, + Biui (2)

with the cost functions:

.1, = j (xTR,,x, + U;T Ruuu, 1 u iT Rux,)dt (3)

The decentralized control laws are linear functions only of the local states xi:

Ui = kx, (4)

If the controllers are sufficiently robust, the responses of the connected system

will be stable.

In order to motivate the discussion of decentralized control concepts, a simple

model will be discussed and decentralized control system design procedures applied

to it. The simple model is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of four identical masses

connected by springs of varying stiffnesses. This system will be decomposed into

two substructuris. The first substructure consists of Mi, M2 , and K1 . The second

substructure consists of M 3 , M 4 , and K 3. The interconnection is K 2.

Consider the following representation for a decentralized model:

t, , ' : " ( A' ) x-X, ~~= (A )i-

For the simplified model studied here, the system matrices are:
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0 0 _20 20 /1

2 =(0 0 20 -20 i(2
'x l 1 0 0 0 xIU 1 0 0 x

+K2 00 (2 ( )
0 0 0 0 . 1
0 0 0 -1 i2X

+ K2 0 0 ) ( )
0 0 0 0 X0 0 0 0 X3

K2 -_ 0 1 0 1 i 4
03 0 0 0 X3

X3 K0 0 - 1 1 X

0 0 X ) 4
-1 0 0 X3+Ks 0 1 X4

0 0 0 X2

+ K2 / 0 -10 -+

0 0 00 X3

Notice that the parameters were deliberately chosen so that the frequencies of

each of the subsystems are distinctly separated.
Applying LQG techniques to the uncoupled subsystems (K2=0) produces the

following closed loop uncoupled syste mfs-:

2 0 0 20 0 i2

x4 = -1.1 -2.1 1.3 -2.7 i4

X3 1 0 0 0 X3

i4 / 0 1 0 0 ) X4)

The actuator locations are specified a pl'iori as:

(Bj=0 0 0 0

A root locus plot of the closed loop system for variations in the parameter K2
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is shown in Figure 2. Notice that two of the branches (those associated with the

interconnection mode) become unstable for a suitably large value of K 2 . Thus, the

closed loop system is unstable for sufficiently stiff interconnections.

If the actuator locations are changed slightly so that'Bl=(1 0) B' (1 0)0 1) 00

the root locus plot show.ri in Figure 3 is produced. Notice that for this case the

responses will not be unstable for any positive value of K2 . Thus. a possible strategy

for decentralized control is to concentrate on designs thai are stable regardless of

the interconnection strength.

For centralized control systems LQG techniques rely heavily on the use of

the separation property. by which the state estimator is decoupled from the con-

troller. As a result, the controller and estimator can be designed separately and

combined to produce the required controllc:,'estimator combination. With regard

to decentralized control, such a strategy does not follow immediately without some

qualification. The separation property holds only at the price of exchange of state

estimates between the subsystems (Siljak, 1991). In general, this is an undesir-

able circumstance. One of the primary motivations for decentralized control is the

distribution of the control effort among several local controllers that can act in-

dependently. If information exchange is required for a stable controller/estimator

combination, then a break in the information exchange could result in unstable and

catastrophic responses. As a result, it is probably a wise strategy to design the

estimator and controller concurrently.

Advantages

1. Inherently robust controller designs have been demonstrated by Siljak (1991).

2. LQG techniques employ straightforward, well established design strategies which

are available on many control system ddsign software packages.
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Disadvantages

1. In generat, techniques do net exist for designing truly optimal controllers for

decentralized systems. While the subsystem controller designs can be made

optimal for the unconnected subsystems, the combined designs are not optimal

due to interconnection effects. Thus. a principal objective of optimal control

(i.e.. optimizing control effort) wiil not be realized by this strategy. In fact,

a truly "pimal controller for a decentralized control system may be nonlinear

(Witenhausen: 1968).

2. LQG type controllers may not be stable for all interconnection strengths. That

is. the controllers may not be adequately robust to account for interconnections

of an arbitrary amplitude (as illustrated by the example system). Thus to

insure stability, bounds for the interconnection strength are required.

3. Excessively high gains may be used in an effort to make the control system

robust in the presence of interconnection dynamics. In part this is due to

the inability of suboptimal techniques to take full advantage of the sometimes

stabilizing effects of interconnections.

Adaptive Control Strategies

An area of current rapid development is the field of adaptive control theory.

Researchers in the area of decentralized c,-ntrol bar-, recently begun to inve'ttgate

and apply adaptive techniques. Since such metbods typically result in lower clo~ed

loop feedback gains, they appear to offer in many cases significantl) ir,proved Poise

rejection characteristics as compared to fixed-gain strategies. A number of investi-

gators have made important ccntibu~ions to thi6 iel. Among them are Hmamed

and Radouane (1983), Ioannou and Kolotovik (3983), and ioannou and Reed (1988).

Much of this work has been directed toward using rmodel ieference adaptive con-

trollers (MRAC) for the d-centralized conrc,! of ,uinkfown subsystems as if they

were disconinected from eac" other. Gavel and Siljak (1989) describe an adaptive

method for designint a decentralized control system for a system with known sub-
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systems that will be stable regardless of the magnitude tf the interconnection forces.

This technique consists of first developing controllers that stabilize the unconnected

subsystems. This can be done using LQG techniques. pole placement, or any other

convenient method. Then, adaptive controllers of the form

u4 = 4,IK lrxij (4)

where

= -{x T IGjfx,} (5)

are applied to each of the subsystems of equation (1). G, must be symmetric

and positive definite. H, is the symmetric, positive definite solution to the matrix

Liapunov equations:

AT

MA + HAm,= -G, (6)

Choose a symmetric, positive definite matrix R,. The local adaptive feedback

law is then:

uA(t) = -P,(t)R, )BTHx, (7)

Siljak (1991) demonstrates this adaptive feedback scheme and shows that the

resulting behavior is globally bounded.

This technique was applied to the simple four-mass example system. The

following parameters were chosen for adaptive controller design.

o0000 0000\
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IGiV' [ G2 V (0 0100
0 0 1 0 [0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 1
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and

LKi4  (10 -5 10 -5) A, (0 0 0 05,KI; 0 0 0 1K2 J =  10 -5 10 -

The results were quite impressive. As can be seen from Figure 5, the system

was stabilized very effectively by this technique.

The primary advantage of most adaptive decentralized control strategies lie in

their inherent stability. A properly designed adaptive controller can be made to be

stable for any value of interconnection coupling strength.

The primary disadvantage of decentralized adaptive strategies lie in the nature

of most adaptive strategies to simply increase the gains of the system so as to insure

stable responses of the closed loop system. In fact. the method of Gavel and Siljak

(1989) is explicitly a high-gain adaptive scheme. Such an approach can result in

saturation of the actuators and excessively high gains that magnify external noise

effects. Note that from a physical perspective, an actuator has a limited range of

force output. Outside of that range, saturation occurs. While the closed loop gains

can often be made less than those for a sufficiently robust fixed-gain controller,

they are often significantly higher than is required for adequate performance. Little

effort is made to exploit the (sometimes) stabilizing effects of interconnection forces

to reduce the magnitude of the adaptive control forces.

Advantage

1. Robust control strategies can be developed in the face of unknown intercon-

nection forces.

2. The techniques of adaptive control can be applied to nonlinear models as well

as nonlinear interconnections. Such techniques provide important advantages

in particular for tracking problems that require a large amplitude motion.

3. Allows for the opportunity to take advantage of the stabilizing effects of inter-

connections (possibly through an adaptive gain strategy that transfers control
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energy from overdamped states to underdamped states).

Disadvantages

1. Adaption schemes result in nonlinear, time-varying controllers that are often

difficult to analyze. Multiple solutions, limit cycles, etc. are possible.

2. The resulting controllers are not optimal and may require excessive control

effort.

3. State estimation is still necessary and the estimator/controller designs must

still be performed concurrently for decentralized control with no information

exchange.

Work to Date

A developmental study for a modified adapti'e control strategy that allows

for the use of interconnection forces to advantage is currently being conducted.

The proposed idea for implementing such an algorithm is based upon adaptive

schemes for modifying the control laws on-line. It is basically a model reference

adaptive control (MRAC) strategy applied in the context of decentralized control.

The conceptual design for this algorithm is as follows.

1. Select a design configuration for each subsystem. AP.

2. Consider the actual dynamics of the ith subsystem to be

it =Ax, + bu, + b,(x) (8)

where x represents all of the states of the structure and 5,(x) is an uncertain,

possibly nonlinear interconnection function. u, is a linear function of the local

subsystem states

u, =,(9)

3. Using a finite number of measured signals, fit the following dynamical model

to (8):

i, =A,x, (10)
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4. Formulate an error function between the desired subsystem dynamics AD and

the estimated dynamics A, as:

Ei =Norm(Ai - Ai) (11)

5. Minimize this error function with respect to the elements of K, subject to

constraints on the maximum actuator forces.

6. Modify the controller force in accordance with the results of the previous step

and return to step 3.

Note that the above algorithm implicitly accounts for the interconnection cou-

pling effects in the approximate subsystem dynamics A,. The proposed strategy

offers the distinct advantage of avoiding excessively high adaptive gains by explic-

itly modifying the control laws to account for any stabilizing effects that may result

from interconnection effects. In addition, the adaptive methods of Gavel and Siljak

explicitly require that the decoupled subsystems be stabilized so as to avoid insta-

bilities if the interconnections deteriorate or fail completely. The proposed method

does not impose this requirement since it automatically stabilizes to specified design

values.

In order to motivate and illustrate the usage of the adaptive algorithm devel-

oped in this work, the decentralized control problem for several simplified flexible

structural models will be examined and the implementation of control strategies for

these structures discussed. The models are presented in Figures 1. and 2. The first

model is a very simple spring-mass model. The second model is much more com-

plex. It consists of a flexible truss acting as a support structure. Attached to this

primary support by a pin connection is a boom truss. Provisions are made for an

actuator to provide a control input to the structure from this location. An antenna

is attached to the boom truss with a pin and similar arrangements are made for a

control actuator at this location. This model serves as a "proof of concept" struc-

ture to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive control technique for

large-scale structural systems.
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Critical Issues and Areas for Further Research

The foregoing discussion has served to identify strengths and weaknesses for

two control methods that provide great promise for the development of improved

strategies for the decentralized control of flexible structures. Research efforts can

contribute most directly to this area by addressing some of the weaknesses that

have been previously discusstd. In order to develop an improved controller design

strategy, the natural next step is to attempt to combine optimal and adaptive

control methods in a manner that will take maximum advantage of the strengths

of each. The following suggestions for further research are studies related to such

an effort and to associated issues that are of concern. The issues can be separated

into four general categories:

1. Dynamical strategies

a. Investigation of techniques for using the stabilizing effects of inter-

connections to some advantage. It has been noted by a number of authors

that decentralized control techniques, in general, treat interconnection forces

as undesirable destabilizing forces that require increased gains to overcome.

In many cases, interconnection forces actually provide some stabilizing effects

(at least for particular modes). Techniques need to be developed that exploit

any stabilizing influence that interconnections may provide to avoid excessive

demands on the actuator forces and to produce responses that are as close

as possible to the desired behavior (in terms of response speed, frequencies,

damping ratios, etc.). Such an approach could lead to significantly improved

performance and life expectancy (less wear and tear) for the controlled struc-

ture.

b. Study of other possible time varying and nonlinear controller schemes

and the dynamical implications of such control strategies. The adap-

tive controller schemes that have been mentioned previously impose time vary-

ing and nonlinear effects on the controlled system. It is well known that non-

linear systems can behave in ways that are greatly different (in a qualitative
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as well as quantitative manner) from linear systems. Limit cycles, multiple

solutions, chaos, etc. may result from the presence of inappropriate nonlinear-

ities. On the other hand, improvements in performance may result from the

presence of appropriate nonlinearities (as demonstrated by the adaptive and

cubic controllers). Assessments need to be made of the influence of nonlinear

elements (absolute value, quadratic, or cubic control algorithms, for example)

on global dynamical responses and stability. The associated implications for

the performance of the controlled systems should be evaluated.

2. Optimization strategies - Development of optimal techniques for forming

adaption matrices. The adaptive techniques for decentralized control systems

that have been developed by Siljak and others place no optimality conditions on

the adaption matrices (K A and G,) . Their work is only concerned with estab-

lishing the conditions on these matrices for the stabilization of the connected

system with local feedback. Clearly such strategies could lead to excessive con-

troller forces unless some effort is made to select the respective matrices in an

optimal manner. This issue should be addressed and appropriate techniques

(ones that work) developed.

3. State estimation and the separation property. As was noted previously,

the separation property holds for decentralized control strategies only under the

condition that the state estimators for the decentralized subsystems exchange

states with each other. It may be possible (since the interconnection forces are

modelled as unknown disturbance forces in the adaptive scheme) to establish

a separability condition without interchange of state estimates. Such a result

could greatly simplify controller design and improve the independence of each

controller.

4. Additional issues

a. Investigatation of fixed-gain design strateates that will be stable re-

gardless of the strength of the interconnections. As was noted previ-

ously, it is possible to design controllers for some systems that retain their sta-
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bility characteristics regardless of the magnitudes of the interconnection forces.

The implications of such a strategy should be evaluated for large scale flexible

structures. If possible, appropriate design criteria should be established for

implementing such an approach.

b. Investigate techniques for posing the optimization problem so as to

account for information structure and communication costs. As has

been mentioned previously, truly optimal controllers have not been developed

for decentralized systems. Some have suggested that this may be due, in part,

to the ill-posing of the optimization problem with regard to the costs of a de-

centralized information structure and the costs associated with communication

between the various subsystems. On the other hand, some have suggested that

further research may show that truly optimal control for decentralized systems

is an impossible task or is so extremely difficult that it is not worth the ef-

fort it entails. Successful resolution of optimization issues associated with this

problem would be a significant contribution to the field of decentralized control

theory. (This is a very complex issue.)
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Figure 2: Multi-body truss model
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ABSTRACT

The 3-dimensional finite element program TIRE3D is used
to predict the static and rolling response of a KC-135 aircraft
tire on a rigid surface. The tire tread and the casing are modeled
respectively by 20-node brick elements and 16-node layered shell
elements. As for the constitutive relations, Mooney-Rivlin model
was used for the tread material while orthotropic properties based
on laminate theory were used for the cord-rubber casing.

It was found that the numerica results were in remarkable
agreement with the static tire load test data. Although the program
possesses the capability of incorporating visco-elastic rubber
behavior, numerical stability under rolling was achieved only under
elastic conditions. Further, a simple numerical procedure was
developed to determine the slip velocities at nodal points on the
rolling tire contact patch. Determination of slip velocities is
certainly a useful stride in the analytical prediction of tire
wear.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Objective:

A new research program sponsored by the Flight Dynamic
Directorate is underway to develop tires with substantially
improved life. One major task of this program is to formulate
an analytical-numerical model of the aircraft tire takeoff and
landing process. A complete understanding of the aircraft tire
behavior during the entire ground operation is essential to
accomplish the above task. The different maneuvers associated with
the ground motion are : spinup, roll, yawed/cambered roll, braked
roll, and taxiing-cornering.

Most of these features can be computationally modeled by thc
TIRE3D finite element program by the Computational Mechanics Co.
Inc. for the NASA Langley Research Center. The work presented here
recounts the author's research efforts to use the above computer
program to investigate the behavior of a KC-135 tire during ground
operation, in a way that it could be utilized in the tire wear
research program.

Finite element model

The tread region of the KC-135 tire is modeled by 20-node
brick elements while 16-node layered shell elements are used to
model the cord-rubber composite in the casing (TIRE3D manual,
1990). The finite element configuration in the radial (K),
meridional (J), and the hoop (I) directions used in the present
work is depicted by Figs. 1.1 and 1.2.

The general cord-rubber structure in the KC-135 tire is
assumed to be a ba)anced symmetric one with a total of 14 plies
each with a thickness (t) of 0.027" and a crown angle of 39q. It
was realized from the laminate theory for cord-rubber plies that
the constitutive matrix in the finite element formulation is
unaltered by using a balanced symmetric ply arrangement of 0/-0/-
0/8 of 4 plies by increasing the ply thickness accordingly. Thus,
a modified ply thickness of 0.0945" (i.e. 14*0.027/4) was used in
the model. The theoretical formulation is straightforward and hence
omitted for brevity.

Scope of report

The program results for various load cases and the
constitutive relations used in the current study are discussed in
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the methodology used for determining slip
velocities is elaborated with a numerical example. The geometric
and material data used as well as computed deflections and stresses
of the KC-135 tire are shown respectively in the data file
(APPENDIX I) and the output file (APPENDIX II) submitced directly
to John P. Medzorian of FIVMA/WRDC at WPAFB.
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CHAPTER 2

Program Implementation

Application of inflation pressure and tire load

In order to evolve a stable solution, inflation
pressurization (170 psi) was done in three steps (Appendix
I). The rated KC-135 tire load is 39600 lbs. However, as seen
from the input data (Appendix I), the load was also applied
in many sufficiently small increments to ensure stability.
The load deflection results for static loading were compared
with experimental data. As seen in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, remarkable
agreement is obtained both for isotropic and Mooney-Rivlin
elasticity.

Determination of tire deflection due to inflation pressure

TIRE3D program results do not provide the contact plane
position after the inflation pressurization. Therefore, the
author had to device the following simple methodology to
determine the above position and thus the tire deflection.

Inspection of the experimental load-deflection curves indicate
linearity (proportionality) for small loads (< 2-3 kips for KC-
135 tires). Thus, as seen in Table 1, two relatively small load
increments (W1 and Wd) were applied in the above range to
estimate the contact plane positions (H, and H2). Then, if the
unknown contact plane position after the pressurization is H, the
following proportionality relation can be used to find H:

W1 H- H i

W2 H- H2

Once H is known, the tire deflection for any other load W3 can
be determined as H - H3.

As the applied load approached the rated load with increased
deformations, convergence problems were experienced with
isotropic elasticity. To circumvent this problem it was decided
to use the Mooney-Rivlin elastic model especially suited for
rubberlike material undergoing large deformations. Hence, the
theoretical aspects of the above model are discussed in the
ensuing section.

Mooney - Rivlin model

If the stretch ratio X of an elastic substance in a given
direction is defined as:
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= final length/initial length (2.1)

Mooney (1940) expressed the strain energy density of a material
as:

W = C1 (i 1 2 + X2 2 + X3 2 - 3) + C2 (1/XI 2 + 1/X2 2 + 1/.3 2 - 3)

(2.2)

where X, are the principal stretches and C1 and C2 are material
constants.

Mooney (1940) also showed that C1 and C2 can be related to
the shear modulus G and a "new large deformation elastic
constant" H, as follows:

C, = (G + H)/4 (2.3)

C2 = (G - H)/4 (2.4)

It follows from Eqns. (2.3) and (2.4) that,

G = 2 (C1 + C2) (2.5)

for an incompressible elastic material undergoing large
deformations. Also, since v = 0.5 for an incompressible
material,

E = 3 G = 6 (C1 + C2 ) (2.6)

Thus, W can now be expressed as:

W = G/4.Z(L i - i/ 1i)2 + H/4. X(A i 2 - i/Xi 2) (2.7)

Stress - strain energy relationship for uniaxial loading

The condition for incompressibility (no volume change)
can be expressed as,

1.A 2. 3 = 1 (2.8)

For a simple isometric stretch X in the 1St principal

direction, it follows from Eqn. (2.8) that,

A2 = 3 = 1/"/x (2.9)

The following strain-energy expression can be written
by considering a unit cube of the material:

dW = a. X2. 3  (dX)
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Using Eqn. (2.9),

dW = a.l/A.(dA)

Therefore,

a = X dW/dA (2.10)

Experimental determination of C1 and C2

When the result in (2.9) is substituted in Eqn. (2.7),
one gets

W = G/4. E(X) + H/4. F(A) (2.11)

where E(X) = 2(X + 1/A) + A 2 + 1/X 2 - 6 (2.12)

and F(A) = - 2(X + 1/A) + A 2 - 1/A 2 (2.13)

Since, from Eqn. (2.10)

a = A dW / dA

a= G/2. A (A + 1)(1 - 1/A 3) + H/2. X (A - 1)(1 - 1/A 3)
(2.14)

Finally, G and H can both be determined by fitting Eqn.
(2.14), to an experimental a Vs. A curve.

Mooney (1940) defined the ratio H/G as

a = H/G (2.15)

and determined a to be 0.223 for Tread stock rubber.

Mooney - Rivlin constants used for KC-135 tire

In implementing the TIRE3D program, elastic moduli (E) values
of 800 psi and 400 psi were assumed for tread and liner material
respectively as well as a a value of 0.223.

Thus Eqns. (2.3) - (2.6) in conjunction with Eqn. (2.15)
produces the following C, and C2 values:

C1 (psi) C2-(psi)

Tread 82 51

Liner 41 26
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Selection of the range of travel velocities

The problem of variation of slip conditions within the contact
patch for different travel velocities has been addressed by
Oden and Lin (1985). In their work, they defined the following
two limits of travel velocity:

Upper limit = V0a = Average contact particle velocity

Lower limit = V0r = Rigid contact particle velocity

If the travel velocity V0 = V0., the slips are minimal
whereas if V0 = V0r, the full slip condition is obtained.

It is easily seen that

Vor = w H (2.16)

where H is the deflected vertical position of the foundation.

An approximate expression for V0a can be found using the
following logic:

The average velocity of the undefleted outer surface = Ro

Then, the imaginary flow rate through the
undeflected area = W Ro (Ro - Rj)

Similarly, the imaginary flow rate through the
deflected area = V0a (Ro - H)

By equating the imaginary flow rates, one obtains

V0a = w R° (R. - R1) /(H - R1 ) (2.17)

Both the above limits of travel velocity are important in the
analysis of slip velocities throught the contact patch. However,
due to time limitations only the effect of the lower limit of
travel velocity was considered. Hence, the input data file
contains a travel velocity obtained from Eqn. (2.16).

Program results

Some of the versatile post-processinq provisions of TIRE3D
for static loading/spinning are illustrated in Figs. 2.3 to 2.8.
One straight rolling case was also run for a spinning velocity
of 264.8 rad./s. and a corresponding travel velocity of 5280
in/s. (Eqn. 2.16). Due to time restrictions, this run had to be
abandoned at a spinning and travel velocities of 75.4 rad/s. and
1508 in/s respectively. The contact patch corresponding to this
run is shown in Fig. 3.2 which is used later for slip velocity
calculations.
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CHAPTER 3

Determination of Slip Velocities

When a tire rolls on a foundation, the slip velocity wt at a
point on the contact patch (I) is defined as:

wt = - V0  (3.1a)

where V = absolute particle velocity of a point on r.
V0  = foundation velocity

If the foundation does not move, then

i t = i (3.1b)

Particle Velocity in cartesian coordinates

The following formulation due to Faria et. al_(1989) can be
used to determine the absolute particle velocity V on the contact
patch. First, the motion of a particle must be separated into
three components, which are 1) translational component equal to
the tire center velocity (v01), 2) rigid body rotation about tire
the center and 3) deformation due to the contact constraint.

If R is the position vector of a particle X in the deformed
tire, and if 7(t) denotes the position vector of the point that
would have been occupied by X had the tire been rigid, then

= X (y(t))

where X is an invertible map from the reference configuration to
the deformed cylinder. K is only an implicit function of time t
due to the assumed steady state conditions. Then, the velocity
field without the translational component is obtained as:

= a7/a7. ar/at

In terms of the components, this can be rewritten as:

Vi = axi/ayl.ayl/at + ax,/8y2.8y2/at + axi/ay3 .ay3/at (3.2)

Using the following notation for different maneuvers,

= spinning angular velocity
= cornering angular velocity

I = camber
a = slip angle
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ay 1/at = n Y3 cos y - (w + n Sin -f) ya (3.3a)

ay 2/at = (w + n Sin f) y1  (3.3b)

ay 3/at = - n Y1 Cos 7f (3.3c)

Further, it is noted from the above discussion that u, the
deformation of a particle is given by,

u = x - y (3.4)

Thus,

axi/ay i  = aui/8yi + 1 (3.5)

axi/ayj  = aui/ayj  (3.6)

where u, are the cartesian components of u.

Substituting Eqns. (3.5) and (3.6) in Eqn. (3.2) results in:

V1 =(aul/ayl + l).ayl/at + aul/ay2.ay2/at + aul/y 3 .ay 3/at (3.7a)

V2 =au2/ayl.ayl/at + (au2/ay 2 + 1).ay2 /at + au2/ay 3.ay3/at (3.7b)

V3 =au3/ayl.ayl/at + au 3/ay 2 .ay 2/at + (au 3/ay 3 + l).ay3/at (3.7c)

Then, by using expressions (3.5) and (3.6) in Eqns. (7), one
obtains the most general expression for the particle velocity as:

VI =(au1 /ay + 1).[n Y3 Cos Iy - (w + n Sin y) Y2 )
+ aul/ay2. (W + n Sin -) y1 - aul/ay3. Yl y Cos I (3.8a)

v2 =au2/y 1 .l n Y3 Cos I - (W + n Sin -) Y2 ]
+ (au 2/ay 2 + 1).(w + 2 Sin y) yl - au 2/ay 3 . yl Cos -f (3.8b)

V3 =au 3/ay 1.[lI Y3 Cos 'f - (w + Li Sin 2) Y2
+ au3/ay 2. (( + n Sin -f) Y1  - (au 3/ay 3 + 1). n yl Cos 'f (3.8c)

However, in the special case of a straight rolling tire, since

0 0
y = 0
a = 0

the above expressions for velocity simplify to

V1 = -(aUl/ayl + 1).W Y2 + aul/ay2.W yl (3.9a)

v2 = - au 2/ay 1.W Y2 + (au2/ay 2 + 1). W yl (3.9b)
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V3 = - au3/ay 1 'W Y2 + au3/ay2-W yl (3.9c)

Finally, by incorporating the translational velocity (center
velocity, Vol), the absolute particle velocity is obtained as:

V = -(aul/ay I + 1).W Y2 + @ul/ay 2.tO yl + Vol (3.10a)

V2 = - au 2/ayl. W Y2 + (au2/aY2 + 1).W yl (3.10b)

V3 = - au 3/ay 1.w Y2 + au3/ay 2.co YI (3.10c)

Contact patch particle velocity in cylinderical coordinates

A simpler formulation was done to obtain particle
velocities on the contact patch by Tielking (1984). The
corresponding expressions applicable only on the contact patch
are as follows:

V, =-(au,/aO + R - Ur).W Cos 0 +(Pur/8 + u.). w Sin 8 + Vol
(3.11a)

V2 = 0 (3. llb)

V3 = - auz/ao.W (3.11c)

where

R = Length of the radius of contact patch point considered.

ur, uO, and uz are the cylinderical components of u in Eqn.
(3.4).

Interpretation of particle velocities on the contact patch

According to Fig. 3.1, it is seen that

Y, = R Sin 0 (3.12a)

Y2 = -R Cos 0 (3.12b)

u, = u0 Cos 0 - ur Sin 0 (3.13c)

u2 = ue Sin 0 + ur Cos 0 (3.13d)

It is known that

aul/a8 = aul/ayl.ay/ao + aul/ay.ay2/8 (3.14)
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Then, by differentiating Eqns. (3.12)

aul/ao = au1/ay. R Cos o + aul/ay2 . R Sin 0

= -aul/ayl "Y2 + aul/8y2 " Y1  (3.15)

Further, by differentiating Eqn. (3.13a), one obtains

aul/a = (au/a/ - ur) Cos 8 - (au,/8 + u,) Sin 9 (3.16)

Hence, expressions (3.15) and (3.16) yield

-au1/ayl 'Y2 + 8ul/Y 2 " y1=(8ue/a - Ur)COs9 -(aur/ao + u0)Sin 0

Finally, since y2 =- R Cos 0, it is seen that the expressions for
V, (Eqns. 3.10a and 3.11a) produce similar results.

Furthermore, from Eqn. (3.15) it can be deduced that

aUz/8a = -auz/ay1 "Y2 + au,/aY2" Y1  (3.17)

By recognizing that u, and u are one and the same, it becomes
clear that the expressions ?or V3 (Eqns. 3.10c and 3.11c) are
also the same.

It can also be deduced from Eqn. (3.15) that,

au2/a9 = -au 2/ayl "Y2 + au 2/4y 2 " Y1  (3.18)

Further, Fig. 3.1 depicts that any element on the contact

patch must have a vertical displacement component (u2) given by:

U2 = R Cos 0 - H (3.19)

Thus,
au2/a = - R Sin 9 = - y1  (3.20)

Now, comparison of Eqns. (3.18) and (3.20) yields,

-au/ay, .Y2 + au2/ay 2" Y1 = - Yi

Hence, it follows that the expressions for V2 (Eqns. 3.10b
and 3.11b) give similar results as well.

Approximation of displacement gradients

It is neccessary to determine the nodal displacement
gradients to obtain nodal slip velocities from Eqns. (3.10) and
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(3.1b). However, most finite element programs such as TIRE3D
provide only the displacements at the element nodes. Hence, the
author used the following numerical approximations to compute the
nodal displacement gradients.

Determination of au1/ay

For the lagging area,

au1/ayl(i) = (-3 u(I) + 4u(I+l) - u(I+2)]/2h (3.21)

For the leading area,
aui/ay,(i+2) = ( u(I) - 4u(I+l) + 3 u(I+2)]/2h (3.22)

For inner nodes,
aui/ay1 (I) = [u(I-2)-4u(I-l)+4u(I+l)-u(I+2))/2h (3.23)

where I is the loop direction coordinate used in the TIRE3D
and h is the distance interval in the direction 1 (Fig. 3.1).

Determination of au6/ay2

For the entire region,
aui/ay2 (K) = (-3 u(K) + 4u(K-2) -u(K-3))/2k (3.24)

where K is the radial direction coordinate used in the TIRE3D
and k is the distance interval in the direction 2 (Fig. 3.1).

Estimation of slip velocities

In order to illustrate the application of Eqns. (3.10) and
(3.1b), the slip velocity of the point P on the contact patch
(Fig. 3.2), is predicted below.

Since P is at the centerline of a straight rolling tire,
the slip velocity is in the rolling direction. Thus, only
Eqn. (3.10a) is applicable in this case.

Estimation of aul/ay

In this case, Eqn. (3.23) is applied observing that P is an
inner node with I=31 (Figs. 1.2 and 3.2). It must be remembered
that TIRE3D produces cumulative displacements and hence, the
displacements due to load deformation should be obtained by
substracting the inflation pressure displacements from the final
displacements.

To illustrate this the author has provided the relevant final
displacements in Table II.1 (Appendix II) and the relevant
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inflation displacements in Table 11.2 (Appendix II). As the
deformation of a given point (ex. I=30, J=l and K=4) the user
should be utilize the difference between the displacements
in the corresponding rows (ex: 30,1,4) in the above tables.

Further, h = H tan0

where 0 = angle interval in the hoop direction (= 50 in the
contact patch region) and H (Fig. 3.1) is the contact plane
vertical position (= 22.363 in. from the program output).

Thus, aul/ay = [u(29,1,4)-4u(30,1,4)+4u(32,1,4)-u(33,1,4) ]/2h
= -0.0324

Also, by recollecting that yj are the undeformed coordinates
of the tire, Fig. 3.1 shows that,

y2 = -(H + u2) = -23.343 in.
and yl = -ul = 0.131 in.

Estimation of aul/ay 2

In this case, Eqn. (3.24) can be applied using Tables II.1 and
11.2 in the above described manner considering k as the tread
thickness.

Then, k = 0.65 in.

Thus, aul/ay 2 = (-3u(31,1,4) + 4u(31,1,2) - u(31,1, 1)/2k
= 0.08

Since, w = 75.4 rad/s (for partly loaded tire)
and vol = 1508 in/s

Finally, the slip velocity (Eqns. 3.1b and 3.10a)

V1 = 55.98 in/s.

It is noted that the slip velocity at P is small when compared
with the travel velocity of 1508 in/s.

The above procedure can be easily computerized and hence the
TIRE3D program can be made to predict the slip velocities at
every nodal point on the contact patch.
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CHAPTER 4

Conclusion

The TIRE3D computer code was found to predict the actual
static response of a tire remarkably well with both linear elastic
and Moonay-Rivlin elastic constitutive models. Instabilities were
however encountered fnr linear elasticity under large deformations.
This condition was rectified by using the Mooney-Rivlin model.

Although the analytical results for rolling could not be
checked with experimental values, the solutions obtained were
stable and adjudged to be reasonable. The inability of the present
version of TIRE3D to accomodate visco-elasticity is a drawback
especially in analyzing high speed tire response such as that of
HVVs tires. However, there is optimism that a near future version
of TIRE3D will be devoid of these problems.

It is well established that tire wear is produced by tractions
and strains set up by interfacial rubber-pavement slip. As
illustrated in Chapter 3, the p:ogram results were successfully
used to estimate slip velocities on the contact patch. The
algorithm used to determine slip -velocities is a numerical one and
hence is approximate. Yet, it is advantageous in a programming
perspective as its very numericeA nature makes it compatible with
the rest of the TIRE3D code!

Moreover, Appendix II (Tables 11.3 and 11.4) shows a sample
output of TIRE3D where the shear stresses (tractions) on the
contact patch are also predicted. Thus, this initial study has
shed light into means of analyzing two vital factors leading to
wear. Hence it certainly is a sighificant stride towards analytical
prediction of tire wear.

Recommendations for extended research

Recent research (Veith, 1982) has shown that the maneuvers
contributing most to tire wear are 1) braked rolling and 2)
cornering. In the case of aircraft tires, spinup associated with
landing could make a major contribution to wear as well. A review
of literature (Gough, 1958, Veith, 1982) indicates the complexity
involved in determining the tractions and strains generated during
above maneuvers. The present work has demonstrated that the TIRE3D
program is capable of revealing the traction and slip
distributions during static loading and rolling. Therefore, a
future study using TIRE3D to analyze the traction and slip
distribution on the contact patch during braked rolling, cornering
and spin-up will be invaluable to analytical tire wear studies.

The validity of a future tire wear model formulated based on
TIRE3D can be ascertained only by checking the present results with
experimental measurements whenever possible. This is especially
needed for spinning and rolling conditions. Experimental
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corroboration of contact patch vertical pressure distribution
(Figs. 2.3 - 2.5 and 2.7) and strain distribution (Appendix I) are
two such possibilities. The existing experimental evidence obtained
from bias tire tests tend to support the pressure distributions
shown in Figs. 2.3 - 2.5 and 2.7 where the pressure peaks are
closer to the tire shoulder than to the center. The anticipated
results from the collaborative experimental study between the
Landing Gear Systems Group, Wright-Patterson AFB and the University
of Michigan Transportation Research Center should yield adequate
test results for this venture.

Another factor often assumed to be a simple constant in
analytical models is the coefficient of friction representing the
pavement roughness. The variation of frictional resistance due to
environmental conditions such as moisture and the tire speed itself
is generally overlooked for simplicity. Since the coefficient of
friction used in TIRE3D to model the pavement roughness plays a
vital role in traction and strain distribution on the contact
patch, a profound investigation of the tire-pavement frictional
characterstics will be immensely useful in obtaining more
meaningful analytical results for wear.
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Deply of Laminated Panels with Perforation due to Impact

by

John Lair and David Hui

ABSTRACT

Deply techniques were used in composite material

laminated plates were used in low velocity impact of panelh

where there no perforation occurs. Some preliminary data

were obtained by Foos (1989). Such dtply technique by

pyrolysis (heat it in an oven at approx 800 deg F for about

40 min and then separate the plies with a scalpel) has not

been commonly applied on perforated plates. Such deply

technique will give more accurate delaminated areas and hole

sizes than C-Scan techniques. Further, matrix cracks were

observed in deply laminates which cannot be observed by C-

Scan. Six panels from previous composite panels perforated

by spherical projectiles (Altamirano 1991) are used for

deply and the separated plies are analyzed in an image

processing machine. The delaminated areas are seen quite

clearly since they were pre-soaked in gold chloride prior to

heating in an oven.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the work is to determine whether more

information can be obtained from deply techniques than from

the traditional C-Scan photos. The panels were soaked in

gold chloride liquid prior to heating in an oven so that it

will leave a gold imprint on the pl'es which can be easily

visualized. The size and shape of the delaminated area as a

function of the plies were observed and measured using an

image processing machine.

Figure la,b shows typical actual size photos of two

adjacent plies from the 365 ft./sec. test taken from the
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Altamirano (1991) test program. The boundaries of the

delamination zone were marked with white paint. Such

painting was not necessary in the image processing machine

since the gold imprints were clearly observr~le, they are

shown only for xeroxing purposes. The matrix cracking can be

seen in ply 1 of Fig. I and a often occurring "H" shaped

deply area can be seen in ply 15. These two plies were

adjacent to one another ply 14 being closer to the impact

face. The side of the ply closest to the impact face is

shown in both cases.

Figure 2a-2f shows graphs of the delamination areas and

hole sizes. It can be seen that there exist drastic

changes in delamination areas from one ply to the next ply.

The hole sizes for relatively low impact velocities (365

ft/sec) would be smaller than that from higher velocities

(879, 1013, 2777, 4476, 5817 ft/sec). On the other hand, the

delamination areas would be larger for smaller velocities

since one can expect that most of the damage would occur at

velocities just above the VSO.

Figure 3 shows a graph of the delamination volume and

hole volume versus the energy absorption of the panels

divided by the mast of the 1/2 inch diameter spherical steel

projectile, using the deply technique. The energy

absorption is defined as the difference between the initial

and residual kinetic energies of the projectile. It can be

seen that the delamination volume decreases for the first

1hree lower velocities and then increases for the remaining

three higher velocities. The hole volume tends to reach an

asymptotic value fcr higher energy absorption. Figure 4

presents the same data taken 4rom pixel count of C-Scan

image.

Figure 5 shows a typical C-Scan photo of the entire

laminated ianel. The pixel count on C-Scan would enable ont

. . . . . n~~4 -4 . .. ...



to obtain the delamination volume and hole volumes. The

delamination volumes measured from the C-Scan image were

found to be larger than that obtained from deply technique.

This is due to the fact that C-Scan can not detect

delaminations which are smaller than those 4;und near the

surface. If a delamination overlays a undelaminated area,

such undelaminated area is counted as delaminated area, thus

overestimating the undelaminated area. On the other hand,

the hole size was smaller on the C-Scan results than from

the deoly results. As these observations are based on the

deply of only seven panels, they need to be substantiated by

a enlargement of the test program.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The deply technique was successfully employed to study

the damage zone of laminated panels perforated by spherical

indentor. Such deply technique was found to give valuable

information on the size, shape and matrix cracks which could

not be accurately observed by C-Scan photos.
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Figure 1a deplied lamina
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Figure lb deplied lamina
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Monitorinag of Daumge Accunulatio for the Predition of

Fafigue Lifetime of Cord-Rubber Comosites

by

Byuing-lip ("Wes) Lee and Pat I. Hippo

The study examined the effect of a broad range of the combination between different
loading parameters on the fatigue resistance of model cord-rubber composites. Among

them, stress amplitude was found to play a dominant role in determining fatigue lifetime of
composites with an exception of the case where minimum stress approaches zero. The
observed higher rate of strength degradation of composites at the zero minimum stress may

be attributed to the alteration of the failur,: mode. The process of damage accumulation of

cord-rubber composites was accompnied by a continuous increase of cyclic strain (i.e.

dynamic creep), temperature and acoustic emission (AE). The dynamic creep rate and the

rate of temperature increase were inversely proportional to the fatigue life according to a

power lau. In contrast, the extent of dynamic creep at gross failure was found to be
independent of stress amplitude. When the minimum cyclic stress was high enough,

distinctly different rates of AE signal accumulation could be assigned to the debonding and

delamination failure modes. The results demonstrated a great potential of the measurement

of local strain change, heat generation and AE as a viable experimental technique for real-

time monitoring of the damage accumulation process,
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L INTRODUCTION

Currently, the operational life of bias-ply aircraft fires used by the U.S. Air Force is

certified by expensive dynamometer testing to specify the number of takeoff and landing

cycles a tire may endure before replacement (1). An initiative is underway to realin this

procedure where the emphasis is placed on more cost-effective laboatoty prediction of tire

durability supplemented with computer modeling capability. In this strategy, the initial goal

is to define the fatigue fracture mechanisms of the tire carcass by identifying the parameters

that control the process of damage accumulation for cord-rubber composite elements (2).

Eventually, it is hoped a fatigue law can be formulated that will serve to predict the lifetime

of the tire carcass on a reliable basis. These efforts could extend tire replacement intervals

which ultimately would prove more cost-effective than existing criteria that now govern tire

replacement.

The focus of this study addresses the above-stated goal of identifying the par"eters which

control the fatigue life of angle-plied tire carcass composites, with a special provision of

establishing a viable experimental technique for real-time monitoring of damage

accumulation process. Real-time monitoring of damage accumulation process in composite

specimens is necessary for the fatigue fracture mechanism study. But, when established, it

will also lay a technical basis for the future research activities of predicting the imminent

failure of an actual tire carcass in the field. Past studies (2-7) showed that angle-plied cord-

rubber composites exhibit unusually high leel of interply shear strain under uniaxial

tension. Above a critical value of interply shear strain, localized damage is induced in the

form of cord-matrix debonding. Further increase of strain results in the initiation of matrix

cracking. Under static loading, debonding and matrix cracking are widened and eventually

developed into the delamination leading to the gross fracture of the composites.

The same sequence of failure modes was observed in cord-rubber composites under cyclic

loading as long as minimum stress remains safely in the tensile regime (2). It was also

observed that damage accumulation in the form of debonding and delamination is
accompanied by a steady increase in temperature and local strain. The same study

demonstrated that the above-described critical load for the onset of cord-matrix debonding

constitutes a threshold level for semi-infinite fatigue life, i.e. fatigue endurance limit, of tht;

composites. However, one complication to this generalized description of fatigue fractuie
mechanisms is the fact that the described sequence of failure modes is sometimes reversed

when minimum cyclic stress is near zero. Our unpublished results indicated that the
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delamination process appears to precede cmr atrix d=bonding in this situation. The

ciarification of this question requires a systematc study on the effects of minimum cyclic

stress on the damage accumulation mode and fatigue life of tire carcass composites.

In this study, the damage accumulation process of cord-rubber composites was closely

monitored under the different combinations of loading parameters such as stress amplitude

and minimum stress. For real-time monitoring oi damage accumulation, the acoustic
emission (AE) analysis was utilized in addition to the measurement of changes in local

strain and temperature. The damage accumuation under cyclic as well as static tensile
loading is normally accompanied by AE events that are associated with the sudden release

of energy (8). Based on this premise, appropriate monitoring of AL .,fight lend insight into

damage accumulation mechanisms which control the fatigue lifetime of the material.
Numerous studies on other materials have shown that different failure modes generate

distinctively different acoustic signatures (9-11). Therefore the use of AE analysis as a

NDE tool for monitoring structural integrity could prove quite successful and valuable,

particularly if the acoustic signature of the failure mode is known a priori.

Since the catastrophic failure of the tire carcass is often caused by delamination, then is
great potential for the use of AE as a means of sensing imminent tire failures if the aco! ,Ac

signature of the delamination mode is identified. However, surprisingly little work h,5s

been done with cord-rubber composites using AE analysis even though it is a technique tkau

has been used for years with other structural materials such as me als and advanced firer

composites (9-11). AE is an elastic stress wave that travel.5 through a material. As
confirmed in other materials, its source is a sudden release of energy induced by plafic

deformation or microcracking. AE technology (12) involves the detection and conversion

of these mechanical stress waves into electrical voltage signals by piezoelectric b-ansducers

that are mounted on the specimen surface. Signal amplificatio ,And electronic processing

of these transmitted waves then produce an acoustic signature.

Although described in a simplistic manner so far, AE does have some shortcomings that

can limit its effectiveness. For example, external sources of noise may interfere with
analysis. Often, a proper selection of the frequency nonitoring range or threshold

frequency settings on the AE instrument will minimize unwanted information, but they do
not neessarily ensure their complete elimination. For instance, gripping noise from cyclic
loading can not be fully removed. In other cases, its app.ication to a particular structure

may be inherently difficult. Monitoring of AE from an aircraft tire in service could pose
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serious problems. These technology gaps that now exist would have to be overcome to

establish AE LJysis along with the measurement of material temperature or local strain as

a real-time motoring technique Tor damage accumulaion.

IL OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The present investigation was undertaken in accordance with continuing efforts for the
laboratory prediction of the durability f aircraft tire carcass. Two objectives were set
forth. The first was to identify the loading parameters controlling fatigue lifetime of tire
carcass composites, while the second was to establish the measurement of local strain
change, heat generation and acoustic emission (AE) as a viable experimental technique for
real-time monitoring of the damage accumulation process.

MI. EXPERIMENTS

In consideration of its exploratory nature, a current phase of the study used model
composites consisting of 2+2x0.25 steel wire cable reinforcement and a proprietary rubber
compound matrix instead of the composites representing actual aircraft tire carcass.
Composite laminate panels (8" long x 3" wide x 0.25" thick) were supplied by the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. To avoid tension-bending coupling, the laminates
were constructed with a symmetric ply lay-up of +/- 23 deg cord angle. The end tabs were

added to the specimens to prevent grip failures that could be experienced during mechanical
testing. Coupon specimens of 0.75" width were machined from these panels and edge-
polished on a grinding wheel. These angle-plied composite coupons were designed to
maximize the interply shear strain which is a major contributing factor in composite failure

(5-7).

To represent the circumferential tension of an aircraft tire in the footprint region, co.ipon
specimens were subjected to both static and cyclic uniaxial tensile loading. For cyclic
loading, various combinations of stress amplitude and minimum stress were implemented
(Table 1) with a close monitoring of local strain, heat generation and AE. A cychc
frequency of 5 Hz was employed throughout the experiment. With regard to static loading,

deflection rate was kept constant at 0.05 inch/min. In both static and cyclic testing, local
axial and interply shear strain were estimated by measuring the displacement of line
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markings drawn on the specimen edge (Figures 3 and 4 in Ref. 2). Temperature build-up

as a function of fatigue lifetime was recorded with a thermocouple attached to the specimen

surface. The location of the thermocouple was generally between the two AE transducers

attached but on the opposing side of the specimen.

Finally the monitoring of AE was accomplished with Physical Acoustics Corporation

LOCAN-AT instrumentation (12). Considering that the test results are highly dependent on

wave signal processing techniques, a stuiy was performed und,: static loading to assess

the influence of the following three factors and their combinations on the AE behavior of

cord-rubber composites: the type of piezoelectric transducer (Physical Acoustics R50,

Dunegan D9230A, Dunegan N30W); a frequency range of bandpass filter for preampifier

(100-1200 KHz wide band and 400-600 KHz narrow band); a frequency range of

bandpass filter for amplifier (100-300 KHz, 400-600 KHz, 100-1200 KHz). Since the

frequency range of the bandpass filter for LOCAN-AT amplifier was found to play a

secondary role, it was fixed at 400-600 KHz in the rest of the program. In the final test

set-up for cyclic loading, one R50 transducer was connected to a wide bandpass
preamplifier while the other R50 transducer was connected to a narrow bandpass

preamplifier.

These two transducers were mounted to the specimen using masking tape and rubber

bands. A small amount of vacuum grease was placed between the transducer and the
specimen to ensure air gaps would not permit acoustic wave reflection interference. Both

transducers occupied one side of the specimen and were spaced about 1.5" apart center to

center. In general, AE monitoring for a given specimen was initiated immediately before
start-up of the mechanical testing instrument so that all AE activities would be included for

analysis. For signal data processing, the following settings were used for key variables:

Gain 20 db
Amplitude threshold 45 db
Peak definition time (PDT) 20 ts
Acoustic event definition time (HDT) 150 ts
Acoustic event lockout time (HLT) 300 [Ls
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As stated earlier, our current study plans to examine the effects of loading parameters on

the fatigue resistance of tire carcass composites. Although allocated numbers of specimens

were too few to form a sound statistical database (Table 1), the loading conditions

employed in this screening study covered a broad range of the combination between stress

amplitude, maximum stress, minimum stress, and the ratio of minimum-to-maximum stress
(R-ratio). Among these loading parameters, stress amplitude was found to play a dominant
role in determining the f,,figue lifetime of cord-rubber composites (Figures 1 and 2). The
curves of maximum cyclic stress vs the logarithm value of fatigue life generated at four

different levels of minimum stress were dissimilar. However, when the values of stress
amplitude instead of maximurm stress were plotted against fatigue life, the S-N curves were

shown to be similar with an except'ca of the case where the minimum stress approaches
zero. This series of plots also illustrates that at a given stress amplitude, the effect of R-
ratio on fatigue lifetime is negligible. Again, an exception is evident at zero minimum

stress.

When the minimum cyclic stress is near zero, the S-N curve of cord-rubber composites

exhibit a steeper slope with a shortened fatigue lifetime in the normal loading range (Figure
2). A steeper slope of the S-N curve at a given static (or single cycle) strength means a

higher rate of strength degradation. The observed higher rate of strength degradation of

composites at the zero minimum stress may be attributed to the alteration of failure modes
as observed in the past. As long as the minimum stress is safely in the tensile regime,

cord-rubber composites exhibit debonding of the cord from the surrounding rubber matrix
prior to the development of delamination. However, when the minimum stress approaches
zero, microbuckling of laminates may occur and, as a result, the delamination process

could prec-xle cord-matrix debonding. Several attempts were made to confirm the change

of failure mode using visual means, but no concrete results were obtained so ,er.

In this study, the damage accumulation process of cord-rubber composites could be

monitored under a broad range of the combination between stress amplitude and minimum

stress. The process of damage accumulation was accompanied by a continuous increase of

cyclic strain and temperature. As a universal trend, the increase of cyclic strain undergoes

three stages (Figure 3). After an initial stepwise increase in strain, the strain increases at a

progressively slower rate until reaching a constant rate at about 20% of the fatigue life. In
the second region, the cyclic strain increases at a constant rate which will be referred as
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dynamic creep rate hereafter. In this region which ranges from 20 to 80% of the fatigue
life, the damage takes the form of cord-matrix debonding and matrix cracking with no

delamination observed. Above 80% of the fatigue life, partial delamination appears at the

specimen edge. In this final stage, the cyclic strain increases at a progressively higher rate

eventually leading to a catastrophic failure by gross delamination. The increase of

specimen temperature was found to follow a similar pattern, but a final spike of temperature

was less pronounced than the final increase of cyclic strain.

One major finding was that the dynamic creep rate and the rate of temperature increase are a

good indication of the fatigue lifetime for the composites. As shown in Figures 4 and 5,

the logarithm value of the fatigue life is inversely proportional to the logarithm value of the

dynamic creep rate or the rate of temperature increase according to a power law. Since the

logaithm value of fatigue life is also inversely proportional to the stress amplitude, a power

law reizidonship between the dynamic creep and the stored strain energy could be defined in

our future wcsrk with more data available. It is interesting to note that the dependence of

crack growth rate on the level of stored strain energy for rubbery materials follows a power

law (4). The rate of temperature increase is expected to correlate with a part of strain

energy dissipated during hysteresis. Aside from these questions on the roles in fracture

mechanisms, the above results demonstrate the measurement of local strain change and heat

generation as a viable experimental technique for real-time monitoring of the damage

accumulation process.

Another important finding was that, in contrast to the case of dynamic creep rate, the extent

of dynamic creep at gross failure which is defined as the increase of strain after initial

stepwise imposition is roughly independent of stress amplitude (Table 1). All the

specimens were found to fail when the maximum axial strain reaches approximately 30%

above the level imposed by initial stepwise increase in strain (Figure 3). Although it may

be premature to propose a formal criterion without additional data at different levels of

frequency, the observation strongly suggests the existence of a critical level of dynamic

creep for catastrophic failures of angle-plied cord-rubber composites and possibly for the

tire carcass. A possible existence of a similar type of temperature threshold was assessed,

but there seemed to be no correlation between the fatigue lifetime and the final temperature

of the specimen just prior to catastrophic failure (Figure 6).

In addition to the measurement of changes in local strain and temperature, the study utilized

AE analysis for real-time monitoring of damage accumulation in cord-rubber composites.
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AE is compared to a damped sinusoid in signal processing and the following three
parameters are used to characterize the intensity of the activities (12): the number of AE
events (the number of stress wave generated), AE counts (the number of crossings of
stress waves over a threshold value set to eliminate background noise), AE energy (the area
under the stress waves). Under cyclic tension, AE occurs as soon as the loading starts
(Figures 3 and 7). With progressive build-up of damage in composites, cumulative values
of AE counts, events and energy generated were found to follow a pattern which is
somewhat similar to that of dynamic creep (Figures 3, 8-10). However, this pattern was
observed only when the minimum cyclic stress was high enough. The use of a lower
minimum cyclic stress tended to generate an increasingly excessive amount of AE in early
stage of deformation which is presumably caused by the friction of the specimens against
the grips under hydraulically operated clamping pressure.

When the minimum cyclic stress was high enough, cumulative values of AE counts, events
and energy for cord-rubber composites increase at a progressively slower rate eventually
reaching a region with a constant rate of a very low value or a pseudo-asymptote (Figures
8-10). In this region, predominant modes of damage accumulation are still cord-matrix
debonding and matrix cracking. Around 80% of the fatigue life, the cumulative values
increase at a higher rate which is coincided with an appearance of partial delamination.
Finally the cumulative values increase at an extremely high rate in catastrophic failure.
Distinctly different rates of AE signal accumulation could be assigned to the debonding and
delamination failure modes. For instance, the AE energy release rate, which is defined by
normalizing the value of cumulative AE energy with the level of attendant increase of strain,
was found to be approximately 100 and 5000 dB/inch deflection for debonding and
delamination respectively (Figure 10, Table 2).

The values of AE energy release rate for delamination estimated under cyclic loading were
independently verified by performing a separate experiment under static loading. Under
static tension, cumulative values of AE counts, events and energy for cord-rubber
composites follow a simpler pattern consisting of two different rates prior to gross failure
(Figure 11). The accumulation of acoustic signals at a higher rate corresponded to the
delamination failure while the accumulation of signals at a lower rate could be associated
with the debonding process. The values of AE energy release rate measured under static
loading were found to be in the same degree of order compared with the values obtained
under cyclic loading (Table 2). The results on AE energy release rate discussed so far
imply a great potential for AE monitoring as a means of sensing imminent gross failure of
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tire carcass led by delamination based on its distinct acoustic signature. However, an

extrene caution is urged in view of the excesive amount of background noise in the early

stage of deformation when the level of minimum cyclic stress is lowered.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

With a special provision of establishing a viable experimental technique for real-time

monitoring of damage accumulation pr.ocess, this screening study examined the effect of a

broad range of the combination between different loading parameters on the fatigue

resistance of model cord-rubber composites. Among them, stress amplitude was found to
play a dominant role in determining fatigue lifetime of composites. All the S-N (stress

amplitude vs the number of cycles to failure) curves were found to be similar with an

exception of the case where minimum stress approaches zero. When the minimum cyclic

stress is near zero, the S-N curve of cord-rubber composites exhibits a steeper slope with
shortened fatigue lifetime in the normal loading range. The observed higher rate of strength

degradation of composites at the zero minimum stress may be attributed to the alteration of
the failure mode.

The process of damage accumulation of cord-rubber composites was accompanied by a

continuous increase of cyclic strain (i.e. dynamic creep) and temperature. In the region

ranging from 20 to 80% of the fatigue life, the strain increases at a constant rate and the

damage takes the form of cord-matrix debonding and matrix cracking. Above 80% of the
fatigue life, partial delamination appears. In this final stage, the cyclic strain increases at a

progressively higher rate eventually leading to catastrophic failure. The increase of

specimen temperature follows a similar pattern. The dynamic creep rate and the rate of

temperature increase were found to be inversely proportional to the fatigue life according to

a power law. In contrast, the extent of dynamic creep at gross failure is roughly
independent of stress amplitude. All the specimens were found to fail when the maximum

axial strain grows by approximately 30% above the initially imposed one.

With a progressive build-up of damage in composites, cumulative values of AE counts,

events and energy generated were found to follow a pattern which is similar to that of

dynamic creep or temperature. However, the use of lower minimum cyclic stress tended to

generate an increasingly excessive amount of AE in the early stage of deformation which is

presumably caused by the friction of the specimens against the grips. When the minimum



cyclic stress was high enough, distinctly different rates of AE signal accumulation could be
assigned to the debonding and delamination failure modes. The AE energy release rate was
found to be approximately 100 and 5000 dB/inch deflection for debonding and
delamination respectively. The values of AE energy release rate estimated under cyclic
loading were independently verified by a separate experiment under static loading.

The results demonstrated the potential of the measurement of local strain change, heat
generation and AE as a viable experimental technique for real-time monitoring of the
damage accumulation process. AE monitoring seems to have a great potential as a means
of sensing imminent gross failures of tire carcass led by delamination based on its distinct
acoustic signature. However, an extreme caution is urged in view of excessive amount of
background noise when the level of minimum cyclic stress is lowered.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations can be made for the future study on fatigue fracture
mechanisms and monitoring of the damage accumulation process for cord-rubber

composites:

(1) Repeat the same type of fatigue fracture mechanism study in the case of nylon cord-
reinforced composites which represent the actual aircraft tire carcass material with a

systematic variation of frequency, temperature and the ratio of minimum-to-maximum

stress. Perform a microscopic examination of damage accumulation modes and define the
S-N cwves for the onset of debonding and delamination as well as gross fracture.

(2) Confirm the existence of a critical level of dynamic creep at a catastrophic failure for
aircraft tire carcass composites. Check the degree of reversibility of local strain
encountered during dynamic creep.

(3) Assess the contribution of viscoelastic properties of constituent materials to the
dynamic creep process of composites by performing static loading experiments at elevated
temperatures. Determine how the process of damage accumulation interacts with material
property changes.
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(4) Define the exact role of hysteretic heating in determining the fatigue lifetime of

composites by performing isothermal cyclic testing. Cyclic testing in isothermal condition
will resolve the issue of the possible interaction between hysteretic heating and the

progressive increase of strain due to damage accumulation.

(5) Assess the measurement of the AE response as a real-time monitoring technique for
damage accumulation in the case of aircraft tire carcass composites. Examine the effects of
amplitude threshold and check a possibility of selective monitoring of AE at the peak

regions of sinusoidal loading curves (gating circuitry) to control background noise.

(6) Assess the measurement of heat generation as a real-time monitoring technique for
damage accumulation in the case of aircraft tire carcass composites. Measure the
temperature response in the local regions of the composite specimen using needle type

temperature sensors and thermography techniques.

(7) Assess the failure modes of internally-pressurized composite tube under cyclic tension

using a new specimen configuration with a predelaminated area.
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IABLIL

Fatigue-Induced (anges in Suain and Tenpatuc for Cord-Rubber Cqpses (5Hz)

Width Load Creep Temp

Max in Total Rot Rawe

inch bf Ibf inch inchfKcyde OF/sec

.719 800 0 .18 .51 .58

.721 800 0 .20 .36 .60

.712 800 100 .17 .27 -

.747 800 100 .17 .135 -

.775 800 200 .16 .03 .061

.727 800 200 .13 .023 .074

.702 800 400 .14 .0029 .00023

.737 800 400 .10 .0063 .000117

.733 750 250 .13 .0075 .0032

.794 750 250 .21 .0047 .00066

.743 710 390 .11 .0019 .000094

.740 710 390 .18 .0017 .000047

.714 700 0 .14 .12 .38

.733 700 0 .14 .18 .45

.733 700 100 .14 .078 .25
.727 700 100 - .31
.738 700 200 .17 .021 .041
.742 700 200 .13 .020 .048

.746 600 0 .13 .080 .27

.732 600 0 .18 .156 .39

.711 600 100 .16 .031 .085

.727 600 100 .18 .039 .098

.722 600 200 .24 .0057 .0015

.741 600 200 .15 .0026 .00081

.729 500 0 .14 .016 .056

.723 500 0 .13 .025 .084

.710 500 100 .18 .0042 .0051

.770 500 100 .18 .0014 .0015

.730 400 0 .12 .0057 .032

.739 400 0 .09 .0025 .022

.15 Ave
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IN-FLIGHT STRUCTURAL COMBAT DAMAGE DETECTION AND
EVALUATION FOR ENHANCED SURVIVABILITY OF MILITARY

AIRCRAFT

Vernon C. Matzen
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering

ABSTRACT

A procedure is proposed for detecting - in flight - combat damage of military
aircraft. This could be accomplished by using measured excitation and response data in a

mathematical modelling technique known as system identification. An evaluation of the
resulting damage information, using computational fluid dynamics algorithms and finite

element models, would provide information on the relationship between the structural
integrity of the aircraft and restricted flight variables such as speed and acceleration. This

information, provided to the pilot in an obvious but unobtrusive manner, would make it

more likely that the aircraft would be able to return to base, and do so without sustaining

additional damage from normal maneuvers. Besides allowing for safer flight following

damage, this information, if transmitted ahead, would allow repair crews to assemble the
appropriate resources so that repairs could be made in the shortest possible time. To

develop these ideas, a series of tests is conducted on a plate model having the configuration

of an F-16 wing. Finally, a long-term project is proposed in which damage detection,

evaluation, and pilot displays are developed to the point where they are implemented in a

prototype model.

I. INTRODUCTION

When a military aircraft suffers ballistic damage, there are several possible

outcomes. In the worst case, the aircraft might be lost with no opportunity for the pilot to

eject. At the other end of the spectrum, the damage may be so light that the pilot can

continue the mission with no degradation of the planes capability. It is the set of outcomes
in between these two extremes that motivates the research described in this report. One

possible scenario is this: An aircraft is hit but is able to maintain control and power. On

the way back to the base, however, a hard turn subjects a damaged structural component
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(such as a wing) to a load that it cannot withstand, and the aircraft (and perhaps the pilot) is

lost. Had the pilot known the severity of the damage and the revised limits within which

the damaged aircraft must be operated, there would be less likelihood of loss. As the cost

of new military aircraft continues to increase, the importance of saving even a single aircraft

becomes obvious
Damage to any one of the many critical systems on military aircraft may be fatal.

The ability to monitor the "health" of many of these systems is well developed; but for

others, it is less well developed. In particular, the technology to detect structural damage

rapidly and then immediately evaluate the consequences does not yet exist. The individual

components of this technology do exist, however, in various stages of development.

Nondestructive testing techniques for structural damage detection can be classified

broadly into local methods such as ultrasonic scanning and acoustic emissions, and global
methods such as vibration testing. Global methods seem more attractive for this work

because they can more easily accommodate remote testing and they provide information

about large sections of the structure. The instrumentation needed for global vibration tests

must be small enough to fit unobtrusively inside a structural component and, at the same

time, be robust enough to withstand the rigors of normal flight as well as ballistic impact

and explosion. Instrumentation such as embedded fibers and piezoelectric skins may in the

future provide alternatives to the more commonly used accelerometers and strain gages.
Data acquisition and signal processing hardware must also be compact and rugged.

Advances are being made in all of these areas so that instrumentation availability should, in

the near future, no longer be limiting factors.
Experimental modal analysis, a commonly used global method, can be used to

obtain frequencies and mode shapes of a test structure; and these can in turn be used to

update a finite element model of the structure. Alternatively, other techniques can be used

to determine elements of the mass and stiffness matrices directly. In either case, changes in

mathematical model parameters from an original, baseline, configuration to a model of the

damaged aircraft can be used to infer both the location and the magnitude of damage. The
usefulness of these techniques has been demonstrated using simple laboratory structures.

Assuming that identification software and instrumentation are sufficiently well
developed so that tests can be conducted in flight, and the parameters obtained, the

ques:ions remains: What do the parameters mean and how are they to be used? There are

-,v, . ways to answer these questions. One is to perform a large number of either laboratory

or numercoal experiments, in each of which known damage exists. Parameters from these

experiments, say in terms of frequencies and mode shapes, could be cataloged. Later,
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when frequencies might be obtained from a damaged aircraft, this catalog could be

consulted to determine the location and extent of damage. The other way to use parameters

from a damaged aircraft is to update a mathematical model of the aircraft to reflect the

damage. The advantage of using this updated model approach is that the resulting model

could then be used to predict the structural response of the aircraft to various possible

loading patterns.

The loading on aircraft structures comes from lift and drag forces, as well as the

dynamic behavior of the aircraft itself. The ability to model the response of an aircraft to

aerodynamic effects such as lift and drag using computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

algorithms has been demonstrated for aircraft of moderate complexity. The usual way the

problem is solved is to specify the speed, acceleration, elevation, and other aerodynamic

quantities and then solve the aeroelastic equations to obtain the forces acting on the

structure. Knowing these forces, the stresses in the structure can be computed using a

finite element model (FEM). What we would like to be able to do is solve the problem

Specified Lift, drag forces
V, A, elev, etc.

Original FEMted

I3FEMI Stresses

Figure 1. Standard Analysis Sequence

Computed
Restrictions on Lift, drag forces

V, A, elev, etc.

Updated FEM Stresses

Figure 2. Inverse Analysis Sequence
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backwards. In this inverse problem, we would specify the maximum allowable stresses

the structure can withstand, and then, using the FEM of the damaged aircraft, solve for the

corresponding lift and drag forces. The forces, in turn, would allow us to compute

restrictions on the plan's maximum safe speed, acceleration, elevation, and so on. These

two types of analyses - standard and inverse - are illustrated in Figures. 1 and 2.

The computational requirements for multiple solutions of the mathematical model

described above are immense. It is not only the size of the models that will create

difficulties, but also the speed with which they must be solved. As in other fields,

however, rapid strides are being made in computing technology.

Advances in mathematical modelling, instrumentation, and computer technology

make it possible to think about attempting to solve the in-flight damage detection and

evaluation problem. The work performed at Wright Laboratories (WL) over the summer of

1991 included a background study of related research as well as a preliminary plan for a

program encompassing the various aspects of the damage detection and evaluation research

and development effort.

Section two of this report contains the results of my work over the summer which

consisted of two parts. The first was a series of interviews with engineers at WL to find

out about existing research which relates to structural damage detection. The second part

was the continued development of my own damage detection algorithms. The third section

of the report contains a description of a test program developed over the summer for

conducting vibration tests on an F-16 plate model. In the fourth section of this report, an

interdisciplinary program is proposed for creating a working prototype damage detection

system for military aircraft including detection, evaluation, assessment of possible flight

scenarios, determination of revised aircraft limitations, and pilot displays. The summary

and conclusions are given in the fifth section. Section six contains the list of references.

II. RESULTS OF SUMMER INTERVIEWS AND ALGORITHM

DEVELOPMENT

In the Flight Dynamics Directorate at WL, research related to the damage detection

and evaluation problem has been performed in several branches. The following list was

compiled this past summer from interviews I conducted with various engineers:
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Wright Laboratories, Vehicle Subsystems Division, Survivability Enhancement

Branch, Technology Group, Aircraft Battle Damage and Repair (ABDR)1

Engineers from this group interview pilots and flight crews of planes that have sustained

ballistic damage in combat. When possible, they also survey the damaged planes and talk

to the ABDR mechanics and engineers.

Wright Laboratories, Survivability and Vulnerability Information Analysis Center

(SURVIAC)

SURVIAC analyzes and classifies the effects of combat damage according to both the

system (e.g. electrical, hydraulic, power, structural) and the primary cause of damage (e.g.

fire, explosion, loss of pressure). Data are collected and statistics compiled on a wide array

of military aircraft. A preliminary investigation of classified and unclassified information

indicated that, whereas structural damage was not a large contributor to lost aircraft

statistics, it was certainly not insignificant.

Wright Laboratories, Vehicle Subsystems Division, Survivability Enhancement

Branch, Joint Live Fire Program (JLF)2

The JLF program, under the auspices of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, coordinates

the testing of complete weapon systems or subsystems using controlled live ballistic fire.

One JLF test was particularly pertinent to this study. It was a test of multiple shots on an

F-16 wing, with the wing being repaired following each shot3 . As part of this test, the

Vibration Group from the Structures Division performed several modal tests on the wing

for frequencies and mode shapes, both before and after ballistic damage and repair 4. In

addition, a finite element model was created to simulate the original, damaged, and then

repaired wing for each shot 5.

Wright Laboratories, Structures Division, Structural Dynamics Branch, Vibration

Group6

This group is involved in the development of modal testing and modal identification

techniques. They have built and will test a plate structure in support of this damage

detection work. The test is described below.
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Wright Laboratories, Structures Division, Structural Dynamics Branch,
Instrumentation and Acquisition Group7

This group uses noncontact methods of vibration monitoring such as video holography for

vibration monitoring. These methods ae very attractive because they do not interfere with

the structure and they have the potential of being used remotely. This equipment will be
used in the testing described above.

Wright Laboratories, Structures Division, Analysis and Optimization Branch 8.

ASTROS is a general purpose, large-scale computer code for optimization. The engineers

in this group are seeking strategies for adapting the code so that it can be used for system
identification. They have developed a prototype code called FRAMETUNE to demonstrate

their ideas. So far, it has been used successfully in two tests: identification of flexitilities

of the AMRAAM missile pylon connectors and of stiffnesses associated with a coplanar
frame tested at the Air Force Academy. They are now modifying this code to identify

different types of damping.

Wright Laboratories, Structures Division, Analysis and Optimization Branch,

Aeroelasticity Group9.
Modem fighter aircraft utilize a large number of external weapon configurations, some of

which can be flutter critical. Ejection of a given missile or bomb can instantly result in a

dynamically unstable configuration. Adaptive control methods offer a direct approach
which identifies the onset of unstable wing oscillations, and commands an appropriate

control surface action to suppress flutter. Such an adaptive control approach has been

demorstrated on computer models as well as in wind tunnel tests.10

Wright Laboratories, Flight Control Division, Flight Control Advanced

Development Programs (ADP) Branch 11

Over the past ten years, this branch has been actively involved in the Self Repairing Flight

Control System Program 12. The objective of this work was to reconfigure flight controls
in such a way that the effects of control system failure, aircraft battle damage, and damage

resulting from mid-air collision could be mitigated. In this procedure, the damage would

be measured and then the control system commands would be immediately redistributed in

such a way that normal maneuvering capability would be restored. "Damage detection" in

this contcxt is not have quite the same meaning as the term used elsewhere in this report.

They do not locate or quant'ify damage directly, but rather, obtain "equivalent" damage.
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Te distinction is that they ae concerned p im with flight control and stability, whras
we are concerned primarily with structural integrity. The ADP Branch has used computer

simulation and some flight testing to demontratf the potential of dimr procedure. The

following damage scenarios are examples of the ones they addrssaL

I. Fusla a A NASTRAN finite element mode was used to sinmlate

damage to four separate sections of the fuselage of an F-15. Reductions of 25%,

50%, and 75% in both the mass and stiffness of the fuselage were consideredL The

effect of this damage was to change the fuselage bending frequencies to such an

extent that they would lie outside the range of the Flight Control System data

acquisition filters. A closed-loop instability would then cause the aircraft to

experience an annoying and possibly dangerous high frequency vibration called

"buzz". The solution was to sense the frequency of this unwanted structural mode

and adjust the filter to eliminate it from the Flight Control System.

2. Partial Wing Loss: A NASTRAN finite element model was again used to

model the damage, this time wing cutoffs of 25%, 35%, and 50%. A CFD

program was used to determine the aeroelastic forces on the remaining structure.

The solution to this wing-loss problem was to reconfigure the remaining contril

surfaces so that the aircraft would fly as if it were unimpaired.

3. Wine Hole DamLge: Smooth holes from twenty to sixty inches in diameter,

located in two different wing locations, were modeled using NASTRAN.

Computer analysis showed that flutter would not be a problem; that the wing

stresses near the holes would not be excessive; but that the effectiveness of the

aileron would be decreased.

4. Jagged Edge Wine Damage: Both a jagged hole and a jagged partial wing

loss were considered in this part of the study. The effect of the jaggedness is to

cause turbulence and to increase the drag forces. In this analysis, using a finite

element model, the partial wing loss creatc., no difficulties while the jagged hole did

create wing instability at a speed below the flutter speed.

NASA Johnson Space Flight Center.13

Modal analysis is being used as a diagnostic tool for on-ground health monitoring of the

Space Shuttle. The procedure was extensively tested using an in:entionally damaged

Cessna aircraft. Changes in natural frequencies from baseline values are used to detect

damage. The Modal Assurance Criterion for the new mode shapes is then used to locate
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areas of the structure associated with the changed frequencies. In this way, a

knoledw pesmn can track down a failed par.

North Canlna State Univwsity, Cl. - - - Department
Over the past fifteen years at NCSU, my students and I have developed several computer

codes for the identification of structural parameters. In the most recent version, excitation

and response data from a structure can be used to determine directly the elements of mass,

damping, and stiffness matrices which make up the mathematcal model of the structure. In
the summer of 1990, as a participant in this Air Force Office of Scientific Research

(AFOSR) program with the same group at WL, a graduate student and I demonstrated the
usefulness of this technique for identifying damage in a cantilever beam.14. This year,
besides conducting the interviews at WL, I continued to use my system identification

program to investigate various aspects of damage detection. In addition, three graduate
students who remained at NCSU in Raleigh worked on related topics. The following list

gives a brief sumary of these efforts:

1. The specific identification problem I considered at WL this summer was the

possibility of using data from a reduced set of sensors to identify selected elements

of the mass or stiffness matrices. This is a critical question in the identification

process since it will never be possible to place sensors at ever degree of freedom
needed to define the structure. The structure I considered was a cantilever bvam
with support provided by a vertical and rotational spring at one end. The
mathematical model, shown in Figure 3, contains four Bernoulli-Euler beam

elements with consistent mass matrices.

KO 4 6 8 10

Figure 3. Four-Element, Spring-Supported Cantilever Beam
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I simulated test data by assigning specific values to all of the physical

paraeters and then integrating the equations of motion The excitation was from a
pull-back-and-quick-release at the free end of the cantilever. For the identification

pogram, initial values of the support stiffoesses were selected to be plus or minus

ten percent of the original, assigned values Results from the simulated tests are

shown in Table 1.

Sensor Location No. of Function No. of Run Tme

(DOF) Evaluations Directions (min)

1-10 65 9 18.85

1,3,5,7,9 56 8 16.00

3,7,9 31 7 9.47

9 26 6 7.95

Table 1. Identification Results From the Cantilever Beam Test

In each case, the program converged to the correct (assigned) spring
stiffnesses. The fewer the number of sensors used, however, the quicker the
conveigence. I am not sure why this happened. One would think that the use of
more data should lead to improved results and more rapid convergence. In a more

realistic test, that is when the data are noisy and the model is imperfect, more

sensors may in fact lead to superior results.

2. One of the shortcomings of the identification program used in the above

study is that it solves the coupled equations of motion using a direct integration
technique. While allowing the use of nonproportional damping matrices, the

solution method does have difficulties associated with stability and numerical

damping, especially at the very beginning of the response. A graduate student in

Raleigh15 worked over the summer to incorporate a mode superposition solution

procedure to replace direct integration, both far the solution of the mathematical

model and !or the sensitivity coefficients. With this solution technique, the

parameters to be identified will still contain the elements of the mass and stiffness
matrices, but damping will now be in terms of damping ratios.
3. Instead of using individual elements of the structure's mass and stiffness

matrices as parameters, there could be a single parameter associated with each

member's stiffness or mass matrix. This would be equivalent to using the modulus
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of elasticity and mass density of each member as the paranetrs. This choice places
additional constraints on the form of the model (it would no longer be possible to
identify damage at an intermediate location in a single member1 6), but it greatly

reduces the number of parameters to identify. Another graduate student17 worked

on this approach over the sununer. Using simulated data, he demonstrated that the

method works quite welL More recently he had been using advanced computing

techniques such as vectorized code on a supercomputer.

4. The most common approach to identification uses modal quantities as the

parameters. Experimental modal analysis is a mature field and parameters such as
frequency, damping ratio, and modal mass can be obtained quite routinely. The

difficulty in using this approach for damage detection lies in relating a subset of the

modal parameters to physical parameters. A third student in Raleigh1 8 is

investigating various modal analysis approaches to damage detection.

III. F-16 PLATE MODEL TEST

Based on the work Harwood and I did last year, as well as my work this past

summer, it seemed appropriate to begin a test sequence on a plate model. An

unsymmetrical configuration was chosen so that problems associated with symmetric

modes would be avoided. Because of the interest the ABDR group had in the F-16 wing,

we decided to this shape for the plate model. The Vibration Group was looking for a

benchmark structure, and they decided to select this F-16 plate model. The plate is shown

in Figure 4. It will be tested by the Vibration Group first in its original, undamaged

configuration, and then with damage of various magnitudes and locations. Details of the

testing program are given below:

Instrumentation: Both contact and noncontact types will be used. Approximately thirty

2gm accelerometers will be attached to the plate. Video holography will also be used, both

alone and in conjunction with the accelerometers. These tests should tell us whether or not

mass loading by the accelerometers is significant. Accelerometer data will be gathered and

stored using a ZONIC A/D system.

Loading: Both pull-back-and-quick-release tests and harmonic excitation will be used.

Support: The plate will be tested in a cantilevered configuration with the the plate in the

vertical plane, and the axis of the wing extending horizontally away from the support. The
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plate will be attached to a specially designed fixture which, in turn, will be attached to a six-

inch thick steel base plate rigidly fixed to the floor.

HH
. . . . .. . .

F-16 Plate model
........... . .... .. .

7075-T6 Aluminum
0.190" thick ....... .......... :..-.-.

............

!..i...i!ii:..!.:.i~i: :i~iiii :!ii: i!i~~ii2ii.. ii... .
... .:....:.. . ..:....... ... .: :.. ..... .. .............. . . . .. %00.-25"

[.~ii~~ii. i 1~i!..::..::.2i i! .!i~~ii~.[!.~ii~~ii. !i~~ii~~i!2. .. .. .....
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SUPPORT 13"

25.5" 4" 4"1

Figure 4. F- 16 Plate Model
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Schedule: The first test on the undamaged plate should be run during t,- Ifll of 1991,

with data being made available by the end of the year. Tests on damaged plates will be

conducted after the first sets of data are analyzed.

Identification: The two groups at WL interested in system identification, the Vibrations

Group and the Analysis and Optimization Branch, will be using modal analysis techniques,

while my students and I at NCSU will be using both modal and physical parameter

methods. The reason for using more than one method of identification is that there is not

yet a consensus on what the best approach to damage detection is. We will continue to

consider all reasonable alternatives until an obvious choice becomes apparent.

IV. PROPOSED PROGRAM TO DETECT AND EVALUATE

STRUCTURAL COMBAT DAMAGE

There are three major aspects to the development of this system. The first is the

ability to detect combat damage in a timely manner. The second aspect is to evaluate the

results. There are two subparts to this second aspect. The first subpart is to use this

information to predict the plane's ability to perform various aspects of its mission. The

second subpart is to determine the additional constraints that must be placed on the plane's

speed and maneuverability to prevent further damage. Because this evaluation phase would

detect the seriousness of the various ballistic hits, the information should be provided to

ABDR personnel so that they could make the needed repairs more efficiently. The third

aspect of the proposed program is to present this information to the pilot in a form that can

be easily and quickly understood. The three aspects will be discussed separately.

1. Damage Detection: Recent journal articles on damage detection have been

based on a variety of mathematical modelling schemes. Applications have included

cantilever beams, symmetrical plates, and trusses 19,20 . The use of wing-like

structures, like the one described in section H, is the next major extension of this

work. Future test structures might be box beams, tapered box beams, isolated

wings, and then wings attached to a fuselage. The direction of damage detection

software development will be towards quick, robust algorithms which require the

minimum amount of instrumentation.

2. Damage Evaluation: After both the magnitude and location of the damage

have been identified, the structural effects of the damage must be determined. This
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is not a simple matter. As described earlier, the lift and drag forces on the aircraft

are functions of the current speed as well as the several kinematic functions and
their derivatives. If the control surfaces are reconfigured, then all of these variables

and hence the loading on the aircraft will change. It is possible that, from a

structural integrity point of view, this reconfiguration may exacerbate the damage

and result in a more restricted flight condition than is necessary. Ideally, then, the
reconfiguration would be based not only on stability and control considerations, but
also on structural strength.

To determine the lift and drag forces on aircraft surfaces, it is necessary to

use an analytical techniques such as CFD. A finite element program like

NASTRAN can then be used to determine the corresponding structural response.
These analyses will be based on a given set of flight variables. If the structural

response exceeds safe limits, then the flight variables must be restricted. This
inverse problem will in all likelihood require an iterative solution. At the present

time, even one CFD analysis is very time consuming. Solutions to this problem,
however, can be envisioned. Computers will become faster and algorithms more

efficient. Entirely new approaches to finding the effects of aerodynamic and

aeroelastic forces on a structure may be found.

3. Pilot Display: Following the determination of the revised limits on the

aircraft's maneuverability and speed, this information needs to be given to the pilot

in an unobtrusive but obvious form. It may be advisable to relate this information

to ground personnel. Aircraft battle damage and repair personnel would benefit in

that resources needed for repair or replacement could be on had when the aircraft

returns.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Through a series of interviews and study of existing work this summer at WL, it

became apparent that it would be beneficial for pilots to have a near real time "health-
monitoring" system for the plane's structural integrity. Such a system would indicate to the

pilot any restrictions on the plane's capability that may have been caused by combat damage

(other causes could be considered also). It was also apparent from these interviews that the

technology t begin the development of such a system exists. Various groups at WL have

been working, for over ten years in some cases, on different aspects of the
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detection/evaluation problem. However, additional work could be done to integrate the

areas of experimental mathematical modelling, aircraft controls, and battle damage repair.

In a series of numerical experiments on cantilever beams conducted this summer,
we demonstrated that, at least in this one case, it was not necessary to have sensors at every
DOF when using.time-domain, physical-parameter system identification. This is a

fortunate result since it will never be possible to place instrumentation at every DOF.
As part of the development of damage detection algorithms, an F-16 plate model

was constructed and will be tested in both undamaged and damaged configurations.

Researchers at both WL and NCSU will use the test data in their damage detection

algorithms.

Finally, an outline was developed for a long range project to extend the research
needed to develop a damage detection and evaluation procedure. The benefits of such a
procedure, once implemented, would be fewer aircraft losses to combat damage and more

rapid repair on damaged planes by ABDR crews.
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A REPORT ON ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN FOR STRUCTURED UNCERTAINTIES

Dr. Jenny L. Rawson

Abstract: A method is presented for the construction of design

equations for low-order controllers to stabilize and provide disturbance

rejection for uncertain plants. The multi-goal robust stability and

performance problem is broken down into subproblems, each with a simple

design goal. Design Riccati inequalities are easily written for each of

the subproblems, then the various terms are collected from each to form

design equations for the multi-goal problem. This method is based on

theorems fundamental to p-synthesis so that the results can be used to

start the D-K iteration process in p-synthesis.
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I. Introduction

The objective of this report is to present a method for the

construction of design equations for low-order observers to stabilize

and provide disturbance attenuation for uncertain plants. A single

Riccati equation and a Riccati inequality result from the construction.

Other methods exist for the solution of this problem, but they

have been mainly restricted to the full-order observer case. They also

differ in other ways from this work as discussed in the following.

Previously, Petersen [1], developed a method for the design of observers

for stabilization with respect to additive perturbations of the state,

input and output matrices of the plant. This requires the solution of

two Riccati equations and the testing of a Riccati inequality.

Disturbance rejection is not specifically mentioned. However, it is in

the methods of Yeh, Banda, Bartlett and Heise [2], Veillette, Medanic

and Perkins [3], and Jabbari and Schmitendorf [4]. The first models the

real parameter uncertainites as additive disturbances to the nominal

plant. Bernstein and Haddad's H2/H. controller [5] is then used to

minimize an entropy (an upper bound of a linear quadratic cost) in

addition to providing disturbance rejection and robust stability. An

independent Riccati equation and a pair of coupled Riccati equations

must be solved. Although the solution of the coupled equations is not

difficult, the process is numerically intensive. The second also models

the real parameter uncertainties as additive disturbances to the nominal

plant, but uses the H. controller from the paper by Doyle, Glover,

Khargonekar and Francis [6]. A series of algebraic manipulations and a

revision of a theorem by Willems [7] are used to obtain the conditions
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under which the uncertain system is stable and the HM disturbance

rejection constraint is satisfied. The method by Jabbari et al. [4] for

H, design with plant uncertainty is a two-step process based on the fact

that an observer degrades the performance of a state feedback system.

The first step is to obtain state feedback gains to meet the disturbance

rejection requirements despite perturbations in the plant state matrix.

Then in the second step, an observer is designed, with an additional

Riccati equation and a matrix inequality, for a specified increase in

the HD norm bound and decrease in the stability margin from those of

state feedback system.

The main difference between this work and the above references is

in the machinery for formulating the Riccati equalities or inequalties

from design objectives. The basis for this is a set of three theorems

by Doyle [8] in p-analysis. The first theorem states that disturbance

rejection can be measured by the H, norm, the second gives the

structured singular value (p) as a non-conservative measure of robust

stability of uicertain systems, and the third states that a constraint

on p is a necessary and sufficient condition for an uncertain system to

be robustly stable and to remain in its H0 norm bound for disturbance

rejection. These theorems form a powerful engine for generating design

equations for multiple robustness and performance objectives in a simple

and direct manner. A Riccati inequality can be written for the closed-

loop system for each individual design goal, such as disturbance

rejection or stabilization with respect to perturbations in a special

paramete., using the first two of the above-mentioned theorems of Doyle.

i'hen, with the aid of an extension of Willems' work [7] by Veillette et
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al. (3], the third theorem enables the terms of the various inequalities

to be collected to form one overall Riccati inequality, just as in a

collection of terms to form the smallest common denominator, or in the

collection of implicants in a logical equation. In this -. nner, a

complex, multi-goal robust stability and performance problem breaks down

into simple subproblems, each having only a simple design goal for which

design equations are easy to write. The design equations of the multi-

goal problem can then be constructed from the design equations of the

subproblems. It is worth noting that, unlike other methods that deal

with real structured uncertainty and robust performance, this method is

not restricted to a specific observer. In this paper, the design

equations are derived for Luenberger observers, although any other

observer could have been used. It is shown that a single Riccati

equation and a Riccati inequality result from this derivation. In

addition, the Luenberger observer also requires a Sylvester equation to

be satisfied.

It should also be noted that although Doyle's theorems point to

the constraint of p, this paper formulates the design equations to

constrain the H. norm only. Therefore, the real parameter uncertainties

are treated as if they were complex parameter uncertainties, and full

advantage is not taken of the uncertainty structure. A certain amout

of conservatism is thus introduced. This fact was only recently pointed

out by Khargonekar, Petersen and Zhou [9]. However, the formulations

given in this paper can also be used as the first step of D-K iteration

in p-synthesis (8]. If p-synthesis is carried out, the final result

will be non-conservative. This is left for future research.
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II. Problem Discussion

This section includes all of the background material needed to

understand and solve the problem of low-order observer design for robust

stabilization and performance. The first subsection below contains the

basic theorems that are used to derive the main result in this report.

The second is devoted to a description of the plant and observer to

which the main result is applied later in Section III.

1. Mathematical Background

This subsection covers the mathematical for the derivation of the

design Riccati equations for the observer. In the main result of this

report, uncertainty is treated as complex and the knowledge of the

structure of the uncertainty is not used to full advantage. However,

the development here will be usable in the future to minimize the

conservatism by employing p-synthesis.

Consider the block diagram of Figure 1. The transfer functions

Gil through C2 2 include plant and compensator dynamics along with any

weighting functions needed for performance specifications. All

uncertainty is placed in the feedback block A.

20lGl G12so

%12  z 2
G7 21 G22

Figure 1. Perturbed System
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The following three theorems from Doyle [8], form the basis for

the method of derivation of design equations. The first theorem is a

definition of the H. norm of a transfer function in terms of the L2

norms of the input and output signals.

Theorem A: Let A - 0. Then, for any v, such that 1v12 < 1,

iZ11 2 < 1 iff IGHl -1.:5

The next theorem concerns the robust stability of the system for

nonzero A. Structured singular value (p) is used to take advantage of

the structure in the uncertainty. This is defined as follows. Let

(A - diag(61 , 62, ...,I 6m A l, ' 2 . - -.. k Xk

1 6i e R, Aj1 e C J . (2.2)

If there exists a A e A such that det(I - HA) - 0, the structured

singular value p(H) of a transfer function H is:

I/p(H) - min (U(A)Idet(I - HA) - 0). (2.3)
ACA

Otherwise, p(H) - 0. With p defined, the second theorem can be stated.

Theroem B: Let BA - (A e AIl'(A) < 1). The system of Figure 1 is

stable for all A e BA iff iG22Pu 1.

The third theorem gives conditions for stabilization and

disturbance rejection by systems subject to structured perturbations.

To include the extra requirement, a fictitious perturbation block A,+,

between z I and w is appended to the system as in Figure 2. Define:[G11 G12 1G - (2.1)

G2 1 G22

Also define another function of H:

IIHII A " sup p[H(jw)] (2.2)
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An important property of IHI is that while it is not a norm, it is

overbounded by the H0 norm. That is, IHIJ < IHL.. This is used later

in the development of design equations.

GI11 G12
v2  z2

G21 G22

Figure 2. Perturbed System with Fictitious Uncertainty

Theroem C: The system is stable and IFL(G,A)IO < I for all

A e BA iff G is stable and IGII. _< 1 where p is taken with respect to

the augmented set A - (A - diag(Al+l, A)IA e A). U

In Section III, the above three theorems are applied in a direct

method to obtain Riccati design equations. In this report p is dropped

in favor of the H0 norm; there are well known methods for design with

respect to this norm. In future work, p will be used in order to

include the structure of the uncertainty.

A theorem due to Veillette, et al. [3] is needed to obtain the

desired Riccati inequalities.

Theorem Pj: Let (Acl, Ccl) be a detectable pair. Then, A., is stable

and ICcl (sI - Acl)-iBclll _< 1 if there exists P > 0 such that

PAcl + AclTP + PBclBclTP + CclTCc, < 0. (2.3)
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Veillette et al. also use the fact that if

PACl +AclTP + PBclBclTP + CclTCcl + Q 0 (2.4)

for some Q 2 0, then

PAcl P A + PBclBcTP + Ct1 TCcl : -Q : 0. (2.5)

This theorem and fact are combined with Theorems A, B and C to obtain a

method for deriving design equalitie., and inequalities.

2. Low-Order Observers

This subsection is concerned with the low-order observer to be

used for stabilization and disturbance rejection in an uncertain plant.

First, the plant is presented, along with any assumptions that are

needed. Then, the same is done for the observer.

The plant has the state-space description:

i(t) - (A + AA)x(t) + (B + AB)u(t) + Glvl(t)

y(t) - Cx(t)
(2.6)

zl(t) - Hlx(t)

z2 (t) - H2u(t)

where, x e Rn is the plant state vector, u e RP the control input,

vI c R
pl a disturbance input, y c Rm the measured output, and z, e Rql ,

z2 c R
q2 are controlled outputs. In order to be sure of attaining

closed-loop stability, a few assumptions on the plant must be made:

Al. (A, B) is stabilizable.

A2. (A, C) is detectable.

A3. Rank(B) - p : n.

A4. Rank(H2) " q2 ?: p.

These assumptions are used in the design phase.
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Now, suppose that state feedback design has been performed to

obtain a set of gains Kc such that if the states were available, the

control law would be u - -Kcx. However, if the states are not

available, an observer must be used. A minimal-order observer can be

described by the following equations:

Xo(t) - Fxo(t) + Gu (t) + Kfy(t)
(2.7)

u(t) - -Nxo(t) - My(t)

where, xo c Rn-m . The observer states are an estimate of a linear

combination of the plant states Tx, where T is chosen so that [TT CT]T

is nonsingular. An error signal is defined as e - Tx - xo . The error e

is asymptotically stable if the following Luenberger constraint

equations are satisfied [10]:

TA- FT - KfC (2.8)

G - TB (2.9)

NT + MC - Kc  (2.10)

These equations are assumed to hold throughout this report.

III. Results

The main result of this report is in Theorem I below. With it, a

Riccati inequality can be written for each individual design goal for a

closed-loop system. Then these inequalities can be combined in a

straight forward manner into a single inequality. If this inequality

has a positive semi-definite solution, and a detectability condition is

met, then all of the design goals are met simultaneously.

Some new definitions need to made some before the theorem is

stated. Referring to Figure 3, let the transfer function Lii from wi
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k
to zi, Wi, zi e R, i - 1, ..., 1, have the state-space description:

i(t) - Aclx(t) + Biv(t)
(3.1)

zi(t) - Cix(t)

Block Ai represents either uncertainty in Lii or a disturbance rejection

criterion. It is assumed for now that V(Ai) : 1. Each subsystem has

corresponding Riccati inequality:

Ri(P) PAcl + AclTP + diPBiBiTP + di lciTci 5 O. (3.2)

Each inequality can be used to design compensation to meet the ith

design goal. That is, by Thereom D, if (Acl, Ci) is detectable and

there exists a P Z 0 that satisfies (3.2), then Acl is stable and

ILiiUl : 1. If Ai represents uncertainty in the system, then by

Theorem B, the uncertain system is stable for all Ai with z(Ai) < 1.

wi Lii I z

Figure 3. Subsystem for ith Design Goal

For the combination of all I design goals, let:

LII L12 ... Ll,
L L21 L22 ... L21 (3.3)

L1 1 L12 ... L21

as in Figure 4. Define a corresponding Riccati inequality

PAC, + AclTP + Z diPBiBiT P + Z dilCiTCi : 0 (3.4)
-I i-1
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formed by combining terms from the inequalities (3.2). Without loss of

generality, w1 is the disturbance input, z1 controlled output, and all

of the remaining vi and zi are associated with system parameter

uncertainty. The uncertainties Ai, i - 2, 3, .... , I are combined in the

set BA' which is defined by: k.Xk.

A' ( (A - diag(A2 , A3, ..., A1 )I Ai e C ) (3.5)

A'- {A A A'I(A) < 1) (3.6)

SLII L12 .- LI2v

w2  z2N0 L21 L22 . .L21
v3  z3--- L31 L32 .. L32 --

- L11 L.12 L21

Figure 4. Perturbed System for Theorem I

Now it is possible to state the theorem.

Theorem I. If (Acl, Ci) is detectable for one of the Ci and there

exists a solution P 2 0 to (3.4) for some di > 0, i - 1, ... , 2, then

the system is stable and 1F(L,A) IL < 1 for all A e BA'.

Proof: This can be performed in 4 steps.
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1. Each inequality (3.2) has a solution P _> 0. For any i, (3.4)

can be reduced to (3.2) by moving the extraneous terms to the right-hand

side of the inequality. Since these terms are positive semi-definite,

the solution P of (3.4) will also solve (3.2).

2. Acl is stable. Suppose that (Acl, Cj) is the detectable pair.

Then by step 1 and Theorem D, Acl is stable.

3. Il1 A : 1. The state-space description of L is (Acl,

[BI B2 ... B2], [C1 T C2T ... cIT]T}. Stability of Acl trivially ensures

the detectability of (Ac, [CT c2T ... c2T]T), so that by Theorem D, a

positive semi-definite solution to (3.4) implies that IiDLD'11 :5 1. The

rest follows since L1,11 A iIDLDII1 for any

D - diag(dlIkl, d2
1k2 p .... dl1kI) [8].

4. The remainder of the proof follows from Theorem C by letting

Gi - LII; G12 - [L1 2 L1 3 ... LI2 ]; G21 T 
a [L21T L31T ... L,1T]T;

L22 L2 3 ... L21
G22- L32 L33 ... L32  BA ; BA'.

L2 2 L2 3 ... LJ

Note that jlL jI. < 1, i- 1, ... , 2.

The next step is to apply this theorem to the task of obtaining

Riccati inequalities for low-order observer design. Before this can be

done, the plant uncertainties have to be described in terms that fit the

above formulation. The uncertainties are decomposed as:

r r
AA - Z IDjAjEj; AB -ZID jA jF (3.7)

with Ai e R. The matrices Dj, Ej and F are fixed, with all of the
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parameter variation appearing in the Aj. Furthermore, the uncertainty

is bounded as

S(Aj) _5 p, (3.8)

where Dj, E or F can be scaled so that for each j the perturbation of

maximum norm achieves p. It is convenient to stack these matrices as:

D - [D, D2 ... Dr]; A- diag(A1 A2 ... Ar);

E - [ElT E2T ... ErT]T; F- [F F2T ... FrT]T. (3.9)

With the uncertainties defined as above, the system can be

represented as in Figure 5. Additional signals w2 , w3 , z3 and z4 are

defined, and some scaling is introduced to make the system compatible

with Theorem I. Requiring the norm of the transfer function from wI to

[zlT z2T]T to be bounded by 6 is the same as requiring the norm of the

transfer function from wi t to [zlT z2T]T to be bounded by 1.

H2  rF D 6"lG1  rE H1 -

BC yA

Figure 5. Perturbed System with Observer
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Now a set of state equations can be obtained for each of the

design goals individually: minimization of the effect of v, on

[zlT Z2T]T , stabilization with respect to AA, and stabilization with

respect to AB. It is possible to use [xr XoT]T as the complete state of

the closed-loop system, but the process is simplified by using [xT eTiT,

where e - Tx - xo . This is done in each of the following subsections.

1. Disturbance Rejection

In this case, a Riccati equation is obtained for the nominal

system. The norm of the transfer function L1 1 between v i ' and

[z1
T z2 T]

T is to be bound. Some simple manipulations and application of

the Luenberger observer equations (2.8) through (2.10) yield:

BA - ;K c
1  -_ [ H (3.10)

AA ~ [l-I;B 6G1 1; [H1  0Acl 0 F ]TG -H2 K c H2 N

Detectability of (Acl, CI) follows from the detectability of (A, Hl),

the stability of F and the rank conditions on B and H 2. This can be

shown by recalling that a pair (A, C) is detectable iff for any v o 0,

vT[A ' - AI C'] 0 for A any scalar in the closed right-half complex

plane. Veillete, et al. use a similar procedure whenever they apply

Theorem D [3]. If the disturbance rejection is the only concern, then,

by Theroem D, !l,1111 5 1 if there exists a P > 0 such that:

R1 (P) - PAcl + AclTP + PBIBITP + C1 TCI  0, (3.11)

Inequality (3.11) is used in subsection 4 where Theorem I is

applied. However, if disturbance rejection alone is the concern, then a

design equation and an inequality can be formed from (3.11). This is

beyond the scope of this report; details may be found in [111.
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2. Stabilization with Respect to AA.

Now the concern is with stabilization of the system when there is

uncertainty in the A matrix. The disturbance rejection goal is dropped

and AB set to zero. If the Aj are bounded as in (3.8), then, by Theorem

A, the closed loop system is stable if the norm of the transfer function

between w2 and z3 is bounded by p. This is the same as bounding the

norm of the transfer function between w2 and z3' by 1. The state

matrices for this case are:

A - BKC B
Acl " 1; B 2 ; C 2 P  0] (3.12)

Note that Aci is t'e same as for the disturbance rejection case. If

(A, E) is detectable and F is stabie, then (Acl, C2) is detectable.

By Theorem D, IIL22ii, : 1, and, hence, the system is stable for all

A2 - A, bounded as in (3.8), if there exists a P 2 0 such that:

R2(P) - PAc, + AclTP + PB2B2 TP + C2 TC2 : 0, (3.13)

3. Stabilization with Respect to AB.

The last goal to consider individually is stabilization with

respect to AB. It is desired to 'bound the norm of the transfer function

between v3 and z4 '. For this, tliwi, state matr.ces are:

Acl "- B ; B3 - [_ ; C3  [ p ' I Kc PIFN ] (3.14)
0 F]T

The Riccati inequality corresponding to this transfer function is:

R3(P) - PAC, + AclTP + PB313TP + c 3 TC3 : 0, (3.15)

4. Disturbance Rejectici and Stabilizatioit with AA and AB.

This subsection addresses c:he design of an observer so that the

closed-loop system is stable and the transfer function between wI and
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[zlT z2TI
T is bounded by 6 for all allowable perturbations of the plant

state matrix A and input matrix B. Theorem I is applied to the Riccati

inequalities set up in subsections 1, 2 and 3. Combining (3.11), (3.13)

and (3.15) gives:

R(P) - PAcl + AclTP + P(dlBIBIT + d2B2B2T + d3B3B3T)P

+ dI'CITCI + d2 "Ic2Tc2 + d3 C3Tc 3  5 0, (3.16)

It is known already that (Acl, CI) is a detectable pair, so that

if there exists a P ; 0 and a set of observer and state feedback gains

which satisfy (3.16), then the above goals are attained simultaneously.

A design equation and an inequality to be tested can be derived from

(3.16) by first assuming that P - diag(PI , P2 ) as before and making use

of a matrix inequality from (4] three times. Setting

Kc - (dIlH 2TH2 + (d3p
2 )'lFTF]'lBTP I  (3.17)

yields:

[ Ull U12] (3.18)

U21 U22

where,
UI1 - PIA + ATPI + dI'IHITH, + d2"IP2TE

+ Pl(d l(l + a)6-
2GIGIT + d2 (1 + p)BBT + d3 (l + 7)DDT

B[dI'IH 2TH2 + (d3 p
2 'F'F]iBT)P 1  (3.19)

U22 - P2F + FTP2 ++ (d3P2)'INTFTjN

+ P2T[dl(l + a-l)6 -2GllT + d2 (l + P I)BT

+ d3(l + 7' I)DD IT Tp 2  (3.20)

for any a, , y > 0. Also, U1 2 - U2 1
T - 0.
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The goal is to find PI, P2 ? 0 such that U11 , U22 : 0. A design

equation can be obtained from (3.19) since the 0 matrix is negative

semi-definite. So t, P, 7, d1, d2 , d3 > 0 are adjusted until there is a

PI ? 0 which solves:
PIA + ATP1 + dIflHITH1 + d2"ip2E

+ Pl~dl( I + a)62lGG 1
T + d2(1 + p)DT + d3(l + 7 )5T

B(d'1IH2TH2 + (d3p
2)_lFTF]'lBT)PI - 0 (3.21)

Then, Kc is determined by (3.17). The remaining observer gains are not

obtained via a Riccati equation, but are a product of some other design

method. Whatever method is used, the gains must be such that with the

same a, P, c, dl, d2 , and d3 as in (3.21) there is a P2 ? 0 which gives

U22 : 0. These scalar parameters may have to be adjusted and (3.21) re-

solved for a new PI if at first there are no practicable observer gains

which result in a P2 ; 0. Methods for systematically doing this, as

well as methods for observer design, are the subject of future work.

IV. Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated how to quickly derive Riccati design

equations for problems with multiple design goals. The process involves

writing a simple Riccati inequality for each of the subgoals, then

combining the terms from each into an inequality incorporating all of

the goals. The existence of a solution to this more complex inequality

guarantees that all of the multiple design goals can be met at the same

time. This method is based on theorems which are fundamental to U-

synthesis, so the results can be used to start the D-K iteration process

in p-synthesis. Lastly, unlike other methods that deal with real
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structured uncertainty and robust performance, this method is not

restricted to a specific observer. Any observer could have been used.
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1') ABSTRACT

The influence of viscoelastic constrained-layer damping treatment on

parametric resonances of single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems and

autoparametric rescnances of multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) nonlinear

systems possessing internal resonance was investigated. The results show that

commercially available aluminium-backed treatment is effective in suppressing

parametric resonances of a particular mode; it essentially adds linear viscous

damping to the system and moves the regions of parametric resonance away

from the frequency axis. In the MDOF systems the damping affects the nonlinear

coupling between modes and can suppress the modulation between modes. In

general, its effect is to reduce the regions of nonlinear modal interaction and, in

some cases, actually suppress it entirely with a sufficient amount of damping

treatment. Experimental results include slow swept-sine excitations at constant

amplitude and slow swept-amplitude excitations at constant frequency. Particular

attention was paid to the nonlinear resonances and the modal interaction regions

bounded by the Hopf bifurcation.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Parametric resonances are not uncommon in structural vibrations.

Zavodney' and Zavodney, et al24 have provided a summary of parametric

resonance in SDOF nonlinear structural systems. Damping is a common method

of controlling or reducing vibration for externally excited resonances. However,

damping plays quite a different role in parametrically excited systems. When

systems exhibit nonlinear behavior, the analysis is more complicated; the

nonlinearity affects the system response along with the damping, so it is not

always obvious what part the damping plays in the response. Zavodney and

Shihada5 investigated the influence of the linear viscous damping coefficient on

the fundamental and principal parametric resonances of SDOF systems

possessing quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. The results showed that linear

viscous damping plays a significantly different role; if reduction in amplitude at

resonance is the objective, then in some cases certain critical levels of damping

must be exceeded--otherwise one can increase the damping coefficient by an

order of magnitude but realize less than 5% reduction in the response amplitude.

When the structure possesses more than one mode, as is usually the

case, there is the possibility of nonlinear m-,dal coupling. When modes are

coupled, it is possible to exchange energy from a directly excited mode to another

mode. The end result is that more than one mode is participating in the response

and, hence, the structure is vibrating at other frequencies in addition to the

frequency of the excited mode--which is not always the same as the excitation

frequency. As a result the analysis becomes even more complicated. Attempting

to find appropriate mathematical models for these behaviors is extremely difficult.

One particular mathematical model may describe one type of behavior, but when

the excitation frequency is changed by only 0.1 Hz, the behavior is something

else--qualitatively and quantitatively--i.e., a bifurcation has occurred. The
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nonlinear coupling responsible for this behavior is further enhanced if the

structure possesses an internal resonance; an internal resonance occurs

whenever any natural frequencies are commensurate (i.e., in a 2:1, 3:1, 3:2, etc.

ratio). When a structure simultaneously possesses an internal resonance and

appropriate nonlinear coupling terms, it is possible for one mode to parametrically

excite another mode; this phenomenon is called an autoparametric resonance.

When this happens, the nonlinear effects are greatly intensified and completely

dominate the response. Nayfeh and Zavodney6 and Balachandran and Nayfeh7

provided a theoretical model and experimental results showing that such behavior

can lead to long-time responses that are not steady-state; mathematically a Hopf

bifurcation has occurred.

The objective of this project was to conduct experiments on nonlinear

SDOF and MDOF flexible structures using the experimental facilities at Wright

Laboratory to study the effects of damping on parametric and autoparametric

resonance. The experiments were performed on structures fabricated from

uniform prismatic beams and lumped masses. These types of structures were

easy to prepare and tune--i.e., by adjusting the position of the masses the

resonant frequencies could be changed. This was essential for the MDOF

structure when an internal resonance was desired.

3.0 SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM STRUCTURE

Experii, ents were performed on a flexible beam carrying a lumped mass;

this structure is shown in Figure 1. The excitation was a base displacement

(along the axis in the vertical direction) at a frequency twice that of the first flexural

mode of the cantilever beam. The resonant response that ensues is called a

principal parametric resonance. The experiments consisted of frequency sweeps

at constant-amplitude acceleration and amplitude sweeps at constant frequency.

The amplitude was held constant by a computer-controlled feedback loop; as the
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frequency was changed, the corresponding excitation amplitude required

adjustment to keep the acceleration level constant. The excitation level was

chosen as large as possible without causing excessive amplitudes of

displacement; it turned out that a level of 0.350 g's was selected. The response

was measured by strain gages mounted at the base of the lower beam.

The frequency response of the structure before application of the damping

treatment for two levels of excitation is shown in Figure 2. It shows that the

system is softening because it bends to the left. Zavodney' and Zavodney and

Nayfeh8 performed experiments on similar structures and found responses that

exhibited hardening behavior. It turns out that the relative length (i.e., flexibility) of

the beam determines, in part, whether the system is hardening or softening.

These experiments were conducted by increasing the frequency of excitation very

slowly while simultaneously keeping the table acceleration constant. The arrows

indicate jumps; for example, when the excitation level is 0.350 g's (denoted by the

circles), the response jumps up to the large amplitude and then slowly decreases

as the frequency is increased. When the frequency is decreased, the response

follows the same curve but extends it somewhat. The response eventually jumps

down to the trivial response. The response for the 0.250-g excitatiion level is

qualitatively the same but at a lower amplitude. Additional experiments were

performed with one strip and two strips of viscoelastic damping treatment as

shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. For the lower excitation level, the

parametric resonance was completely suppressed using only two strips of

damping treatment. Two 0.10-inch strips of damping treatment cover only 5% of

the surface area of the beam between the support and the lumped mass. In

summary, increased application of the damping treatment reduces the amplitude

of the resonant response, and reduces the region of parametric instability.

The regions of parametric resonance in the excitation-amplitude versus the

excitation-frequency plane were also determined. These experimentS were
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performed by repeating the frequency response experiments for different levels

of excitation and plotting only the bifurcation points where either the trivial

response becomes unstable (during both a sweep up and a sweep down) or a

nontrivial response jumps to the trivial response. An example is shown in Figure

5. This figure shows three boundaries; the inner-most region (bounded by the

two curves on the right) represents the loss of trivial stability for the linear system;

the additional curve on the far left represents the extension of the instability region

caused by the overhang due to the softening nonlinearity in the system. Because

nontrivial responses exist at excitation frequencies below those predicted by

linear theory, the system is said to possess a subcritical instability. This overhang

is reduced for increased damping levels as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

A summary of the bifurcation boundaries showing only the region where

nontrivial responses exist is shown in Figure 8. As the equivalent linear viscous

damping coefficient increases, the instability regions move away from the

frequency axis. From this figure one can see that the only way to completely

suppress a parametric resonance is to shift the Instability region far enough away

from the axis so that it is completely removed from the area of interest.

4.0 MULTIPLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM STRUCTURE

Experiments were performed on a multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF)

structure. The objective was to study the effect of viscoelastic damping treatment

on the autoparametric resonance (modal interaction) caused by the simultaneous

occurrence of appropriate nonlinear coupling terms with an internal resonance.

The structure used for these experiments is shown in Figure 9; it has been studied

by several researchers7.9,10. It was chosen because it was easy to fabricate and

could be easily tuned (to create an internal resonance) by adjusting the lengths of

the beams and position of M2. The procedure for applying damping treatment to

the SDOF structure was used for the MDOF structure: thin strips of 0.10-inch
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width damping treatment were applied in increasing numbers to each beam,

effectively increasing the damping of the structure.

The responses of this structure--both to impulse and harmonic excitation--

are very complicated. The primary source of the quadratic modal-coupling

nonlinearity in this structure is the asymmietrical geometry. When an internal

resonance exists, this nonlinear coupling is significantly intensified and can

dominate the response; when this happens the response amplitudes can be three

or four times larger than the linear response. This happens whenever one mode

is (directly or parametrically) excited; the response initially consists of the excited

mode--which is the linear response. Because of the internal resonance (in this

case it appears as a 2:1 frequency ratio between the first and second mode),

whenever the second mode is excited, it acts as a parametric excitation to the first

mode. As a result, when appropriate conditions exist, the first mode will also be

excited. Because it is a parametric excitation, the response requires many cycles

to achieve a steady state.

The purpose of applying the damping treatment was to eliminate (or at

least attenuate) the large amplitude responses that are caused by nonlinear

modal coupling (e.g., saturation and modulation). Hence, to ascertain these

effects, both frequency sweeps at constant amplitude and amplitude sweeps at

constant frequency were performed for three levels of damping treatment. The

labels co, respond to the following amounts of damping treatment: the unmarked

(or back plane) for none, "I" for two strips on each beam (17% of the surface

area), "l' for six strips on each beam (50%), and "III" for 100% coverage.

The experiments were performed at very high levels of excitation. Previous

studies. 7.9.10 have shown that under some conditions, nonlinear responses can

be achieved with very small levels of excitation (on the order of 20 mili-g's). In the

experiments performed here, the excitation levels were on the order of 100 mili-

g's--five times that required to solicit a nonlinear response colsisting of coupled
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modes. This large excitation level was used to extend the range for which

damping treatment could be applied; in other words, more damping treatment

could be applied before the nonlinear motion was expected to be suppressed.

The structure shown in Figure 9 was tuned such that the first resonance

occurred at 4.012 Hz and the second resonance occurred at 8.040 Hz; this

corresponds to an internal resonance detuning of +0.016 Hz, or +0.20% (of the

second resonant frequency). This was as close as feasibly possible to perfect

tuning on a real structure; a tuning closer to 0% could be accomplished at the

expense of more painstaking effort (i.e., moving the lower beam into the clamped

support in 0.001-inch increments and repeating the experiments until the desired

detuning is achieved). After each application of damping treatment, the model

was retuned to get as close as possible to 0.0%. Experiments for a slightly

detuned structure were also performed; the detuning was accomplished by

increasing the mass of m2 (by adding a small screw). In this case, the

resonances occurred at 3.750 Hz and 7.750 Hz, which corresponds to a detuning

of + 0.25 Hz. or +3.2%. The results of these experiments are qualitatively the

same, but the increased internal-resonance detuning causes skewing of the

frequency-response curves and increases the region where modulated

responses occur. Due to the length restrictions of this report, these results are

not discussed here.

The undamped structure had the largest response levels. The frequency

responses for the structure without and with three amounts of damping treatment

are presented in one figure; this 3-D perspective viewing aids in seeing the

qualitative and quantitative changes caused by the increased damping. When the

first mode is directly excited with a high-level excitation, the response is nonlinear,

as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows the first mode response and Figure

10(b) shows the second mode response. The frequency axis is shown

normalized with respect to the excitation frequency (because the addition of the
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damping treatment caused the frequencies to shift slightly) and the response

amplitude (displacement of ml) is represented in units corresponding to the ratio

of the lower mass displacement amplitude to the length of the lower beam. This

scaling provides a convenient comparison of the results of all of the experiments.

For example, the peak amplitude of the response of the first mode is

approximately 8% of the length of the lower beam.

The response of the untreated structure shows the most Interesting

behavior. As the frequency of excitation is increased from 0.90, the amplitude

initially grows until the second mode is excited; this happens at a frequency near

0.98. As the frequency is increased further, the amplitude of the first mode

decreases dramatically--almost four timesl When a Hopf bifurcation occurs near

a frequency of 1.0 no steady-state responses are possible. This region is

denoted by dots which represents an "average" amplitude. Actual variations are

shown later in the amplitude response curves shown in Figure 12. As the

frequency is further increased, the amplitude of response increases until it jumps

down (at the first mode frequency of 1.072) to the linear response; the linear

response consists only of the directly excited mode--no other modes are present.

If the frequency is decreased from above, the jump up occurs at a lower

frequency (i.e., 1.044) than did the jump down during a sweep up. This indicates

an overhang or double-valued steady-state response. Theory shows that these

two solution branches are connected by an unstable solution branch; this is

shown by the dashed line on the response (note--there are no data points for this

dashed line because they cannot be realized in the laboratory). Further

decreases in the excitation frequency cause the response to follow the same path

as that followed during the sweep up. The frequency response shown in this

curve is almost symmetrical; because it is slightly skewed to the right, it indicates

slight positive detuning of the internal resonance.
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In summary, the frequency response curve shows four distinct types of

motions that are possible when the excitation frequency is near the first mode: (1)

the linear solution where only the directly excited mode participates in the

response, (2) a region where nonlinear coupling is present and causes two

steady-state solutions to exist--the linear one and a nonlinear one, (3) a nonlinear

response where the modes achieve steady-state amplitudes, and (4) a region

where no steady-state solutions exist.

As damping treatment is applied to the structure, response amplitudes are

attenuated. However, certain trends can be observed in Figure 10. The first

application of damping treatment consisted of two strips on each beam (17%).

Both response peaks are broadened (indicating increased damping); the peak at

the lower frequency is almost eliminated while the response peak at the upper

frequency is reduced in amplitude sufficiently to eliminate the hysteresis. The

second application of damping treatment (six strips, 50%) causes further peak

smoothing. The third application (100%) almost completely eliminates the modal

coupling. In summary, the damping treatment can attenuate the modal

responses, and it appears that a sufficient quantity could eliminate the nonlinear

coupling altogether.

A direct excitation to the second mode is shown in Figure 11. Similar

observations can be made from these curves shown in a 3-D perspective plot.

The three curves correspond to the same amounts of damping treatment used for

the direct excitation to the first mode shown in Figure 10. In Figure 11 the

frequency axes correspond to a nondimensionalization with respect to the

excitation frequency; hence the second mode has a resonance at 1.0 and the first

mode, representing a frequency of one-half that of the excitation, has a resonance

at 2.0. The indirectly excited mode (i.e., the first mode) remains trivial until it is

strongly (and nonlinearly) coupled to the second mode; when it is, the amplitude

of the second mode is drasticly attenuated. Furthermore, during a sweep down,
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there is no jump up in the second mode response--only a jump down--because

the lower branch merges with the upper branch; it is not a turning point

bifurcation as was the case for a direct excitation to the first mode as seen in

Figure 10. The first mode demonstrates both a jump up and a jump down during

a frequency sweep. For the third application of damping treatment, the nonlinear

coupling between the modes is completely suppressed.

Experiments were also conducted to measure the amplitude response at

selected frequencies of excitation; these curves are cuts across a particular

frequency response curve shown In Figure 10. For the case of no damping

treatment, a cut at a frequency of 1.004 passes through the modulation region.

The amplitude response at this frequency is shown in Figure 12. As the amplitude

of excitation is increased, the system experiences a Hopf bifurcation and begins

to modulate; i.e., energy begins to flow back and forth between the two modes.

As the amplitude of excitation is increased, the mean tends to increase and the

maximum excursions increase.

At a frequency of 1.067 the frequency response curve (for no damping

treatment) in Figure 10(a) shows a double value. An amplitude sweep through

this region, as shown in Figure 13, reveals a jump phenomenon. When starting

on the lower branch, increasing the amplitude of excitation causes a jump up to

the upper branch; decreasing the amplitude of excitation causes a jump down at

a lower value of the amplitude of excitation.

When the maximum damping treatment was applied, there was essentially

one qualitative response; Figure 14 shows an amplitude sweep through the

resonance at a frequency of 0.979. Although the curves are quite tame, they

show nonlinear coupling because the second mode is excited. Even though the

excitation is driving the first mode, some of the energy is channeled into the

second mode.
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Amplitude excitation experiments were also performed for a direct

excitation to the second mode. Figure 15 shows a cut across the 0.998 frequency

line (the 1.999 frequency line for the first mode) in Figure 11(b) for the structure

with no damping treatment applied. Although the second mode is directly

excited, its response is attenuated; instead the energy goes into the first mode

which responds like a parametrically excited SDOF system. An amplitude sweep

at the 1.057 frequency line (2.119 for the first mode) in the region of the overhang

is shown in Figure 16. During the experiment, the amplitude of the excitation was

increased slowly. At 0.32 g's rms, the linear solution becomes unstable.

However, the divergence is so slow that it is possible to stay on the unstable

solution long enough to locate the equilibrium points. These are shown in the

figure as circles without a solid line connecting them. However, by waiting long

enough, the response goes to the steady-state nonlinear solution which is shown

with the solid line. During a sweep down, the response follows the upper curve

rather than the lower curve. At an excitation level of 0.075 g's rms, the response

jumps down to the linear response on the lower branch and remains there. Note

that the overhang region in Figure 11 is qualitatively different than the overhang

region in Figure 10; hence, it is not surprising to see a qualitative difference in the

double solution region of Figures 13 and 16.

When damping treatment was applied to the structure, the regions of

multiple solutions contracted and eventually disappeared. For small levels of

excitation the linear solution appears, as shown in Figure 17. At this frequency of

excitation (0.992 for the first mode, 1.991 for the second mode), when the

excitation level exceeds 0.09 g's, the second mode saturates. The energy that is

put into the system at the second-mode natural frequency is passed into the first

mode; essentially the second mode is parametrically exciting the first mode.

Hence, the first mode response appears to have a parametric type response.
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5.0 SUMMARY

A series of experiments were performed to study the effect of commercially

available viscoelastic damping treatment on parametric and autoparametric

resonances in nonlinear systems. Both SDOF and MDOF structures were used;

they consisted of flexible beams and masses. For the SDOF struct, ire,

experiments were conducted at several levels of excitation and it was found that

the damping treatment was particularly effective in reducing and even

suppressing the resonance entirely. For the 2DOF system, the particular case of

an internally resonant structure was considered. The qualitative and quantitative

effects of the damping treatment were determined for very large excitation levels;

it was observed that the damping treatment first reduces the nonlinear modal

coupling and modulation regions and then reduces the amplitude of response.

For the case of direct excitation to the second mode, damping treatment was

capable of eliminating the nonlinear coupling, even when the internal resonance

detuning was on the order of 0.20%.
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Figure 9. Structure used for the MDOF experiments.

By adjusting the length of the lower beam and the
position of the second mass, the first and second
resonant frequencies could be adjusted. The higher
modes and out-of-plane modes were not excited
during the experiments; hence a 2DOF model can be
used to adequately describe the observed behavior.
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Figure 10. Frequency response of the 2DOF structure

with +0.20%, detuning (for no damping treatment) for
a direct excitation to the first mode: (a) shows the first
mode response and (b) shows the secono mode
response. Athough attempts were made to have a
perfect internal resonance, there is some small

amount of detuning as evidenced from the
unsymmetrical nature of the response curves.
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ABSTRACT

A semi-empirical molecular orbital program (MOPAC) was
used for determining the position and binding energy of arsenic
atoms adsorbed on a gallium arsenide substrate. Total energy
calculations are performed for different cluster sizes to determine
the difference between the binding energies of an arsenic atom
adsorbed on the (11T) surface of GaAs at the hexagonal-closed-pack
(T4) and zincblende sites. It was found that the surface layer
termination and the size of the cluster were very important in
determining the binding energy accurately. The binding energies of
As atoms at both sites were found to be of the same order of
magnitude, supporting the recently proposed model for the
(i-T-gXf M-) reconstruction of the surface, which was based on scanning
tunneling microscopy observations [1]. The present work also
establishes that semi-empirical approaches of the kind adopted here
are appropriate for such surface studies from consideration of both
speed and accuracy.
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I INTRODUCTION

For the past several years the surface structures of binary
polar semiconductors such as GaAs have been of great interest due
to the important role they play in the epitaxy of thin film
heterostructure materials and devices. Because GaAs is a direct gap
semiconductor and the mobility of the electrons is greater in GaAs
than in Silicon, there is a prospect for much faster optoelectronic
devices based on GaAs, provided that appropriate interfaces can be
devised. Typically these structures are grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy (MBE), metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) or
some variant of these techniques. The resulting surfaces are studied
by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED), reflective high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
and X-ray diffraction. The Ga terminated (111) surface and As
terminated (111) surface have been previously studied by these
techniques [1,2]. Depending on the growth conditions a rich variety of
patterns , such as (2X2) , (3X3) and ('fiVX f1-9) surface reconstructions
have been observed. Several models have been proposed based on
ab initio theoretical calculations [3,4] to understand these patterns.
On the (11i) surface, the As-rich (2x2) surface can be described by an
arsenic trimer model. The surface composition of GaAs for this
reconstruction allows for all As dangling bonds to be filled and all Ga
dangling bonds to be empty. Energy is thus minimized and the
surface is semiconducting [1]. The (fI9"XfT) reconstruction, however,
has an odd number of atoms per unit cell, and therefore cannot be
fully compensated in this manner. The driving mechanism for
formation of the (¢1-qX¢fT) reconstruction is still not fully
understood.

Two groups have reported theoretical attempts to explain
surface restructuring by total energy minimization calculations. The
ab initio calculations of Kaxiras et al. [3,4] determine the total energy
based on the pseudo-potential approximation coupled with the
density functional theory. The (2X2) surface reconstruction observed
under Ga-rich conditions on the (111) surface of GaAs has been
successfully explained by this approach [3]. However, the models
proposed for the (2x2) and (ff-Xf ) reconstruction based on their
calculations for the (111) surface are not in agreement with the
recent STM measurements of Biegelsen et al.[l]. These workers,
using a similar calculation technique, found that an As-trimer model,
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consistent with the STM results, had the lowest energy of all possible
structure for the GaAs (111) (2X2) reconstruction. The unit cell
structure proposed for the (-19- XfI9) reconstruction, however, was
too large a system to be verified by their total energy minimization
calculation.

The present work is aimed at understanding the (111) surface
restructuring from the variational approach (as opposed to the
density functional approach) using a semi-empirical technique. We
want, in particular, to find the difference in the binding energies
between the two inequivalent positions of As atoms adsorbed on the
(111) surface in the (fN'"X i(-) reconstruction model proposed by
Biegelsen et al.[1]. The arrangement of the atoms in the vicinity of an
As atom in the T4 site [1] is shown in Fig.l. We refer to the other As
atom position as a zincblende site, as it corresponds to the "correct,"
position relative to the bulk crystal structure The primary difference
between the two sites is the presence of a bulk Ga atom directly
beneath the adsorbed arsenic atom, at a distance of three atomic
layers for the T4 site and five atomic layers for the zincblend site.
This is shown in Fig. 2. The large unit cell proposed for the (ifTWX 19)
surface reconstruction contains a hexagonal ring formed by six As
atoms with three in the T4 site and three in the zincblende site as
shown in Fig.3. Thus calculations of the relative binding energies of
As atom at these positions is helpful in understanding the formation
of the(IT9"X fI9) unit cell. The top view of the largest cluster of acorns
considered here in these positions is shown in Fig. 4 . The position of
the adsorbed As atom is indicated as T4 and Z at the HCP (T4) site
and the zincblende site, respectively.

The quantum mechanical nature of the many body problem
makes it infeasible to handle a large cluster of atoms by ab initio
methods due to computer memory and CPU time limitations. Semi-
empirical methods, on the other hand, do not claim the theoretical
completeness or validity of ab initio methods but are distinguished
by adequate speed and versatility such that one can perform
meaningful calculations on large clusters at a reasonable cost.
We have used here the semi-empirical , self-consistent molecular
orbital package MOPAC [5] for calculating the total energies with
geometry optimization for GaAs clusters of different sizes to estimate
the binding energy of the As atoms. The package has been
successfully used in the past for various molecular and polymer
calculations. To the best of my knowledge, the present work is the
first time this method has been used for semiconductor studies. This
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package is essentially a version of the MNDO/3 semi-empirical
scheme of Dewar et al [6,7]. This scheme, essentially, solves the self-
consistent field (SCF) equations appropriate for a given system where
the one and two electron integral parameters for the valence atomic
orbitals are determined from prototype systems on the basis of
various experir-er,ally measured properties such as ionization
potential, electron affinity, beat of formation and dipole moments [8].
It is genierally recognized that, in an indirect way, the semi-empirical
methods such as MNDO/3 include a great deal of correlation which
is absent in strictly ab initio SCF methods. For the problem at hand,
which involves Ga and As atoms, the correlation plays a very
important role. We therefore believe that the above semi-empirical
approach is ideally suited for the present investigation.

We will first briefly discuss the method and then present the
results of our calculations.

II METHODOLOGY

The main assumptions in the dANDO semi-empirical models are:
(1) Only the valence electrons of .t:oms determine the electronic
properties of materials. The core el,'ctrons are basically frozen
around the atomic nucleus and follow it faithfully to new positions.
The valence electrons on the other hand redistribute themselves to
minimize their energy depending on the surrounding environment.
(2) Only the s and p electrons of each atom of the cluster are
considered. The d and f electrons are considered to be localized
around the nucleus of the atom and are regarded as core.
(3) The atomic orbitals used to construct the molecular orbitals are
assumed to have zero differential overlap between different centers.

Based on the above assumptions , the SCF Molecular Orbital
problem is solved as follows:

The molecular orbitals are expanded as a linear combination of
atomic orbitals (LCAO).
Tk (r)=Zi CM. 0 i (r),

where the atomic orbitals 4i(r) are chosen to be of the Slater type
(STO), centered on all the atoms of the molecule. The expansion
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coefficients (C's) are obtained by solving the Roothan Hartree-Fock

equations self-consistently[5].

I F -e% SICX=O,

where S is the overlap matrix (having non-zero off diagonal elements
only on the same atoms) and F is the Fock matrix, given by:

Fij = hij + I kl(<ijlkl>-l/2<killj>)Pkl,

h ij is the one electron Hamiltonian matrix, Pkl is given by

Pkl= 2; X C AkCXl

and <ijlkl> are the two electron repulsive integrals.

The heat of formation of a cluster of atoms is defined to be the
total energy required to form the cluster starting from the individual
atoms and is given by

A HF=Eelect+Enucl+IAEel(A) +IA AHf(A)

Here the total electronic energy of the system is calculated from

Eelect=l/ 2 XijPij (hij + Fij)

The repulsion energy of the ionic cores, Enucl, is given by

Enucl =IAB En ( AB)= I AB Z AZ B < AAI BB>,

where ZA and ZB are the charges on the cores of atoms A and B

and <AAIBB> is the repulsion integral approximated in terms of the
internuclear separation and other adjustable parameters, Eel(A) is
the energy required to ionize the valence electrons of atom A, and
the AHf(A) is the heat of atomization for atom A.

The heat of formation is calculated self-consistently with the
externally specified precision for a given geometry of atoms. The
geometry optimization procedure is then used to find the positions of
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atoms in the cluster and the energy of formation of the cluster. The
binding energy of an atom is calculated by taking the difference
between the heats of formation of the cluster of atoms including the
atom at the optimized geometry and the reference energy, which is
the heat of formation of the cluster of atoms without the atom. The
atomic clusters used for the calculations are chosen to satisfy the
crystal symmetry and the cluster size is increased to include the
first, second and then the third nearest neighbors to see their effects
on the binding energy of the As atom. The crystalline environment
for small clusters of atoms is simulated by tying off the dangling
bonds by "pseudo"- As or "pseudo"- Ga capped bonds in the the
lowest layer atoms. The semi-empirical parameters for the "pseudo"-
As atoms are basically the hydrogen atom parameters, adjusted to
exhibit the electronegativity of an As atom.

III RESULTS

The accuracy of the semi-empirical parametrization of the
Hamiltonian matrix is tested by calculating the dipole moment of the
GaAs molecule. For an interatomic distance of 2.82645 A the dipole
moment calculated by our method of 5.66 Debye compares very well
with the value of 5.78 Debye obtained by Gayen et al. who used a
strictly ab initio method [9]. The charge on the Ga atom in the
diatomic GaAs molecule calculated by our method (-0.44e) is also of
correct sign and magnitude (0.50e) when compared with their results
showing the approximately correct electronegativity of the As atom
by reproducing for the GaH molecule the same dipole momerh as
found for GaAs at its equilibrium separation.

Using MOSOL [10] ,the solid state version of MOPAC, we
optimized the distance between gallium and arsenic atoms in a
three-dimensional GaAs crystal containing 80 atoms and found that
the optimized value of the GaAs bond length is 2.5009 A.This
differs by only 2.1% from the experimentally reported value of
2.4479 A. The dissociation energy of GaAs as determined by Miller et
al [11] for the (111) surface of GaAs and hence its bond strength is
l l2Kcal/mol. We calculated the bond strength of GaAs by adding the
heat of formation of the GaAs molecule (-27.4 Kcal) at 2.4469 A to
the heat of formation of the As atom (72.3Kcal) and the Ga atom
(65.4Kcal). The value obtained was 110.3 Kcal/mol which is in
excellent agreement with the reported value. The charge on each Ga
atom is found to be negative. Thus we see the covalent bonding in
solid GaAs in accordance with that obtained by X-ray studies of
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Attard et al. [12] and by the nonlocal pseudopotential model band
calculations of Chelikovsky and Cohen [13]. The vibrational
frequencies calculated, however, are in poor agreement with the
experimental values.

We next attempted to reproduce the ab initio cluster calculations
on Selenium adsorbed on the 100 surface of GaAs reported by Gayen
et al.[14,9]. We found the stable position of an adsorbed Se atom on

the Ga 6 As 4 " cluster to be at 1.517 A from the gallium plane which is
in good agreement with their calculated value ofl.587 A. The total

energy calculations of the Ga6 As 4 Se2 " cluster shows the stable
position of the two Se atoms to be at 2.683 A from the Ga plane. This
differs slightly from the value obtained by Gayen et al [14] and can
be accounted for by the flatness of the energy curve as a function of
Se atom position. The calculated binding energy of the Se atom of
2.34 eV is also of the same order as that obtained by them [9]. The
charges on the Ga and As atoms in the Ga 6 As 4 - cluster, however,
differ with the values reported by them. The energies of excited
virtual states were a'*o not in agreement with their results. We
conclude that although the semi-empirical code MOPAC gives reliable
results for the total energy and the geometry optimization, the
excited energy levels are probably not reliably calculated. The
calculated charge distribution on the atoms is also different when we
compare them with the ab initio results for large clusters. These
differences may be partly attributed to the built-in correlation in our
parameters as mentioned before and to the neglection of the
configuration interactions. The point deserves future investigations.

The results of the binding energy calculations for As atom
a..-sorbed on the (-T]) surface at the two sites are summarized in
Tables I and II. It can be inferred from these results that
(1) The accurate value of the binding energy of an As atom at the
surface of GaAs can be obtained only if one includes four to six
surface layers and second nearest neighbors on the surface. (2) The
proper bulk termination of the cluster is important for getting the
binding energy of surface-adsorbed atoms accurately with a smaller
number of layers. (3) The difference in the binding energy of the As
atom at the two sites is very small ( -0.4 eV) .

In summary we can say that these calculations support the
model proposed by Biegelsen et al [2] for the (fIVX ffg) surface
reconstruction. Before one can conclusively validate this model for
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the surface restructuring, however, one has to do the challenging
task of total energy calculations for the proposed large unit cell. The
formaion of equilateral triangle-shaped islands observed by them
must also be explained.

The total energy calculation for the largest cluster considered
in thesi calculations took about ten hours of CPU time on a micro-
VAX machine. Thus it will be feasible to do calculations on larger
atomic clusters.

IV CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have shown that the semi-empirical code
MOPAC is reliable for determining thi total energy of I-V
semiconductors. This code has the force algorithm already built into
i such tha: it is possible to carry out dynamical simulations .asiag
this code. Activation energies for surface diffusion by atomic hopping
may tlus be calculated. The exploration of these applications is
under consideration.

This work was performed at the Electronic and Optical
Materials Branch of Wright Laboratory (WL/MLPO), Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, under the summer faculty program
sponceret, by AFSOR. Dr. G. Medrano of the Polymer Branch of Wright
Laboratory (WL,'MLBP; is gratfuliy acknowledged for making
available the MOPAC & MOSOL code and many he'-,ful discussions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

(1) The positions of atoms around the As atom adsorbed on GaAs
(Il1) surface at Hexagonal closed packed (T4) position

(2) The positions of atoms around the As atom adsorbed on GaAs
(111) surface at the zincblende site.

(3) The proposed model -f the ('9Xff9-) surface unit cell on the
GaAs (111) surface.

(4) Top view of largest cluster of atoms used for finding the binding
energy of As atom adsorbed at T4 and zincblende sites (indicated by
T4 and ZB)
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TABLE I

Binding energy of As atom at a height Z abc;e the top Ga
layer on the (I11) surface at the T4 site

Cluster No. of Heat of Z Reference. Binding
size layers form. energy energy

(KCAL) (A) (KCAL) (KCAL)

Ga4 As 3  3 150.0 0.91 162.5 12.5

c G a4 As 3  3 149.3 0.96 163.7 14.4

*Ga16As 8  4 203.8 0.51 237.4 33.6

aGa16As 8  3 243.0 1.26 278.3 35.3

aGa19As 6  5 159.8 0.71 197.3 37.5

* The Cluster is terminated by a pseudo As atom
a Bulk surface simulation is not done.
c The GaAs bond length for this calculations was taken as

2.4479Aqwhile the rest of the calculations were based on a
bond length of 2.4495A
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TABLE II

Binding energy of As atom at a height Z above the top Ga
layer on the (1-1) surface at the zincblende site.

Cluster No. of Heat of Z Reference. Binding
size layers form. energy energy

(KCAL) (A) (KCAL) (KCAL)

aGa 3 As 3  3 154.0 0.79 170.0 15.9

*Ga16As 8  4 214.0 0.68 237.4 23.4

aGal 9 Asl 6  5 168.9 0.70 197.3 28.4

* The Cluster is terminated by a pseudo As atom
a Bulk surface simulation is not done.
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INTRODUCTION

The Polymer Branch of the Materials Directorate at Wright Laboratory, Wright.

Patterson Air Force Base is engaged in a materials development program aimed at generating

organic polymeric materials having structural and nonlinear optical (NLO) applications. The
research program is a multi-faceted one, incorporating the areas of synthesis, processing,
characterization, structure-property correlation, and the design and predictive features of

computational chemistry methods. Organic materials are considered to be structurally diverse

and multifunctional, and as a result, are expected to exhibit more long-term promise than

inorganic materials.

The morphological characterization of polymers frequently involves the use of x-ray
scattering techniques. The determination of ordered polymer structure generally involves first

studying the structure of the various polymer repeat units by single crystal x-ray diffraction methods,

followed then by a detailed packing analysis of polymer chains. Knowledge of polymer structure can

lead to meaningful structure-property correlations.

The crystal structures of several model systems were determined during my ten-week
experience this summer. Three of the compounds function as model structures for methyl-

pendant polybenzobi.sthiazole polymers (PBZT). The substitution of alkyl groups on the

polymer backbone is known to affect the solubility characteristics of these polymers. This is

similar to the improved solubility observed when methyl groups are substituted on the backbone

of polythiophene and polyphenylene.

The two substituted thiophene compounds have potential NLO applications. All kinds

of materials are potential candidates to express third-order susceptibility. Eventually, practical

considerations such as ease of fabrication become more important than the magnitude of the

nonlinearity. Polythiophene, polyaniline and polypyrrole have been well-studied as

electroactive materials.
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EXPERIMENTAL

942-Thlenyl) anthracene. CjjHj2s (X9106RT)

The compound, ClAHj 2S, an anthracene derivative containing a thiophene ring (See Fig.

1), was examined using an optical microscope in order to find a data collection crystal with good

size and external appearance. The crystal was mounted on a glass fiber attached to a goniometer

and then placed on an Enraf Nonius CAD4 x-ray diffractometer. The crystal was centered optically

and a polaroid rotation photograph revealed that the crystal diffracted at high angle. Data collection

was Initiated once the preliminary work was completed.

9,10.(di-2-Thienvl) anthracene l.(X9108RT

Yellow cubical crystals of this second anthracene derivative (See Fig. 1) were recrystallized

from ethanol. They were examined under an optical microscope and a crystal was selected for data

collection on the basis of its size and extinction characteristics. As before, the crystal was mounted

on a glass fiber attached to a goniometer and aligned optically on the diffractometer. The struucture

analysis showed this first crystal to be disordered.

A second crystal was chosen from a batch of crystals recrystallized from isopropanol to see

if the disorder problems were solvent dependent. A polaroid photograph of the crystal showed that

the crystal did not diffract x-rays adequately, and the crystal was discarded. Another crystal from

the isopropanol batch was mounted in a similar manner. It was also not fit for data collection.

Work on this structure determination was stopped until better crystal can be grown. Preliminary

work has shown that more ordered crystals can be grown from the melt phase.

9-(2-Nitrovinyj) anthracene, CL6IHjIN0 2X90Q95T)

Crystals of this anthracene derivative, C11i6INO2, (X9005RT) were rather small, but a

number were chosen as candidates for data collection. A total of four crystals were mounted and

polaroid photographs were taken of them. The photographs did not show intense or high angle

reflections. Work on this compound was halted becau- of the lack of good crystals for data

collection. Work is continuing to try to grow larger crystals.
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9-(2-Vinvlethnylbenzene)anthracene. C.HI6, (X9006RT)

Crystals of C24116 (X9006RT) (See Fig. 1) were fine, yellow needles. One was chosen

for its size and apparent good optical quality and mounted as described previously. A polaroid

rotation photograph showed weak reflections at low angles and little or no diffraction spots at high

angles. Another crystal was mounted with similar results. Further work on this structure was

halted until larger crystals could be obtained.

Dimethyl PBT (X9101RT) and meta-monomethyl PBT (X9103RT) model comounds

Diffraction quality crystals were obtained from Dr. Fred Arnold and Mr. Tom Vance. They

were mounted and aligned as described previously.

Ortho-monomethyl PBT model compound. CHi627N2 (X9102RT)

Crystals of the o.monomethyl PBT model compound, C22H16S2N2 (X9102RT), were

small, colorless and needle-shaped (See Fig. 1). An x-ray rotation photograph showed only weak,

low angle reflections. Another crystal was mounted and it showed a few high angle reflections,

but rather weak in intensity. A preliminary search for x-ray reflections did not reveal meaningful

data for this crystal. Another crystal was mounted that was larger than the earlier crystals. The

polaroid showed more reflections, but after a preliminary search this crystal also proved to be

inferior for data collection purposes.

Still an additional crystal was mounted. It showed high angle reflections on the polaroid

photograph and looked somewhat promising after a automated search on the diffractometer. The

fifth crystal that was mounted proved to be suitable for data collection.
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RESULTS

9-(2oThienvl) anthracene, C1 i .

The refle'tion intensities were analyzed using the SDP system of crystallographic

software. Crystal data and calculated results are presented in Tables 1 - 8. PLUTO drawings of
the structure, including single molecule and packing diagrams, are displayed in Fig. 2. The

structure was refined to a R value of 0.057. A disorder in the thiophene ring caused a problem in
the refinement of the structure. The H atom attached to the C atom opposite the S atom would be
pulled in towards the C atom during refinement. A literature search showed that crystals of other
compounds containing thiophene rings were also disordered. The refinement was temporarily

halted until a suitable method could be found to handle the disordered structure.

9. 1 0-di-2-Thienyl) anthracene. C020212 9108RT)

The data were analyzed with the SDP package. Pluto drawings of the structure are

presented in Fig. 3. Crystal data and the results of the analysis are shown in Tables I and 9 - 13.
The refinement was halted at an R value of 0.181. The thiophene rings again were disordered, the
disorder revealing itself at an earlier stage in the refinement process. Further analysis of the
structure was discontinued until a method could be found to treat the disorder.

Methvlated PBT model comounds

Data collection parameters were changed in some cases in the attempt to obtain better data
sets. Two sets of equivalent reflection data were collected for X9102RT. All structures were

solved using the program SHELX and the SDP system. The refinement of the methyl PBT

compounds is still in progress and the final calculated parameters will be published at a later date.
Single molecule PLUTO drawings are shown in Fig. 4.
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DISCUSSION

9-(2-Thenvl) anthracene. CjI.2S X910WRTD

The two ring segments are planar (See Table 8). The dihedral angle between the thlophene

and anthracene moieties is 720. The thiophene is disordered as evidenced by peaks in the

difference map corresponding to two different ing orientations.

9. 1 0.(di-2-ThIenyl) anthracene. C,211 1S2 (X2108RT)

The refinement could not be completed since the thiophene rings were disordered. The

molecule is located on a center of symmetry and the dihedral angle between the thiophene and

anthracene rings is 830.

Table 14 shows a comparison of the thiophene molecular parameters for a series of six

substituted thiophene compounds. (Literature values are unpublished and supplied by Dr. S.

Simonsen of the University of Texas). The slightly shortened S-C bond and the longer C2-C3

distance in J reflect a disordered ring. The 1.337 A value for CI-C2 is consistent with conjugation

of the ring with the olefinic bond of the side chain.

Methylated PBT model comounds

A comparison of the inter-ring torsion angles for the methylated PBT model compounds is

shown in Fig. 7. AM 1 calculations show that the minimum energy conformation corresponds to a

rotation angle of 300 for an orthomethyl substitution when benzene is attached to benzothiazole

(Connolly and Dudis, to be published in Macromoloxules. For the case of dimethyl substitution,

the minimum energy corresponds to an angle of rotation of 900. A detailed analysis f the cell

packing is in progress.
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Fig. 3 PLUTO Drawing and Packing Diagvin of X91O8RT
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Fig. 5 Unit Cell Packing Diagam LfX9102RT
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,Fig. 6 Unit Cell Packing Diagmm of X910O3RT
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Fig. 7 Summary of Torsion Angles for PBT Model Compounds
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Table I Crystal Data

Crystal Code X9106RT X9108RT

Formula CISH12S C22H14S2

Formula Weight 260.367 342.485

F(000) 548 356

Crystal Dimensions 0.4 x 0.5 x 0.6 0.3 x 0.2 x 0.4

Radiation MoKa MoKa

Wavelength 0.71073 0.71073

Temperature 230 C 230 C

Crystal Form monoclinic monoclinic

Space Group P21/n P2 i/c

Cell Constants a- 9.270 a-9.820

b- 12.573 b-9.212

c- 11.952 c-10.153

a- 90.0 or-90.00

1- 110.73 10-115.40

y- 90.0 y-90.00

Volume 1302.8 829.7

Z 4 2

Density 1.33 g/cm 2  1.37 g/cm 2

Absorption Coefficient 2.2 cm"1

Scan Type to:20 (o:20

Scan Width 0.8+0.34 tanO 0.8+0.34 tanO

No. Unique reflections 3783 2404

No. I > 3 sigma(I) 2622 1161

R 0.057 0.181

Weighted R 0.093 0.175
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Table I Crystal Data Contiued

Code # X910IRT X9102RT X9103RT

Formula C22H20S2N2  C22HI6S2N2 C22HI 6S2N2

Formula Weight 400.57 372.514 372.514

F(000) 840 388 388

Crystal Dimensions 1.1 x 0.34 x 0.91 0.2 x 0.1 x 0.5 0.1 x 0.2 x 0.4

Radiation MoKa MoKa MoKa

Wavelength 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073

Temperature 230 C 230 C 230 C

Crystal Form orthorhombic monoclinic monoclinic

Space Group Pbca P21/n P21/n

Cell Constants a 7.7347(6) 4.0196(3) 4.0277(1)

b 14.5177(3) 27.0608(6) 23.1.076(9)

c 17.6825(9) 8.1091(2) 9.4213(3)

a 90.00 90.00 90.00

13 90.00 95.8869 102.1447

y 90.00 90.00 90.00

Volume (W) 1985.6 877.4063 857.2234

Z 4 2 2

Density (g/cm 3) 2.68 1.410 1.443

Absorption 2.68 3.0 3.0

Coefficient (cm-1)

Scan Type w:20 w:20 w:20

Scan Width 1. 1+0.34 tanO 0.8+0.34 tanO 0.9+0.34 tanO

Unique Reflections 2816 2560 2498

Measured
Reflections I > 2o(I) 1655 1056 1098

R 0.098 0.065 0.049

Weighted R 0.122 0.076 0.055
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Table 2. Bond Distances in Angstroms for X9 106RT

Atom 1 Atom 2 Distance

S C15 1.715(2)
C5 CII 1.423(3)
CIO C14 1.389(2)
S C18 1.685(3)
C6 C7 1.405(4)
Cli C12 1.430(4)
Cl1 C2 1.368(4)
C7 C8 1.362(4)
C13 C14 1.432(3)
C I C13 1.427(3)
C8 C12 1.428(3)
C15 C16 1.434(3)
C2 C3 1.426(4)
C9 C12 1.418(2)
C16 C17 1.457(3)
C3 C4 1.344(3)
C9 C13 1.4 11(3)
C17 C18 1.332(3)
C4 C14 1.438(3)
C9 C15 1.483(3)
C5 C6 1.347(4)
CIO Cli 1.396(3)

Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard deviations in the least significant digits.
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Table 3. Bond Angles in Degrees for X9106RT

Atom I Atom 2 Atom 3 An le

C15 S C18 93.1(1)
C13 C9 C15 119.7(2)
C4 C14 CIO 121.2(2)
C2 Cl C13 121.3(2)
CII CIO C14 121.6(3)
C4 C14 C13 119.0(2)
CI C2 C3 120.5(2)
C5 CII CIO 121.4(3)
CIO C14 C13 119.8(2)
C2 C3 C4 120.1(2)
C5 CII C12 119.0(2)
S C15 C9 122.6(1)
C3 C4 C14 121.4(2)
CIO CII C12 119.6(2)
S C15 C16 111.5(2)
C6 C5 Cli 121.1(2)
C8 C12 C9 122.8(2)
C9 C15 C16 125.9(2)
C5 C6 C7 120.4(2)
C8 C12 CII 118.1(2)
C15 C16 C17 107.9(2)
C6 C7 C8 121.1(2)
C9 C12 CIlI 119.1(2)
C16 C17 C18 115.0(2)
C7 C8 C12 120.5(2)
CI C13 C9 123.0(2)
S C18 C17 112.6(2)
C12 C9 C13 120.6(2)
CI C13 C14 117.7(2)
C12 C9 C15 119.6(2)
C9 C13 C14 119.2(2)

Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard deviations in the least significant digits.
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Tablet4 PositionalPazmet ad ThcirEstimaed Standard DevkdoaforX9lG6Kr

Atom x yz I KA2L

S 0.02537(8) 0.93135(5) 0.42660(6) 5.04(0)
Cl. 0.4683(2) 0.7215(2) 0.5391(2) 3.58(4)
C2 0.6249(3) 0.7 177(2) 0.5693(2) 4.20(5)
C3 0.6928(2) 0.6497(2) 0.5064(2) 4.15(5)
C4 0.6029(2) 0.5894(2) 0.4156(2) 3.76(4)
C5 0.09 15(3) 0.4561(2) 0. 1649(2) 4.34(5)
C6 -0.0624(3) 0.4523(2) 0.1373(2) 4.93(6)
C7 -0.1339(3) 0.5165(70 0.1987(2) 4.38(5)

C8 -0.0500(2) 0.5834(2) 0.2876(2) 3.58(4)
C9 0.2068(2) 0.65651,1) 0.4134(2) 2.90(3)
CIO 0.3452(2) 0.5275(2) 0.2877(2) 3.56(4)
CII 0.1851(2) 0.5252(2) 0.2562(2) 3.32(4)
C12 0.1134(2) 0.5903(2) 0.3198(2) 3.05(3)
C13 0.3685(2) 0.6577(1) 0.4446(2) 3.00(3)
C14 0.4377(2) 0.59 12(2) 0.3802(2) 3.13(3)
C15 0.1346(2) 0.7206(2) 0.4835(2) 3.06(3)
C16 0.1447(2) 0.6998(2) 0.6041(2) 3.37(4)
C17 0.0543(3) 0.7805(2) 0.6373(2) 4.66(5)
C18 -0.0111(3) 0.8529(2) 0.5532(3) 4.98(5)
HI 0.569(3) 0.235(2) 0.415(2) 2.3(5)*
112 0.293(2) 0.242(2) 0.362(2) 1.6(5)*
H3 0.696(3) 0.147(2) 0.972(2) 3. 1(6)*
H4 0.648(3) 0.537(2) 0.380(2) 2.2(5)*
H5 0.642(2) 0.083(2) 0.622(2) 2.0(5)s
H6 0.372(3) 0.083(2) 0.582(3) 4.4(7)*
H7 0.767(3) 0.511(3) 0.189(2) 3.7(6)*
H8 0.596(3) 0.130(2) 0.167(2) 2.1(5)*
HIO 0.612(2) 0.513(2) 0.754(2) 1.6(4)*
H16 0.20 1 0.644 0.654 3.7(7)*
H17 0.458(4) 0.268(3) 0.785(3) 5.2(8)*
H118 0.575(3) 0.415(2) 0.951(2) 3

Starred atoms were refined isotropically. Anisotropically refined atoms are given in the
form of the isotropic equivalent displacement parameter defined as:
(4/3) * [a2*B(1, 1) + b2*B(2,2) + c2*B(3,3) + ab(cos gamma)*B(1,2)
+ ac(cos beta)*B( 1,3) + bc(cos alpha)*B(2,3)J
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Tawl 5. Roo-MeanSqup Ampliodem of Themaml Vibaio in Antgsm for X9106RT

At=o Min. Inemcm. MaL

S 0.202 0.254 0.294
CIO 0.174 0.206 0.250
Cl 0.196 0.213 0.229
Cll 0.182 0.200 0.231
C2 0.208 0.233 0.249
C12 0.176 0.191 0.220
C3 0.194 0.216 0.271
C13 0.172 0.191 0.219
C4 0.179 0.203 0.264
C14 0.168 0.190 0.234
C5 0.192 0.243 0.263
CI5 0.181 0.194 0.214
C6 0.201 0.259 0.282
C16 0.158 0.214 0.239
C7 0.213 0.240 0.252
C17 0.182 0.228 0.303
C8 0.202 0.213 0.223
C18 0.1S9 0.217 0.326
C9 0.175 0.181 0.217
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Table 6. Taioumd Atgkct in Degrec for X9106RT

At=n1 Atn 2 At=3 Aofm4 AnA

cis s C15 C9 179.23 (0.18)
Cis C9 C13 cl -2.41(0.28)
C18 S C15 C16 4.50(0.17)
C15 C9 C13 C14 176.79(0.17)
C15 S Ci8 C17 -0.28(0.22)
C12 C9 C15 s -73.12(0.22)
C13 C1 C2 C3 0.27 (0.33)
C12 C9 C1S C16 106.58 (0.23)
C2 Cl C13 C9 177.67 (0.20)
C13 C9 C15 S 110.16(0.19)
C2 Cl C13 C14 -1.53(0.30)

C13 C9 C15 C16 -70.14(0.26)
Cl C2 C3 C4 0.73(0.35)
C14 CIO Cli C5 -177.10(0.19)
C2 C3 C4 C14 -0.40 (0.33)
C14 CIO C11 C12 0.46 ( 0.29)
Cli CIO C14 C4 177.09(0.19)
C3 C4 C14 CIO -178.92(0.21)
Ci CIO C14 C13 -0.92 (0.29)
C3 C4 C14 C13 -0.89 (0.30)
C5 ClI C12 CS -0.50 (0.28)
C5 CI1 C12 C9 177.90(0.18)
CIO C11 C12 C8 -178.12(0.18)
CIl C5 C6 C7 -0.18 ( 0.3")
CIO Cll C12 C9 0.28(0.27)
C6 C5 C1 ClO 178.20 ( 0.22)
CI C13 UI4 C4 1.82 (0.27)
C6 C5 CIl C12 0.63(0.32)
CI C13 C14 CIO 179.87 (0.18)
C5 C6 C7 C8 -0.40 ( 0.38)
C9 C13 C14 C4 -177.42(0.17)
C6 C7 C8 C12 0.52 (0.35)
C9 C13 C14 CIO 0.63 (0.27)
C7 C8 C12 C9 -178.40 (0.20)

CS C16 C17 1.07 (0.22)
C7 C8 C12 CII -0.07 (0.30)
C13 C9 C12 C8 177.76 (0.18)
C9 C15 C16 C17 -178.66 (0.19)
C13 C9 C12 CIlI -0.56 (0.26)
C15 C9 C12 C8 1.08 (0.27)
CI5 C16 C17 C18 -1.32 (0.29)
C15 C9 C12 Cii -177.25 (0.17)

C12 C9 C13 C1 -179.09 (0.18)
C16 C17 C18 S 0.99 (0.29)
C12 C9 C13 C14 0.11(0.27)
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Table 7. Gmag Dplacema Pammeter Expessom - U's for X9I06RT

Name U(1,l) U(2,2) U1(3.3) U.(2) U(1,3) U(2,3)

S 0.0730(3) 0.0506(3) 0.0752(3) 0.0167(2) 0.0352(2) 0.0058(3)

CI 0.0478(8) 0.0387(9) 0.0514(9) -0.0003(8) 0.0200(6) -0.0019(8)

C2 0.05(1) 0.049(1) 0.062(1) ,0.0050(9) 0.0201(8) 0.001(l)

C3 0.0422(8) 0.052(1) 0.067(1) 0.0007(9) 0.0233(7) 0.012(1)

C4 0.0479(8) 0.047(1) 0.0587(9) 0.0066(8) 0.0317(6) 0.0112(8)

C5 0.067(l) 0.055(t) 0.0429(9) 0.002(1) 0.0198(8) -0.0089(9)

C6 0.063(1) 0.064(1) 0.052(1) -0.004(1) 0.009(1) -0.014(1)

C7 0.0483(9) 0.057(1) 0.056(1) -0.002(1) 0.0117(8) -0.002(l)

C8 0.0454(8) 0.0433(9) 0.0484(9) 0.0033(8) 0.0179(6) 0.0018(8)

C9 0.0430(7) 0.0335(8) 0.0377(7) 0.0053(7) 0.0189(5) 0.0043(6)

CIO 0.0566(8) 0.0425(9) 0.0454(8) 0.0071(8) 0.0296(6) 0.0009(7)

Cli 0.0526(8) 0.0404(9) 0.0367(7) 0.0024(8) 0.0200(6) 0.0015(7)

C12 0.0462(8) 0.0351(8) 0.0370(7) 0.0049(7) 0.0178(6) 0.0051(7)

C13 0.0437(8) 0.0330(8) 0.0409(7) 0.0032(7) 0.0196(5) 0.0058(6)

C14 0.0450(7) 0.0387(8) 0.0422(7) 0.0052(7) 0.0241(5) 0.0088(7)

C15 0.0412(7) 0.0350(8) 0.0435(8) 0.0017(7) 0.0194(5) -0.0009(7)

C16 0.0459(8) 0.049(1) 0.0405(7) -0.0011(7) 0.0241(5) -0.0109(7)

C17 0.061(1) 0.068(1) 0.0592(9) -0.012(1) 0.0352(7) -0.0236(9)

C18 0.0502(9) 0.051(1) 0.097(1) -0.0036(9) 0.0368(8) -0.023(1)

The form of the anisotropic displacement parameter is:
exp[-2PI2{h2a2U(l, 1) + k2b2U(2,2) + 12c2U(3,3) + 2hkabU(1,2) + 2hlacU(I,3)
+ 2klbcU(2,3)) ] where a,b, and c are reciprocal lattice constants.
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Table 8. LeIast-Squares Planes for X9I06RT

The equation ofthe plane is ofthe form: A*x + B*y + Cz - D - 0
where AB,C & D are constants and xy & z are oithogonalized coordinates.

Plane A B C D Atom x y z Ismnce Esd

1 0.1619 0.7349 -0.6585 3.0222 ----- Atoms in Plane..-----

CI 2.0606 9.0710 6.0259 0.010 0.002
C2 3.3823 9.0257 6.3609 -0.030 0.003
C3 4.2815 8.1696 5.6614 -0.053 0.003
C4 3.8320 7.4115 4.6443 -0.013 0.002
C5 0.1475 5.7357 1.8453 0.002 0.003
C6 -1.1573 5.6878 1.5384 -0.043 0.003
C7 -2.0798 6.4972 2.2200 -0.046 0.003
C8 -1.6788 7.3340 3.2133 -0.020 0.002
C9 0.1692 8.2550 4.6200 0.029 0.002
ClO 1.9821 6.6331 3.2154 0.056 0.002
ClI 0.6321 6.6027 2.8640 0.047 0.002
C12 -0.3017 7.4219 3.5731 0.030 0.002
C13 1.5352 8.2701 4.9686 0.032 0.002

Chi Squared - 3104.

2 -0.7405 -0.5742 -0.3491 -6.5034 ----------- Atoms in Plane ----------
S -1.5697 10.4527 4.7687 -0.001 0.001
C15 -0.7982 9.0596 5.4072 0.004 0.002
C16 -1.2142 8.7984 6.7494 -0.006 0.002
C17 -2.1916 9.8160 7.1162 0.005 0.003
C18 -2.4449 10.7210 6.1868 -0.002 0.003

Chi Squared- 19.

3 0.1604 0.7357 -0.6580 3.0314 ----------- Atoms in Plane ..........
Cl 2.0606 9.0710 6.0259 0.008 0.002
C2 3.3823 9.0257 6.3609 -0.034 0.003
C3 4.2815 8.1696 5.6614 -0.059 0.003
C4 3.8320 7.4115 4.6443 -0.020 0.002
C5 0.1475 5.7357 1.8453 -0.002 0.003
C6 -1.1573 5.6878 1.5384 -0.045 0.003
C7 -2.0798 6.4972 2.2200 -0.046 0.003
C8 -1.6788 7.3340 3.2133 -0.019 0.002
C9 0.1692 8.2550 4.6200 0.029 0.002
CIO 1.9821 6.6331 3.2154 0.051 0.002
CII 0.6321 6.6027 2.8640 0.043 0.002
C12 -0.3017 7.4219 3.5731 0.030 0.002
C13 1.5352 8.2701 4.9686 0.030 0.002
C14 2.4479 7.4324 4.2477 0.034 0.002

Chi Squared - 3346.
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DMedial Angles Between Planes:

Plane No. Plane No. Dihedral Angle

1 2 108.18+-0.06
1 3 0.10 +-2.64
2 3 108.15 +-0.06
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Table 9 Bond Distaom in Angstroms for X9108RT

Atom I Atom 2 Distance

S CS 1.67(1)
C3 C4 1.35(3)
C7 Cs 1.51(2)
S C11 1.70(1)
C4 C5 1.47(2)
C8 C9 1.56(2)
CI C2 1.41(3)
C5 C7 1.42(2)
C9 CIO 1.40(2)
Cl C6 1.44(2)
C6 C7 1.40(2)
CIO Cli 1.33(2)

Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard deviations in the least significant digits.
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Table 10 Bond Angles in Degrees for X910O8RT

Atom I Atom 2 Atom 3 Ange

C8 S Cli 89.8(7)
C5 C7 C6 120(2)
C7 C8 C9 123.2(9)
C2 Cl C6 119(2)
C5 C7 C8 119(1)
C8 C9 CIO 98.1(8)
C3 C4 C5 119(1)
C6 C7 C8 121(2)
C9 CIO Cli 123(1)
C4 C5 C7 121(2)
S C8 C7 119.8(7)
S ClI CIO 112(1)
ClI C6 C7 122(2)
S C8 C9 117.0(8)

Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard deviations in the least significant digits.
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Table 11 Positional Parametets and Their Estimated Standard Deviations for X9108RT

Atom x y z B(A2)

S 0.6937(7) 0.1194(7) 0.9782(7) 9.8(2)

C1 0.460(1) 0.246(1) 1.143(1) 3.8(3)

C2 0.335(1) 0.240(1) 1.177(1) 4.4(3)

C3 0,764(1) 0.642(2) 0.857(1) 4.6(3)

C4 0.752(1) 0.522(2) 0.928(1) 4.1(3)

C5 0.625(1) 0.510(1) 0.968(1) 3.4(2)

C6 0.481(1) 0.373(1) 1.071(1) 3.1(2)

C7 0.605(1) 0.385(1) 1.038(1) 3.2(2)

C8 0.722(1) 0.267(1) 1.083(1) 3.7(3)

C9 0.8712(7) 0.2728(8) 1.2260(9) 1.6(2)

CIO 0.934(1) 0.143(2) 1.209(2) 10.1(4)

Cli 0.866(1) 0.054(2) 1.095(2) 7.8(4)

HI 0.529 0.168 1.167 4.9*

H2 0.349 0.258 1.274 5.7*

H3 0.238 0.217 1.103 5.7*

H4 0.828 0.719 0.910 5.9*

H5 0.709 0.649 0.754 5.9*

H6 0.824 0.445 0.951 5.3*

H7 0.908 0.343 1.302 2.1*

H8 1.030 0.116 1.282 13.2*

H9 0.896 -0.044 1.101 10.2*

HIO 0.786 0.090 1.008 10.2*

Starred atoms were refined isotropically. Anisotropically refined atoms are given in the
form of the isotropic equivalent displacement parameter defined as:
(4/3) * [a2*B(l,1) + b2*B(2,2) + c2*B(3,3) + ab(cos gamma)*B(1,2)
+ ac(cos beta)*B(1,3) + bc(cos alpha)*B(2,3)]
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Table 12 Root-Mean-Square Amplitudes of Thermal Vibration in Angstroms for X9108RT
JI

Atom Min. Int'med. Max.

S 0.261 0.353 0.422
C6 0.167 0.201 0.220
C1 0.!88 0.224 0.239
C7 0.180 0.198 0.223
C2 0.208 0.225 0.270
C8 0.190 0.201 0.256
C3 0.183 0.251 0.276
C9 0.061 0.118 0.206
C4 0.181 0.245 0.250
CIO 0.118 0.232 0.563
C5 0.198 0.209 0.216
C11 0.127 0.242 0.471
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Table 13 Least-Squares Planes for X9108RT

The equation of the plane is of the form: A*x + B*y + C*z - D - 0
where A,B,C & D are constants and x,y & z are orthogonalized coordinates.

Plane A B C D Atom x y Distance Esd

1 -0.1731 -0.4318 -0.8852 -10.1904 ---------- Atoms in Plane ----------
Cl -0.4544 2.2868 10.4773 0.007 0.013
C2 -1.8416 2.2065 10.7920 0.003 0.014
C3 3.7685 5.9270 7.8666 0.015 0.014
C4 3.3452 4.8104 8.5063 0.004 0.013
C5 1.9164 4.6943 8.8755 -0.025 0.012
C6 0.0722 3.4406 9.8119 0.007 0.011
C7 1.4200 3.5541 9.5134 -0.011 0.011

Chi Squared - 7.

2 0.7204 0.4719 -0.5083 -2.1932 ----------- Atoms in Plane ----------
S 2.5488 1.1011 8.9724 -0.012 0.007
C8 2.3770 2.4665 9.9360 0.019 0.014
C9 3.2276 2.5024 11.2474 -0.018 0.009
CIO 3.9725 1.1756 11.0141 0.011 0.016
CII 3.7129 0.4226 9.9677 0.001 0.018

Chi Squared - 9.

Dihedral Angles Between Planes:

Plane No. Plane No. Dihedral Angle

1 2 83.02 +- 0.54
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Table 14 Summary of Bond Distances and Bond Angles for PBT Model Compounds

C5

\C2-C3 /2C
/IC / l 0"S.X 4

(1 )N-3-thienylphthalimide (4) 9-(2 thienyl) anthracene
(2) 3-phenoxymethylthiophene (5) 2-(2-benzthiazolyl)- 1-

(2-thienyl) ethene
(3) 3-p-nitro-3-phenoxymethylthiophene (6)2-(2-nitroethenyl)thiophene,

Table . Bond Distances of Thiophene compounds

Bond (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

s-Cl. 1.728(3) 1.710(1) 1.708(2) 1.715(2) 1.721(3) 1.691
S-C4 1.700(4) 1.711(1) 1.709(2) 1.685(3) 1.687(4) 1.675
Cl-C2 1.416(5) 1.365(2) 1.394(3) 1.434(3) 1.389(4) 1.337
C2-C3 1.416(5) 1.428(2) 1.415(3) 1.457(3) 1.446(4) 1.493
C3-C4 1.370(4) 1.366(2) 1.372(3) 1.332(3) 1.357(6) 1.316
C2-C5 1.508(5) 1.496(2) 1.490(3)
Cl-C5 1.483(3) 1.450(4) 1.451

Table . Bond Angles of Thiophene compounds

Bond (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

S -C1I- C2 108.1(2) 111.6(1) 109.7(1) 111.5(2) 112.0(2) 113.4(4)
C1-C2-C3 114.3(3) 112.5(1) 113.8(2) 107.9(2) 109.4(3) 109.1(4)
C2-C3-C4 111.3(3) 112.2(1) 111.6(2) 115.0(2) 114.2(3) 112.1(5)

3-C4-S 112.6(3) 111.6(1) 109.7(1) 112.6(2) 111.6(3) 113.1(5)
C1-S-C4 93.6(2) 92.2(1) 93.2(1) 93.1(1) 92.7(2) 92.3(3)
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COMPUTER-AIDED PROCESS PLANNING FOR GRINDING
OPERATIONS

Rakesh Govind
Professor
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ABSTRACT

Research was conducted on the development of a
systematic approach for computer-aided process planning
as applied to grinding operations. A decision making
module using fuzzy sets was developed for grinding wheel
selection. The module was tested on several Industrial
problems, with good success. A quantitative description of
the grinding process was developed and a computer program
for grinding cycle design was developed. Two cases have
been presented here to demonstrate the results from the
grinding cycle module.

Future work will involve the integration of the
decision module and the grinding cycle design program with
a process planning system, such as METCAPP.

INTRODUCTION

This final report discusses the grinding process

planning problem starting with the part requirements and

ending with the rough and finish feedrates, dressing

parameters and cycle time to achieve the desired part

quality. The important grinding process variables and their

relationships are presented. These variables and equations
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are used to calculate the rough feedrates consistent with

the desired surface finish, the wheelwear corresponding to

the desired stock removal and grinding time required.

The process planning problem starts with the part

drawing or database describing the part dimensions, the

tolerances, concentricity requirements, roundness,

cylindricity or flatness, squareness, surface finish,

surface integrity, cycle time and production requirements.

This Initial data must be processed to determine the

appropriate machine tool(s), grinding cycle parameters, and

inspection equipment to produce "finished parts" satisfying

all specifications.

In planning grinding operations, It is necessary to

define the various inputs and outputs, and to develop

relationships between them. In the case of a typical

grinding process, the relationships between the Machine

Characteristics, the Grinding-Process Characteristics, and

the Machine Input Variables Is shown in Figure 1.

Accordingly, the specific task for this project was to

generate the proper feeds and speeds for the grinding-

machine controller.

In planning grinding operations, it is important to

distinguish between the Grinding Machine and the Grinding

Process. Typical inputs to the Grinding Machine are:
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feedrate or down feed, wheel and work speed, depth of

dress, and sparkout time, as shown in Figure 2 The input

to the Grinding Process is the normal force developed at

the wheelwork interface, and the Wheel Sharpness. The

tangential force, power, stock-removal rate, wheelwear

rate, and surface finish are the output variables of the

grinding process.

Grinding Machines can be classified according to the

type of surface they produce. This includes Cylindrical

(external and inte~rnal), surface, creep feed, tool grinders,

and others. Figure 3 is a generalized representation of all

grinding systems. The wheel and workpiece are connected

to the machine slide and bed by system springs. The infeed

rate is the input to the grinding system and the normal

force Fn is the input to the grinding process.

GRINDING OPERATIONS

Each individual workpiece may require a number of

surfaces to be ground, and if several of these surfaces can

be created in one operation, high production efficiency

would be achieved. High production efficiency can also be

achieved if multiple operations can be performed for one

staging of the workpiece thereby reducing the number of

additional setups, part handling, and insuring squareness

and concentricity.
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Multiple grinding operations can be performed

simultaneously by using a CNC grinder with two wheelheads

mounted on the same cross-slide, or by using -compound

wheels-, where several cutting surfaces, or wheels, are

provided on the same wheel-head.

For this report, the study was confined to single

grinding operations. Later, as the module is developed

further, the possibility of multiple grinding operations can

be considered.

RESULTS

Selection of the Grinding Wheel:

Grinding wheel selection was achieved by developing a

query-based decision making module using the Frill Logic

Support System (Baldwin, 1989). The main element in

grinding wheel selection is to select the type of bond,

which is either based on the criteria of resiliency and form

stability requirements, or the criteria of material removal

characteristic. The approach used here was either a

Dempster design or an overall consensus approach between

the two different criteria's of resiliency/ form stability

and material removal characteristics.
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Fuzzy sets were specified in the beginning of the

information base. A description of fuzzy set -high res"

(for high resiliency) is as follows: On a resiliency scale

(empirically derived) of I to 60, high resiliency can be

dr;iined as starting from 24 (with a zero % high resiliency

value) to 60 (with 100% high resiliency value).

Using the fuzzy reasoning and Dempster design

approach for bond selection numerous industrial problems

were tried with very good results. An example problem

with the result obtained is given below.

Example: The problem involves the bond selection for the

grinding wheel which gives high form, low resiliency and

precise geometry.

Using the Dempster design approach, "Rubber' as a bond

material was found to be the most favorable, with 94X

confidence. Using the overall consensus approach, the

same material (Rubber) was found to be the most favorable

with 72% confidence.

Quantitative description of the Grinding Process:

Grinding cycle analysis is required for every grinding

operation, It involves analysis of the grinding parameters

with regards to the grinding machine stiffness and power,
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and grinding wheel specifications. In general, the grinding

cycle analysis can be subdivided into two parts: (1) general

analysis (common to all types of grinding); and (2) specific

analysis, depending on the type of grinding operation, such

as internal, surface, centerless, and center-type.

Table I details the quantitative equations used to

describe the grinding operation and arrive at a grinding

cycle design. Plots A through H have been attached in

Appendix i. A computer program was developed to

implement the equations (Table 1) and hence automate the

task of grinding cycle design.

Table 2 gives a typical user consultation example of

grinding cycle design using the quantitative equations.

Computer-Aided Process Planning for Grinding:

Based on the equations developed in the previous

section, the grinding performance of various configurations

can be analyzed using the computer programs developed in

this project study. Grinding cycle parameters can be

generated in terms of geometrical input data.

Two case studies have been presented here to

demonstrate the results that have been obtained for

computer-aided process planning for grinding operations.
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Case I: Grind a 24 mm hole in AIS152100 and M50 steel.

The grinding wheel selection module had recommended two

wheels, namely 2222 mm and 17.78 mm diameter. This

data was then entered into the grinding cycle analysis

module, as summarized in Table 3.

The grinding cycle analysis results are given in Table

4. Note that the threshold force intensity for the new

large wheel grinding AIS152100 is four times as large as

that for the 'used' wheel because of the larger diameter.

This causes the 'new' wheel to cut less freely and thus a

70 reduction in feedrate or force from the breakdown

value of the new wheel.

For the M50 material, there is a great difference in

active cycle time for the 'new' and 'used" wheels. This is

again caused by the much larger threshold force intensity.

Case 2: Grind a 75 mm hole, 125 mm long with a 0.3 mm

radial stock using a 64 mm diameter "new" wheel and a 50

mm diameter 'used" wheel. Table 5 gives the input data.

Table 6 gives the grinding parameters and output

performance for both reciprocate roughing and multiplunge

roughing. The program gives the amount of wheelwear

expected, the finish feedrate to achieve the desired
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surface finish, and the active grind time for reciprocate

roughing (feedrate grinding) and for multiplunge roughing

(force adaptive) methods.
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CONCLUSIONS

A decision making module for grinding wheel selection

was developed using the Frill Logic Support System. The

system was tested on several industrial problems with

good success. The grinding wheel selection was then used

in the grinding cycle analysis module for calculating the

grinding cycle operating parameters. This module was a

FORTRAN program that used quantitative equations to

calculate the desired parameters.

Two case studies have been presented to demonstrate

the computer-aided process planning approach for grinding

operations.

Further development efforts will focus in integrating

the grinding wheel selection and grinding cycle analysis

module with the process planning system METCAPP. This

will enable the METCAPP system to provide detailed

information on all grinding operations as required by the

process plan. It Is expected that this system integration

will be achieved as a continuation of this project, through

the Resea-ch Initiation Program.
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FIGURE I: FLOWCHART FOR GRINDING PROCESS PLANNING
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INPUTS OUTPUTS
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FIGURE 2. INPUT/OUTPUT VARAIBLES FOR GRINDING
MACHINE AND GRINDING PROCESS
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FIGURE 3: GENERALIZED REPRESENTATION OF ALL GRINDING SYSTEMS
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NOMENCLATURE FOR TABLE 1

Q : Specific material removal rate in in3/min/n

U Specific energy in hp/in3/min

W : Wheel width in inches

Ra : Surface finish in micro-inches

FN1 : Normal. force in lbs

SS : Static stiffness in lbs/inch

MU : Coefficient of fricton

Vs : Grinding wheel speed in ft/min

S Total stock in inches

Sf Finish stock in inches

Sr Rough stock in inches

L/T Through feed rate in in/min

DE Equivalent diameter in inches

Ds Diameter of grinding wheel in inches

Dw : Diameter of workpiece in inches

I.D : Inner diameter in inches

O.D : Outer diameter in inches

F.S : Form stability

R : Resiliency

VC/ : Specific flow rate in gal/min/incb

VC : Fluid pressure in gal/min

Tc : Cutting or cycle time in mins

Tr : Rough machining time in mins

Tm : Medium machining time in mins
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NOMENCLATURE FOR TABLE 1 (continued)

Tf :Finish machining time in mins
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TABLE 2: TYPICAL USER CONSULTATION FOR A GRINDING CYCLE DESIGN

Types of grinding areas:

1. Centerless Grinding

2. Center type Grinding

3. Internal Grinding

4. Micro-centric Grinding

5. Cam Grinding

Select your grinding application area : [3]

Please ANSWER the following queries..

Enter the workpiece material code

1. Cast iron/steel

2. Tool steel

3. Super alloys

:[2]

Hardness (HRC) : [62]

Stock (inches) : [0.012]

Surface finish (micro inches) : (16]

Tolerance (inches) : (0.0005]

Grinding wheel speed (ft/min) : (12000]

Grinding wheel diameter (inches) : (1.5)
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TABLE 2: TYPICAL USER CONSUULTATION FOR A GRINDING CYCLE DESIGN
(Continued)

WELCOME

TO

INTERNAL GRINDING MODULE

Please ANSWER the following queries:

Bore size (inches) : [1.85]

Bore length (inches) [0.75]

Enter the following:

Finish stock (inches) : [0.001]

Medium stock (inches) : [0.002]

The followinQ is the output from the PrgQram

Equivalent diameter (De) = 7.9286 inches

The ideal wheel speed (Vs) = 9000 ft/min

Total grinding time (tg) = 0.166 min.

Rouah Grinding Calculations:

Specific energy (U) = 15.427 hp/in3/min.

Horse power (HP) = 4. 936 hp

Coefficient of friction (mu) = 0.246

Normal force (FN1) = 55.18 lbs/inch
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TABLE 2: TYPICAL USER CONSUULTATION FOR A GRINDING CYCLE DESIGN
(Continued)

Wheel hardness and structure selection : K10

Enter the available HP = [6]

HP reQuirement O.K

Finish GrindinQ Calculations:

Specific energy (U) = 19.9 hp/in3/min

Horse power (HP) = 1.59 hp

Normal force (FN1) = 17.8 lbs/inch

Wheel hardness and structure selection : F14

The available static stiffness should be greater

than 110369.65 lbs/inch.

Q' = 0.11 in3/min/in

JOB COMPLETED
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Table 3: Input data for Case I example

New Wheel diameter 22.22 mm
Used Wheel diameter 17.78 mm
Grit size 80
Wheel Hardness K
Wheel Structure 6
Bore diameter 24.13 mm
Length of Bore 25.4 mm
Rockwell hardness 63 C
Desired Surface Finish 0.375 um
Max. Stock 0.813 mm
Min. Stock 0.711 mm
Rough Stock Runout 0.254 mm
Final Runout 5.0 um

Table 4: Grinding Cycle analysis results for case I example

Materials
AIS152100 M50

Used Wheel New Wheel Used Wheel New Wheel

Stock required

for roundup 0.439 mm 0.421 mm 0.456 mm 0.254 mm

Roundup time 3.06 sec 3.12 sec 5.82 sec 19.56 sec

Rough 6rind time 3.36 sec 3.54 sec 6.24 sec 28.62 sec

Dress Time 0.67 sc 0.67 sec 0.67 sec 0.67 sec

Sparkout time 2.00 sec 0.80 sec 2.10 sec 2. 10 sac

Active cycle time 6.03 sac 5.01 sec 9.01 sec 29.40 sec

Rough Grind
Feedrate 0.13 0.123 0.0711 0.0137
(mm/sec)

Wheelspeed 30,000 30,000 30.000 30,000
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Table 5: Input data for Case 2 example

New Wheel diameter 64 mm
Old Wheel diameter 50 mm
Grit Size 80
Surface Finish 80 um
Length of Bore 125 mm

Table 6: Output of Grinding Cycle Analysis for Case 2

example

New Wheel Used Wheel

Grinding Force (n) 427.8 427.8

Rough Feedrate (um/sec) 49.7 90.2

Finish Feedrate 28.8 47.6

Sparkout time (sec) 2.4 2.5

Active Grind time (sec) 45.6 35.5
(feedrate)

Active Grind Time (sec) 22.8 17.6
(force adaptive)
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APPENDIX I: PLOTS A THROUGH H AS REFERRED TO IN TABLE 1
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TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY of
DEFORMATION at the INTERFACE of
Ti-6.4 H SCS6 SiC FIBER COMPOSITES

WARREN J. MOBERLY
Assistant Professor at Stevens Institute of Technology

Abstract

Numerous FEM calculations have predicted plastic deformation to first occur at the

interfaces of Ti-alloy-matrix # SiC-fiber composites, both as a result of thermal processing

and/or as a result of applied external stress. This research utilizes TEM to experimentally

observe the early stages of deformation at the interface region of a Ti-6A1-4V // SCS6 SiC

composite containing three parallel, continuous fibers. The as-processed composite, which

displayed a less extensive chemk.al reaction at the interface as compared to that typically

reported, exhibited dislocations in the a-Ti grains near the interface only in regions

between closely spaced fibers. In some grains these dislocations appeared in "rows"

parallel to, and displace '-0.5 microns from, the interface. After being pulled in tension to

-1/2% plastic strain, significant dislocation multiplication had occurred throughout all of

the matrix. A slightly higher dislocation density was observed in the o grains of the matrix

region between fibers. Grains contiguous to the interface exhibited dislocations in both
"rows" parallel to and perpendicular to the matrix / fiber interface. However, only the

dislocations in rows perpendicular to the interface exhibit pile-ups at grain boundaries. In

addition, significant planar slip (often associated with oxygen impurities in Ti alloys) was

observed in the matrix grains in close proximity to the interface, especially between fibers.

Introduction

The purpose of this summer research was to use transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) to observe deformation at the interface of Ti-6 wt.% A1-4 wt.% V // SCS6 (SiC)

fiber composites. A primary concern of this study was to determine the influence of
"constrained"1 deformation occurring at and/or near fiber/matrix interfaces. This

constrained deformation is addressed in light of thermal stresses arising due to coefficient

of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between matrix and fiber2, localized deformation

during processing, intermetallic phases forming at the interface due to chemical reaction

between fiber and matrix 3 4 5 6 7 8 9, geometrical spacing of fibers, localized deformation

due to fiber fragmentation, and of course difference in strength of fiber and matrix.
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The broad scope of this problem must consider many aspects of deformation: from
that occurring during thermal processing and/or as a result of reactions occurring due to

interface instability, to deformation and interface breakdown occurring during thermal

cycling which will be incurred during use as a structural component of aircraft, to
deformation occurring due to the load bearing aspects of structural components, and finally
to failure modes that may be incurred. Typically breakdown of the composite structure,
both physically and chemically, occurs at its weakest juncture: the interface. Either of the

basic components of the composite, the matrix and the fiber, is alone easily studied,
modelled and characterized for its properties. However, the interfaces tend to control the

properties when these two components are in composite form. Thus this study uses
microscopy to focus on the interfacial region and establish the role the interface plays

during the onset of plastic deformation.
An extensive part of this summer research was promoted as a learning experience,

with regards to the defined problem, the material system in general, and the development of
new techniques in TEM analysis, (both for experimental acquisition and for computer
modeling). Although most researchers of composites consider constrained deformation at
interfaces in composites as a given, little microstructural analysis has been conducted to

experimentally elaborate on the deformation at the interface. The present material system,

Ti-6-4 SCS6, is considered because of both the relative ease of producing these
composites and the extensive knowledge available on each of the constituents. The

chemical stability of this interface has also been characterized by many researchers. In
addition, understanding this material system is seen as a prelude to studying and

understanding deformation at the interfaces of intermetallic-matrix composites (for
example, with Ti-Il wt.% Al-14 wt.% Nb and other titanium aluminides combined with
various fibers). Much of the development of TEM analysis of the interfaces of composites

shall be discussed in this report. Due to the advent of computers, TEM analysis becomes
an interactive process between the operation of the TEM and computer analysis. Computer

image simulation has become a necessary component of the analysis of high resolution
imaging10 . Likewise, traditional analytical microscopy can take advantage of simulation of

electron diffraction11 aspects (selected area diffraction patterns, convergent beam electron

diffraction patterns, Kikuchi maps, etc.) to help interpret TEM results and even predefine

the TEM experiment.

A major component of any TEM analysis is the preparation of TEM specimens.
This is especially true when particular microscopic regions of material are desired to be

analyzed. Without successful thinning of material to where it is electron transparent
(generally a difficult, time-consuming, and learning process), the actual TEM analysis
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becomes impossible. Another major consideration of the TEM specimen preparation is the
possible alteration of the material area of interest during the specimen preparation. Such

specimen preparation artifacts, whether altering the chemistry, crystal structure, and/or the

physical microstructure, must be determined and accounted for, if they are not entirely

prevented. Thus a major portion of this research involved establishing methodologies for

preparing different TEM samples to secure analytical results of different aspects of the

composites. A more detail description of the TEM sample preparation procedures is

provided in Appendix I.

One aspect of this research considered both possible artifacts associated with TEM

sample preparation in conjunction with ease of producing an abundance of material of

interest which is electron transparent. Some samples were observed using the High

Voltage Electron Microscope, operated at 1500 keV, at the National Center for Electron

Microscopy, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories, Berkeley CA. Such a high voltage TEM, as

compared to traditional microscopes that operate at 100 to 200 keV, affords the opportunity

of more "electron transparency" (i.e. thicker regions of material can be penetrated by the

1500 keV electrons.) One consideration is the trade-off between the ease of preparing a
thicker sample (and/or the availability of more region of material that is electron transparent)

which can be analyzed by HVEM versus the lesser availability of HVEM scopes. In

addition, the possible additional artifactse of radiation d-age cau Sed to he samples by t
higher energy electrons must be addressed. However, the more motivating factor for

utilizing the HVEM in this research was to address reports in the literature 12 which claim

the need for performing HVEM in order to obtain correct results on the extent of

deformation and dislocation densities in composites. (It has been well established that,

given a driving force, a dislocation will try to climb to a surface, annihilate itself, and

thereby lower the strain energy of the system. It has been long feared that a TEM sample,

with the top and bottom surface being so close, will lose many of its dislocations to the
surfaces, hence causing TEM analyses to always underestimate the actual dislocation

density of a material.)

Literature Review

This research historically derives its basis from research by Ashby, et. al.13 which

considered ductile wires in a brittle matrix. In that study cracks were induced into the

matrix surrounding the wire. When pulled in tension, the wires were constrained so that

necking was hindered. Thus the Von Mises stress was lowered, and a higher applied

stress was required in order to cause plastic flow in the metal wires. In addition, Finite
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Element Modelling (FEM) has shown that the highest stress is actually displaced radially

away from the interface 14.
The material system in the present research has a ductile (and weaker) matrix with

brittle high strength fibers. When FEM is used to model the stresses surrounding the SiC
fibers in a Ti matrix 15, the effective residual stress due to coefficient of thermal expansion

(CTE) mismatch is calculated as decaying away from the interface. In such composites,
where the constrained deformation analysis of Ashby is not considered, it is expected that

when a tensile stress is applied the first deformation occurs at the interface.

The concepts of constrained deformation play a role in two aspects of this material
system. When two fibers are closely spaced, there arises a region of ductile material
mostly surrounded by brittle material. In these matrix regions between fibers, the

geometrical configuration approaches that of Ashby research, and constrained deformation
may be expected (i.e. plastic deformation may be expected to occur first at a spacing away

from the interface). The second source of constrained deformation occurs after pulling the

tensile sample past the fracture strain of the fibers. As each fiber fragmentation event
occurs, the load that was carried by the fiber must be transferred to the surrounding matrix.

(The local stress is actually highest in these regions, as the fiber no longer supports a load
across the fracture.) Thus the matrix region in the vicinity of a fiber fracture exhibits a

constrained stress state. When these two aspects are combined, one considers the stress on
a thin section of matrix material which is sandwiched between two fractured fibers. When

stressed in tension, this thin region of matrix wishes to neck; however, the constraining

fibers attached to the matrix above and below the location of the fracture constrain the
matrix material and lower the effective stress. Thus the matrix can support a higher than

expected load after fiber fragmentation has occurred.

Other composites comprising a ductile matrix have been studied with TEM to
observe the occurrence of deformation (i.e. dislocation motion) in the region closest to the
fiber (or strengthening particle). Certain researchers 16 claim that high voltage electron

micoscopy in thick regions of TEM samples must be conducted in order to obtain proper

results of dislocation densities that correlate with the mechanical test data. The dislocations
close to the composite interface, after being thinned to form the TEM sample, are believed

subject to annihilation with a free surface (and/or the interface). Such may be the case for

composites where the strengthening phase is smaller than the grain size of the matrix phase,
and typically embedded in the matrix. In situ HVEM heating experiments on thicker

regions of Al / SiC composites have even shown the emission of dislocations from the

particle (or fiber) interface as the residual thermal stresses build rise above the yield stress

of the Al upon cooling 17 18.
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For the present composite system, the grain size is two orders of magnitude smaller

than the fiber diameter. Thus the emission of dislocations from the interface of the fiber
may not be expected in all grains, especially as many a grains are not contiguous with the
fiber interface. However, the presence of different intermetallic phases at the interface
warrant the use of HVEM to establish whether or not dislocations annihilate themselves
with free surfaces and interfaces in thin TEM samples. In addition, the large size of the

fiber, relative to the a grain size, will result in a similar microscopic stress state at the

interface in many neighboring grains. Thus the relative orientation of each grain will dictate

the nature of dislocation pile-ups within each grain.

Experimental Procedure

For this study composites were processed with three parallel fibers in a metal
matrix, which were subsequently pulled in tension. The fibers used for this experiment
were Silicon Carbide (SCS6) fibers manufactured by Textron Specialty Materials 19.

[These fibers are processed with successive Chemical Vapor Deposited coatings, with the

outermost coating being enriched in carbon. The purpose of these outer, amorphous

coatings is to prevent the formation of detrimental notches while handling fibers, which in
turn would result in premature fracture of the fibers.] The fibers were laid in a row
between two rolled metal foils of Ti-6AI-4V alloy, vacuum hot pressed and then hot-
isostatic pressed (HIP) at -1200'C for two hours. Finally, tensile specimens were spark

cut with a gauge section that is 3 mm by 2 mm by 2 inches long. Considering the entire
cross section of the tensile bar, the fibers made up only 0.8% of the volume fraction of the
gauge section. Since the fibers were placed with only a small separation between them, the
"localized" volume fraction of fibers (i.e. based on the separation between fibers) was as

high as 47%. As has been reported in previous research 20, the temperature of processing

results in a chemical reaction between the SCS6 fibers and the Ti (plus Al and V) alloy.
Some contradicting reports 21 have been published with regards to the crystallography and

sequence of layers of the various phases that form at the interface. In addition, the extent

of formation of phases such as titanium silicide (Ti5Si3) and titanium carbide is dependent
on the extent of thermal processing. As shall be discussed in more detail, the thermal
history experienced while processing these composites appears to limit the extent of
formation of these interface phases as compared to microstructures typically described in

reported literature.
The mechanical testing was performed in conjunction with a study on fiber

fragmentation. [The principal investigators of the fiber fragmentation studies At Wright

Patterson are S. Krishnamurthy and I. Roman.] In this study, fiber fragmentation is
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monitored during tensile testing by using acoustic emission techniques. The primary

purpose of this research is to establish which acoustic emission signals correspond to

individual fiber fragmentation events. Correlating acoustic signals with secondary

fragmentations and other deformation modes (such as the onset of slip deformation in the

matrix and possible slippage at the fiber/matrix interface) in composites is also of

interest 22. In order to correlate the acoustic emission research and this TEM study of

deformation at the fiber/matrix interface, the tensile tests were all performed while being

monitored for acoustic emission.

Due to the difficulty and time consumed to process material, and the limited time

allotted for this summer research program, only two successful tensile tests were

performed of the composites containing three fibers. One sample was pulled in an
increasing load tensile test until failure occurred at a total elongation of 19%. Numerous

fiber fractures occurred in this sample; however, load transfer to the Ti-6-4 matrix

prevented overall rupture of the tensile bar until significant necking had occurred. The

second tensile specimen was pulled in tension past yielding of the matrix and stopped just
after three acoustic signals were observed. A metallographic analysis, with repeated tests,
is now being conducted to establish if the three acoustic signals correspond exactly with

three fiber fragmentation events, if the fragmentation events occurred in each of the three

fibers, and if the three fractures occurred in the same local region. The total plastic strain

obtained in the second tensile specimen was 0.5% to 0.6%.

Experimental Results & Discussion

Mechanical Test Results

Room temperature tensile tests were conducted while being monitored for acoustic

emission. (These mechanical tests are part of an ongoing project of S. Krishnamurthy and

I. Roman at Wright Patterson AFB.) The stress / strain curve acquired for the 1/2%

deformed sample is presented in Figure la. The dashed straight line indicates the 0.2%

offset yield strength to be -950 MPa. The onset of yielding occurs with limited strain
hardening. The stress / strain curve acquired for the 19% deformation sample, not

presented, exhibited minor strain hardening prior to necking. (It is noted that the presence

of only three fibers in this metal matrix composite results in a stress / strain behavior nearly

identical to the matrix alloy.) The associated acoustic emission spectrum, Figure lb,

exhibits little activity until -1.2% strain (of which >0.7% is calculated to be elastic strain),
when a strong signal is observed. It is noted that this acoustic signal occurs after the 0.2%

offset yield strain on the corresponding stress / strain curve. A horizontal expansion of this
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spectrum (Figure 1c) indicates that actually three signals are detected at nearly the same

strain. These strong acoustic signals are presumed to be the result of fiber fragmentation

events. (Further studies are being conducted to see if the three fragmentation events are in

neighboring regions of the three individual fibers, in neighboring regions of a single fiber,

or randomly located throughout the fibers. Figure 2 is a zerox copy of an optical

micrograph of a single fiber composite sample deformed to final tensile fracture, where the

fiber has undergone numerous fragmentation events. Since many of the fragmentation

events do not represent "clean breaks" of the fiber, as would occur in a free-standing fiber,

it is probable that fragmentation events, and associated acoustic emission signals, occur in a

collective fashion, possibly as a result of shock waves vibrating back and forth. The

importance of observing the first fiber fragmentation events, and of ideally performing a

TEM analysis in the matrix regions near these first fiber fragmentation events, is readily

apparent.)

Transmission Electron Microscopy Results

Over ten different TEM samples, prepared from the as-processed, -1/2% plastic

deformation, and -19% deformed composites, were extensively analyzed during this initial

research period. The 19% deformation sample exhibited high dislocation densities, such

that observing individual dislocations, or even rows of dislocations was essentially

impossible. The deformation was so extensive everywhere that it was difficult to determine

if any variations in the dislocation density existed in local regions, for example at the fiber /

matrix interface. Thus the majority of the TEM analysis centered on the as-processed

composite without any tensile deformation and the tensile sample which had been pulled to

1/2% deformation. In the following TEM data, the presented results concentrate on one

TEM sample from each condition, with those results being basically representative of all

samples analyzed. (Often in TEM analyses, a greater disparity of results is acquired in a

single sample than on averagc "xists between samples.) The TEM results are presented

with regards to the different geometrical regions of the composites, the different extents of

deformation, and the different incident voltages of the electron beam in the TEMs used for

analysis. This last factor of electron voltage is often correlated with th- thickness of the

area of analysis.

The cross-sectioned TEM sample of the as-processed composite, after preparation,

is exhibited in Micrograph Ia. This image was acquired with an optical microscope using

transmitted illumination, with white regions representing where holes were perforated in

the TEM sample by ion milling. The thin circular sections are the region of the interface

which milled most slowly, i.e. the compound phases that formed at the interface during
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thermal processing. In addition, part of the matrix grains adjoining the interface phases
remains after ion milling. [This sample was actually observed numerous times in the TEMs

between intermittent ion milling, with all TEM observations occurring prior to the optical
microscopy. Thus microstructural information was obtained from regions in the matrix that

are not directly adjoining the interface, but are represented by hole in Micrograph la.]
Micrograph lb is a schematic of Micrograph la indicating different areas of TEM analysis

that are presented in later micrographs.

Micrograph 2 is an optical image of the representative TEM sample made from the
1/2% deformed tensile bar. Again in this case it is evident that the SiC fibers are essentially

ion milled away, although less thin interface region exists as compared to Micrograph 1.
Again this sample was analyzed with TEM at various stages of the ion milling process. In

the configuration as imaged in Micrograph 2a, the primary thin area exists in the matrix
regions between where fibers existed. Micrograph 2b is a schematic which indicates the

location from whence subsequently presented TEM micrographs have been acquired.

TEM Results on Extent of Interface Reactions

Although thermodynamic stability of the interface was not a primary focus of this

research, a microstructural study of deformation at an interface must address the

microstructure that does exist at the interface, and especially any unexp.cted differences in

microstructure that may exist. As a point of fact, the Ti alloy - silicon carbide interface is

not thermodynamically stable; and in light of the required thermal treatments to process

these composites, chemical reactions to form new interface phases are considered the rule

and not just a theoretical concern. Unlike computer modeling, where the thin region of
"interface material" may be incorporated as part of either the matrix or the fiber23, these

interface phases may play an important role in a TEM investigation of deformation at the

interface.
Two practically simple aspects are the effect of these interface phases on TEM

sample preparation and the recognition/identification of these interface phases so that

possible deformation in these phases is not erroneously studied as deformation in the
matrix. The first is addressed in Appendix I on TEM sample preparation. The resistance to

ion milling of the compound phases that form at the interface hinders the thinning of the

interface region of the matrix. However, this same resistance to thinning results (in ideal

cases such as exhibited in Micrograph 1) in thin area in much of the interface all at the same
juncture. This section considers the TEM results of interface phases observed hi this study

and compares those results to observations made by other researchers. Judgement on the

significance of differences in these composites, as compared to composites of the same
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materials studied by others, is not treated as a major purpose of this initial research and is

limited to a minor discussion in the following paragraphs.

Interface phases were observed to have formed as a result of reaction between the

Ti alloy and the SiC fiber. Similar to results published by other researchers 24 , discrete

titanium carbide and titanium silicide layers were observed, with the titanium carbide layer

being closest to the fiber. The TiC grains are smaller than 0.1 microns, and the TiC layer is

more than a few grains wide, with a typical thickness of < 0.5 microns. This layer is

consistently observed as a continuous layer. (However, a TEM analysis is limited to only

local areas thinned by the sample preparation.) Micrographs 3 and 4, which are bright field

(BF) electron micrographs, indicate the presence of the layer of fine TiC grains at the

interface. This TiC layer often exhibits roughness in the radial direction of the fiber which

can be up to five times the thickness of the TiC layer. In addition, TEM observations show

this same level of roughness to be present at the interface between the two outer,

amorphous coatings of the SiC fiber. In light of reported observations that the fractured

interface in alpha Ti (6 wt,% Al - 4 wt.% V) / SiC composites is rougher than the interface

in beta Ti (11 wt.% Al - 14 wt.% Nb) / SiC composites2 5 , the roughness of the TiC layer

seems to be related to a roughness in the amorphous carbon coatings. SEM observations

reported in the literature 26 imply the roughness at interfaces in Ti-6-4 / SCS6 SiC

composites is due to preferential reaction of the 03 phase of the matrix during thermal

processing. Since the Ti-i 1-14 / SiC composites, which consist primarily of the 03 phase,

exhibit less roughness at the interface, and the interface roughness observed in this TEM

analysis appears associated wit- the TiC layer, the amorphous carbon coating(s) are a more

probable source of the roughness than preferential chemical reaction with the P phase.

The next layer observed at the interface encompassed a titanium silicide phase. A

careful, in-depth analysis of this layer was not performed, yet all observed diffraction

patterns were consistent with this phase having a hexagonal structure. [It is noted that

apparently careful Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction (CBED) in a previous study 27

indicates the hexagonal symmetry does not exist.] Although basic electron diffraction can

be somewhat lacking in a structural analysis, any observed diffraction patterns can easily be

classified as being either consistent or inconsistent with a particular lattice. The possible

crystal structures, that could exist and that are consistent with various diffraction patterns

acquired from different titanium silicide grains, are presented in Appendix II. (It is noted

that more than one titanium silicide phase, each with a different crystal structure, is

considered a possibility.)

Although an exact analysis of the crystal srructure of this titanium silicide layer has

not been conducted, observations of the grain size and layer thickness are noted. The
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titanium silicide grains are on the order of 0.5 microns in diameter, and consistently nearly
an order of magnitude larger than the neighboring TiC grains. Likewise the up-to-two

micron thickness of the titanium silicide layer is typically an order of magnitude greater than
the thickness of the TiC layer. As mentioned previously, the extent of interface reaction
that occurred during the thermal processing of these composites is substantially less than
that reported in other composites similarly processed (although possibly with more severe

thermal treatments). The discrepancies in the results of sizes of interface phases and
relative layer thicknesses, as compared to published results, are being noted in a short
article28. In that note the implications of the kinetics of this interface reaction are addressed
in light of the situation where no titanium silicide layer is forming.

TEM Results on Deformation in As-Processed Composite

The typical microstructure of the Ti-6-4 matrix far (>100 gim) from the interface of
the composite has a (HCP) grains which are mostly free of dislocations after HIP
processing. Although Micrograph 5 (a BF image) exhibits subgrains on the order of 1 gm
in width, a more typical a grain is free of any substructure. [The black and white fringe

contrast represents thickness fringes due to the wedge-shape nature of TEM metal foils. In

addition, the cusps at the edge of the hole are a typical ion milling artifact.] In regions of a
phase which are sandwiched between 0 (BCC) phase, however, dislocatbns are often

present. Such a network of dislocations, which are visible in the <1 Am wide a region in
the center of Micrograph 6 (a BF image), are expected in two phase microstructures due to
mismatch between lattices and differences in thermal expansion coefficients of the two

phases. Since such regions of a phase make iD a small volume fraction of the matrix, they

are not considered of primary interest in this initial study. Also the regions of 03 phase,
almost always present at triple points and often existing as fine lamellae alternating with a
phase, do not comprise a major volume fraction. Thus the influence of the 03 phase on

deformation is not considered in this study. [Actually the influence of 03 on deformation
may be of critical importance because of its principal location at grain boundaries and triple
points.] On the other hand, the 03 phase is reported to preferentially react with the SiC,
thereby depleting the matrix of I0 near the interface.29 Later micrographs of the interface
will exhibit the lack of 03 at the interface.

The microstructures presented in Micrographs 3 and 4 are considered typical of
interface regions that are not geometrically situated between fibers. (See schematic in

Micrograph lb for location of each TEM image.) In such typical cases no dislocations are
observed in the 03 grain nearest to the interface, independent of whether or not the TiSi layer
is present. [The "interface' is defined in this study as being between the cc grains of the
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matrix and whatever phases exist after processing.] As shall be discussed, however, a

grains situated between fibers typically do have a few dislocations present. A select few

grains which are not situated between fibers also exhibit dislocations. As most notably

evidenced in Micrograph 7, however, dislocations are sometimes observed in the 2nd a

grain away from the interface, with no dislocations observed in the az grain nearest the

interface (even though this nearest grain is in a thicker region of the TEM sample).

The high voltage electron micrographs, Micrographs 8a through d, also exhibit

many dislocations in the sole remaining location where the interface crescent of material is

bridged to the matrix of the TEM sample. A large number of dislocations, compared to

other grains of the as-processed composite, are present in each of the subgrains, which are

imaged in Micrographs 8b through 8d after sequential small tilts in the microscope. Such a

region, although thick enough to prevent electron penetration with the 2000FX (200 keV)

TEM, might be expected to be highly stressed due to the final thinning of sample

preparation. The penetrating power of the 1.5 million eV electrons enables imaging

through these thick grains to establish that most of the dislocations in Micrograph 8 a,e in

the second grain away from the interface phases. These particular dislocations are believed

due to a sample preparation artifact. Likewise the dislocations imaged in Micrograph 7 are

in a region of material which was also a "supporting bridge" at an earlier step in the ion

milling process. The higher local stresses in these thin supporting bridges, which would

arise during sample handling such as being dropped, is feared to have been sufficient to

cause deformation. [It is remarkable that this sample in the thinned condition imaged in

Micrograph 1 survived more than two round trips across country.]

Of most interest in the as-processed composite are the matrix ac grains which are

situated between the fibers. The ax grains nearest the interface in this region consistently

exhibit dislocations (see Micrographs 10, 11, and 12). Micrograph 9 is a low

magnification (-2300x) image depicting how thin regions of aX grains at the interface

between the fibers remain after ion milling. Micrograph 10 is an enlarged magnification BF

image exhibiting a grains with rows of dislocations, where the rows are perpendicular to

tht interface. The resistance of interface phases to ion milling results in the TiSi region and

parts of a grains abutting the TiSi layer, being too thick for penetration by 200 keV

electrons. Micrographs 1 la and 1 lb are lower and higher magnification BF images,

respectively, (g = [10111) where the interface phases have been completely milled away to

reveal a thinner section of an a grain neighboring the iterface. Again rows of dislocation

run almost perpendicular to the interface. Dislocation pile-up in the rows perpendicular to

the interface occasionally appear to be present, but a more thorough analysis needs to be

acquired.
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Not all dislocations in a grains between fibers are present in rows that run

perpendicular to the interface. Micrographs !2a and 12b exhibit two a grains, of four

sequential interface a grains, whici' have a row of dislocations that is parallel to and

displaced by -0.5 microns from the interface. Consistent with observations of the 1/2%

deformed sample that shall be discussed, no significant "pile-up" of dislocations at grain

boundaries occurs for the rows (of dislocatiias) that are parallel to the interface.

TEM Results after 112% Plastic Deformation

Although 1/2% plastic deformation was deemed a small amount of strain prior to

actual mechanical testing, the dislocation densities observed by TEM after 1[2% strain were

sufficient as to eliminate possible information about early stages of deformation. [Future

mechanical tests will be terminated at lower strains in order to provide a cleaner

microstracture for dislocation analysis.] Most grains exhibited two or more active slip

systems, with random dislocations often beinj typical in the matrix cc grains far from

(greater than one fiber radius) the fiber/matrix interface. Micrograph 13 is a bright field

image acquired with a 2-beam condition of g = [0111]. Some ac grains of matrix far from

the interface are judiciously sectioned such that longer, parallel dislocation loops are

observed, as evidenced in the BF image (g = [2110]) of Micrograph 14. This preliminary

study was not - -fficient to eaablish whether any diffe -es in dislocations densities

and/or morphologies, as a function of geometrical locat .n and/or crystallographic

orientation of the ax grain, existed, -n the matrix far from the interface.

Whereas the as processed composites ion milled such that matrix grains situated

between two fibers ion milled through prior to the TiC and TixSiy at the interface, the

matrix grains between fibers in the 1/2% deformed sample remained after the interface

phases had been ion milled through. (This disparity, as evidenced in Micrographs 1 and 2,

may have been influenced by the "work-hardened" metal grains being more resistant to ion

milling.) Intermittent TEM observations and ion milling resulted in the situation observed

in Micrograph 15, where the interface phases have just finished ion milling througk, less

than one ac grain at erch interface has been removed, and the matrix grains midway

betwren the fibers are sti 1 present. (Whereas the original spacing between these two fibers

was slightly less than 20 microtis, now the remaining matrix region is - 12 to 14 microns

wide.) This remaining matrix region exhibits a wide range of thickness, where the

excessively long exposure time of Micrograph 15 results in the overexposure of any detail

in some grains and yet no penetration of 200 keV electrons in the black regions. Extinction

thickness fringes of a CBED analysis of a region similar to that of the area of Micrograph

16 (noted as being totally overexposed in Micrograph 15) determine this "thinner" area to
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be between 0.2 and 0.4 microns thick. Such analyses of thickness fringes become

somewhat questionable once thicknesses are close to or greater than one micron, as is the
case for the black areas of Micrograph 15.

Micrographs 16a through 16e depict a series of bright field TEM images acquired of
the same a grain at the different 2-beam conditions of g = f10II], g = [1010], g = [0111],
g = [1101] and g = [0002], respectively. These images primarily depict the region of an a
grain that is the second grain away from the interface and displaced - 3 to 5 microns from
the interface. Also exhibited is the grain boundary between the first and second grain, of
which the projected intersection with the thin foil is nearly parallel to the fiber/matrix

interface. Two different sets of dislocatiops, present as "rows" of dislocations, are imaged
in Micrographs 16a and 16b, of which one set has ti.- mws roughly perpendicular to the
interface and the other set has rows nearly parallel to both the interface and the grain

boundary. Micrographs 16c and 16e are acquired with imaging conditions (g-b = 0) such
that the dislocations in rows perpendicular to the interface have disappeared, thus
establishing these dislocations to have a Burgers' vector of b = [2110]. Micrographs 16d

and 16e are acquired with corresponding imaging conditions such that the dislocations in
rows parallel to the interface have essentially disappeared, thereby determining these

dislocations to have a Burgers' vector of b = [1120]. In addition, as the TEM sample is
tilted to have the [00021 zone axis parallel to the electron beam, the images of the
dislocations lie parallel to each other and "flat" in the plane of the image. This implies that
the <2110> type dislocations have slipped in the basal plane, (0002), rather than in a

prismatic plane.

Although not as easily evidenced in this case as in Micrograph 17, the dislocations
in rows perpendicular to the interface exhibit "pile-ups" of dislocations at the grain

boundary (see Micrograph 16a). It is noted that dislocations appear which are not only
"piled-up" at grain boundaries towards the interface, but also at grain boundaries facing

away from the interface. On the other hand, lower magnification imaging, not included,
indicates the dislocations in rows parallel to the interface do not exhibit pile-ups near where

these rows intersect grain boundaries, (i.e. grain boundaries outside the field of view of
Micrograph 16, which are essentially perpendicular to the fiber/matrix interface).

Micrographs 16b and c exhibit parallel dislocations which are fairly evenly spaced.
Since this traditional g-b analysis of dislocations was enhanced through the use of a

computer, a description of the analytical procedure is provided. With the grain of interest
randomly oriented in the electron microscope, the sample is tilted (along both x and y axes)

to pass through many 2-beam conditions, some of which appear to make the dislocations

disappear. In a fairly straightforward manner, the 2-beam images of Micrographs 16a
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through e, and corresponding diffraction patterns, may be obtained. If the microscope is

well calibrated and is kept properly aligned during the tilting experiment, the type of
2-beam condition can be established through a simple measurement of the reciprocal lattice

vector between diffraction reflections. However, a proper analysis of what the particular

2-beam conditions are requires measuring the various angles of tilt between each acquired

image. Often "slop" in the tilting mechanism of the TEM holder, as well as possible

bending in the TEM thin foil, lead to errors in measuring the angles of tilt, which in turn
make difficult the determination of specific 2-beam conditions.

In the case of analysis of the 2-beam conditions of images of Micrographs 16a

through 16e, a Kikuchi map of the a-Ti (HCP) structure was calculated with the Diffract

Program 30 on the Macintosh II Computer. This Kikuchi map was rotated until a select
stereographic triangle was obtained and enlarged, as viewed in Figure 3. This program not

only produces the Kikuchi map but also allows for measuring angles between specific zone
axes and specific 2-beam conditions. By comparing these calculations to the rough

l .-casurement of angles between different 2-beam conditions made while tilting in the

microscope, the particular 2-beam conditions can be established on the Kikuchi map, as

labelled in Figure 3.
A second method of analysis of 2-beam conditions actually integrates the computer

calculations with the TEM tilting experiments while they are being performed. In this case
a particular grain, as randomly oriented in the TEM foil, is tilted to obtain a zone axis

diffraction pattern. Af' " analysis of the diffraction pattern (using the Diffract program),

the TEM sample is tilted, while measuring the angle(s) of tilt, until a second zone axis
pattern is obtained. This zone axis pattern is also analyzed using Diffract, as are

subsequent zone axis patterns which may be obtained. Using the known zone axis patterns

and the angle (and direction) of tilt between zone axes, a Kikuchi map is generated and
rotated to correspond to the crystallographic orientation of the grain. Figure 4 is such a

Kikuchi map calculated for the grain of Micrograph 17, where the location of the [1210]

and [0111] zone axis patterns acquired of the grain in Micrograph 17 are circled. (It is
noted that the angle between these zone axes as calculated by the Diffract Program was

50.40, and the roughly measured angle of tilt in the microscope was 500. Quite often,

electron microscopes are not so well aligned.) Now particular 2-beam conditions can be
located on the Kikuchi map and used as a guide to determine what tilting angles should be

used to acquire the 2-beam images of Micrographs 17a through 17d. In this case the

dislocations were presumed to be of the <1120> type. Thus the sample was tilted to obtain

the various 2-beam imaging conditions in Micrographs 17a through 17d of g 10 11],

g = [1011], g = [1101] and g = [0002], respectively.
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The grain imaged in Micrographs 17a through 17d is determined to be closer
(2 - 3 microns) to the interface than the grain of Micrograph 16. Again two sets of

dislocations are observed (see Micrograph 17a), with one set being roughly perpendicular
to the interface and the s.,ond set being nearly parallel to the interface. The dislocation

density imaged in this grain appears to be less than that observed in the grain of Micrograph

16; however, this disparity is actually related to the grain of Micrograph 17 being thinner
(less than 200 nm). (The dislocation density disparity will be discussed in more detail in
light of HVEM results.) The g-b = 0 condition of Micrograph 17b results in the

dislocations in rows that are perpendicular to the interface being almost invisible.

Similarly, the g-b = 0 condition of Micrograph 17c results in the dislocations in rows that
are parallel to the interface being essentially invisible. Finally, the g-b = 0 condition of

Micrograph 17d results in both sets of dislocations being invisible. An analysis of these
2-beam conditions leads to a determination of the Burgers' vector of the perpendicular

dislocations to be b = [1210] and the Burgers' vector of parallel dislocations to be

b = [1120]. Micrographs 17a and 17c depict the perpendicular dislocations as piling-up at

the grain boundary. In this case the grain boundary imaged is actually "away from" the

matrix / fiber interface. (Since the interface has actually been ion milled away, it is difficult
to ascertain whether the grain boundary which was closest to the interface had dislocations
"piling-up" at it or "emitting" from it. In addition, it is not known whether this grain was

the first or second grain away from the interface.) The dislocations which occur in rows

parallel to the interface (Micrograph 17b) do not appear to exhibit piling-up at the grain

boundaries at either end of this grain.

Although not all dislocations in various grains near the interface can be classified as

either perfectly parallel to or perpendicular to the interface, when such classifications are

made, the results are consistent: Dislocations in rows that are parallel to the matrix / fiber
interface do not exhibit significant pile-up at grain boundai es. On the other hand,

dislocations in rows that are perpendicular to the interface do exhibit pile-up at grains

boundaries, either grain boundaries facing the interface and/or those that face away from
the interface.

Although the region of matrix material remaining between fibers is quite thick, a

long exposure image, acquired with the 200 keV electron microscope, provides some

microstructural information. In the low magnification BF image of Micrograph 18a, the

thin areas at the edges of the hole are actually "washed out" due to the overexposure of the

electron beam. This "bridge" of matrix material exhibits a minimum width of -35 microns,

as compared to the original -40 microns of matrix that was present between fibers. (The
BCC P phase exists as the dark phase present at triple points and along grain boundaries
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between HCP a grains.) Since only 2-3 microns of matrix material has been completely

removed at each interface, the grains at the edge of the holes are considered to have been

within one to two grains of the interface. The higher magnification image of Micrograph

18b depicts a grain near the edge of the interface which ranges from a thickness of less than

100 nm to greater than 500 nm. Nevertheless, extending over the entire >5 micron width

of this grain are regularly-spaced planar dislocations. Allowing for the fact that many

dislocations may run out of the surfaces near the thinner edge, the dislocation density

appears comparable in both the thick and thin region of the grain. The elongated loop

nature of the dislocations becomes apparent in the thicker region of the grain, where the end

of the loops are often contained within the thickness of the TEM sample. Such elongated

dislocations are indicative of planar slip which is often observed in Ti alloys, especially

when oxygen impurity atoms are present. (More detail of the significance of these planar

dislocations is presented in the HVEM section.) In addition, the thickest region of this

grain exemplifies one difficulty in trying to establish dislocation densities in the thick matrix

material between fibers by using conventional lower voltage (200 keV) microscopy.

Results Comparing HVEM and Traditional TEM

Micrograph 19 depicts a BF image of a grain neighboring that of Micrograph 18b,

acquired with a 2-beam condition g = [1011]. Again dislocations are observed in rows, of

which those rows perpendicular to the fiber / matrix interface exhibit pile-up of dislocations

at grain boundaries. This grain is the second grain away from the interface. In addition,

the grain of interest goes from being fairly thin (and transparent to 200 keV electrons) near

the interface to too thick for 200 keV electrons to penetrate in the region of the grain away

from the interface. This same grain was observed using the High Voltage Electron

Microscope (1.5 MeV) at the NCEM, LBL, Berkeley, CA. Micrographs 20a through 20b

are BF images acquired with g = [1010], g = [1122], g = [0112], respectively. The

disappearance condition existing in Micrograph 20c is consistent with the Burgers' vector

being of the type b = <21 10>.

Comparing the TEM images acquired with the 200 keV microscope and the HVEM

readily provides a difference in the sharpness of the images of dislocations. The nature of

the electron beam interaction to provide diffraction contrast is such that better contrast

imaging is provided with a lower acceleration voltage. Secondly, much of the grain which

is viewed in the HVEM images is significantly thicker than the area of analysis in

Micrograph 19. Absorption effects in these thicker regions also helps contribute to the

more diffuse images in Micrographs 20a, 20b, and 20c. Although the aesthetics may not

be as desirable in the HVEM images, the higher voltage electrons allow for greater
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penetration and help establish that the dislocations in thicker regions substantiate
observations made in thinner regions. Again dislocations in rows which are perpendicular
to the interface appear as significantly more piled-up at grain boundaries. In addition, the
number of dislocations per area does not increase as the grain becomes thicker, but rather

the lengths of the individual dislocations are longer.
The power of the HVEM becomes more evident when images are acquired of the

matrix a grains midway between fibers. These grains are approximately two times as thick
as the thicker regions of the grain imaged in Micrograph 20. Micrograph 21a is a lower
magnification BF image of the same region as Micrograph 18a, except acquired with the
HVEM in a much shorter time of exposure. Higher magnification BF images, Micrographs
21b and 21c, are acquired with 2-beam conditions of g = [0111] and g = [1101],

respectively. Long straight dislocations extending entirely across the grain are indicative of
planar slip. Many researchers, most notably J. Williams 31 and G. Welsch 32, have
observed a correlation between the extent of planar slip and oxygen (or possibly carbon)
contamination in titanium alloys. In this present study, the most significant planar slip is
observed in a grains near to the fiber interfaces. This may indicate that carbon and/or
oxygen diffuse out of the fiber and into the titanium matrix during thermal processing of the
composite. The source of carbon is quite apparent, as the SCS6 fibers have enriched

carbon coatings. Although no apparent source of oxygen contamination should be present
in this system, Auger Electron Spectroscopy performed by other researchers has indicated

that the SCS6 fibers are contaminated with significant oxygen on the surface prior to
incorporation of these fibers into the composite. During thermal processing the chemical

reaction between the titanium matrix and the SiC fiber may encourage the oxygen to diffuse
into the surrounding a grains of Ti.

TEM analysis of grains significantly thicker than the grain in Micrograph 21

(greater than 1 micron in thickness) can be considered by utilizing HVEM. Micrographs
22a through 22d are acquired of the titanium matrix >30 microns from the fibers'
interfaces. Micrograph 22a is a low magnification image which does not depict any grains

with noticeable planar slip. Higher magnification BF images, Micrographs 22b, 22c, and
22d, were acquired with 2-beam conditions of g = [1122], g = [1012] and g = [ I101],
respectively. As a res-.2t of this grain being thicker, these dislocations appear longer than

the dislocations observed in Micrograph 21. However, the actual number of dislocations
does not appear noticeably different, implying a similar dislocation density exists. (There

exists the possibility that more dislocations were originally present in thinner regions near
the interface, but during TEM sample preparation these thinned regions were susceptible to
losing dislocations. This seems unlikely because long dislocations lying in the plane of the
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TEM film should be more susceptible to the relaxation of stresses by dislocations leaving

the thin film. Yet long planar dislocations are often present in the thin regions near the

interface.) Probably the most apparent difference associated with the dislocations in

Micrograph 22, as compared to the dislocations in grains closer to the interface

(Micrograph 21), is that the dislocations in grains away from the interface do not exhibit

planar slip. This implies that whatever contamination may exist, it does not exist far

(>30 microns) from the interface. Thus the SCS6 fibers appear to be the source of

impurity atoms which alter the nature of dislocations near the interface.

When thick regions of the matrix, more than one fiber radius from the interface, are

analyzed, a somewhat lower dislocation density is observed. The low magnification image

of Micrograph 23a depicts a region far from the interface, which also exhibits no planar

slip. The BF images of Micrograph 23b, and 23c were acquired with 2-beam conditions of

g = [0111] and g = [1010], respectively. Each bright field image exhibits a different set of

dislocations as being visible. The difficulty in determining dislocation density, without

first determining the exact TEM sample thickness, becomes evident when one compares the

images of Micrographs 22c and 22d and Micrographs 23b and 23c. At first glance the

grain far from the interface in Micrograph 23b may appear to have a greater dislocation

density than the grain in Micrograph 22c. However, after considering that the grain in

Micrograph 23b is substantially thicker and then recognizing that most of the dislocations in

Micrograph 23b go across the grain and then loop back, it becomes apparent that the actual

number of dislocations in Micrograph 23b is actually only - 1/2 the number counted in

Micrograph 22c or 22d. (It is also important to tilt to different 2-beam conditions in order

to account for all the dislocations.)

Many a grains in the matrix far from the interface of the 1/2% deformed sample

exhibit few dislocations in very thin regions of the TEM samples. Micrograph 24a is a low

magnification image depicting many grains with relatively low dislocation densities.

Higher magnification BF images in Micrographs 24b and 24c, acquired at 2-beam

conditions of g = [0111] and g = [2110], respectively, depict a fine dislocation network.

This dislocation array, in light of the relatively clean microstructure in the surrounding

grain, may be a residual subgrain boundary from the thermal processing of the composite.

The HVEM results provide a better statistical analysis of the dislocation densities in

various regions. Although little difference is observed between the a grains at the interface

and those a grains -30 microns from the interface, a decrease in the dislocation density far

(> one fiber radius) from the interface is observed. Since many of the analyses of "near-

interface" grains were of a grains that are almost sandwiched between fibers, these grains

may have been experiencing higher stresses due to overlapping stress fields from each
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fiber, which in turn gave rise to dislocation densities as high as the dislocation densities of
a grains immediately adjacent the fiber interface.

Summary
The primary purpose of this research is to determine if greater deformation occurs

in matrix grains which are close to the interface of the fibers. Such preferred deformation
is established by the presence of dislocations in a grains at the interfaces between fibers of
the as-processed composite. Also a higher dislocation density exists between fibers, as
compared to far from the interface, in the 1/2% deformed sample. In light of these results,

it appears that the thermal stress arising due to CTE mismatch is sufficient to cause
dislocation motion in at grains at only the interfaces which are between closely spaced

fibers. In addition, the dislocations observed after only thermal processing are often
displaced from the fiber interface by -0.5 microns, possibly as a result of constrained
deformation. However, the deformation is too extensive in both the 19% deformed and
even the 1/2% deformed tensile specimens to ascertain whether constrained deformation
results in dislocation motion in ac grains right at the interface or away from the interface.

(A continuation of this TEM research involves analysis of the earlier stages of
deformation.)

Many of the dislocations observed near the interfaces, in both the as-processed and
1/2% deformed sample, were present as rows of dislocations. Those rows of dislocations

which are perpendicular to the interface exhibit pile-ups at grain boundaries, whereas the
rows of dislocations that are parallel to the interface are regalarly spaced, with no pile-ups

at grain boundaries. Since many of these dislocation pile-ups are observed in a grains
which are not contiguous with the interface, these pile-ups are not considered a result of

dislocation emission from the fiber interface. (Finite Element Models of the stress state
near the interface indicate a preferred driving force for dislocation motion at 450 to the
tensile axis and the radial direction. In cross sectioned TEM samples observed in this

study, such dislocation motion results in the pile-ups perpendicular to the interface.)
This study utilized both a traditional (200 keV) voltage TEM and a high voltage

(1500 keV) electron microscope. Comparing the results from these two microscopes
provides information pertinent to the utilization of microscopy for materials analysis.
Similar dislocation densities were observed in thin and thicker regions using these two

microscopes. Dislocations in thicker regions were considerably longer, often looping back
upon themselves all within the thickness of the TEM thin film. (In some of the thinnest
regions of TEM samples, fewer dislocations were observed, probably as a consequence of
the free surfaces being a sink for dislocation annihilation.) The HVEM enabled the
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observation of dislocation pile-ups in thick regions of the matrix grains adjoining the
interface. In addition, HVEM determined that planar slip had occurred (presumably as a
consequence of oxygen contamination) in the a grains in thick regions between fibers.

Future Work

The as-processed composite exhibits a difference in dislocation density near the

interface as compared to the bulk of the matrix, far from the interface. However after 1/2%
deformation, enough dislocations are present everywhere such that it is difficult to
unambiguously say that a higher dislocation density is present right at the interface

boundary itself. Thus it is important to observe dislocation morphologies after less than
1/2% plastic deformation. Whereas the 1/2% deformation tensile test was stopped after

three fiber fragmentation events, as measured by acoustic emission, it is believed earlier
information in the acoustic emission signals may help determine the onset of plastic

deformation (i.e. the earliest dislocation motion). These acoustic emission spectra may be
used as a benchmark which determine when the tensile test should be truncated so as to
provide appropriate TEM samples. These less-deformed samples should provide more

evidence of enhaxiced deformation occurring at (or slightly displaced from) the interface.

The observance of dislocation pile-ups only perpendicular to the interface could also

be studied in these less-deformed conditions. This initial analysis could not establish a
preference of dislocation pile-ups away from or towards the interface. These pile-ups were

observed in both the a grains contiguous to the interface, as well as the aX grains second
nearest to the interface. The less-deformed samples may distinguish whether pile-ups away
from or towards the interface are preferred. Also, the presence of dislocation pile-ups in

grains between fibers but further from the interface may be addressed, whether they are

more or less prominent.

It is also important to observe composite samples having undergone greater than

1/2% plastic strain. A successful means of preparing TEM cross section samples, which

may contain a fiber fragmentation event, has been developed. It would be useful to
statistically analyze the dislocation densities in the region of fiber fragmentations in order to
better understand the constrained deformation that occurs in such regions of the matrix.

The observance of planar slip primarily in a Ti grains near the interface, appears to

be the result of oxygen (or carbon) impurities that have diffused into the matrix from the

fiber during thermal processing. Since any future research is attempting to address
differences in deformation near the interface, such a study must account for the role of this
localized planar slip near the interface. Such a localization of a particular slip morphology,
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as a result of composition variations, may have more influence than any load transfer

effects due to the high strength and low ductility of the fibers.

It is also desirable to extend these TEM analyses of deformation at the interface to
other composite systems. Initially comparisons of single fiber and multiple fiber
composites, with different geometrical layout of the fibers, can be addressed. The present
analysis indicated that fibers in close proximity result in deformation in the matrix region
between fibers in the as-processed condition. How close fibers must be, before such
deformation occurs, can be both theoretically modelled and observed experimentally with
TEM. Additionally, different matrix materials such as titanium aluminide intermetallics
should be processed, tested and characterized by TEM. These intermetallic-matrix

composites (IMC) are important for their higher temperature applications. Two aspects of
these IMCs will lead to differences in results as compared to the Ti-6-4 SCS6
composites. First, these titanium aluminides have a greater CTE mismatch and have been
modelled to undergo significant plastic deformation as a result of thermal processing.
Secondly, these intermetallic phases are substantially more brittle then Ti matrix
composites. Once a fiber fragmentation event occurs, these composites will be subject to
crack propagation from the fractured fiber into the matrix. Thus the constrained

deformation will be more complex to evaluate, but will also play a more important role.
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Appendix I: TEM Sample Preparation

As with most TEM investigations, one must establish a sample preparation

methodology which not only provides an adequate analysis of the material problem, but
also does not introduce artifacts. (I.e. the miniscule thin area of material being analyzed
must be representative of the "bulk" material of interest.) Often the creation of a thin foil
may result in a change in the local microstructure. As an example, the two-dimensional

nature may allow for the alleviation of internal strain via the interaction of dislocations and
the free surfaces. Measuring the dislocation density of very thin foils may result in values
that are significantly less than actually existed in the "bulk" condition. Many methods for
creating a thin foil involve possible heating of the sample. If such heating is excessive,
diffusion and/or thermodynamic reactions may occur. In addition, the exposure of the thin
foil to the environment may result in reactions (typically oxidation) that are not typical
inside "bulk" materials. In light of all these possible artifacts, the following procedures for

preparing TEM samples of these composites were considered quite sUccessful by providing
thin area in the interface regions of interest, and by limiting possible alterations of the

microstructure due to the sample preparation.
TEM samples were prepared from sections of the center of the gauge section of the

19% strained and the 1/2% strained tensile specimens. Since these same specimens were to
be also metallographically observed in a longitudinal cross section, a limited amount of

material was available for TEM analysis. A diamond wafering saw was used to slice one
-0.5 mm thick section from the center of the 19% tensile specimen, and to slice four
sections (each -0.5 mm thick) from the 1/2% specimen. [The total removal of material
from the 1/2% specimen, including that lost to cutting debris, was -4 rrm. This may have

resulted in the actual region of fiber fragmentation having been lost.] In addition, TEM
samples were obtained by sectioning the end tabs of the tensile specimens. Since the
gripping pressure was - 25 MPa, well below the yield strength of the Ti matrix (>600 MPa

at room temperature) and below the residual stresses arising from CTE mismatch during

processing, the sections from these end tabs are taken as the utideformed (0% strain)

condition. As the end tabs are much larger than the gauge section, both regions of the
matrix alone as well as with fibers were available for analysis.

All TEM specimens were prepared by initia-fly slicing a section - 0.5 mm thick with

a low-speed diamond saw, using oil as a lubricant. The next step involved grinding
specimens to a thickness of 0.15 to 0.2 mm thickness, using 600 grit SiC grinding papers

for a final finish. It is noted that the SiC fibers are much more resistant to grinding than the
Ti alloy matrix, resulting in the TEM sample being up to 0.1 mm greater in thickness in the
region of the fiber as compared to the metal matrix far from the fiber. At this point, the
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specimens from the tensile gauge section had x and y dimensions sufficiently small enough
for the TEM. However, the specimens being prepared from the end tabs were punched to
form 3 mm diameter samples. As indicated by the characterization of samples prepared
from the Ti matrix in the end tabs, the various specimen preparation steps so far described
do not result in deformation artifacts.

From this juncture, two separate preparation methods were attempted:
electrochemical jet polishing and grinding / dimpling followed by ion milling. The first
method was determined most appropriate for the samples of matrix metal alone because of
its relative ease. However, the second method resulted in the best preparation of TEM
samples of the composite interface. [A further study is being conducted which involves
dimpling followed by electropolishing to produce TEM samples with extended electron
transparent region at the fiber / matrix interface.] The electropolishing of the metal foils
followed traditional methods of using an electrolyte that is cooled to - -30* C. The
electrolyte utilized was a mixture of three parts methanol and one part nitric acid. The
dimpling and ion milling procedure of sample preparation of TEM cross sections of the
composite interfaces was conducted in a variety of manners. Although each involves a
combination of parts of different, well-established TEM cross section techniques, the
variation in the combinations, and corresponding successes, warrant the following

documentation. In all cases it is preferable to have final TEM samples which are 0.15 to
0.2 mm thick at the edges, for structural support, and yet have electron transparent material
in the regions of the interfaces.

Since the grinding with SiC paper lead to fibers protruding from the sample, the
first dimpling step actually used a 3 mm wide dimpling wheel. This wheel was used to
polish flat both sides of the TEM samples to a finish of 1-3 micron diamond finish. Such a
polishing step greatly reduces the extent of fiber protrusion, while not reducing the overall

thickness of TEM samples to less than 0.1 mm. The next dimpling step uses a 1 mm wide
dimpling wheel for creating a local dimple in the TEM sample. Three different methods of
dimpling were utilized. One involved gluing the TEM sample to a 3 mm slotted Cu grid
prior to dimpling which is centered on the fibers. (The Cu grid provides more support for
handling the sample at later stages, so that fibers do not fracture and "fall out".) A second

involved no Cu grid and dimpling centered on the fibers. (This method, although
providing inconsistently prepared samples, was the quickest and occasionally provided the
best results; i.e. the most thin area in the interface regions.) The third involved no Cu grid
and and having the dimple centered to one side of the fibers. (This method provided a
means by which selective sections of the interface region were analyzed.) Initial dimpling
was conducted with 6 micron diamond paste until the thickness in the center of the dimple
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was less than 0.05 mm. Dimpling is subsequently conducted with 1 micron diamond until

the thickness in the center of the dimpl. is < 20 microns.
For many of the TEM samples the translucent nature of the SiC fibers was used to

an advantage, as well as utilizing a dimpling stage which has a transparent region below th-

TEM sample. Thus once the fibers were of a thickness < 30 microns, some light would be
transmitted through the fibers using a transmitted light microscope. Micrograph 25 is an

optical image acquired with transmitted illumination of a TEM cross-section sample after

dimpling, but prior to ion milling. Not only does light penetrate through parts of the SCS6
fiber, but cracks in the fibers may be observed. (In this case the sampled had been dimpled
too thin, and the cracks were incurred while removing the sample from the dimpling table.

However, careful sample preparation can prevent inducing any cracks, such that this means
of imaging may be a means to determine if the TEM section is obtained from near a fiber

fragmentation event.) In addition, as the dimpled region became thinner with subsequent

dimpling, the color of the transmitted light would change from dark red to light yellow.
Dimpling thinner than a thickness corresponding to bright orange or dark yellow

(corresponding to < 10 - 15 microns) would result in the fibers becoming susceptible to

fracturing and "falling out" of the "iEM samples. Another use of observing the TEM

samples with transmitted light is to observe if/when a fiber fragmentation event had

occurred in the cross section region of that particular TEM sample. [It is hoped that this
technique will provide for future research a means by which deformation in the matrix is

related to fiber fragmentation events.]
After mechanically thinning by the final dimpling stage, the samples were thinned

by physical ion beam milling (although a further study is being undertaken to use
electropolishing after dimpling). The different materials comprising the composite ion mill
at various rates33, although exact etch rates are not well established. The Ti alloy etches

slightly fast.;r than crystalline SiC, whereas the titanium carbide and titanium silicide phases

ion etch at a slower rate than the matrix or fiber. In many of the samples the region of the

fiber is thinner and therefore will etch through first. The crystalline SiC coating of the fiber
ion beam etches at a faster rate than the amorphous core and the amorphous, C-enriched,

outer coatings. As a consequence a hole is typically formed in the crystalline part of the
middle SiC fiber, followed by small holes in the Ti matrix, followed by the amorphous

core of the SiC fiber, followed by the outer amorphous coatings of the fiber. It is noted

that the titanium silicide interface layer, which formed during thermal processing of the

composite, is the component of the composite which is most resistant to ion etching.
Fortuitously, this results in the last material remaining after ion etching to be the interface

phases and grains of matrix material that are attached to the interface. An ideal TEM sample
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will have a gradual wedge shape from the edge of the hole to the thicker regions of the

sarap' - #hereby providing "thin area" over a larger spatial area. However, these cross-

sections samples have a sharp wedge shape, being quite thick where the titanium silicide

remains and thinned down to the hole over a region < 5 microns wide of matrix material.

Appendix 1: Electron Diffraction Results on Titanium Silicide at Interface

The different diffraction pattems which were acquired from various separate titanium

silicide grains at the interface of the as-processed composite are consistent with the

following possible crystal lattices:
a) Cubic ao = 0.826 nm (and probably a BCC-based superlattice, because ( I 11)

reflections are absent in a [112] pattern

b) Hexagonal ao = 0.675 nm Co = 0.237 nm
c) Hexagonal ao = 0.675 nm co = 0.474 nm (HCP, as {0001) reflections
are abse.+.)

d) Hexagonal ao = 0.675 nm co = 0.333 nm

The Ti5Si3 phase is reported in literature as having a hexagonal structure with:

ao = 0.7429 nm co = 0.5139 nm

.,e ratio of ao /co is 1.446. This is essentially identical to the ratio of ao /co for the

hexagonal lattice ('i) above. This may imply a superlattice pha.-e existv which has its lattice

paramleters slightly moditiAd by a," itional elements, other than Ti and Si, that are

incorporated in this phase.
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Figure lb and 1c: Acoustic emission spectra acquired of the 1/2% deformied composite.
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Micrograph 2: (a) Optical image acquired with transmitted illumination of TEM sample
prepared from the 1/2% deformed composite. The "bridges" are matrix Ti alloy between
fibers remaining after ion milling. (b) A schematic of Micrograph 2a which indicates the
specific locations from which the noted TEM images are acquired.
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Micrograph 1: (a) Optical image acquired with transmitted illumination of TEM sample of
as-processed composite. The thin crescents of material remaining after ion milling
represent the interface between the fiber and the matrix. (b) A schematic of Micrograph
la which indicates the specific locations from which the noted TEM images are acquired.
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Micrograph 3: Bright Field (BF) TEM image acquired of the interface region of the as-
processed composite. A layer, typically <0.5 g~m thick, of fine (< 100 nm) TiC grains is
present closest to where the outer coatings of the SiC fiber used to exist. The next layer,
-1-2 pgm thick, is comprised of titanium s~icide grains (- 0.5 pLrm diameter). Larger (X
grains (-5 pm. diameter) of Ti are also depicted.
Micrograph 4: BF image of an interface region similar to that of Micrograph 3, except
that no titanium silicide layer is observed. Such a "missing" layer is often observed.
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Micrograph 5: BF TEM image acquired of a matrix a (HCP) Ti grain of the as-processed
composite. The grains far from the interface are typically free of any dislocations, but
occasionally contain subgrains (-1 pim diameter).
Micrograph 6: BF image depicting an a region sandwiched between f0 regions in the
matrix of the Ti alloy. In such constrained, smaller regions of a phase, dislocations are
often observed in the as-processed composite.
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Micrograph 7: BF TEM intage acquired of matrix a grains near the interface of the as-
processed composite. Most grains exhibit no dislocations; however, an occasional second
grain from the interface, as depicted here, does exhibit dislocations. In this case the
dislocations are believed an artifact of sample preparation (see text).
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Micrograph 8: (a) BF low magnification TEM image acquired with the HVEM operating
at an acceleration voltage of 1.5 MeV. These matrix a grains are the only grains which
bridge the crescent interface region to the bulk of the matrix after sample preparation (see
Micrograph lb), and thus are expected to have been stressed. Higher magnification BF
images (b), (c), and (d) are acquired after sequential small tilts to provide diffracting
conditions that determine the presence of subgrains as well as dislocations within the
subgrains. These dislocations are believed to be an artifact of sample preparation which
has left this thin bridge of material experiencing high stresses whenever the crescent
interface region is jostled.
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Micrograph 9: BF low magnification TEM image depicting thin regions of a grains at the
interface of the fibers after ion milling the as-processed composite. Although these bridges
of material are narrow, thtey are quite thick and not easily transparent to 200 keV electrons.
Micrograph 10: BF higher magnification TEM image depicting thin regions of a grains,
at the interface of the as-processed composite, containing rows of dislocations. In this case
the rows are perpendicular to the fiber / matrix interface.
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Micrograph 11: (a) BF low magnification TEM image, acquixed with a 2-beam condition
of g = (1011 ]i, of a grains at the interface of the fibers in the as-processed composite.
(b) BF higher magnification image depicting rows of dislocations. Dislocation pile-up
perpendicular to the fiber / matrix interface appears to have occurred, but more a definitive
analysis is required.
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Micrograph 12: ()and (b) BF TEM imnages of two ac grains, out of four sequential ac
grains at the interface of the as-processed composite, which exhibit a row of dislocations
that is parall1el to and displaced by -0.5 microns from the interface.
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Micrograph 13: BF TEM image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of g =[0 111], of a
typical cc grain far from the interface in the 1/2% deformed composite sample.
Microgr-aph 14: BF TEM image, acquired with a 2-beamn condition of g = [2! 10], of an
C, grain in the matrix far from the interface, which has been judiciously sectio~ned such that

longer, parallel dislocation loops are observed.
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Miciograph 15: BF low magnification TEM image depicting the "bridge" of matrix a
grains remaining from between two fibers after ion milling the 1/2% deformed composite
sample. This bridge is quite thick; thus in order to obtain some electron transmission with
200 keV electrons, this image was acquired by overexposing the film. Thus the thin areas,
from which the TEM analysis in Micrographs 16 and 17 are acquired, appear white in this
image ( see areas marked by "X").
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Micrograph 16: (a) BF TEM image, acquired ivith a 2-beamn condition of g [1011] of
an a grain displaced 3 to 5 gnm from the interface of the 1t2% deformed composite sample.
This grain is the second grain from the interface. Two sets of rows of dislocations are
present, with the more numerous sets that are visit~Ae being in rows that are approximately
parallel to the interface and the second set having rows that are nearly perpendicular to the
interface. (Lower magnification imaging, not included, indicate the dislocs.tions in rows
perpendicular to the interface exhibit pile ups at the grain boundary, whereas no significant
pile ups are observed for the dislocations in rows parallel to the interface) (b) BF image,
acquired with a 2-beamn condition of g = [1010], of the same a grain.
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Micrograph 16: (c) BF TEM image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of, g = [011 I] of
the same x grain in the 1/2% deformed composite sample. Only the set of dislocations in
the parallel rows are visible, with g-b = 0 making invisible the second set of dislocations in
rows that are perpendicular to the interface. (d) BF image, acquired with 4 2-beam
condition of g = [1101], such that g-b = 0 for the invisible dislocations in rows parallel to
the interface. (e) BF image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of g = [0002], such that
g-b = 0 for both sets of (invisible) dislocations. These imaging conditions establish the
Burgers' vector of dislocations in rows parallel to the interface to be b = [1120] and of the
dislocations in rows perpendicular to the interface to be b = [2110].
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Micrograph 17: (a) BF TEM image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of g - [TOI11 of
an x grain displaced 2 to 3 gm from the interface of the 1/2% deformed composite sample.
Two sets of rows of dislocations are present, one set being in rows that are approximately
parallel to the interface and the second set having rows that are nearly perpendicular to the
interface. The dislocations in rows perpendicular to the interface exhibit pile ups at the
grain boundary, whereas no significant pile ups are observed for the dislocations in rows
parallel to the interface. (b) BF image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of g = [1011],
of the same a grain, such that g-b = 0 for the almost invisible dislocations in rows
perpendicular to the interface.
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Micrograph 17: (c) BF 'IBM image, acquired with a 2-beam condition o, g [1101] of
the same a grain in the 1/2% deformed composite sample. Only the set of dislocations in
the perpendicular rows are visible, with g-b = 0 making invisible the second set of
dislocations in rows that are parallel to the interface. (ci) BF image, acquired with a
2-beamn condition of g = [0002], such that g-b = 0 for both sets of (invisible) dislocations.
These imaging conditions establish tht. Burgers' vector of dislocations in rows parallel to
the interface to be b = [1120] and of the dislocations in rows perpendicular to the interface
to be b =[1210].
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Micrograph 18: (a) BF low magnification TEM image acquired of a second bridge (-40
microns wide) of matrix between fibers in the 1/2% deformed composite sample. As with
Micrograph 15. the edges of the hole (the interface regions) are not visible in this image due
to the overexposure necessary to allow 200 keV electrons to penetrate the middle of the
bridge. Much of the contrast in this image is due to the presence of 03 phase along grain
boundaries and at triple points. Additional diffraction contrast within a grains is due to
straight parallel dislocations extending across entire grains. This dislocation morphology is
indicative of planar slip, which in turn is prominent in Ti alloys that contain impurities such
as oxygen interstitials. (b) BF higher magnification image depicting a grain near the
interface, which ranges in thickness from <100 nm to >500 nm. Elongated dislocation
loops are readily apparent in thicker regions.
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Micrograph 19: BF TEM image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of g = [10l1] of an a
grain near the interface between fibers in the 1/2% deformed composite sample.
Dislocations in rows which are perpendicular to the interface exhibit pile ups at the grain
boundary closest to the interface. The grain becomes too thick to image with 200 keV
electrons in regions away from the hole.
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Micrograph 20: (a) BF TEM image, acquired of the same ot grain and with the same 2-
beam condition as in Micrograph 19, except this is an HVEM image acquired with 1.5 MeV
electrons. The rows of dislocations which extend into much thicker regions of the grain are
now observable, making it possible to see that these same rows of dislocations are not piled
up at the opposite grain boundary. (b) BF HVEM image, acquired with a 2-beam
condition of g = [1122], of the same a grain near the interface in the 1/2% deformed
composite sample. (c) BF HVEM image, acquired of the same a grain with a 2-beam
condition of g = [0112]. The disappearance condition of g b = 0 is consistent with these
dislocations having a Burgers' vector of the type b = <2110>.
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Micrograph 21: (a) BF low magnification image, acquired with the HVEM, of matrix
grains directly between fibers and -20 microns from each of the fiber interfaces in the 1/2%
deformed composite sample. (See Micrograph 2b for location of area of analysis.)
(b) BF HVEM image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of g = [0111], of an at grain with
long straight dislocations indicative of planar slip (and presumably of oxygen diffusion
from the SCS 6 fibers into the Ti matrix during thermal processing). (c) BF HVEM
image, acquired with a 2-beam condition of g = [1101], of the same a grain.
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Micrograph 22: (a) BF low magnification image, acquired with the HVEM, of matrixgrain not directly between fibers but <50 microns from each of the fiber interfaces in the1/2% deformed composite sample. (See Micrograph 2b for location of area of analysis.)This region of the matrix was much too thick to be imaged with only 200 keV electrons.None of the grains imaged exhibit planar slip. (b) BF HVEM image, acquired with a2-beam condition of g = [1122]. Two sets of dislocations are visible, but neither are theystraight nor do they exist in parallel rows. (c) BF (g = [1012]) HVEM image with oneset of dislocations invisible. (d) BF (g = [1101]) HVEM image. Although thesedislocations have a different morphology as compared to dislocations closer to theinterface, the dislocation density (based on the number of dislocations) is nearly the same.
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Micrograph 23: (a) BF low magnification image, acquired with the HVEM, of matrix
grains far (greater than one fiber radius) from the fiber interface in the 1/2% deformed
composite sample. None of the grains imaged exhibit planar slip. (b) BF HVEM image,
acquired with a 2-beam condition of g = [0111], exhibiting one set of dislocations as
visible. (c) BF (g = [1010]) HVEM image with a second set of dislocations visible.
After accounting for this grain being thicker than the grain in Micrograph 22, and
recognizing that these dislocations loop back upon themselves, enables an analysis of the
dislocation density far from the interface being less than the dislocation density between
fibers (and near the interface).
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Micrograph 24: (a) BF low magnification image, acquired with the HVEM, of matrix
grains far (greater than one fiber radius) from the fiber interface in the 1/2% deformed
composite sample. The grains in this thinner region exhibit a much lower dislocation
density than grains near the interface of fibers. (b) BF HVEM image, acquired with 2-
beam a condition of g = [0111], which causes the disappearance of some dislocations and
certain segments of the dislocation network.
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Micrograph 24c: B3F HVEM image, acquired with a 2-beam, condition of g =[2!110].

Compared to Micrograph 24b, different segments of the dislocation network are invisible.
The fine network of dislocations present in this grain probably did not form as a result of
deformation alone, but rather may be a result of the thermal processing. After accounting
for these few dislocations, the dislocation density in this grain is quite low.
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Micrograph 25: Optical micrograph, acquired with transmitted illumination, of a cross
sectioned TEM sample after dimpling, but before ion milling. The SCS 6 fibers have been
thinned sufficiently so as to allow much light to pass through. Cracks present in the fibers
are made visible in this manner. (In this case, the cracks were caused by dimpling the
sample too thin; however, careful sanple preparation can prevent the formation of any new
cracks. This would make possible determining the presence of fiber fragmentation events
that reside within a TEM cross section sample.
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ULTRASONIC BEAM PROPAGATION: DIFFRACTIONLESS BEAMS AND
BEA14S IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

Byron Newberry, Assistant Professor
Mark Preischel, Graduate Student

University of Cincinnati

ABSTRACT

Two problems were addressed during the summer

research activity, both dealing with the propagation of

ultrasonic beams as used in the nondestructive evaluation

of materials. First, the possibility of making a

transducer which produces an ultrasonic beam that does not

diffract, or spread, as it propagates was explored. As a

result of the work, such a beam was produced and a

proposal for the construction of a practical device was

developed. The second topic concerned the modeling of

ultrasonic transducer beam propagation through anisotropic

materials, such as fiber reinforced composites. As a

result, simple formulas which predict the on-axis field

profiles of beams in such materials were derived and

validated through comparison with more complex models.
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This report is broken into two sections describing each of

these topics in detail.

I. PRODUCTION OF A DIFFRACTIONLESS ULTRASONIC BEAM

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of ultrasonic beams is a phenomenon

of widespread interest to a variety of technologies

including sonar, medical ultrasound, and nondestructive

evaluation. One goal in most applications is the

production of a narrow, highly collimated beam of sound.

Rigid piston radiators have often been employed and have

been thoroughly analyzed. This type of source has the

generally undesirable attributes of a complicated near

field interference structure as well as far field side

lobes. Sources which produce a Gaussian amplitude

distribution have been studied since, for this case, the

previous disadvantages are eliminated. Unfortunately,

Gaussian radiators are more difficult to manufacture

[1,2]. Various types of focusing probes have also been

analyzed for concentrating the sound in a narrow band over

a short depth of field. Conically focussed, or axicon,

probes have been examined for the purpose of extending the

focal region for resolution over a greater depth of field.
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One disadvantage common to all of the above sources, and

indeed to any physically realizable source, is the

phenomenon of beam spread due to diffraction.

Recently, in the optics literature, Durnin [3,4] has

pointed out the existence of an axially symmetric harmonic

solution to the scalar wave equation in the form of a

transverse Bessel function modulated by an axially varying

phase, O(r,z) = Jo(cr)exp(jpz), where k2=L2 +p2, and k is

the wave number. When =O, this is just a plane wave

solution. However, for O<a<k, we have a forward

propagating field which has a beam-like transverse profile

that does not vary with axial position, and is therefore

diffractionless. The beam energy is not localized,

however, but is instead infinite due to Jo not being

square integrable. Durnin analyzed a ,- aperture

approximation to a Jo beam for the optical case and has

shown both analytically and experimentally that a beam may

be produced which can have a small spot size while

retaining a significant depth of field over which the

transverse profile is approximately constant. Initial

attempts to produce a diffractionless acoustic beam have

been reported by other investigators (5-7]. These have

employed transducer arrays or transducer disks with

radially varying poling or excitation. In this paper, we

discuss an approach for the acoustic case analogous to the
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method of Durnin and report the experimental generAtion of

a nondiffracting Jo Bessel beam. We also will discuss the

potential for constructing a practical transducer via this

approach.

EXPERIMENT

If the Bessel function solution is decomposed into an

angular spectrum of plane waves, we find that the only

wave vectors which contribute lie on the surface of a cone

centered about the z axis and making an angle

e=arcsin(a/k) with it. Durnin showed, for the optical

case, that this plane wave spectrum can be generated by a

construction similar to that shown in Fig. 1, which is for

the current acoustical case. A circular PZT piston

transducer of radius a is used as the source. The center

of the transducer disk is blocked by a circular disk of

radius b<a made of a highly attenuative material (in this

case, polystyrene). The resulting effective source is a

thin annulus.

An acoustically convergent lens of focal length F and

diameter 2R is placed a distance F in front of the

transducer. Each point on the ring radiates a spherical

wave which the lens transforms into a plane wave traveling

at angle e=arctan(a/F) relative to the z axis. Summing

contributions from each point on the ring yields the
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Lens
Blocking disk

/
Focussed receiver

Transmitter

K Focal length

Figure 1. Experimental setup for producing diffractionless
ultrasonic beam.

conical set of wave vectors necessary for a Bessel beam

with width parameter c=(ka/F) (1+a2/F2 )-1 /2. If a<<F, then

OC=ka/F. The maximum possible depth of field is

zmax=R/tanO=RF/a. Past this point, a shadow zone is

produced due to the finite lens aperture.

A 0.25 inch radius, broadband transducer was used as

the source. The blocking disk had a 0.22 inch radius.

The lens was a 1.0 inch radius, fused quartz piano-concave

which has an acoustical focal length of 6.85 inch in
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water. For measurement of the generated sound field, a

0.75 inch focal length, 0.25 inch radiuis transducer was

scanned in a 2-D grid perpendicular to the beam axis. The

focal spot of the receiver was much smaller that the

Bessel beam width so that the measured amplitude profile

should closely represent the actual Bessel beam profile at

the axial distance corresponding to the focal point of the

receiver.

The received rf waveform at each point in the scan

grid was recorded and Fourier transformed to obtain the

frequency spectrum. The amplitudes at particular

frequency values were extracted for each point and plotted

versus position in the scan grid, resulting in images of

the transverse beam profiles at different frequencies and

axial positions.

Figure 2a shows the data along a slice through the

peak of the sound field transverse to the beam axis at 3

MHz, at an axial distance of z=0.5 inch past the lens.

Also plotted is a Jo function with c=10.4/inch. This

value of a, which gives a best fit to the data,

corresponds to a ring radius of 0.224 inch, approximately

the inner radius of the annulus. For comparison, a

Gaussian beam with the same i/e width as the the main lobe

of rhe Besse! function is also plotted (w=0.17 inch).
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Figures 2b-d show the beam profile at distances of

z=10, 15, and 17.5 inches past the lens. The theoretical

Bessel function has been scaled down at each axial

distance to account for sound attenuation in water. It is

apparent that the Bessel beam retains its initial width

and amplitude to about 17.5 inches, although the side lobe

structure has decayed. At 20 inches, which is not shown,

the main lobe has broken down. The ideal Zmax for this

case is 27.4 inches. At 17.5 inches, the Gaussian beam

has decreased by approximately 80% from its initial

amplitude. The Rayleigh range for the Gaussian is

zr=nw 2/1=4.6 inch. The Bessel beam has propagated more

than 3 times this distance without significant diffraction

loss.

Because the source is a finite width annulus rather

than an infinitesimal ring, a range of source radii

contribute to the beam field, each producing a slightly

different beam width parameter (X. Since the phase

parameter P varies with c, the wave becomes dispersive

when the source has a finite width. This contributes to

the breakdown of the Bessel profile before the ideal Zmax

is reached.
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2. Transverse profiles of Bessel beam at 3 MHz at axial
distances of (a) 0.5 in., (b) 10 in., (c) 15 in., (d)
17.5 in.

The above results are quite exciting, although one

disadvantage of the Bessel beam for the monochromatic case

is the large magnitude of the side lobes. The beam is

found to also be nondiffracting for the pulsed case.

Figures 3a-d show the 2-D transverse profile scans of the

peak-to-peak voltage of the rf waveform at various
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distances from the lens. The pulsed beam is actually

somewhat narrower than the 3 MHz case due to the

contribution of higher frequencies. Also, the pulsed beam

displays no sidelobes due to incoherent addition of the

sidelobes at the different frequencies. Since ultrasonic

scanning is often done in the pulsed mode, this shows

promise for having a narrow, sharply peaked interrogating

beam with a large depth of field.

(a) (b)

a(C)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Transverse profiles of pulsed peak-to-peak voltage
(a) 0.5 in., (b) 5 in., (c) 10 in., (d) 15 in.
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DISCUSSION

These results suggest that current ultrasonic

transducer beam types can be greatly improved upon by the

implementation of the diffractionless Bessel beam idea.

The apparatus illustrated in Fig. 1, however, was

contrived for the purpose of demonstrating the concept and

is clearly not a pratical one for ultrasonic inspection.

However, it may be possible to construct a Bessel beam

transducer by appropriately constructing a transducer

element and lens combination. The manufacture should not

be very different from that of a conventional focussed

probe.

A proposed configuration is shown in Fig. 4. In this

case, an annular transducer element is mounted on the

planar surface of a thick plano-concave lens. The

parameters such as annular radius and width, lens

thickness, lens diameter, and lens radius of curvature

must be chosen using thick lens theory to ensure that the

annulus rests at the focal depth of the lens and that the

desired characteristics of the beam are achieved. Further

work on this subject will include the construction and

testing of this transducer configuration.
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Figure 4. Proposed configuration for Bessel beam
transducer.
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II. On-Axis Formulas for Ultrasonric Transducer Beams in

Anisotropic Media

INTRODUCTION

The requirements of nondestructively inspecting cast

steels, weldments, composites, and other inherently

anisotropic materials have necessitated research aimed at

better understanding ultrasonic wave propagation in these

materials. Theoretical modeling can play an important

role in the study of the unique effects, such as beam skew

and excess beam divergence, which anisotropic materials

have on ultrasonic transducer beams. The predictions of

valid models can be used to help interpret nondestructive

measurements and to help guide the choice of

nondestructive inspection procedures by identifying

configurations with the most promise of success. Much

recent work has been devoted to this subject (for example

Refs. [1-5]).

The purpose of the present work is to develop simple

approximate formulas to predict the on-axis beam profile

for ultrasonic transducers inspecting anisotropic

materials. Many wave scattering theories assume plane

wave incidence. These formulas can then be used, for

example, to determine an incident wave amplitude for use

with the scattering theories for predicting flaw response.
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This approach has been used successfully in isotropic

materia2s 16].

MODEL

The model configuration is shown in Fig. 1. A

circular trasnsducer of radius "a" and possibly focussed

with focal length F is assumed to be insonifying a planar

surface of an anisotropic solid from a water bath with an

incident angle Oi and standoff distance "d". The

refracted phase velocity, Vp, is in the z-direction and

has angle Or. The energy velocity, Vg, may have a skew

angle W due to the anisotropy. Since the center of the

beam energy will travel in the Vg direction, this will be

defined as the beam axis, or zskew. The only restriction

will be that the plane of Fig. 1 must be a material

symmetry plane.

The propagation of a time harmonic ultrasonic beam

can be expressed in the form of an angular spectrum of

plane waves, ASPW; i.e., a superposition of plane waves

traveling in all directions, each with a particular

amplitude

u(x,y,z) = f k- [ . )e )-j(kx+kyy+kz) dkdk.

(1)
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where 0 is the 2-D spatial Fourier transform of the sound

generating source; in this case, a planar or focussed

piston. A detailed discussion of the ASPW formulation for

anisotropic materials is found in Ref. [4]. The key to

this formulation is kz, the component of the wave vector

in the z-direction (the direction of phase propagation).

Given kx and ky as the integration variables, kz is found

via the slowness surface of the material, which is derived

from the elastic constants.

The ASPW formulation lends itself well to treating

transmission of the beam through a plane interface since

refraction of plane waves at a plane interface is well

understood. Each plane wave in the superposition is

analyzed as it passes through the interface and the

resulting spectrum of refracted waves is recombined to

yield the field in the solid. Roberts has done this

rigorously with a numerical integration of the resulting

integrals for the case of a transversely isotropic solid

(3].

The objective at present is to make some key

approximations which will allow a more nearly closed form

solution for the axial component of the transmitted beam.

This follows the approach previously used for the

isotropic case (7). The fundamental approximation is the
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Figure 1. M el configuration.

paraxial assumption; i.e., the beam is assumed to be well

collimated, with most of the energy in the angular

spectrum concentrated in plane waves travelling in the

vicinity of the axial direction. Several consequences

follow. Provided that the inspection configuration is

well away from any critical angles, the transmission

coefficient will vary slowly over the small angular

spectrum and can be assumed a constant.

More significantly, the value of kz is, for an

anisotropic material, generally not available in closed

form. However, the paraxial approximation allows a local

approximation to the slowness as a second order

(parabolic) surface. the parameters obtained form this
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parabolic fit are the phase velocity in the axial

direction Vp, the skew angle V, and the curvatures Ax and

Ay of the slowness surface in the x-z and y-z planes

(plane of Fig. 1 and the plane orthogonal to Vp). This

parabolic approximation is detailed in Refs. [4,8,9]. The

curvature terms control the rate of divergence

(diffraction spread) of the beam.

After the procedure outlined above has been carried

out and the approximations employed, then the majority of

the resulting integrals may be evaluated exactly for the

axial case and the amplitude of the displacement field

along the zskew-axis can be written as

u = e) e)(kd+ktz)Ca (S, AS)

(2)

where ko is the wave number in the water, kI is the wave

number associated with the Vp direction in the solid and

Ca(S,AS) is given by the integral

Ca(S AS) = 5 -A 2 , I-~f e -j(S-R+ S cat 20)1(S 2 -'&S2 )

A) 2c S-R+AScos20 J (3)

where

R= (S2-_AS 2 )a 2/% OF

(4)

s = ZskewI Cos A yA]dk
2a 2  a (5)
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2a2 (6)

-cos~vcosei

COS(O - V) (7)

The parameters S and AS can be thought of as

generalizations of the familiar nondimensional quantity

used in transducer theory to define the nearfield length:

S = zX/a 2 . The parameter y is a "refraction parameter"

related to the change in beam width due to refraction at

the interface.

The integral in equation (3) is well behaved and can

be easily evaluated with a call to a computer math library

integration routine. This integral may also be evaluated

exactly by expanding the denominator of the integrand in a

Fourier series and integrating term by term to yield a

series representation of the solution

f, S S S2 - AS' .ci js)(2~~ b j ( ItAS
C(S,AS) = (S-R)2 -AS2  L n=O S-AS2J

(8)

where

bo =1, bn = 2(-j)n{ AS J (s-n2-S2-+R,
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The solution may be computed from equation (8).

Convergence is generally achieved with less than 10 terms

and more often less than 5 terms.

EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS

The on-axis formulas, both in integral form and

series form, have been used to predict the axial profiles

for ultrasonic inspection of a unidirectional graphite

epoxy laminate. These predictions are compared with the

predictions of the Gauss-Hermite beam model. The Gauss-

Hermite beam model is a model which predicts the full-

field within the paraxial approximation and which has

undergone extensive experimental validation for cases

including the one used here [4,8,9]. In order to

illustrate the effects of the anisotropy, the axial

profile which would be obtained in an isotropic material

with the same nominal wavespeed are also shown on the

figure.

Figure 2 shows the axial profile for a normal

incidence inspection of a unidirectional composite using a

focussed probe. The series and integ c± computations are

virtually identical with each other and with the Gauss-

Hermite solution. One significant result is the reduction

of the peak amplitude of the beam at the focal point as
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compared to the isotropic material. This is due to the

fact that the anisotropy causes the focussing parallel and

perpendicular to the fibers to occur at different depths,

thus spreading out the focal region.

8

6 -- G.H.

0 Integral

4 & Series (n-10)
- - - Isotropic

I \
4K 4

0 2 6 8 10
z (cm)

o Normal incidence to unidirectional graphite-
epoxy panel

* Focussed probe, a=.635 cm, F=7.62 cm,
d=2.54 cm, frequency=5 MHz

* Wavespeed in solid = .313 cm/gs, Ax=3.56,
Ay=O, y=O

Figure 2. Axial profile in unidirectional composite.
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CONCLUSIONS

A simple formalism, easy to numerically implement,

has been derived for the prediction of the on-axis beam

profile of an ultrasonic transducer inpecting an

anisotropic material. The results of this beam model

agree with those of the more general Gauss-Hermite beam

model. These results can be used to better understand the

effects that anisotropy has on ultrasonic inspections and

to help interpret measurement data from anisotropic

materials.
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GEOMETRIC REASONING FOR PROCESS PLANNING

Dr. Joseph H. Nurre

Geometric tolerance and dimensioning information is of primary

importance in the design and manufacturing process. The current

tolerance standard is intended to ensure the functionality of a part.

This shifts more of the burden of understanding how to manufacture the

geometry, to the process planner. In this report, the issues

surrounding manufacturing to achieve a specified geometric tolerance is

presented. Of particular interest in this report will be the topic of

tolerance interaction among multiple features. A technique known as

tolerance charting is presented as one methoH of handling geometric

feature tolerance interaction. Tolerance charting is a highly

structured technique which would lend itself to integration into an

intelligent Computer Integrated Manufacturing system.

I. Introduction

The role of computers in design and manufacturing is expanding

rapidly and has achieved widespread acceptance in industry.1 Computer

Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), originally

developed separately, have been brought together under the single

umbrella of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Current CAD

systems, however, are little more than computerized drafting tables.

They require the designer to construct physical features based on

fundamental geometric primitives. The situation for CAM systems is

similarly underdeveloped. CAM currently consists of a disperse

collection of software packages, developed to address specific problems

in manufacturing. An important goal when summing these two imperfect
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systems together, is to achieve a CIM system which is greater than the

sum of its parts. The Rapid Design System2 is such a CIM system.

The Rapid Design System (RDS) is a fully integrated design and

manufacturing software product which uses knowledge-based programming

paradigms. The designer interfaces with the computer using a library of

standard design features that help maintain -,he intent of the design, as

well as, free the user from tedious drafting chores. The RDS can derive

from the user's design appropriate manufacturing and inspection

processes. This is done using a generative process planner.

Furthermore, the RDS has an episodal associative memory to accumulate

expertise on the design and how it relates to the manufacturing process.

The generated process plan, and the changes subsequently made to that

plan by the user, are remembered by the RDS. As the memory becomes

populated, the RDS will assist the designer in satisfying manufacturing

needs while designing the part.

Among the many pressing concerns to be addressed by the RDS

development group is the handling of tolerancing information in the

user's design. A major drawback of all current computer graphics

systems is their reliance on nominal values to represent geometric

features. 3 The object oriented philosophy of the RDS will allow for a

logical attachment of tolerances to the geometry.4 With the information

properly attached to the model, the manufacturing process planner must

assure a suitably manufactured part.

Research in the area of automated process planners is usually

separated into generative process planners and group technology process

planners.5 Group Technology process planners handle geometric

tolerances by grouping them into similar classes.6 The manufacturing

intelligence for handling process tolerance is provided by the

programer. This approach is not appropriate for the RDS which uses a

generative process planner. It is interesting to note though that the

episodal memory of the RDS will provide its own grouping of process

technology. In the area of generative process planners a large body of

research exists on the use of expert systems. 7 The handling of

manufacturing tolerances would be imbedded in the rules of the
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knowledge-base. Expert systems tend to be brittle, however, requiring

constant updating. In keeping with the concept of the RDS, tolerance

reasoning for manufacturing would be more desirable.

There are four primary concerns in regards to tolerancing from the

perspective of the process planner. These are: syntax, interpretation,

consistency and process tolerance. Syntax refers to the standard in

which the tolerance will by represented by the system. Interpretation

requires an understanding of the tolerance standard, and its

relationship to the manufacturing environment. Because more than one

tolerance may be associated with any given feature, consistency must be

assured among the different tolerances. Finally, to achieve design

tolerance, the proper tools, machines and fixtures, with the appropriate

accuracies, must be used to manufacture the part.

The four issues raised in the procedin paragraph will be

addressed in the remainder of this report. Sections II through V will

discuss syntax, interpretation, consistency and process tolerance

respectively. In each section, the problem will be more clearly

defined, and the likely approach for a solution will be discussed. The

final section of this report will then sumuarize these issues.

II. Syntax

The syntax to be used by the RDS is the ANSI Y14.5M-1982

standard.8 This standard was created to ensure that dimensioial and

toleranc requirements, as related to actual feature design functions,

are specifically stated and thus carried out. 9 Furthermore, the ANSI

Standard is intended to ensure the interchangeability of mating parts at

assemnbly. The ANSI standard accepts tolerance information on individual

features using the Feature Control Frame. A complete list of the

geometric tolerances which can be used by the Feature Control Frame can

be found in Reference 8.

G imetric tolerances can be classified into one of two categories.

The first category is intrinsic tolerances which relate the shape of a
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feature to an ideal geometry. For example, the roundness of a hole is

determined by bounding the inner and outer diameters of that hole with

ideal circles. The second category of tolerance information describes

the relationship between two or more features. One example of this

would be a positional tolerance. Positional tolerances specify a

circular zone in which the center of the feature may fall.

In regards to the manufacturing process planner, tolerance of an

intrinsic geometric form is a function of machine operation, tooling and

sequencing. For instance, the roundness of a hole is controlled by the

drill bit, and the speed and feed of the machine. To achieve a tighter

roundness on a hole, one may need to follow the drilling operation with

a boring operation. On the other hand, geometric tolerances, which

describe the relationships among features, require a more sophisticated

analysis. This arises from the fact that the machining datum may differ

from the design datum due to fixturing or convenience. Furthermore,

stack up error may result from multiple cuts on a single machine.

III. Interpretation

The ANSI standard is primarily a designer's standard. One of its

primary purposes is to aid the analysis of interchangeability. In the

example shown in Figure 1, the positional call out, [+[V*0101A 8 C _

states that the center of the hole may fall %nywhere within the shaded

circular tolerance zone. A circular tolerance zone is appropriate for

the designer concerned with mating parts. A drilled hole after all is

completely symmetrical and interference is equally troublesome in any

direction.

In regards to manufacturing, however, the machine used to create

that hole, will be positioned along orthogonal linear axes. The

geometric tolerance call out should be translated into a linear axis

tolerance condition. As shown in Figure 1, the accuracy of the machine

to be used is determined by a square tolerance zone which is enclosed by
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the circular tolerance defined by the designer. Linear axes tolerances

are more meaninqful to the machinist with respect to the positioning

functions of his machine.

0 !.000. .05

F 1 . -1°°°  I . "'".~~~~ ... .. .. .. .. .C

Figure 1. The Feature Control Frame shown in the upper

right hand corner indicates a circular tolerance zone is

being specified by the designer. The process engineer,

however, will manufacture the part on a machine whose

positional accuracies are specified along orthogonal axes.

The square within the circular tolerance zone will determine

the choice of machines.

Interpretation of the ANSI standard into a linear axis tolerance

is not always as simple as fitting a box to a circle. In the example

shown in Figure 2, the two holes have been toleranced with respect to

each other as well as with respect to datum A. To interpret these ANSI

positional tolerances into appropriate linear tolerances, one must first

determine which of the control frames is more restrictive. This will

obviously govern the values of a linear tolerance. Furthermore, the
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machinist's choice of where he will zero his machine will also be

important. This issue will be discussed in Section V. In conclusion,

interpreting the ANSI Y14.5M standard requires translating positional

tolerancing information into orthogonal axes tolerances.

2 x 0 jLO0 •0..5

K_________C

A-]

Figure 2. The possibility of multiple Feature

Control Frames can make interpretation into linear

axis tolerances difficult.

IV. Consistency

For tolerancing information to be inconsistent, a feature must

have at least two tolerance call outs which are not equal along a linear

axis. Many of the tolerance inconsistencies will be pointed out to the

designer by the Feature Based Design Environment (FBDE) software in the

RDS. In order not to be too restrictive, however, some potentially

inconsistent call outs may be flagged by the FBDE with a warning, but

allowed to pass to the process planner. Furthermore, because of the
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need to interpret the Feature Control Frames into linear axes

tolerances, the potential does exist for consistent ANSI Y14.5M designs

to become inconsistent. Checking for consistency is simply a matter of

checking for equivalence and, therefore, can be easily implemented with

the interpreter.

V. Process Tolerance

A designer chooses a part's tolerance to make a design

operational. His choice of datums and stack up are dependent on the

functionality and interchangeability of the part. The process engineer

chooses datums based on the ease of fixturing and the need to zero the

machine. It is the job of the process engineer, therefore, to assure

that tolerances chosen in the manufacturing process, meet or exceed the

designer's specifications.

As stated in Section II, geometric tolerances can be divided into

two categories: intrinsic to geometric form and relational to other

features. Tolerances of geometric form are controlled by tooling and a

machine's operational parameters. Tolerance of relative position are

determined by machining accuracy and stack up due to multiple

operations. Currently, the software package MetCAPP1 0 determines the

tool selection, and the machine's speed and feed, which will result in a

geometric form within design tolerance. A method known as tolerance

charting is proposed to track stack up tolerances due to multiple

operations.

The techniques of tolerance charting were first gathered into a

single text by Oliver R. WadeI I in 1967. Since that time, the method

has been updated to reflect the current ANSI standards. 12 The

underlyirg principles of the tolerance charts are very simple. Their

primary importance to the process engineer is to help him keep his work

organized. Using the charts is a very mechanical operation and lends

itself easily to computer automation. General Motors, in fact, has

developed proprietary software to perform this task.1 3
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Tolerance charts can be used to achieve two different objectives.

The first objective is to check the manufacturing processes for

tolerance stack up and compare it with the designer's tolerance values.

The second goal is to determine mean stock removal for different cutting

operations and ensure it is appropriate to the operation.

In Figure 3, geometric tolerancing and dimensioning information is

shown for a center slot, machined from a block of material. This figure

will demonstrate the use of tolerance charting to verify design

tolerances against the accuracies of the manufacturing process. In this

case, the manufacturing process has been simplified for the sake of the

example.

2.100 ±.005I 1.10 0 AG

4.000 ±.01

Figure 3. Tolerance specifications for a block with

a slot. The slot's center is to be within .01 of an

inch of the center of the block.

Let us assume that the part will be manufactured in four cuts.

First, the width of the overall block will be established by a vertical

mill. Next, a horizontal mill will be used to rough in the slot.

Finally, the vertical mill will be used again, to cut the slot to its

proper dimensions. The four cuts are represented on a tolerance chart
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by lines with a single arrow as shown in Figure 4. The point of the

arrow indicates the cutting plane, while the end of the arrow indicates

the datum reference used by the machinist. Referring to LINE 6 of the

chart, the vertical mill was zeroed at the left edge of the slot before

cutting to the right edge. Lines on the chart with no arrows (ie. LINE

7) are called balance dimensions and are used to determine the resultant

tolerances of multiple cuts.

Na ~~ ~ Z Me NoILwmM1.w0.1.- nVkw
2 002- D

4 - v- -, - I
53[0 1Vt"H I ,.-

7 1 0025 b601V

914 1

1617 RLII )RN1 I RESUL!AT

I0 I 10 VIM I M.I0M.0

drwn in Fiur 3. - -

Esenially, th. opthi no h tolerance chart is e to gnere

the balance dimension lines which are equivalent to the blueprint

dimension lines given at the bottom of the chart. For the chart shown

in Figure 4, the tolerance of the block's width is completely determined
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by the first cut. At the bottom of the chart, under the heading of

"Blueprint" is the tolerance called for by the design. The tolerance

established by the vertical mill is listed under the heading of

"Resultants". A chart column titled "LINES INVOLVED", references LINE 1

as the cut that established that tolerance. Verifying that the slot is

properly centered is done in LINE 10. The resultant tolerance is

obtained by adding the tolerances of LINES 2 and 8, which are once again

specified in the "LINES INVOLVED" column.

In this example all designer specifications are met by the

manufacturing process. This can be seen by comparing the "Blueprint"

column with the "Resultants" column. Can the manufacturing process be

modified to bring the part out of spec without changing machine

accuracies? Yes, from a tolerance chart, it can be determined that if

the machinist chooses to use the left edge of the block as the datum for

all the cuts, the slot size will be out of tolerance, although, it will

still be properly centered.

In the example shown above, a single slot was cut from a block of

material. Tolerance charting can actually handle more complicated

situations, such as angular cuts and fillets. Furthermore, the

tolerance chart can be used to assure that an appropriate amount of

stock is removed by the cutting operation performed. This requires

filling in the remaining columns of the chart. Examples of this

procedure can be found in references 11 and 12.

The use of the tolerance chart helps the process engineer organize

a procedural operation. In implementing the tolerance charts in the

RDS, the underlying rules and procedures governing the chart will put in

an algorithmic form. The output passed to the machinist need not be the

tolerance chart in its current form. Only a process plan with datum

references and fixturing is really necessary.
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VI. Discussion

There is a need to intelligently handle tolerance call outs in the

RDS for the generative process planner. The techniques of tolerance

charting are well established and are a prime candidate for computer

coding. The chart itself, need not be implemented, only its underlying

principles. In order to priceed, however, first a linear axes tolerance

interpreter with consistence checking will need to be written. After

this step, it is recommended that the tolerance chart be installed into

the RDS in two stages. The first stage will implement the tolerance

checking process presented in the example of Section V. Tolerance

checking for aigular cuts and radii break out could be added as the FBDE

of the RDS obtains those functionalities. The second stage of

implementation would add the ability to check machining cuts for

appropriate stock removal.

Experience with the tolerance chart is expected to further define

what it means to have inconsistent tolerances with respect to a

geometric feature. Additionally, some positional Feature Control Frame

symbols, such as perpendicularity, which are not currently handled by

tolerance charting, may also be better understood and implemented at a

later date. The tolerance chart also has applications to assembly

research. Implementing the tolerance chart as recommended above will

not only add to the RDS but it will also increase the knowledge of the

development team in areas of future research.
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ABSTRACT

Chiral mesogens based on 1,3 dioxanes were synthesized in order to compare

the physical properties and molecular packing of cyclic siloxane liquid cystals

(CLC's) based on these new mesogens with those previously studied based on

cholesterol as the cholesterogenic group. Molecular modelling was utilized to

predict the relative compatibility of the 1,3-dioxane based mesogens and

cholesterol with hydroxy biphenyl based mesogens. In an additional study, an

efficient synthetic scheme was developed for the esterification of 1-(4-

nitrophenyl)-p.olinol (NPP) using phase transfer catalyst conditions.
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SECTION I

Synthesis of Chiral 1,3 Dioxane Based Mesogens

INTRODUCTION

Research within the Materials Directorate the Laser Hardened Materials

Branch has recently demonstrated that low molar mass cyclic siloxane side

chain liquid crystals (CLC's) exhibit unique molecular superstructures in the

solid state which may enhance their utility as matrices for nonlinear optical

(NLO) applications1"4 . The materials previously described1 ,2,4 are based

pentamethylcyclopentasiloxane rings with pendent mesogenic groups as

shown below.

0
CH3- i-CH 2-CH2 CH2O - .R

0 -

I x+y - 5

R1 .=Q

Rm 0 -2
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From the drawings it is readily noted that the two mesogens are of

different length, the cholesterol being somewhat longer. It has been observed

that at higher cholesterol concentrations, there is an apparent microphase

separation and changes in the X-ray scattering patterns due, in principle, to the

inability of the biphenyl and cholesterol mesogens to pack effectively inducing

the production of cholesterol-rich lamella1 ... This microphase separation is also

evidenced in a reduced ability of form transparent films and continuous fibers at

these higher cholesterol concentrations. Additionally the unsaturation in the

cholesterol ring systems renders it somewhat susceptible to oxidation which

may lead to loss of optical clarity during thermal processing, from

photodeprad;tion c, through environmental effects.

It was felt by previous workers that the presence of the cholesterol groups

was necessary to produce the fiber and film drawing properties of these

materials as well as the introduction of a helical superstructure responsible for

the materials ability to selectively reflect circularly polarized light at specific

wave!engths. A number of other side-chain liquid crystalline polymers have

been developed which incorporate other chiral mesogens as a means of

obtaining cholesteric or chiral smeciO liquid crystal phases5. The possibility

existed that the use of these group% io replace nholesterol in the cyclic side-

chain liquid crystal siloxanes might serve to both enhance the chemical stability

of these materials as wells as allow for the probing of the effects of changes in

the chemical structure on the macroscopic properties of these materials.

To this end ihe synthesis of chiral mesogens of similar molecular

dimensions to the biphenyl where uidertaken. Following the work of Legrand6

and of Percec5 , we synthesized the heterocyclic optically active alcohol.
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H
0  

H3

H H

trans-5- hydroxy-2-[4-(2-(-)-(S)-methyl-butyoxy)phenyl]-1 ,3-dioxane (HMBPD).

Legrand and his co-workers6 have demonstrated that acrylate polymers derived

from trans-2-(4-cyanophenyl)-5-hydroxy- 1,3-dioxane
III

H

HO H

exhibit nematic liquid crystalline phases rather that the smectic phases typically

seen in cyanobiphenyl containing side-chain liquid crystalline polymers.

Percec5 has shown that mesogens of the form
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H

exhibit chiral smectic mesophases. We felt that the HMPBD system should

provide either chiral smectic mesophases or cholesteric phases. Additionally,

the absence of unsaturation in the dioxane ring should show enhanced thermal

and photochemical stability.

Once synthesized, the HMBPD was incorporated into a "leader group" for

subsequent attachment to the precursor pentamethycyclopentasiloxane. . Cyclic

siloxanes were then synthesized with various stoichiometries of HMBPD and

hydroxybiphenol based mesogens and the physical and chomical behavior of

these cyclic siloxane liquid crystals examined and compared with the

equivalent cholesterol containing analogs.
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The following reaction scheme was used to synthesize HMBPD

Reaction Scheme I

pToluenesulfonyl Chlorde
CH H Pyrdine OH

C3 H0 CH3 V

KOH CH3  H
0 Q OH + I Ethanol- H .OI"

H& reflux
II

Benzene
+ (CH2OH)3  pTsOH (cat)

-H20

H )oO
Ilia IIlb

HH HH

~ ~Q~ 0 >H N>3QOJH
SC O H2OH CH2OH

BIC IIld

1) 0.5 eq. Benzoyl Chloride
Benzene, Aq NaOH
n-Bu 4NHSO4 50C
15 minutes

Illa-d lil

2) Fractional Crystallization

3) NaOH, Ethanol, Reflux
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The acetalation reaction gave relatively low yields of the trans isomer, even

after equilibration of the reaction mixture. The desired trans isomer of isomer of

HBMPD (ilia), isolated from the reaction mixture by selective benzoylation,

fractional re-crystallization and saponification7 (total isolated yield 250 mg) was

then reacted with 4-allyloxybenzioc acid in the presence of

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and a catalytic amount of dimethylamino

pyridine (DMAP)3 to form the reactive triad mesor.en IV.

0 DCC, DMAP

HI CH2Cl2, RT, 72 h

HH

III
H CH 3  H

o- N 
0

IV

Again, this reaction gave no better than a 50% overall providing 110 mg of the

final olefin product. Finally IV and the 4-allyloxy benzoate of 4-phenylphenol

(10% molar excess) were reacted with pentamethylcyclopentasiloxane in

methylene chloride in the presence dicyclopentadienyl platinum(ll) chloride as
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a hydrosilation catalyst to form the LC cyclic siloxanes. This reaction was

followed via observing the disappearance of the Si-H stretching vibration at

2140 cm-1 in the infrared. The product was purified by repeated precipitation

from methylene chloride with methanol. The yield was quantitative based on

pentamethylcyclopentasiloxane.

CHARACTERIZATION

Th" olefin IV is a non-mesogenic compound exhibiting a melting point of

1000C. NMR and IR are consistent with its structure and will be reported

elsewhere. The NMR of the compounds used in the initial hydrosilation study

show traces of allyloxybenzoic acid as a contaminant.

The cyclic siloxane exhibited a glass transition at -75 0C alrd a clearing

transition at -1 500C. An additional transition was observed which disappeared

upon multiple heatings. Optical microscopy exhibited cholesteric textures which

where unaffected by multiple temperature cycles.

Fibers could be drawn from the material in the molten state. Wide angle X-ray

diffraction of these fibers exhibited multiple orders along the meridian,

consistent with the patterns observed for the cholesterol containing CLC's. The

d-spacing of these reflection was determined to be 20.5 A, consistent with a rule

of mixtures size of the the two constituent mesogens. One difference between

the HMBPD based CLC and the cholesterol based CLC was that fin the former

materials there was observed in addition to the meridional reflections, a

"cybotactic" pattern, indicating some specialized packing due to this mesogen.
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DISCUSSICN

A major problem in this study was the low yield of the final chiral mesogen.

This was due to two causes: 1) the non-specificity of the acetalation reaction

and 2) the low yields of the esterification. We have since devised a synthetic

scheme 8-10 which alleviates these two problems is detailed below

/,1" 0 2NO CH2OH pTsOHC H 3 .H  -0 
-np sH0

'S' 0- + 1-12

c H OH OH

OH3 H 0 
2  Raney Nickel

/ -o A C H2OH H2, 1,500 PSI, 70C

CH3 H _ NH 2  NaiO 4

.CH20H pH7

CH3 H LIAJH 4

<:: 0 Ether, 0OC

CHO H H

H

96%
CH3 H

OH
4%
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As shown the final reaction produced almost pure trans HMBPD (Ilia) in

only a few steps. There is no formation of the dioxolane products (lc,d) at all.

The other low yield step is the esterification via DCC/DMAP coupling. As we

will discuss in Section 2, the use of phase transfer catalyst conditions7 in

sonjunction with the acid chloride of the 4-allyloxybenzoic acid 11 should give

nearly quantitative yields. These reaction are currently being pursued. An

additional benefit is that one is now in a position to economically modify the

substitution of the phenyl ring in the dioxane mesogen. This is also under

study..

Until a com-lete range of compositions can be synthesized, we can say

little about the nature of the mesophase of,HMBPD based CLCs relative to the

cholesterol based materials. Initial results indicate a similar cability to form

glassy fibers with similar molecular packing arrangments. This work is in

progress
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SECTION 2

Synthesis of Functionalized NLO Dyes

The compound 1-(4-nitrophenyl)-prolinol (NPP)

~C H2-OH
N

NO2

has been shown to have very high values of X(2) in its crystalline form 12. This is

due to the non-centrosymmetric nature of the crystalline state. NPP is optically

active and has the potential to serve both as an non-linear optical chromophore

as well as a cholesterogenic moiety. As such attempts were made to

functionalize NPP for attachment to siloxane backbones. Attempts to form the

4-allyloxybenzoate derivative of NPP using the DCC/DMAP (see above) route

proved unsuccessful. This may be due to the steric hindrance of the alcohol

group on the NPP as well as its internal hydrogen bonding deactivating it. To

circumvent the latter, we attempted to form the ester via Schotten-Bauman

conditions using the acid chloride of 4-allyloxybenzoic acid (V), synthesized via

the following reactions
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/CHO CH
.OH ~H H_=_, .*C. O*C_,

CH2 "CH; - OH reflux 2 CH; .Q
-HCI, SO2

V

.H 2 0H %N"CH.0"  0 Q. CH2 "CH2

N HOHBenzene jN H'

reflux

NO2  NO2

The acid chloride preparation has been reported in the literature1 1. After

24 hours, little ester had formed under these conditions. The reaction was re-

attempted adding powdered K2C03 as a scavenger for the HCI produced in the

esterification. Again, the reaction gave little product. The reaction was

attempted a third time using phase transfer catalysis (PTC) conditions7.

Specifically, NPP and the acid chloride V where dissolved in 100 mL of

benzene and 20 mL of a 50% (w/v) NaOH solution was added. Tetrabutyl

ammonium bisulfite (TEBAH) (0.1 g) was added and the reaction mixture was

vigorously stirred. TLC and IR showed rapid quantitative reaction to form the

ester. However, if the mixture was then refluxed, a saponification reaction

occurred rapidly, yielding the starting NPP and the sodium salt of 4-

allyloxybenzoic acid. Thus the ideal reaction conditions are room temperature

PTC conditions. Work on the attachment of the 4-allyloxy benzoate of NPP is

currently in progress and the characterization of these compounds will be

reported at a later date.
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ABSTRACT

Like the perfluoropolyalkylethers, the barrier to internal

rotation about the C-C bond in 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane

[TCTFE] is affected by both steric and electronic substituent

interactions. In order to establish a methodology for quantum

mechanical investigations of PFPAE model compounds, the geometries,

energies and vibrational frequencies of TCTFE were studied by ab initio

calculations using basis sets ranging from 3-21G through 6-311G(2df).

Bond lengths and angles calculated with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d) bases

were in close agreement with each other and with experimental results.

Comparable energies of the equilibrium conformers and torsional barriers

were obtained by MP2 calculations using the 6-31G(d), 6-311G(d) and

6-311G(2df) bases. The calculated equilibrium energy difference is in

qualitative agreement with experimental results. It was concluded that

results using the 6-31G(d) basis set provide satisfactory structural

parameters and conformational energies, comparable to those obtained

using larger polarized bases.

Fluorine-19 NMR spin-lattice (T1) relaxation times were measured

as a function of temperature and frequency for several PFPAE's. Derived

correlation times and activation energies revealed that there exists a

substantially greater barrier to rotation about C-C than C-O bonds in

these systems. There is a significant variation in values of E.

obtained at two experimental frequencies (84.7 and 282.2 MHz),

indicating that overall and internal polymer chain rotation affect the

two measurements differently. Further analysis is in progress in order

to separate the two reorientation mechanisms and to obtain a semi-

quantitative experimental estimate of the barrier to internal rotation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perfluoropolyalkylether (PFPAE) fluids possess the viscoelastic,

thermal and lubricity properties necessary to serve as effective, stable

liquid phase lubricants. '2 No currently available commercial PFPAE

lubricants, however, are capable of operation at the temperature

extremes and oxidative conditions required for lubrication of high

performance gas turbine engines.

The viscoelastic properties of polymer fluids such as the PFPAE's

are, of course, intimately connected to the chain flexibility in these

systems which is, in turn, dependent upon the potential energy barriers

to internal rotation about single bonds in the polymer. This summer, I

have been engaged in two research projects designed to obtain a better

understanding of chain mobility in PFPAE's. (1) In collaboration with

Dr. Harvey L. Paige at the Materials Directorate, Wright Laboratory,

Wright-Patterson AFB, I have begun ab initio and semi-empirical quantum

mechanical modelling studies of rotational barriers in molecules related

to perfluoroethers; (2) The students in my research group at the

University of North Texas have been obtaining data on the frequency and

temperature dependence of fluorine-19 NMR spin-lattice relaxation times

(T,) in model PFPAE compounds. This latter technique affords a direct

measurement of the flexibility at various points along the polymer

chain.

In the future, Dr. Paige and I plan to use the results of the

quantum mechanical modelling studies in molecular dynamics simulations

of the internal rotation in PFPAE chains. The results of these

simulations will be compared to the experimental NMR measurments, which

will provide an assessment of the accuracy of the calculations.
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Ultimately, we expect to be able to use molecular modelling to predict

the viscoelastic and conformational properties of these fluids, thus

aiding in the molecular design of new PFPAE lubricants.

II. AB INITIO MOLECULAR ORBITAL STUDIES OF ROTATIONAL BARRIERS

Introduction The barriers to internal rotation about the C-O and C-C

bonds and, hence, chain flexibility in PFPAE's depend upon both the

electronic and steric properties of groups attached to the bonded atoms.

Prior to beginning our investigations of the perfluoroethers, Dr. Paige

and I decided to establish the methodology via studies of two

halofluoroethanes, 1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-trifluoroethane (CC12F-CClF 2)

[TCTFE] and 1,2-dichloro-1,1,2-trifluoro-2-iodoethane (CClF2-CClFI)

[DCTFIE]. The chlorine and iodine atoms in these molecules possess very

different steric and electronic properties and provide us with the

opportunity to assess the accuracy of the calculational procedures

without the added complication of multiple internal rotations. The work

on TCTFE has been completed and a paper has been prepared for

publication.3 The computations have been completed on DCTFIE and the

analysis will be completed this fall. In addition, Dr. James Liang of

the Materials Directorate is obtaining experimental IR frequency and

intensity data on the vibrations in DCTFIE, which will be compared with

theoretical predictions. Results on the latter molecule will be

presented in an article to be written at a late ,, date.

Calculations Ab initio molecular orbital calculations were

performed using the Gaussian-904 program on a Cray X-MP/216 computer.

In TCTFE, the two equilibrium geometries, C1 and C,, are termed gauche

(G) and trans (T), respectively, to denote the relative positions of the

lone fluorine (Fl) on the first carbon atom and the single chlorine
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(Cyl) on the second carbon; the transition state structures are called

GT and GG'. The equilibrium and saddle point geometries were optimized

with the following basis sets: 3-21G,' 6-31G,6 D95,7 6-31G(d)6,8 and

6-311G(d).8,9 Calculations on the four conformers were also performed

with the 6-311G(2df)8'9 basis set using the 6-311G(d) geometries.

Single point second order Moller-Plessetl° correlation energy

calculations were performed with several of the largest basis sets.

For comparison with the ab initfo results, MNDO, 1 AMI1' and

PM313 semi-empirical energy calculations were performed with the

program MOPAC.14 As above, all structural parameters were optimized

for both equilibrium and transition state conformations.

Results and Discussion

Geometries. Tabulated in columns 3-7 of Table 1 are the structural

parameters for the trans conformer calculated with the various basis

sets used in this study. The results from the D95 (double-zeta) basis

set are not included since, not surprisingly, they are quite similar to

those obtained with the 6-31G (doubly-split valence) basis.

One observes that structural parameters determined with the two

polarized basis sets, 6-31G(d) and 6-31IG(d) are generally quite close;

calculated bond lengths are the same to within 0.002-0.006 A and bond

angles differ by an average of <0.40. It is seen further from the table

that R(CF2),R(CF3) < R(CF1), in agreement with the experimental

observation'5 that C-F bond lengths shorten with increasing fluorine

substitution on a carbon.

Iwasaki16 has determined the structure of TCTFE by electron

diffraction,17 and his results are given in the second column of

Table 1. One finds that C-C and C-Cl bond lengths obtained with the
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6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d) basis sets are in close coincidence to his

values, whereas calculated C-F bond lengths are significantly shorter

than experiment; the latter inequality is common to all large basis set

SCF calculations on fluorocarbons.'8 Considering the approximations

employed in the experimental structure determination, the bond angles,

too, are in quite satisfactory agreement with measured values.

Shown in the last four columns of the table are the structures of

both equilibrium and saddle point configurations, determined with the

6-311G(d) basis set. As found in earlier ab initio studies of

substituted ethanes,?-? all bond lengths with the exception of C-C

remain approximately constant, whereas the latter increases by

0.045-0.050 A in the saddle point structures. One observes, also, that

apparently equivalent angles appear to vary within a given conformation

and between conformers. These variations can, in all cases, be

explained by steric interactions. For instance, the observation that

ZCCF2 > ZCCF3 in the G rotamer is due to the fact that fluorine F2 has

two gauche interactions with chlorine atoms compared to only one for F.

Similarly, ZCCF, and ZCCF2 are greatest in the GG' transition state,

which is the only conformation in which they eclipse chlorine atoms.

Eneraies Displayed in Table 2 are the energies and energy

differences (relative to the T conformer) calculated at the SCF and MP2

levels using the various basis sets. One finds that all ab initio

calculations yield negative values for the energy ditterence, AE(G-T),

which, at the SCF level, ranges from -0.7 to -0.8 kcal/mol for the two

largest basis sets. The correlation energy correction is small,

lowering AE by 0.0 to 0.2 kcal/mol. There is no further correction to

the equilibrium energy difference arising from zero point vibrational
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energy (ZPVE) and thermal contributions to the enthalpy (discussed in

ref. 3). Thus the final calculated range is AE(G-T) = -0.6 to

-0.7 kcal/mol, 4nich is in qualitative agreement with experimental

estimates; AH(exp) = AE(exp) = -0.25"' to -0.352" kcal/mol.

One sees also from the table that both transition state energies,

AE(GT-T) and AE(GG'-T), generally increase with size of the basis set.

The correlation energy correction to AE(GT-T) is -0.0 to -0.3 kcali/m01.

Together with a -0.4 kcal/mol correction from A[ZPVE] and A[H(T)-H(O)]

(Ref. 3), one obtains a net energy barrier,

AE(GT-T) = 8.7 - 9.1 kcal/mol (with the three largest basis sets). This

value lies within the raige determined from ultrasonic relaxation

measurements,"' AE(GT-T) = 5.0 - 10.0 kcal/mol. It is somewhat higher

than the estimate from the infrared torsional frequency;21 however, this

latter measurement was subject to potentially large errors.

It is found that the secord tansition state, GG', has a

significantly lowhr energy than GT. With the correlation energy,

A[ZPVE] and LH(T)-H(O)] corrections, AE(GG'-T) = 6.8 - 7.2 kcal/mol.

Thz higher energy of the GT saddle point seems quite reasonable since

there is a repulsive interaction between two eclipsed chlorine atoms

which is not present in the GG' conformation.

Finally, we note that all three semi-empirical methods"' 3 predict

that AE(G-T) > 0, which disagrees with both experimental and ab initio

results. Too, they predict that A(GT-T) < A(GG'-T), in contrast to the

ab Ntlo calc,,lations and to chemical intuition.

Vibrations Although not shown (see Ref. 3), vibrational frequencies

were calculated for the G and T conformers using the 6-31G(d) basis set,

and were multiplied by the standard scale factor, 0.90, to account for
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corrections due to vibrational anharnonicity and electron correlation.

The scaled frequencies were in quite satisfactory agreement with

experimental data on the two rotamers, with arrors of 1.2-1.8% for modes

below 1000 cm'1 ; the error was somewhat greater (3.5%-4.2%) for the C-F

stretching vibrations (above 1000 cm"1)

Conclusions The agreement between theoretical and experimental

geometries, energies and vibrational frequencies were quite satisfactory

when using the 6-31G(d) basis set, which provides evidence that this

basis should provide an adequole characterization of the structures and

energies in our planned computational investigations of model compounds

for the perfluoropolyalkylethers.

Pl nned Investigations Dr. Paige and I have just begun a comparative

ab initio study of perfluorobutane [CF 3CF2CF2CF3] and

perfluoroethylmethyl ether [CF 3CF2OCF3] in order to determine the effect

replacement of CF2 groups by oxygen atoms on the conformational energies

and rotational barriers. We plan also to investigate whether the

3-21G(d) basis set yields satisfactory geometric structural parameters.

If this proves true, it will permit us to perform more computationally

efficient calculations on larger PFPAE model compounds. We also plan to

initiate an investigation on the torsional potential energy surface in

perfluorodimethoxymethane [CF3OCF2OCF3] either later this fall or next

spring. This molecule is of interest since one expects the torsional

barriers to rotation about the the two CF2-O bonds to be mutually

dependent upon both dihedral angles.

III. NMR RELAXATION TIME STUDIES OF PFPAE CHAIN FLEXIBILITY

Introduction The measurement of NMR Spin-Lattice (T1) relaxation

times is a well established technique to probe both the rates and
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mechanisms of molecular reorientation in liquids and solution.22 The

method has also been used quite profitably to characterize the

conformational mobility of flexible chain polymers .'2' To date,

however, NMR relaxation has not yet been applied to study the polymer

chain dynamics in perfluoropolyalkylethers.

As applied to the PFPAE's, the fluorine-19 relaxation time

[T,(1 9F)] is a function of the rotational correlation time (rc) of the

vector connecting the two fluorine atoms in a CF2 group; i.e.

T-' - ,/R6, where R is the distance between the two fluorine nuclei.

Qualitatively, cc is the time it takes for the 19F-19F vector to rotate

by one radian (=60°). The value of the correlation time, then, provides

a direct measure of the polymer's flexibility in the region immediately

surrounding a given perfluoromethylene group. For polymeric species

such as the PFPAE's, Tc may be a function of the frequency of the NMR

experiment. The acquisition of data at two or more frequencies permits

a determination of the mechanism of the internal rotation dynamics in

the polymer chain.

During this summer, we have extended investigations begun during

the past year to study the temperature and frequency dependence of NMR

relaxation in a number of perfluoropolyalkylethers. The data

acquisition is still in progress; below, we describe the preliminary

results obtained to date.

Experimental Fluorine-19 NMR measurements were performed by students

in my research group at the University of North Texas on (a) a JEOL

FX9OQ FT-NMR Spectrometer operating at Bo=21.1 kG [vo(0 9F)=84.7 MHz], and

(b) a Varian VXR-300 FT-NMR operating at Bo=70.5 kG [vo('9F)=282.2 MHz].

Spin-lattice relaxation times were determined with the standard
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Inversion Recovery Fourier Transform (IRFT) pulse sequence,2" (180- -

90*-Acq.), with 10-12 T values plus T--. TI was calculated from the

peak iptensities by a non-linear fit to the three parameter

magnetization equation.z6

The following experiments were performed this summer: (a)

Temperature dependence of relaxation times in

perfluoropoly(tetraethylene glycol), RfO((CF2CF2O)4CF2O]nCF3 , Rf=CF 3,

CF3CF2  (ML088-131) (Table 3];2T (b) Temperature dependence of T1 (19F)

in Fomblin-Z, RfO[CF 2O~m[C 2F4 0]n[C3F60]q , Rf=CF 3, C2F5 (ML078-80) (Table

4]; (c) Temperature and frequency dependence of relaxation times in

perfluoropoly(ethylene oxide), CF30[CF2CF2O]nCF3 (ML088-50) [Table 5].

Correlation times reported in Tables 3-5 were calculated using standard

formulae. 2

Results and Discussion The temoerature dependent rotational

correlation times of perfluoropoly(tetraethylene glycol) are displayed

in Table 3. One notes first that T 's of the perfluoromethyl (CF3) end

groups (peaks 4 and 5] are lower than rotational times of

perfluoromethylene (CF2) groups in the middle of the polymer chain.

This is to be expected since the internal rotation of the latter groups

require cooperative reorientation about several adjacent bonds. One

sees, however that the two CF3 groups re not equivalent; the activation

energy for rotation in the CF3CF2O- unit [peak 4] is substantially

higher than in the CF30- group [peak 5] (4.5 versus 2.5 kcal/mol), which

provides evidence that, as is intuitively reasonable, the barrier to

rotation about a CF3-CF2 bond is substantially greater than for a CF3-O

bond. Further evidence for a lower barrier to rotation about C-O bonds

is provided by a comparison of peaks 2, 3 and 6. The first two
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resonances result from 19F nuclei in CF2 groups with one C-C and one C-O

bond, whereas the third peak represents a group with two C-O bonds. The

activation energy for rotation of the latter CF2 unit is substantially

lower (2.9 kcal/mol) than found in the two former peaks (3.8 and 4.1

kcal/mol) which, again, provides evidence for a markedly lower barrier

to rotation about the C-O bonds in perfluoropolyalkylethers.

Table 4 contains correlation times obtained for the various

resonances of Fomblln-Z as a function of temperature in the neat fluid.

One observes the same trend found above in the simpler perfluoroether.

Specifically, the activation energies for rotation of CF2 groups

containing both a C-C and C-O bond [peaks 1-4] are uniformly greater

than those for perfluoromethylene units bonded to two oxygens

[bands 7-9], which likely results from the higher barrier to internal

rotation about the former bonds. Due to its greater molecular weight,

with consequently greater correlation times, Fomblin-Z is almost

assuredly not in the motional narrowing limit. Hence, a complete

analysis of the reorientation in this molecule will require measurements

of the frequency dependence of its relaxation times, which are currently

in progress.

Displayed in Table 5 are the reorientational correlation times of

perf1uoropoly(ethylene oxide) as a function of temperature at two

different fluorine-i9 resonance frequencies (84.7 and 282.2 MHz). One

observes that, as in perfluoropoly(tetraethylene glycol) and Fomblin-Z,

both the values of T. and E. for reorientation of the CF3O- end group

are lower than for other groups in the middle of the polymer chain.

Most significantly, the activation energies of all resonances are

markedly less in the high frequency (282.2 MHz) experiments. If all
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motions in the polymer were at a frequency greater than -300 MHz, one

would expect results of the two experiments to be identical. Hence, it

is clear that the low frequency measurements reflect two separate

reorientational mechanisms, overall rotation superposed on the slower

internal rotations about C-C and C-0 bonds in the chain. In the coming

month, we plan to fit the data with several theoretical models of chain

reorientation,' °30 which will permit us to obtain a quantitative

separation of the internal and overall polymer dynamics.

Future Studies Work is currently underway to determine the

relaxation and correlation times of Fomblin-Z at a second 19F resonance

frequency and to study relaxation in two other Fomblins of differing

average molecular weights. As for perfluoropoly(ethylene oxide), the

data will be fit to models which will permit separation of the rates and

mechanisms of internal and overall molecular rotation and will,

hopefully, provide semi-quantitative estimates of the barriers to

internal rotation; these results will be correlated with the

experimental viscosity indices. It is expected that, eventually, these

experiments will yield an indication of the effects of structure (e.g.

number of CF,, C2F4, C3F6 units and their arrangement) on the viscosity-

temperature characteristics of perfluoroethers and aid in the design of

new PFPAE lubricants.
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Table 2. Calculated Conformational Energies

Basis set T G GT GG'

A. Total Energies (Hartrees)

HF/3-21G -1743.842 44 -1743.848 03 -1743.831 07 -1743.839 02

HF/6-31G -1752.247 87 -1752.250 68 -1752.234 13 -1752.238 64

HF/D95 -1752.310 81 -1752.312 21 -1752.296 76 -1752.300 86

HF/6-31G(d) -1752.458 57 -1752.460 12 -1752.443 56 -1752.447 07

HF/6-311G(d) -1752.630 64 -1752.63175 -1752.615 42 -1752.618 83

HF/6-311G(2df) -1752.673 92 -1752.675 17 -1752.658 76 -1752.661 81
//6-311G(d)

MP2/6-31G(d) -1753.624 56 -1753.626 06 -1753.610 05 -1753.613 10

MP2/6-311G(d) -1753.933 15 -1753.934 24 -1753.917 97 -1753.921 11

MP2/6-311G(2df) -1754.277 79 -1754.278 75 -1754.263 01 -1754.265 66
//6-311G(d)

B. Relative Energies (kcal/mol)

HF/3-21G 0.00 -3.50 +7.14 +2.15

HF/6-31G 0.00 -1.76 +8.62 +5.79

HF/D95 0.00 -0.88 +8.82 +6.25

HF/6-31G(d) 0.00 -0.97 +9.42 +7.22

HF/6-311G(d) 0.00 -0.69 +9.55 +7.41

HF/6-311G(2df) 0.00 -0.79 +9.51 +7.60
//6-311G(d)

MP2/6-31G(d) 0.00 -0.94 +9.11 +7.19

MP2/6-311G(d) 0.00 -0.68 +9.52 +7.55

MP2/6-311G(2df) 0.00 -0.61 +9.27 +7.61
//6-311G(d)

MNDO 0.00 +0.82 +5.17 +7.23

AMI 0.00 +1.13 +5.15 +9.21

PM3 0.00 +0.81 +2.86 +3.44

Experiment 0.00 -0.256 +5.9b

-0.35 d  +5-10c

a) Reference 19.
b) Reference 21. From torsional frequency (IR).
c) Reference 21. From ultrasonic relaxation.
d) Reference 20.
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Table 3. NNR Correlation Times in Perfluoropoly(tetraethylene glycol),
RfO[(CF2CF20) 4CF20]nCF3, RfCF3, CF3CF2 (HL.088-131)
Bulk Fluid. Bo a 21.1 kG [v(9F) - 84.7 MHz]

Peak Deltaa Assignment 230C 490C 730C -Ea

1 73.6 ppm CF3OCF2CF2O- 72 ps 41 ps 32 ps 3.3 kcal/mol

2 74.0 -OCF2CF2OCF2O- 115 63 46 3.8

3 75.7 -OCF 2CF2OCF 2CF2O- 125 68 46 4.1

4 76.8 CF3CF2O- 31 20 10 4.5

5 108.2 CF3OCF 2CF2O- 35 23 19 2.5

6 112.6 -OC2F4OCF 2OC2F40- 92 67 45 2.9

a) Chemical shifts are measured tn ppm downfield from hexafluorobenzene
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On Photoreflectance Spectra from Two Dimensional
Electron Gas in GaAs/AlGaAs Heterojunctions

by
Michael Sydor
Physics Dept.

University of Minnesota, Duluth
RDL Summer Faculty Research Program

ID#140, for Dr. William Mitchel
at MLPO/WPAFB

Summer 1991

ABSTRACT: We use differential Photoreflectance and indirectly

modulated pho'..reflectance to examine the signature from high

mobility Two-dimensional electron gas in GaAs/AIGaAs

heterojunctions. The samples with the highest electron mobility show

an additional photoreflectance signal at -1.45 eV. The signal can be

attributed to the optical transitions from the valence band to the

second conduction subband (El). Indirect Photoreflectance obtained

by modulating the sample slightly off the probe illumination,

accentuates the 1.45 eV signal. The amplitude and time dependence

of the indirectly modulated Photoreflectance appears to depend on

sample quality and may thus be useful in optical assessment of

electronic materials.

INTRODUCTION:

Heterostructures containing Two Dimensional Electron Gas

(2DEG) are important in industrial applications. The parameter of
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greatest interest in such samples is the mobility of 2DEG.

Photoreflectance (PR) and Differential Photoreflectance (DPR) are two

nonintrusive methods for detection of 2DEG at room temperature. 1 - 4

However, PR and to some extent the DPR are both difficult to

quantify because they perturb or modulate more than just the 2DEG

region of the sample. 5 ,6 Since the characteristic property of high

quality heterojunctions is the very high mobility and persistent

confinement of 2DEG, one may be able to use these properties in

exz iting modulation of the eiectron gas outside of the monitoied

region of the sample, say outside of the illuminated spot in a

reflectance measurement. We observe indirect PR by laser

modulating the sample slightly off the probe illumination, in an

otherwise standard Photoreflectance setup. 7  The resulting signal

frem our best High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMT) shows an

enhancement of a signature attributed to 2DEG. 1 We observe similar

enhancement in the DPR 8 for these samples when we selectively

modulate their 2DEG potential wells.

We simulate the 2DEG DPR in terms of a numerical model

proposed by Snow, Glembocki, and Shanabrook. 9 The details of the

numerical model are being presented separately. Here we use the

model to discuss the origin of the 1.45 eV signal which characterizes

the DPR from HEMT showing Cyclotron Resonance determined

mobilities of 105 cm 2 /Vs or better.
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DISCUSSION OF METHOD:

The samples investigated here were typical HEMT whose

representative structure and characteristic PR spectra are shown in

Fig. 1. The broad PR response in Fig. 1, differentiating the two

samples, appears to depend the unintentional doping of the channel

layer and presence extraneous layers such as the protective cap, its

doping, and the structure of the buffer which isolates the HEMT from

the substrate. 5 ,6 For instance, the oscillatory signal at - 1.58 eV

comes from ten 30x30 isolation quantum wells comprising the

buffer. The amplitude and the shape of the broad signal is ubiquitous

and does not appear to have much to do with the samples' 2DEG

quality. Both samples in Fig. 1 are excellent. The broad signal is

influenced by the removal of the protective cap, 5 and according to

our numerical results, verified by DPR measurements, can also be

associated with the unintentional doping of the channel layer. The

broad signal when excessive distorts the entire spectrum, especially

the sharp oscillatory signal at the 1.42 eV GaAs band-edge, The

band-edge signal comes from the 2DEG potential well and the

remainder of the undoped GaAs layer to which we simply refer to as

the channel layer. see the insert in Fig. 1. The sharp band edge

signals shown in 3ig. 1 are typical of all HEMT regardless of their

2DEG quality. Poor HEMT ( -10 4 cm2 /Vs ) usually exhibit somewhat

broader band-edge oscillations 5 than the ones shown in Fig.l.

However, the band edge signal is always there and its sharpness and

magnitude has no apparent relationship to the sample's 2DEG

concentration or mobility. 1,2,5, 6 None the less, in HEMT with high

2DEG -nobility Glembocki et al. 1 , and Snow, Glembocki, and
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Shanabrook (SGS) 9 show the band-edge PR is a pseudo composite of

two signals which seem to phase shift at low temperature. 1 , 9

Glembocki et al. 1 show that most of the baad edge signal at 1.42 eV

comprising the leading peak at -1.418 eV and the subsequent large

oscillation comes from undoped GaAs and constitutes the low electric

field PR typical of the epitaxial GaAs. Only the high energy tail of the

band-edge PR in Fig. I may come from the changes in the absorption

due to the optical transitions within the 2DEG triangular potential

well. 9 Thus, the signal specific to and indicative of room temperature

2DEG is obscured, and is often manifested only as an extra small

oscillation or a kink at the tail of the band-edge PR. 1 The 2DEG signal

can not be isolated from the main PR from the channel layer by

using ordinary PR techniques which modulate all depths of the

sample. To establish the shape of the signal due to the optical

transitions within the 2DEG potential well, it is necessary suppress

the modulation within the channel layer. This can be done by using a

DPR technique, 8 or by preferential modulation of 2DEG.through

indirect means as we attempted here. Both the indirectly modulated

PR and the DPR show an enhancement of the high energy tail

attributed to the 2DEG. 1,9 This is shown in Fig. 2. In the DPR of Fig.

2, the modulation of the channel layer was suppressed by

illuminating the sample with two superimposed alternately chopped

laser beams (633 nm and 544 nm ) whose intensities were matched

at the depth of buffer's quantum wells (see the insert in Fig. 1).

When pump intensities were matched at the quantum wells , the

quantum well PR at 1.58 eV in Fig. 1 disappeared, as did most of the

-1.42 eV band edge PR from the channel. However the laser pumps
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had different wavelengths and their absorption in the intervening

layers was different. Thus matched pump intensities at the quantum

wells left the 2DEG region of the HEMT weakly modulated, resulting

in a small (10-5) oscillatory signal above 1.42 eV, which we believe

comes from the 2DEG. The DPR from 2DEG has a shape which is

similar to the large PR signal. The 2DEG is slightly shifted and the

leading band edge peak is nearly absent. Notice also a more

pronounced tail oscillation in the DPR signal in Fig. 2. The

enhancement of the -1.45 eV oscillation is also seen in the indirect

PR for this sample as shown in Fig. 3. The indirect PR was obtained

by using a single chopped 633 nm laser pump which modulated an

area -1 mm off the probe illumination .

In general, the very high mobility HEMT, those with excess of

60000 cm 2 /Vs at 80 K, show a well defined DPR oscillatory

structures at -1.432 and -1.45 eV. Sometimes an additional low

structure also appears at -1.47 eV. 2 The exact shape and phase of

the DPR at 1.432 and 1.45 eV depends on modulation. 2 Since the

2DEG signal had a character similar to the DPR we observed from the

buffer quantum wells, we initially determined the energies of the

2DEG by fitting its signal with derivatives of Gaussian !ine-shapes. 1 0

The portion of 2DEG DPR signal around 1.432 eV appears be

common in varying degree to most HEMT. The oscillation at 1.45 eV

was present only in the very high mobility HEMT, those with

Cyclotron Resonance (CR) mobility of -10 5 cm 2 /Vs (6K) or better.

Cyclotron Resonance 1 1 showed mobilities of -2x10 5 cm 2 /Vs for

several samples. In HEMT with -105 cm 2 /Vs 6 K mobility, the ratio

of the amplitudes of the 1.45 eV to the 1.432 eV DPR structures is
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-0.25. To unravel the origin of the DPR and the significance of the

1.45 eV signal in the highest mobility HEMT, we modeled the 2DEG

absorption process and the 2DEG DPR. 1 2

Our model 12 followed the method of SGS. 9 We included the

density of states in our calculations, and limited the summation of

the transitions from the unconfined valence states to the confined

conduction subbands to the first two subbands (E0 and El). This

procedure simulates the DPR modulation. In our model, the higher

order confined states contributed mainly to the band-edge PR which

the DPR suppresses.

For low 2DEG modulation (-1%), our model predicts a narrow

oscillatory DPR in the 40 meV energy region above the GaAs band

gap energy. Our numerical results resemble the low temperature

2DEG PR data shown by SGS, 9 and simulate the 2DEG DPR which we

observed here, as shown in Fig. 4. The model did not include

temperature Droadening, thus the simulated signal in Fig. 4 is

narrower than the room temperature DPR. However, for any given

modulation the breadth of the signal also depends on the level of

the unintentional doping of the channel layer. This parameter is

poorly defined and understood, and may well be measurable using

the DPR in conjunction with the numerical results. 2DEG modulations

of few percent, SGS took - 30%, produced in our model a broad

response, like the one obtained by SGS in their model. 9

Outside of predicting a narrow 2DEG DPR response which

resembles the data, the most interesting result of our model,

germane to the discussions here, is the identification of the -1.432
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eV structure and the secondary -1.45 eV part of the 2DEG DPR

associated with highest mobility samples. The 1.45 eV signal and

part of the 1.432 eV signal in Fig 4 appears to come from the overlap

of the first excited subband (El) wavefunction with the unconfined

hole wavefunctions in the outer region of 2DEG potential well

Transitions to the subbands' ground state (E0 ) also contribute to the

DPR structures at 1.43 eV, and at 1.47 eV.2 It would appear then

that highest samples showing the 1.45 eV DPR structures, should

have 2DEG concentrations which fill E0 and provide a relatively

empty Ei for a preponderance of transitions to El. These results

appear in keeping with the shape of the DPR for samples shown in

Fig. 5, and parallel the results of Shubnikov-de Haas

measurements.13 However the DPR reflects the room temperature

conditions. Both the ground and the first excited state also contribute

weakly to the DPR at the band gap energy, thus the band edge signal

is not entirely eliminated in the DPR. Actually 2DEG contributions to

the DPR begin slightly below the GaAs band gap energy as was

pointed out by SGS. 9

CONCLUSIONS:

The character of the indirectly modulated PR signal from the

best HEMT appears to change at large modulation distances. The

portion of the 2DEG signal at 1.45 eV persists in some samples for

modulations up to -1.5 mm away from the reflectance spot. However

the best indirect PR sample did not appear to have the best CR

determined mobility. The reason for this discrepancy may come from

the fact that indirect PR may be subject to sample structure,

internal reflections, and scattering effects. Although one could expect
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a relationship between the electron mobility and electron diffusion

according to Einstein relation, 1 4 it is not clear at this time that

indirect PR is related to diffusion. Although there are noticeable

sample dependent variations in the amplitude and phase of the

indirectly modulated PR even at 400 Hz chopper frequency, the

large distances involved rule out unaided electron transport.

Scattering, and internal reflection are more likely. SUMMARY:

As seen in Fig. 3 the indirect PR appears to accentuate the 2DEG

signal at 1.45 eV. Since the 1.45 eV 2DEG signal appears associated

our best samples the technique may serve as a room temperature

indicator of material quality. The results need further testing and

repetition at low temperature
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CREEP BEHAVIOR OF A FINE-GRAINED Y3AI50 12+YA10 3 (18 Vol.%) MATERIAL

Jeff Wolfenstir.e

Assistant Professor

University of California, Irvine

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Irvine, CA 92717

Abstract

The creep behavior of a fine-grained two-phase Y3AI50 12+YA1O, (18 vol.%) material

prepared from mixed alkoxides powders was investigated in a temperature range between

1600 to 1680'C. It was observed that at strain rates less than 10-3 s-1 the two-phase

material deforms by a Nabarro-Herring diffusional creep mechanism controlled by cation

lattice diffusion. In the diffusional creep regime the two-phase material can be deformed to

true strains between 40 to 50% without nicrocracking or void formation. At strain rates

above 10-3 s-1 severe ricrocracking and void formation occurred which caused the stress

exponent to be greater than unity and limited the strain-to-failure.

lntroca1 il

In recent years there has been a recognition of the potential of structural ceramics for use

in advanced heat engines (both turbine and reciprocating) and heat exchangers [1].

Compared to metals ceramics have higher operating temperatures, lower density, superior

wear resistance and chemical stability. Unfortunately, ceramics also have low fracture

toughness, resulting in brittle failure. One method of providing increased fracture

toughness is to incorporate the ceramics in composite structures. In order for the ceramic

composites to be used at elevated temperature the creep behavior of both the matrix and the

fiber must be characterized. One of the most promising matrix materials under
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Abst

The creep behavior cf a fine-grained two-phase Y3A150 12+YAIO3 (18 vol.%) material

prepared from mixed alkoxides powders was investigated in a temperature range between

1600 to 16801C. It was observed that at strain rates less than 10-3 s-1 the two-phase

material deforms by a Nabarro-Herring diffusional creep mechanism controlled by cation

lattice diffusion. In the diffusional creep regime the two-phase material can be deformed to

true strains between 40 to 50% without microcracking or ,,oid forraiadon. At strain rates

above 10,3 s-1 severe microciacking and void formation occurred which caused the stress

exponent to be greater than unity and limited the strain-to-failure.

In recent years there has been a recognition of the potential of structural ceramics for use

in advanced heat engines (both turbine and reciprocating) and heat exchangers [1].

Compared to metals ceramics have higher operating temperatures, lower density, superior

wear resistance and chemical stability. Unfortunately, ceramics also have low fracture

toughness, resulting in brittle failure. Onc method of providing increased fracture

toughness is to incorporate the ceramics in composite structures. In order for the ceramic

composites to be used at elevated temperature the creep behavior of both the matrix and the

fioe.- must be characterized. One of the most promising matrix materials under
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consideration for use in oxide/oxide composites at temperatures greater than 1400C is

Y3 A15 0 12 (YAG). As a consequence understanding the creep behavior of polycrystalline

YAG is of great importance. It is the purpose of this paper to report on the creep behavior

of a fine-grained two-phase material consisting of a YAG matrix with about 18 volume

percent of a YAIO 3 (YAP) second phase at temperatures between 1600 to 168ffC.

(1) Sample Preparation

Powders of a two-phase material consisting of a YAG matrix and about 18 volume percent

of a YAP second phase were prepared using a mixed alkoxide method. The resultant

hydroxide powders were air dried at room temperature and then calcined at 1000C for 10

h. The calcined powders were then consolidated by uniaxial hot-pressing in a graphite die

lined with graphfoil at 16401C with a stress of 7 MPa for I to 1.5 h under an argon

atmosphere. Aftei hot-pressing the densified material was aniealed at 14001C for ,0 h in

air. X-ray diffraction after the annealing treatment revealed the presence of on)y two

phases, YAG and YAP. The microstructure of the hot-pressed material is shown i Fig. I.

Figure 1 is a backscattered electron image of the two-phase material. From Fig. I several

important points are noted. First, the YAP (bright) phase is uniformly distribuwd

throughout the YAG (dark) matrix. Second, the volume fraction of the YAP determined

using image analysis and density measurements is about 18%. Third, the dark spots within

the YAG matrix are pores. The volume fraction of porosity was determined using a linear

intercept method. The density of the samples was about 98% of the theoretical density.

Figure 2 is the microstructure of the hot-pressed material after thermal etching at 1600CC for

4 h. Fig. 2 reveals that the material after hot-pressing exhibits a very equiaxed grain

structure. The avet.age linear intercept grain size for the sample is about 3.1 g±m. From

Fig. 2 it is observed that several grains have linear intercept grain sizes of less than 1 g~m

and a few grains are greater than 5 gm. Backscattered electron images of the etched

samples revealed that the YAG matrix had a linear intercept grain of about 2.7 gtm while the

YAP phase had an linear intercept grain size of approximately 4.2 g~m. No YAG grains

were greater than 5 p.m. Grains less than 1 gtm were typically YAG. It can also f-e seen
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from Fig. 2 that the pores are primarily located at grain boundary triple junctions. There is

no intragranular porosity.

(2) Deformation Expri.ments

Deformation samples were prepared by cutting and grinding the hot-pressed material into

rectangular parallelpipeds. The ratio of the height to the width of the samples was

approximately 2:1 with dimensions of a typical sample being 2 x 2 x 4 mam.

Two types of mechanical tests were used. In the first type of test the samples were

deformed under compression at a constant displacement rate, This type of test was used to

determine the strain-to-failure as well as to provide an indication of any nacrostructural

changes that occur as a result of the deformation. The second type of test involved

compression strain-rate-change tests. These tests were used to determine the flow stress-

strain rate relations as well as the strain-rate-sensitivity exponent, n. The mechanical tests

were carried out over a temperature range 1600 to 16801C in a vacuum (_ 104 torr) at true

strain rates between 10-5 to 10-2 s- l . After the creep experiments the samples were

sectioned parallel to the applied stress axis for microstructural examination. The sections

were polished and thermally etched at 1600C for 4 h.

Results and Discussion

The results of the strain-rate-change tests at the various temperatures are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 is a plot of logarithm of the strain rate, 4 versus logarithm of the flow stress, r.

The slope of the curves yields the stress exponent. Also included in Fig. 3 is the result

from two constant displacement rate tests. From Fig. 3 it is observed that there is exe,-Uent

agreement between the two different testing methods used in this study. Either test is valid

for determining the flow stress-strain rate relationships. It is also observed from Fig. 3 that

two different stress exponent regions are exhibited as a function of the strain rate. At low

strain rates (i<10 "3 s-1) the stress exponent is about equal to unity. In this region

aiffusional creep is believed to be the dominant deformation me.hanism [2-4].
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At high values of the strain rate (i> 10- 3 s-l ) the stress exponent increases to between 5 to

8. In this region the increase in the value of the stress exponent could possibly be

associated with the onset of a region where the creep behavior is controlled by intragranular

dislocation motion. If indeed the high stress exponent region shown in Fig. 3 is a result of

intragranular dislocation motion then, strain rates recorded in this region for the fine-

grained two-phase material with a YAG matrix should be very similar to those observed for

single crystalline YAG deformed at equivalent temperatures and stresses. A comparison of

the creep rates for the two-phase m'terial with a YAG matrix with those for single

crystalline YAG revealed that the creep rate of the polycrystalline two-phase material was

between 1,000-10,000 times faster than that predicted based on YAG single crystal

behavior. A possible explanation for the difference in the creep rates between the

polycrystalline sample and single crystalline material may be a result of the added

contribution of a boundary deformation mechanism such as grain boundary sliding which

can be operative in a polycrystalline sample but can not occur in a sigle crystal. However,

this explanation can not account for the large experimental differernce observed in Fig. 3.

An other possible reason for the variation in creep rates may be due to differences in

aliovalent impurity levels between the polycrystalline and single crystalline ss':ples. A

comparison of the impurity concentrations between the polycrystalline and single cr ystalline

samples revealed that such a suggestion was not possible. It is more likely that t-,c increase

in the stress exponent observed in Fig. 3 is associated wi h onset of severe mic ocracking

and void formation. Microstructural examination of samples defc,nne(, in the nigh stress

exponent region (n=5 to 8) revealed extensive microcracking and void format.on along

grain boundaries that were parallel to the applied compressive stress direction. '.n contrast,

samples that were deformed in the low stress exponent region (n= 1) to true F rains as large

as 40% exhibited almost no microcracking and void formation. These; observations

suggest that at strain rates above 10-3 s"1 severe microcracking and f-oid formation

occurred which caused the stress exponent to be greater than unity.

The results of the constant displacement rate tests for samples deformed in the low stress

region (n= 1) at the lowest and highest temperatures investigated in this study are shown in
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Fig. 4. The data in Fig. 4 are plotted as true stress versus true plastic strain. Figure 4

reveals two important points. First, it can be seen that the fine-grained two-phase YAG and

YAP material can be deformed to true strains of at least 40%. Second, the flow stress does

not change with strain for the sample deformed at 1600CC. In contrast, the flow stress for

te sample deformed at 1680'C increases with strain up to about 20% after, which very

little change with strain is observed. The flow stress almost doubles during the first 20%

strain. The increase in the flow stress shown in Fig. 4 can be related to microstructural

changes that occur during deformation. Microstructural examination of the sample

deformed at 1600CC to a true strain of about 40% revealed that grains retain an equiaxed

structure with i o grain growth. In addition no significant microcracking and void

formation was observed. Microstructural analysis of the sample deformed at 16809C to a

true strain of about 40% also revealed that the grains remained equiaxed with no significant

microcracking and void formation. However, grain growth had occurred in this sample.

The linear intercept grain size after deformation was about 4.2 .tm compared to 3.1 .m in

the undeformed sample. Fo- Jiffusional creep mechanism the creep rate varies inversely

with grain size [2-4]. Thus, in the case of sample deformed in a diffusional creep regime at

a constant creep rate (-constant displacement rate) where grain growth occurs, an increase

in the flow stress is expected. However, if the grain size stays constant with strain the

flow stress should also remain constant with strain. Such a prediction is in agreement with

the results shown in Fig. 4. At 16001C no grain growth occurred hence, the flow stress

does not change with strain. At 16801C grain growth occurred consequently, an increase in

flow stress is observed. The data in Fig. 4 at 1680CC suggests that most of the grain

growth occurs during the first 20% strain. After a strain of about 20% the flow stress

remains relatively constant suggesting very little grain growth occurs past this stage.

The diffusional creep behavior of the two-phase YAG and YAP material can be contrlled

by either a Nabarro-Herring creep [2,3] or Coble creep [4] mechanism. Nabarro-He.:ing

creep is controlled by lattice diffusion of the slowest moving ion. The Nabarro-Herring

creep rate is given by the following equation [2,3]:

= ANH a/L2 exp(-QL/RT) (1)
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where ANH is constant, L is the linear intercept grain size, QL is the activation energy for

lattice diffusion of the slowest moving ion, T is the absolute temperature and R is the gas

constant. Coble creep is controlled by grain boundary diffusion of the slowest moving ion.

The Coble creep rate is given by the following equation [4]:

i = AC y/L3 exp(-QGB/RT) (2)

where AC is constant and QGB is the activation energy for grain boundary diffusion of the

slowest moving ion. The major difference between the Naba- D-Herring and Coble creep

mechanisms is in the dependence of the creep rate on grain size and temperature. Thus, it

is possible to decide whether the diffusional creep of the two-phase YAG and YAP material

is controlled by either a Nabarro-Herring or Coble creep mechanism by comparing the

experimental dependence of the creep rate on grain size and temperature to the theoretical

predictions given in Equations 1 and 2.

From the data shown in Fig. 4 and knowing the final grain size and assuming that all the

hardening observed in Fig. 4 at 1680'C is a result of grain growth it can be shown that the

creep rate of the two-phase YAG and YAP material is inversely proportional to the grain

size raised to the -2.2 power (i a I/L2.2 ). A comparison of this result to Equations 2 and

3 suggests that the deformation behavior of the two-phase YAG and YAP material is

controlled a Nabarro-Herring diffusional creep mechanism. For the case of the two-phase

YAG and YAP material where YAG is the matrix phase the Nabarro-Herring creep rate of

the material is likely controlled by lattice diffusion of either yittrium or aluminum or oxygen

in the YAG phase. A comparison of the activation energy for creep to the activation

energies for lattice self-diffusion of yittrium and aluminum and oxygen in YAG can be used

to determine which one of the three ions is the rate-controlling ion in the two-phase YAG

and YAP material. The activation energy for creep for the two-phase YAG and YAP

material can be determined from a plot of logarithm strain rate versus inverse temperature at

a fixed value of the stress and grain size. Figure 5 is such a plot for the two-phase YAG

and YAP material at stress equal to 18 MPa (n41) and a grain size equal to 3.1 p.m. The

activation energy for creep of the two-phase YAG and YAP material is about equal to 580

kJ/mole. No data is available for lattice diffusion of either cation (Al or Y) in YAG.
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However, data is available for oxygen lattice diffusion in YAG. The activation energy for

lattice diffusion of oxygen in single crystalline YAG is about 325 kJ/mol: f5j, The

predicted Nabarro-Herring creep rate (Equation 1) using a value of 325 Id/mole for the

activation energy for oxygen lattice diffusion yields predicted creep rates that are 10 to 10G

times faster than the experimentally observed creep rates. As a result of the large difference

between the theoretical and experimental creep rates and activation energy for creep

compared to the activation energy for oxygen lattice diffusion it is unlikely that the 'reep

rate of the two-phase YAG and YAP material is controlled by oxygen lattice diffusion.

Thus, it is more likely that the diffusional creep rate of the two-phase YAG and YAP

material is controlled by cation lattice diffusion. However, based on the currently available

diffusion data it is impossible to determine whether yittrium or aluminum is the rate-

controlling ion.

Conclusions

1. A dense fine-gr"ined (L-3 gm) two-phase Y3A150 12 +YA10 3 (18 vol.%) material can

be prepared from mixed alkoxides powders.

2. At strain rates less than 10-3 s-1 in the temperature range between 1600 to 1680'C the

two-phase YAG and YAP material deforms by a Nabarro-Herring diffusional creep

mechanism controlled by cation lattice diffusion. The activation energy for creep for the

two-phase material is about equal to 580 Id/mole.

3. In the diffusional creep regime the two-phase YAG and YAP material can be deformed

to true strains between 40 to 50% without microcracking or void formation.

4. At strain rates above 10-3 s"l severe microcracking and void formation occurs which

causes the stress exponent to be greater than unity and reduces the strain-to-failure.
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Fig. 1. Backscattered electron image of the two-phase Y3AI50 12+YA10 3 (18 vol.%)

material after hot-pressing. The bright phase is YA10 3.

Fig. 2. An SEM micrograph of the etched two-phase Y3AI50 12+YA10 3 (18 vol.%)

material prior to deformation.

Fig. 3. Steady-state strain rate versus flow stress for the Y3AI50 12+YAO3 (18 vol.%)

material at several temperatures.

Fig. 4. True stress verus true strain curves for the Y3AI50 12+YA10 3 (18 vol.%) material

deformed in the diffusional creep regime at 1680C and 16001C.

Fig. 5. Steady-state strain rate versus inverse temperature for the Y3AI50 12 +YAIO 3

(18 vol.%) material.
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Fig. 1. Backscattered electron image of the two-phase Y3AI515O 24YAC) (18 vol.%) material
after hot-pressing. The bright phase is YAIG3.
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Fig. 2. An SEM micrograph of the etched two-phase Y3A15012+YAIO3 (18 vol.%)

material prior to deformation.
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Fig. 3. Steady-stato strain rate versus flow stress for the Y3A 501 2+YAIO3 (18 vol.%) material

at several temperatures.
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ABSTRACT

A theoretical analysis using finite element methods has been applied to fiber

reinforced brittle matrix composites in order to predict the influence of the debonded

interface on "effective" elastic meduli of the composites. Two types of geometry layout of

the composites (a) composite cylinder model, (b) periodic square array model are

considered in the analysis. The prescribed d isplacement boundary conditions and

contraints equations are imposed for different deformation modes in order to maintain the

geometric compatibility between neighboring R V E. The results show that the elastic

constants obtained from composite cylinder model give much less degree of the

unsymmetry than those of periodic square array model. Furthermore, some discrepancies

about transverse moduli prevail between finite element analyses and the approximate model

proposed by Pagano and Tandon(1990).

1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced composites are significantly affected

by the bond between the various constituents materials at the microscale level, such as the

interface between fiber-interphase or interface-matrix. In polymer matrix composites, the

composite systems consist of brittle fibers such as graphite and boron in a relatively soft

matrix materials such as epoxy, a strong fiber/matrix bond is desired. However, in certain
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brittle matrix composites, the constituents are both brittle in nature, the fibers are loosely

bonded to the matrix. Although this loose bond is detrimental to compressive and

transverse strength properties, it is believed to be the most important source of enhancing

strength and fracture toughness in these composite systems. Recent experimental studies;

Prewo et. al.(1980), Rice(1981), Grande et. al.(1988), on brittle matrix composites have

also shown that the nature and degree of bonding between the fiber and the matrix

dominant their mechanical properties and associated failure modes. In order to achieve

optimal performance between strength and stiffness for composite development, the effect

of weak bond or debonded interface condition on the mechanical properties of composite

materials needs to be fully understood.

The prediction of the overall mechanical properties of composite materials can be

approached in many ways. Perhaps the most acceptable approach for many engineering

applications is based on a theory which replaces the actual heterogeneous medium by an

equivalent but anisotropically homogeneous continuum if the scale of the deformation is

sufficiently larger than the characteristic length of the microstructure. By further assuming

the periodicity of the microstructure, the effective elastic moduli of the composite are

determined by the elastic properties of the constituents and internal geometry of the

representative volume element (R V E). Since the early 1960's many analytical and

numerical studies have been carried out on the determination of the elastic properties of

composite materials with perfect bonded interface. In general, concentric cylinders, square

array, hexagonal array are assumed for mathematical models. Hashin and Rosen(1964)

provided the lower and upper bounds of elastic moduli based on variational principles.

Semi-analytical approaches has been treated by Chen and Cheng(1967), Chen(1970, 1971)

to evaluate elastic moduli of the composite. Fourier method and least square method have

been utilized to match the continuity of the interface. Application of finite difference and
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finite element method to this class of the problem has been made by Adams and

Doner(1967a,b) and Foye(1966), While closed form solutions such as the composite

cylinder assemblage (CGA) model or generalized self-consistent scheme (GSCS) have

been made by Hashin and Rosen(1964) and Christensen and Lo(1979).

The effect of weak bond or debonded interface on the mechanical properties has

been recently studied by several investigators. Some simplified models have been proposed

to simulate the imperfect interface condition.-Pagano and Tandon(1990) developed an

approximate model by assuming various interfacial condition with different values in an

fictitious coating region. Several definitions of composite strain were used in the

determination of effective moduli. They also showed the effective stiffness constants

become unsymmetric under sertain interfacial conditions. Benveniste (1984,1985)

simulated the interface by imposing the continuity of normal displacements and tractions at

the interface while allowing a jump in the tangential displacement. Takahashi and

Chou(1988) used Eshelby's equivalent inclusion method in conjunction with the Mori-

Tanaka theorem to predict transverse moduli of the perfect and complete debonding of the

composite. Zashin(1990) simulated the interface condition by linear relations between

interface tractions and displacement jumps and used GSCS model to predict the effective

moduli of the composite. Shimansky et. al. (1989) used a finite element method to predict

transverse moduli of the debonded interface in a ceramic matrix composite.

In this report, R V E model of concentric cylinder and periodic square arrays are

discretized and analysed by the finite element method. The boundary conditions and

constraint equations are imposed to maintain geometric compatibility inherent to the

periodic configuration. The debonded interface is assumed to be completely separated. The

model has been devised to study specific fiber/matrix debonded conditions and to determine

the dependence of effective moduli on the degree of the debonding.
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider a two phase macroscopically homogeneous elastic composite, whose each

phase is linearly elastic and isotropic. Let a large composite specimen of volume V and

surface S, be subjected to the homogeneous boundary conditions

ui(S) = e£, xj (i, j = 1,2,3)

In the case of perfect interface conditions, 0J are the volume average strain, Eij. in

the composite. However, in the case of debonding on the interface where the interface

displacement continuity is not satisfied, the average strain theorem gives

0 = - +" I1
Y ij 2VJ5 12 ([uilnj + [uj]ni)ds

It follows from the linear theory of elasticity that the average stresses are linearly related to

the average strains by

a-=C L0ij ijkl ek
*

where C are defined as the effective elastic moduli.

Suppose that the composite is macroscopically orthotropic. Then the effective

constitutive relations must be macroscopically orthotropic and therefore has the form

ax = C 11 x + C12 ey + C13 Ez

ay = C21 Ex + C22  y + C23 ez

15z = C31 'x + C32 y + C33 5z

yz =C yz
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'fz= C 55 Yx

Y = C ) Yy

For purpose of analysis one considers two models which have been often used in

analyzing the material properties of fiber composites.

2.1 Concentric Cylinder Model

A. Determination of Cj (i, j = 1, 2, 3)

The concentric cylinder representative element of unidirectional composites under

the applied displacement boundary conditions is given by

ui (S) = e xj (ij = 1, 2, 3)

where displacements in ei are constants. Due to the geometrical symmetry, only one

quadrant of the R V E. is needed to model the deformation. The boundary conditions along

the symmetry axes are

ul = 0, along xl = 0

u2 = 0, along x2 = 0

There are three deformation states which are required to obtain these elastic

constants. The deformation states (I = 1, 2) are plane strain states with strain components

ez = 0, whereas the deformation state (I = 3) corresponds to generalized plane strain

conditions with Ez = 1 and ul (S) = U2 (S) =0. The associated stress and strain components

are independent of x3. After solving the problem by the finite element method, the average
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stresses (U., Uy) are determined by calculating the stresses along the boundary of the

cylinder, whereas the average stress dz is calculated over the cross section of the

representative element.

B. Determination of C6

The transverse shear modulus C66 = G12 may be obtained from the following

displacement boundary conditions on the outer surface of the cylinder:
oIS C2(S 0

U(S)=1 2x2 , u2(S)=e2 x1 , u3(S) = 0.

From antisymmetric conditions, the boundary conditions on the two sides of the

first quadrant of the fundamental region are:

u2 = 0, along x l = 0

ul = 0, Elong x2 = 0

The average stress fy is calculated from the following relation:

2

_Cxy _ f (OX sin 0 cos 0 + -txy sin2

0

C. Determination of C4,4 C;5

The boundary value problem of determining longitudinal shear moduli C44 and C

is associated with the following displacement field:

ul =u 2 =0, w=w(xl,x2)

The equilibrium equation for w is given by the Laplace equation.
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V2w=o V2 = a2
1 2

In order to solve the modulus C5,, the displacement along the outer surface of the

cylinder is of the form:

w(S) = C03 xi

From symmetric conditions, the boundary conditions are written as

aw=0 alongx 2 =0
ax2

w=0 alongx 1 =0

The average stress Ixz is calculated from the following relation:

2
'xz J (xz cos2 0 +t YZ sin 0 cos O)d

0

Similar procedure can be applied to obtain the modulus C44 with specified

displacement w(S) = £32 x2 and boundary conditions .. = 0 along x1 = 0, and w = 0ax

along x2 = 0.
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2.2 Square Array Model

A. Determination of Cij (i = 1, 2, 3)

As with the R V E of square array in Fig. L.b, the boundary must deform in such a

pattern that the repeating elements match without generating cracks or penetrations. It is

required, under normal loadings, that the boundary of the R V E. remain straight and

parallel to each other. Boundary displacements associated with three deformation states for

the quarter of the R V E. are listed as follows:

(I) Ul (S) = E01 xI

U2 (S) = 0

U3 (S) = 0

(I) u2 (S) = E2 X2

ul (S) = 0

U3 (S) = 0
0

(l) u3 (S) = E33 X3

ul (S) = 0

U2 (S) = 0

B. Determination of C66

The displacement boundary conditions for the R.V.E. under transverse shear

loading is unlikely to be determined beforehand. Linear constraint equations for the R V E

are then used to insure that the deformed repeating element maintains in a periodic manner,
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u1 (xj , a) = u, (x1, -a) + 2a E12

u2 (a, x2) = u2 (-a, x2) + 2a

u1 (a, x2) = u1 (-a, x2)

u2 (xj, a) = u2 (x1, -a)

C. Determination of C44, C5

The longitudinal shear moduli may be determined by applying the foliowing linear

constraint equations along the boundary of the R V E.

w (x1, a) = w (x1, a) + 2a £31

w (a, x2) = w (-a, x2) + 2a £31

for C55 and

w (x1, a) = w (x1, a) + 2a 32O

w (a, x2) = w (-a, x2)

for C4

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The COSMOS finite element package is selected to generate the RVE of concentric

cylinder model and periodic square model shown in Fig. 1. Displacement boundary

conditions and constraint equations associated six different deformation modes are imposed

to obtain the composite effective moduli. The fiber is perfectly bonded to the matrix except
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over the interface region 101 < 0* and ir - 01 0*. The debonded interface is assumed to be

completely separated without slippage. The volume fraction of the model is taken to be 0.4

and the fiber and matrix material properties are listed as follows:

Material E(GPa) G(GPa)

Nicalon 200.0 77.0

1723 Glass 88.0 36.0

After the stiffness coefficients are obtained, the effective engineering constants are

calculated by

2C3 1C13
E33=C33- ,,!.31- = *

C11 + C 1
2  Cl1 + C12

S* G;=C5

{C;1C13(- C1 + C*2 ) + C*2 (- C;3C12 + ;C1)
E ll= C11  + -I - •

For the concentric cylinder model, Fig.2 illustrates the effect of debonding on ten

effective stiffness const Ci (except longitudinal shear constants C44, C55). In the

extreme cases of perfect bonding and totally debonding, the numerical results coincide with

the exact solution obtained by Hashin (1964). In constrast to the approximate model

developed by Pagano and Tandon (1990), An insignificant unsynmetric effective stiffness

constants are exhibited. Fig.3 depicts the five engineering constants E33. v31 ,El ,G12,

and K12 with different degree of debonding. The effective axial modulus has a little effect
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on the debonded interface conditions. However, the debonded interface may have

significant effect on transverse Young's moduli, Transverse shear moduli, longitudinal

Poisson's ratio, and plane strain bulk moduli. For periodic square model. Fig. 4 shows the

effect of debonding on eight effective stiffness constants. The unsymmetric nature of the

effective constatnts are observed in the figure.
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